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| The Arcade ihrJH9? Jal

NARC The arcade action thriller with the BIG

Jthe Bright flghp of Pari!

finish. Infiltrate the criminal underworld -

your mission is to seek out and destroy
the king pin of the MR BIG CORPORATION if you get that far.
You'll have to outwit his enormous army of
body guards... gangs of charisma bypass
patients hi trench coats, the bullet brain

with the build of a rhinoceros and the breath of a dung beetle,
packs of vicious canine yappies, the psychotic clown with an
evil sense of humour - you'll die, but not laughing! Then
there's the gas guzzling cadiliac jock - a cool specimen, elbow
hanging on the door rail, a serious looking piece in his hand
and ready to blow you away as he rolls down mam street
leaving you coughing lead. It's not allbad!... You've got a
chopper to back you up, a mean, shiny street machine, some
heavy metal hardware and some pretty neat moves. And what
about the king pin... old I say he was Mr. Big? No, he's MR BIG!
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Its FASTER - explosive power sends
you bulleting through various
ains - hold the line or plough the
fields! It's TOUGHER - the criminals wield some heavy
hardware - hut so do you! You can shoot but you must
dodge their flak... heavy gunfire, trucks unloading
their cargo onto your bonnet... it's the meanest
pursuit game to hit the micro screen.
The extra features will leave you gasping for extended
play weather changes, bodyguard squads, grenade
lobbing bikers, gun-choppers... just play it!... we dare
you to stop!
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EVEN IN THE FUTURE OF I

ENFORCEMENT, THERE'S ALWAYS ROOM
Quaid you have been haunted by

FOR IMPROVEMENT.

recurring dreams of another life on Mars.
You arewawn to RekaflIncorporated, a
unique travel service specializing in
-implanting fantasies into the minds of those

I

I HHHHwho desire to turn their dreams into

reality. THE EGO TRIP OF A LIFETIME
Experience the horror as your dreams turn into hideous
nightmares. Suddenly your every move is monitored by would-be
assasins. You discover the surreal truth -

You're not you - you're me.
You must travel to Mars to discover your true identity - your
mission is now a journey of non-stop action, strange mutants,
futuristic vehicles and a startling array of weaponry all
captured in superbly executed graphics and a game playthat
compliments the success of the year's top movie.

B

The future is a rough place Detroit is a
bankrupt chy...torn apart by the decadent
forces of the Old Man and his corrupt
corporation. If you want to die - then
walk the streets, if you want to live - then
pray for the return of Robocop!
Robocop 2 has justice in mind... a kind of justice
only he can deliver! Take on Detroit's evil
mastermind and his mega-corporation in some of
the most action-packed scenes ever devised for
maximum entertainment value. Detroit Is falling
apart - it's time to put it all back together!
HE'S RACK... TO PROTECT THE INNOCENT

ROBOCOP TM & © 1990 ORION PICTURES CORP. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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"Your guarantee of value"
This magazine comes from Future Publishing,
a company founded just six years ago but now
selling more computer magazines than any other
publisher in Britain. We offer:
Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips,

suggestions and explanatory features, written
by the best in the business.

You can write letters in a wordprocessor, compile
statistics in a spreadsheet and draw pictures in an
artpackage. But to help people digest your
informationyou need topresent itproperly.

Whetheryou're writing reports, drawing

histograms orproducing a fanzine, desktop
publishing bringsyour words and pictures to life.
This month we look at the packages on offer and
how to use them to make DTP workfor you. So
'"•'•••••

turn to pageite*4ind begin to express yourself!

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy
of editorial independence, and our reviews give
clear buying recommendations.
Clearer design. You need solid information fast.
So our designers highlight key elements by using
charts, diagrams, summary boxes, annotated
photographs, etc.
Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate
under two golden rules:
• Understand your readers' needs.
• Satisfy them.
More reader interaction. We draw on readers'

contributions, resulting in the liveliest letters pages
and the best reader tips. Buying one of our
magazines is like joininga nationwide user group.
Better value for money. More pages, better
quality: magazines you can trust.

Home of Britain's finest computer magazines.
ST Format • Amstrad Action

8000 Plus • PC Plus • Amiga Format •

New Computer Express • Your Sinclair
Commodore Format • Sega Power
Amiga Power * Amiga Shopper
MacPublishing
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If you've got something to say, say it in a way that's going
to make people stand up and take notice. We reveal how
DTP, used the right way, can bring your pages to life

113

review all the ST

word processors ever

Make your own fanzine

26

Fanzines are the ultimate DTP application. We speak to
the people who create them, from Pagan Newsto Final
Times, and expose the benefits and the pitfalls

^r

floppy disk, but not so easy to get them back
again... until now!

Stormball demo and the heaps of other programs
on this issue's jam-packed Cover Disk

Get animating

.67

Game-maker Peter Molyneux called it the "the best
animation package on the ST". Now you can get hold of

our unique animation creator yourself

pp Picture gallery

90

.akrfj Your graphic masterpieces in glorious technicolour. Follow the step-by-step guides and you
can make your own ST perform graphic miracles

Recovering data
34
It's all too easytolose valuable files onyour

&>

43

<w)»/ Your complete guide to this month's playable

Pages in stages

We rate and

MAY 1991

l ?• Gamebusters
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95

Your hints and cheats tocrack all the top games,
including Cadaver, Murders in Space and B.A.T.

Assembly
programming

.52

Those Bullfrog programmers begin a six part
series explaining all you need to know to write
your own assembly language programs

Role-playing top ten

.83

Some of the biggest games of all time have been RPGs.
Now we name the best from five years of ST gaming

23

MIDI helpfile

110

Want to get your synthesizer working properly?
Can't get your MIDI ports to perform? You need
Vic Lennard's MIDI helpfile, my lad

Public Domain

121

Our regular roundup of the latest bargain priced software

Down to BASICS

Write a chart hit

\

106

my Sade'scomposer, Neil Palmer, explains the
steps in writing your own chart-topping hit and
talks about his exclusive Cover Disk composition

War of the words

113

Word processing is one of the most popular ST
applications. More than 15 WP programs from the ST's

53

Desktop

129

Want to get more from your machine? Then
you've knocked on the right door. Your technical
queries answered and tips exposed

Subscriptions

past and present are reviewed and rated

125

Get to grips with GFA Basic with our special programming
tutorial series. Programming has never been so easy

134

Don't miss out on ST FORMAT- we'll come to your door

REVIEWS

Education

Head to head stereo

30

No more weedy sound coming out of your TV or monitor.
Now you can listen in stereo. Microdeal's Stereo Playback
and MPH's Monster Stereo cartridges tested head to head

Trackman 2

104

MIDI sequencers are a nightmare to use but this one
claims to operate like a dream. Is it possible?

137

Some very puzzling educational software on test this month

Special offers!

140

ST software at rock-bottom prices. You mustn't miss it

Feedback

142

Your letters of comment and words of wisdom

Twilight zone

146

Rumours, tall stories and what's coming next month

REGULARS

SCREENPLAY

News

.7

The lowdown on the latest in the ST universe, including a
special report on Atari's plans for the ST

World News

12

We winged our way off to the annual Frankfurt Music Fair
in Germany where we were gobsmacked by some upand-coming MIDI projects

ST top 40

Axel's Hammer

86

Driller

Background Royale.85

Elvira

Battlebound

78

Go

Betrayal

72

Gods

Brat

72

I

TheKilling Cloud

74

Continental Circus ..84

Test Drive 2

81

15

Crystalsof Arborea..65
Cybercon 3
58

SWIV
Warlock

19

Screenplay extra

Keep on top of all the high fliers and best-sellers

Game News

The galaxy's best ST leisure guide begins page 57

Discover the games you'll be playing next month and beyond
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Cover Disk p43
IT'S REALLY RATHER SPESH
There are at least 30
STORMBALL

fanzines produced

Don't be noblei be nasty!
Wreak havoc in this manic

exclusively on the ST. We

pinball-style sports Sim

speak to the people who

DEVPAC
» All you need to

created them and reveal

how easy it is

5

njSSk

S write your own

3 lightning-fast
programs - a

complete assembler,
memory monitor and
tutorial files from

game-makers Bullfrog

PLUS: Everything you
need to keep your

| disksinperlectworking
' order-disk editor,
i disk checker,

undelete utilityand
disk repair kit.
Music tiles Irom
composer Noil Palmer,
CFA Basic tutorial file

Phew, what a scorcher! Not only do you get
a fully playable demo of Stormball,
Millennium's pinball-style sports sim, but the
complete Devpac 1 from Hisoft as well. And
if that's not enough, we've got MonST, a
memory monitor and disassembler; heaps of
programs to get data back from your disks;

our own exclusive song composed by Neil
Palmer; more BASIC tutorial files; DIY

assembly routines from Bullfrog and a
memory editor. What more could you want?

All the latest news

and product
information.
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Processor

ProFlight, our Tornado flight
simulator, looks set to create a new
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We are pleased to announce the
immediate availability of the UK
version of Wordflair, the integrated
document processor.
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HiSoft is the exclusive distributor of
the UK version of Wordflair which has

full support for the UK keyboards,
currency etc. and comes with a
complete set of anglicised examples
for you to use and study. The RRP of

Wordflair is ideal for newsletters,

product brochures, form letters, mail
shots etc.

Wordflair is £79.95 inclusive.

Wordflair provides all of the features
you need for efficient word processing
... and much more. With its

Highspeed

easy-to-use page layout tools, Wordflair
lets you combine text, graphics, and
images. In addition, you can

dynamically link calculations and data
With Wordflair, you can create effective,
eye-catching documents without
moving from program to program.

additional features. RRP £39.95.

We have recently discovered a brandnew, and rather exciting, version of

These regions are simple to create and
edit, using the friendly,
easy-to-understand icons along the top

Atari ST/TT.

s*l ""••• KJ7 Highspeed Pascal

-':"!:'
UH
-—s.

~j\

comes from

MmJ Denmark, is
I[ extremely fast and

@ VSI^ friendly to use

of the Wordflair window.

and is very closely
compatible to the immensely popular
and successful Turbo Pascal on the PC.

Use this order form to obtain your HiSolt Software directly from HiSoft and we will sendyou aStarter Pack consisting ofaquality mouse
mat (printed with the ST ASCII set), an attractive disk wallet and 4 double-sided disks, totally free ofcharge!

J
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•
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£3085
£7095

Highspeed Pascal 1.02
Lattice C Version 5.08.02

Date:

Name:

HiSoft QevpacST 2
HiSott C Interpreter 2.03.02
FTiModula-2 Developer 1.21

£4095

Power BASH. 1.S

£4095

Harlekin1.07

£4095

£3405

Iwish topay by:
Card No:

1

Expiry Date

] Signature:

£2085

Tempus 21.07

£3085

Your 2nd Manual

£1435

Pascal in the UK, USA, France, Australia
and New Zealand. RRP £89.95.

HiSoft software is available from good
computer shops. In case of difficulty,
you can order directly from HiSoft. For
export terms or further details on any
of our products, please call or write to
us. All prices include VAT and P&P

High Quality Software

lurboSTI.83

£2085

HiSoft has been appointed the
exclusive distributor of Highspeed

HiSoft

£8085

HiSoft KnileST 1.0?

Compilation speed is roughly 20,000
lines per minute with excellent code
generation for the ST and the new TT

Address:

£4085

rHSoftWERCS 1.23

Upgrade from 1.1 is £2.50.

within the UK.

£8095
£149.00

from ecstatic users and now we have

improved colour graphics and many

the popular Pascal language for the

Wordflair creates compound
documents by layering text, graph,
calculation and imported object regions
onto a background writing tablet.

the simulator market. Already we have
had many enthusiastic comments

released version 1.2 of ProFlight with

Pascal

throughout your document.

ProFlight1.2

standard of accuracy and flyability in

;housesII5 percent' and three le-l- y.-i:,In-uses U (.orient,as illustrated

With its powerful combination of text,
graphics and calculation regions
together with its integrated database,

WDntflair 1.14

Takes Off
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ProFlight
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Access

Q Visa

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.
Tel: +44 525 718181
Fax: +44 525 713716
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Atari get serious
I n a radical move, Atari have
announced a plethora of new
bundles, machines and price
cuts.

These

include two

new ST

based computers, a Mega STE, an
ST education pack and - as ST
FORMAT predicted last month - a
price cut on the 520 STE to £350.
The Mega STE, which we
revealed in January, has been
officially launched. The base unit, the
Mega STE 1, has 2MByt.es of RAM
and a monochrome monitor and will

sell for £688.85. The Mega STE2
costs £1,033.85 and the Mega STE4
£1,148.85 - both of these come
with hard drives. Atari believe that

the Mega STE is perfect for those
who wish to run a "home office." It
includes all the features of the stan

dard STE, but runs at 8 or 16 MHz.
The education bundle is called

the "Family Curriculum" pack. Based

STF COMMENT
It seems as if things are finally begin
ning to work out for Atari. The press
conference they held on 12 March
was professional and worthwhile.
Against all odds they managed to
confound the press by announcing
two completely new machines, the ST
Pad and the ST Book.

However, these new machines
definitely won't be released during
1991. It would be all too easy to accuse
Atari of announcing "vapourware,"
yet prototypes were on show at CeBIT,
the German computer fair, in Hanover
in mid-March. This suggests that Atari
are spending funds on research and
design - surely the only way to stay
one step ahead of the pack.

"There's still massive

supportfor lowprice
computers in this
economy. The ST is
certainly more
attractive than a Mac"
- Bob Gieadow, Atari's
Managing Director

by Andrew
Hutchinson

on the 1040STE, it costs £399. It
contains five "modules," each con
sisting of three items of software
aimed at the whole family (see details
below). Peter Staddon, Atari's Mar
keting Manager, claimed that the
Family Curriculum pack contained
"elements for people of every age. It
is not a games playing pack." He

Staddon. "We will however be swing
ing our marketing effort mainly
towards the STE range," he added.

sees the bundle as the answer to

to be used by those who don't want
to become "computer literate." It is
simply a pen and pad interface which means you write directly onto
the screen. The computer then inter
prets this information which can later
be recalled or word processed.
The ST Book is a replacement
for the ill-fated Stacy portable with
1MByte of RAM and an LCD screen for exclusive details, see below.

criticisms about the ST's image as a
games orientated machine.
The official price of the 520 STE
Turbo pack has been cut to
£349.99. This competitive pricing
means that dealers should now be

able to sell the package for between
£300 and £320. The Turbo pack
includes eight games as well as
BASIC, STOS, Hyperpaint 2, MusicMaker 2 and a joystick. Atari will
support the STFM "for as long as
there is a demand for it," said Peter

At the same time, two brand new

machines have been announced by
Atari. These are the ST Pad and the

ST Book. The ST Pad is a keyboardless portable user interface in a
smart case, A4 in size. It's designed

Neither of these new machines is

expected to be shipped into the UK
before the end of the year.

Specification of ST Book
By Graeme Cook in Hanover
T h e new Atari machines mentioned at Atari's press
launch in London have been shown in Hanover.

The Pad and the Book are wildly different
machines with a world beating specification. This is the
specification of the Book as it stands now.
The

Book

is

a

68000-based

machine with a footprint of 297mm by
210mm and is about 25mm thick. The

pad with three buttons. The screen display is grey LCD.
This is very clear and does not draw too much power
from the rechargeable batteries.
The batteries are both alkaline and Ni-cad. The former

are used for day to day running of the machine, with the
Ni-cad batteries holding it in a sus
pended state if the alkalines run down.
In terms of ports and sockets, the
Book is a fully featured laptop. The two

EXCLUSIVE

ROM is a 512K unit running an
advanced version of TOS. This may be
improved on in later versions. Memory comes in two
different configurations, either 1MByte static RAM or
4Mbyte static RAM.

MIDI sockets (in and out) have been

retained from the Stacy, as have the serial and parallel
ports. A standard RS-232 socket provides modem
communications and a mouse port enables everyone's

An internal hard drive is built into the Book - standard

favourite rodent to be connected. Two RAM card sockets

Machines as innovative as Pad

size is 20MBytes, though this can be expanded all the

and Book are bound to do wonders

way up to 65MByt.es. The unit has a laptop-type keyboard

enable up to 4MBytes of information to be stored, while
data can be stored on floppy disks by means of an exter
nal floppy drive port. A 128 pin socket should enable the

for the public perception of Atari. But
more than that, Atari are cutting
prices and addressing new markets,

reminiscent of a Mega ST's, although obviously a lot
smaller. Movement of the pointer is by means of a built-in

Book to talk to STs and vice versa.

such as home and school education.

The Family Curriculum pack has to
be applauded, because it is sure to do
much to change the image of the ST
as a games-only machine.
At ST FORMAT we have always
believed that the ST is a

true all-

rounder. Finally it seems as if Atari
agree with us.

STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
• Module 1: Play and Learn is aimed at infants
and includes word recognition, spelling and
basic sentence construction software.

• Module 2: Aimed at the seven to ten year
old age range. Called Junior School, it in
cludes junior maths, spelling and general
knowledge software.
• Module 3: A GCSE revision pack. This
module aims to provide exam aid to children
sitting their GCSEs and is based on the
national curriculum.

•

Press conferences like this

- now happening twice yearly
- are sure to do much to

improve Atari's public image

issue 22-MAY-91

• Module 4: Creative Computing; comprises
Hyperpaint, MusicMaker 2 and ST First Basic.
• Module 5: Business Computing is for the
more serious user. The word processor ST
Word, ST Base (a database) and ST Calc (a
spreadsheet) are included.

• The new ST pack: "It's about more than playing games.
It's aimed at the whole family," says Atari's Peter Staddon

ST FORMAT 7

protar ... your advantage

protar products include the fastest hard drives available for the Atari ST. The
fully compatible auto-bootable hard-disks are mounted in an elegant housing
which is perfectly at home with the ST design. They are
supplied completly ready for operation - no hidden
preliminaries.
The system software supplied provides access to such
features as 12 partitions per disk, selectable boot partition,
write protection and password, all of which are fully
compatible with the numerous operating systems and emulators which are

pr<»tcir

offered for the ST.

protars' 40 DC, 80 DC and 160 DC models are additionally equipped with a
64 kB cache memory integrated on the hard disk; this cache memory reduces
disk accessing times by up to 50%.
Some other examples of protars' hardware include:

r

the R44 removable disk drives

the T60 and T150 tape streamers
• ProScreen TT- a large scale monitorfor the Atari TT
There is a minimum guarantee of one year on all

- a safe option

components used in our products. We guarantee fast,

for the future

efficient, hassel-free technology at a price our success has
allowed us to offer.

protar products are leaders on the German market
which are now available to you nationwide.

We are currently renaming our hard disk series for copyright reasons. Also,
we are putting the final touches to our new U.K. subsidary. Until further notice
our products are available to you without delay, direct from Germany at
absolutely no extra cost. Definitely worth checking out!
For further information please contact:

protar Ltd • Park House • Greenhill Cresent • Watford Business Park • Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU • Tel: 0923 54133 • Fax: 0923 50341
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Coast to
coast Atari?
T h e launch of new machines,

people who already own an ST. Our

bundles and price cuts repre
sents a major change in

profits are up and we're keen to

Atari's attitude. At their press confer
ence launch, ST FORMAT cornered
Peter

Staddon,

Atari's

Marketing

Manager, and Bob Gleadow, Atari's
Managing Director, and asked them
about the future of the company.

Peter Staddon has high hopes
for the company. "In general," he

says, "we want to draw people's
attention towards the serious side of

the ST range." As far as he is con
cerned, the challenge that faces
them is to get the ST viewed as a
serious computer, even though

Obviously one of these markets
is education. Are we likely to see a

Mega STE education pack? "Well, it
seems obvious, doesn't it?" said Bob
Gleadow. "We're gradually working
our way back into the education

we were

bleeding to death
for two years"

You

• Bob Gleadow, Atari's Managing
Director, confessed: "We were
bleeding to death for two years"

for years by Acorn and Research
Machines. There are resolute pock

who need serious processing power.

- Bob Gleadow

spending considerable amounts of

subject of the Panther games con
sole but did say they were waiting on

it'll be out in the autumn.

versify and higher education mar
kets," he says, "but also as a serious
option for the second or third time
buyer. Basically we're offering the TT
as a complete Unix solution, which
will appeal to colleges and people

To this end the company are

Bob Gleadow was in a bullish
mood. He refused to be drawn on the

Switch on your television any Satur
day morning, tune in to ITV, and you
can witness a computer game on
Motormouth called Magic Pockets. The
ST version of the game is currently
being finished and its programmers
the Bitmap Brothers tell ST FORMAT

"The Stacy was a
confusing disaster.
Because of it,

"games probably make up 60% of

would give Atari the highest profile of
any 16-bit computer manufacturer.

BULGING

address new markets."

the use, but only 40% of the purchas
ing justification."

money on advertising. This will con
centrate on the specialist press but
include television, satellite and the
national press. Staddon said that this

• Is that a hurricane in your
Magic Pocket, little fellow, or
are you just glad to see me?

market, which has been dominated

ets of Ataris used in education. In

Cleveland, for example, there's a
very high concentration of STs."
How does the TT figure in all
this? "We're aiming the TT at the uni-

"To

this

end

we've

released

some new memory expansion boards
right up to 26MBytes. There are also
some new hard drives available now,

control

a

streetwise

little

chap who has unfeasibly wonderful
pockets. As our hero wanders around
a series of levels, various nasty crea
tures seek to do (if you will) him in. By
sticking his hand in his pocket he can
summon whirlwinds. The longer his
hand is waggling in his pocket, the
bigger and therefore more destructive
the whirlwind.

Power-ups come in the form of
sweeties: polos, lollipops, ice creams,

jelly babies - they're all in there. If our
EMF lookalike encounters a gum
machine, he can blow a big bubble and

float up the screen. Encounter a tri
cycle and he can peddle like mad
through all obstacles. We wait with
quivering pockets.

from 48MBytes up to 600MBytes."

the software now. In an unprece
dented show of candour he said the

Stacy had been "a confusing disas
ter" and because of its poor concep

tion, design and price point "we were
bleeding to death for two years."

Atari's new price list

So does this mean we're seeing
a new and improved Atari?"Definitely.
We're building a platform for new

Atari ST Range
520 STFM Discovery Pack • £299.99

growth, based on the half-a-million

1040 STE Family Pack • £399.99

520 STE Turbo Pack • £349.99

Atari Mega STE Range

(all including a monochrome monitor)
Mega STE 1 (no hard drive)
-

£688.85

Mega STE 2 1 £1033.85
Mega STE 4 • £1148.85
Atari TT

(all including a high resolution
monitor and a hard drive)
TT 030/02 • £2294.25
TT 030/04 • £2524.25
TT 030/08 •

• Peter Staddon, Atari UK's
Marketing Manager, was firm:
"The STFM won't be phased out.
It will be around for as long as

£2754.25

Note: all these prices are Recom
mended Retail. Dealer prices are
likely to be considerably lower,
because of bulk purchasing and

Atari's brand new Family Curriculum pack, aimed at the family;

sheer competition from other com-

the Discovery Pack, touted as "the cheapest way to get into 16-bit

panies. The golden rule is always to
shop around for the best buy.

computing;" and the STE Turbo Pack, due to receive the greatest
share of advertising attention in the immediate future

there is a demand for it"
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NEWS

Sam

Tramiel,

president of

Atari, recently hosted an on
line

conference.

Over

the

last couple of years Tramiel has
proved to be quite outspoken about
Atari's public image. The conference
should have been something of a PR
exercise, but during the course of
the event he made some interesting
comments about Atari's development
in the '90s.
When asked to comment on the

new Panther games console, Tramiel
was at first as ambiguous and noncommital as usual. However, he did

say, "This is a 68000 running at
16MHz game machine which we will
probably ship in early 1992. Soft
ware is now being written for the
Panther. It will even allow for Lynx to
network with some games." The
comment is more important than it

HARD DRIVING

Sam
Tramiel

speaks

When asked about hardware for

The problem with hard drives is that
they tend to be bulky beasts which
rob you of vital desk space. Therefore
it isn't surpsising that manufacturers
have been trying to get the footprint
of their hard drives down to a more

manageable size.
Evesham Micros have entered the

fray with their "small" hard drive

series. The Reference drives are just
you having to get a ruler out, that's

we have that the new machine is

the STE and TT range, Tramiel
revealed that a 1.44MByte floppy
drive is in development. He also said
that a MIDI Multitasking environment
for the ST was currently undergoing
beta-testing. "I cannot make any pro
jections on new product from a hard
ware point of view," Tramiel said,
"but we are definitely working on new

from Evesham Micros: it may be
small but it's right hard

10.5cm x 5cm x 19cm in size. To save

seems: it's the first real confirmation

actually happening.

• The Reference 40 Hard Drive

portable machines." This confirma
tion of the design of new portable
machines

ties

in

with

Atari

UK's

announcement about ST Pad and ST

Book, reported in this issue.

One of the more telling com
ments was made in jest. Tramiel was
asked if Atari would be like they were
in the early '80s, and replied, "We
hope we will not be like Atari in the
'80s. We want to be like Commodore

in the early '80s. Joking aside," he
continued, "we have great aspira
tions in the US, you are right. The
only way we can change this per
ception is through marketing - ie
advertising and user groups and
users telling people that we make
more than just great video games. In
Europe today we are definitely known
as a computer company that also
makes video games."

about the same size as an external

floppy drive unit.
The drives are NEC SCSI units

controlled by the excellent ICD board
and

software.

All the drives come

with an external power supply and a
built-in cooling fan. These new drives
fully support the improved features of
TOS 1.4 and operate at under 27ms,
even at sizes up to lOOMBytes.
The Reference 40 model costs
£399 and boasts a transfer rate of 420

Kb/Sec. The 100MByte version costs
a very respectable £599 and has a
data transfer rate of 425 Kb/Sec. Eve

sham

MIDI to be standardised
by Jon Bates
~l he chaos of inconsistent

MIDI implementation should
soon be a thing of the past.
At present there is no common

round between synth manufactur
ers when it comes to ordering
sounds in the internal ROM memory.
Whereas sound no 1 on a Roland

make of instrument you have, you
can find the basic sounds you want
without lots of fiddling about.
This comes into its own when

you play on one instrument, say a
particular brand of keyboard,
sequence data set up for another.
At present it can be a laborious task
remapping the drums and altering
program changes to get the right

sounds.

General

MIDI

Standard

should eliminate the problem.
However, it applies only to the
ROM sounds - you can do what you
like with sounds you create yourself!
The MIDI file market should really
open up as this is adopted, and the
disks can be loaded up and play
straightaway without any fuss.
More from Frankfurt: page 12

might be an Acoustic Piano, on a
Casio this could be a Tin Whistle.

General MIDI Standard is designed
to change all this and sets a definite
order that sounds must follow in

internal memory. It was discussed
at the NAMM show early this year in
the USA, and according to the news

at

Unit

Evesham,

9,

St

Worcs,

WR11 6XJ, tz 0386 765500.

FIDDLE A FILE
It seems you can't go anywhere these
days without bumping into a GEM
replacement. One of the most popular
Desktop aids in the States is a nifty
program called Maxifile. It has just
been updated to version 3.0 and the
programmers claim it's the ultimate

Desktop productivity package.
Maxifile enables you to move,
copy, delete, rename, touch (erm, not
sure about that one), lock, unlock,
show or print any file. Among other
things, you can copy disks regardless
of source type, create or rename fold
ers, print directories, attach com
printer, alter file attributes, show hid

den files, retain date or time stamps
(pause for breath of air) and save the
whole configuration.

like being adopted by all parties

The new version includes custom

concerned.

icons, keyboard shortcuts, a recover
able delete facility, a very comprehen
sive search function, wild card
rename, true MS-DOS compatibility

To meet the standard an instru

ment must respond to all 16 MIDI
channels, be able to play at 16
notes simultaneously and have 16
drum sounds set on channel 10,
with the drums corresponding to the

and a

fastload function. These are

just the main commands of what cer

tainly looks like a very comprehen
sive program.
Maxifile 3.0 costs $39.95 (that's
about £20, according to my broker)

same notes. The standard includes

further details regarding touch sen
sitivity, pitch bend and modulation

10 ST FORMAT

are

Road,

ments to files or folders, initialise a

at the Frankfurt Music Fair it looks

that need to be standardised. The
intention is that no matter what

Micros

Richards

and is available from: CodeHead Soft

One ST linking a host of studio effects could soon be even easier

ware, P.O. Box 74090, Los Angeles,

CA 90004, *r 0101 213386-5735.
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BIGGEST CLUBS

GREATEST DEALS

Reserve

1

•

SPECIAL RESERVE CLUB BENEFITS INCLUDE:

• NRG (Energy magazine) News, Reviews and Graphics.
Screen shots, pack shots, charts, latest Giga-Savers.
Game reviews in every issue. Night City Cybertoon and
se

•a ^~R

10.99

7.99Jk 5.99

8.49

the kill-or-die adventures of the Cyberpunk NRG street

9.99

8.49

\ATARI ST ShOCkWarS Prices include UK and EEC Postage and Packing.
49 fEPHL

3DPOOL

99

SIMULATOR
ADVANCED TACTICAL
FIGHTER 2

AFRIKACOHPS

f

AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY

ARCHIPELAGOS......*^..
ARMOUR-GEDDOftK

AWESOME

16.99

LINEOFFIRE
LOMBARD RAC RALLY

16.49
15.49

SILKWORM
SIM CITY

.11.99

13.49

LOOM

19.49

SIMULCRA

.16.49

ESWAI

16.49

LORDS OF CHAOS

13.49

SKULL AND CROSSBONES . .16.99

CHALLENGE
LURKING HORROR
M.U.D.S

15,99
5.99

SORCERER (INFOCOM)

..

%

49
49
49

EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE 15.99
EYEOIHORUS
.5 49
F15STHIKE.EAGIF
. . 8 49

49

F16 FALCON '*..

49

F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 1 12 99

V..

BAT (UBI SOFT)
(WITH SOUND CARO)

23.

B.S.SJANI SEYMOUR

16. qo

BAAL

10 99

SPEEDBALL
SPEEDBALL2

F19 STEALTH HGHTRR

19.99

16.49

SPELLBOUND

F29/FIETALIA5DH

1649

MEGATRAVELLER 1
MENACE

19.49
6.99

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM)

.. :5 99

99

FISH'(MSCFfOLLS)
FISTS OF FURY

MERCENARY

.\5.99

>*49

BARDS TALE 1
BATTLE COMMAND ....
BATTLE OF BRITAIN

(MIDWINTER?)

(D/S DRIVE)

FLOOD ...3L
FOOLS ERRAllD

MICROPROSE SOCCER

"1DNIGHT RESISTANCE

BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)

INTERPBJPER \.
49

CHAMPION OF THE RAJ

49
16 49

CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN
CHAOS STRIKES BACK

19
10

CHAOS STRIKES BACK EOI1OR10

1899

NAVYSE.A.L.S

16.49
-049

36.99

NEVERMIND
,.,6.49
NIGEL MAtiSEiLS GRANDPHI* 799

/!

GUILD OFJHIEVES

r£ 49

1^49

9.99^ J\NT T*W.

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT
PACMANIA

7.99
13.99
16,49

PARADHOID90

1649

PAWN (M SCROLLS)

12.
6, 49

HOME ACCOUNTS (D'CITA)

2i? 99

HORROR ZOMBfS

16.49

(1 MEG) (SIERRA)

24

CORPORATION

14. 99

HOLLYWOOD HLINX

99 INFESTATION

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

7, 49
16. 99
16, 49
19,.49

CRACKDOWN
CRIME DOESN'T PAY
CRIMEWAVE
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
CURSE OF THE AZURE

19. 99

BOND (1 MEG) (SSI)

DAMOCLES
8, 49
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1 ...8.

.%_.... 14.49

IT CAME FROM 1 HE DESFrW,, 19.49
IVAN STEWARTS SUPER

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN ...8.

DEUTEROS
DRAGON'S LAIR
DRAGON'S LAIR 2

16
28. 99
27. 99

DRAGONS BREATH
DRAKKHEN
DUNGEON MASTER

9. 99
11
10 99

16.49

PROTEXTW/PROCESSOR V4 64,99

KICK OFF 2-RETURN

6.991 QUEST FOFVGLORY (1 MEG) 24.99

6.9j# QUEST

\
%7.99

§9

ENCHANTER{BUDGET)

8 99

7.99
4.99
13,49

REACH FOR TTII SKIES

. '!t49

RED STORM RISING Jute.16.99
7,99 RICK DANGEROUS /I.TTT"\.7.99

KILLING CLOUET.

KILLING GAME SHOW

16.99

ROADWAR EUHCPA (SSll

KINGSQlJESI 4 ;SU HHAi

?4 99

ROBOCOP2

WINNINPr

--^~~

>L

13.49 ROCKET RANGFR ... A \

KNIGHTS OF LEGEND

9J/ KBLT

JO

FOR GLORY 2(1 MEG) 24.99

R-TYPE
X
RAINBOW ISLAND TV

RICK DANGEROUS f..k
6.49 RIDERS OFROHANr (.
16.99 RINGS OFZILFIN (SSI) \.

KICK OFF 2

Sfe HEATHER GODDESSES

W

j^

.^T.

t«4?
^6A&*
9.49
/ 49

15.99
5.99

ROGUE TROOPEH .../.. ..... 16.99
RORKE'S DRIFT
{
> 15.99
RUBICON
\....../l6.99
S.T.U.N RUNNER
\...i. .16.49

18,49

5,99

(BUDGET)...
6 99
15 9# LEQ6ND OF THE SWORD
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1
16, m

™0***Sri9 99

13.99

AZ0 QUESTRON2(SSB

DYNASTY WARS

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF

PUZZNIC

K1CKOFF2- FINAL WHISTLEV 10 49

99 KBjy

ELITE

6.49

16.99'

DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR ...8

THEDARK

10.99
16,49

JAMES POND

49 TACTICS

6

POWERMONGER DATA DISK
PREDATOR 2

J. NICKLAUSGOLF

99 TOEUROPE

E-MOTION
EAST VS. WEST
ECO PHANTOMS

18.99

16.491

99 KICK OFF 2-GIANTS
99 OFEUROPE

3.
7, 99
39,
16. 99

8.99

OFF-ROAD RACER

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

8 99

4.99 SEASTALKER(INFOCOMJ»
22.49

LEISURE SUITLARRY 2

24,49

.549
16 99

TIME &MAGIK (LEVEL 9) ...

POWERMONGER

PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)

8.99

1HI Mi lyvHK MYSTERY

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3

24,99

SHADOW WARRIORS..-V

15.99

LIFE/ANDDFATH

15.99

SHADOWGATE ...\
SILENT SERVICE (SUB SIM)

TOTAL RECADL

.14.49
.16.49
.16 49
.15.99
.12.99
..11.49

TOURNAMENT GOLF
TOWER OF BABEL

TOYOTA CELICA GB RALLY

TURRICAN

.16.49
...5.49
...8.99
...9.99
...5.49
.12,99

TURRICAN2

.15.49

TRACKER
TRIADVOL3

\.
\.

TRINITY (INFOCOM) ,.\
TURBO CUP {WITH CAR)

TV SPORTS (US) FOOTBALL ...9.99
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL

.16.49

ULTIMA5
ULTIMATE RIDE

.18.49
.15.99

UMS 2 (1 MEG) - UNIVERSAL
MILITARY SIMULATOR 2

.19.99
...4.99
..,4,99
...3.99

UMS CIVIL WAR DISK
UMS VIETNAM DISK
UNINVITED
UNTOUCHABLES

.13.49

VIZ

.16.49

VOODOO NIGHTMARE
VOYAGER

...2.99

WELLTRIS

.15.99

.16.49

WHEELSOFFIRE

.19.99

WINNING TEAM
WIPE OUT

...3.99

.19.49

WITNESS flNFOCOM)

WOLFPACK\
WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

,,.

...9.99
.19.49
.19.99

WORLD CHAMF\SOCCER... .12.99

...

.18.99
...8.49

XENON 2. MEGABLASTy ....
XIPHOS
TX..

...7.99

13.49 /ORK1 {INFOCOM)

Tl*...9.99

ZORK 2 {INFOCOM)
/ORK 3 (BUDGET)

...559

5.99

SECRET OF MONKTY IS1 AND 16.99
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
9.99

LEMMINGS

THUNDERSTRIKE

TOKl
\
TOHVAK TH\WARRIOR ....

PRINCE OF PERSIA
16.99
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
17.49
PROPHECY • VIKING CHILD ...14.49

JET + JAPAN DISK (SUBLOGlC)

. 8 99

6.99

POPULOUS
16.49
POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS 8.99
POWERDRIFT
5.99

-p.99
16.99

TELNAEF OUEEN

16.99

?49 tPLAYER MANAGER
12.99
POLICE QUEST 2 (SIERRA) ...24.99

16.49

49 KICKOFF2

DEJAVU
DEJAVU2
DELUXE PAINT
DEMONIAK

PIRATES

B.99

49 KICKOFF

DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 2 ...8.
DEATHTRAP
12, 99

8 99

1G.99

13 49

PANG
PANZA KICK BOXING

COLOSSUS X CHESS
CONFLICT EUROPE
CONQUESTS OF CAMELOT

CORPORATION MISSION DISK

19.49

PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE),.,5.99

HOLLYWOOfJCOLLECTlON ,,,IB.99% PLANETFALL {BUDGET}

99 HUNTER..;
."%*,,
IMMORTAL(1 Mt-GKV.
\
10. 49 IMPERIUM

69.99
19 49

TEENAGE MUTAN1 HER©-"*.

TH5.99

3.99
...8.99

WRATH OF THE DEMON

XENOMORPH

/V

.16.49

...8.99

Special Reserve or Official Secrets

r-Mediates Ltd. Reg. Office: 2 South Block, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9

P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH

If if rA'U w* 13i* m *Nj Lv 1*1 S*l> I h I* 11fi*T» I i> I [*I® 1* V^W" 1®Kl831* i t-j LB l a-

Existing members please enter
your Membership No.

Atari Lynx
Quickjoy Supeiboard
16.95
Quickjoy Jet Fighter
12.95
Quickjoy Supercharger
9.95
Competition Pro Extra autofire
12.49
Naksha Mouse & Mat For Amiga or ST ...32.99
Mouse Mat (Quality soft mat)
4.99

£6.00

169\

18 49
COLONEL'S BEQUEST (1 MEG) 24 99
COLORADO
16. 49

HOUND OF SHABOW

(DATARASE)

16.99

HITCl-rlKF.n&GUDEOLDGEli

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EECE8.00 WORLD £10.00

.19.99

SUPREMACY

OPERATION STEALTH

HEROOUESI (GHI Ml IN)

Refunds or change of order on request ifdelayed.
No Obligation to buy.

.16 49

16,49

HILLSTREET BLUES .

Catalogue, Membership Card &Folderfor NRG.

•
•

SUPER GRIDRUNNER
. 5.99
SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX 16 49
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2

TEAV SUZURIWfH

CODENAME ICEMAN (1 MEG) 24 99

Confirmations sent when we receive each order.

•

...5.99

10.99
21.99

COHORT - FIGHTING
FOR ROME

•

. .19.49

NORTH ANDSOUTH
OBITUS

V..6.99

HARUDRWIN2

STATIONFALL (INFOCOM) ..

13 99
f. 99

99 GRAVITY^
\. 949
99 GREG NORMAN'S GOLF V. .16.99
GREMLIMJB2
\..14,99

16 99
8 49

CHIPS CHALLENGE
CHRONOQUEST2

NAM^i

NIGHTSHIFT ..._X!

.19.99
...8.49
.15.99
...8.49
...5.99

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)....
13.99
13.99
9,99
-G49

14.99 NITRO

99 GOLDENJKE

16 49

CHASE H.Q 2 (SCI)

1

GOLDOFTHLAZTl.CS
GOLD RUSH1 ISILRHAI..

STORM ACROSS EUROPE

MONTY PYTHONS FLYING
CIRCUS
MURDER
MYSTICAL
NAR.C

Safes hotline, open 7 days, to 8pm weekdays.
Fast despatch by first class post.

...4.99

STARGLIDER2

16.99

NEBULLJS?

GO PI AYIiR PROFESSIONAL 19 49

49 GODS ...J

8.49

16.49

Release Schedules, sent bi-monthly

•
•

SPINDIZZY2
.16.99
SPIRIT OF EXCALIBUR
.19.49
.16.49
SPY WHO LOVED ME
ST ADVENTURE CREATOR . .12.99
...5.99
STAR RAY
STARFLIGHT
.16.99

19.99
21.99

22 49

GFA BASIC VSO!

6

CAPTIVE
CARRIER COMMAND
CARTHAGE

16.49^
7.49

GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPlI FR

16,

BLACK CAULDRON
CADAVER

22.99/

FUN SCHOOI 3U2-6. 6-80f8+) 1299

7.

"BILLYTHEKID

MONSTER PACK

FUN SCHOOL 312-5. 5-7 or 7-) 15.99
GAUNTLET 2C
? 99
GETlYSHURG'tARC)
19.49

19.

15.99

6.r"

.18 99

FLIGHT SlMLf$ATOR2

BETRAYAL

18.49

METAL MASTERS

IDWINTER
IG 29 FULCRUM

FLIGHT OFTWE INTRUDER

(BORODINO &ARMADA) . ...19
BATTLESlGnW^
16,

8.99

MERCHANT COLONY

19 49

99 FLAMES OF/REEDOM

a

.

19.49

FERRARI FORMULA 1
FEUDAl IORDS

BATTLESCAPES

SPACE QUEST 3 (SIERRA)
15.49

M1 TANK PLATOON

S,,

Reserve members.

•

.27.99

MEAN STREETS

49

6.

BALLISTIX

..5.99
..9.99

SPACE ACE

(MEAN UGLY DIRTY SPORT)

49/FINALCOMMAND

BALANCE OF POWER

BALLYHOO (INFOCOM)

SKYCHASE

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO

F16f ALCON MISSION DISK 2 13 49

99 JlNAL BATTLEJPSS)

BACKGAMMON ROYALE
BADLANDS

.,7.49

\

OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS

P ESCAPE FROM "t;HE PLANET

ADVANCED DESTROYER

gang - It's Cyber-fantastic! NRG - bi-monthly to all Special

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World or
Official Secrets £29.99 UK, £34.99 EEC, £39.99 World

LynX colourhandheld system +mains powerpack
& California Games

+ FREESpecial Reserve
membership

Corporation
and Myth

•

with Sim City I

andMyth I

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE

£99.99

uisks n oils

Lynx Software

™P
EACH

SONY

WW»W «

3.5" DS/DD
DISK + LABEL

£19.99
PLASIC STORAGE BOX, HOLDS TEN 3.5" DISKS ...1.30
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

2.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (100 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE ...10.99
DISK BOX 3.5" (80 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE
8.49
DISK BOX 3.5" (40 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE
7.49
CUMANA ATARI ST 3.5"720K EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE ...86.99

DUST COVER FOR ATARI 520ST (CLEAR PVC)

5.49

3DBAHRAGE
720 DEGREES
APB
BASKETBRAWL
BLOCKOUT
BLUE LIGHTNING
CHEQUERED FLAG
CHIPS CHALLENGE
ELECTRO COP

27.49
27.49
27.49
27 49
27.49
21.99
27.49
21.99
21.99

PINBALLSHUFFLE
RAMPAGE
ROADBLASTERS
ROBO SQUASH
RYGAR
S.T.U.N RUNNER
SCRAPYARD DOG
SHANGHAI
SLIMEWORLD

GATES OF ZENDECON

21.99

TOURNAMENT CYBERBALL .

GAUNTLET 3
GRID RUNNER

27,49
27.49

TURBOSUB
VINDICATORS

KLAX

27.49

WARBIRDS

LYNX CASINO
MSPACMAN
NFLSUPSIR BOWl

27.49
27.49
27 49

WORLD CUP SOCCER
XENEPHOBE
XYBOTS

PACLAND

27.49

ZALOR MERCENARY

PAPERBOY

27.49

Item

.27.49
.27.49
.23,49

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage.
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
For non-software items such as joysticks or blank disks

please add 10% EEC or 25% World for carriage.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

Credit card issue/exoirv date
*CI- EQ JE/' PO!3TA .OFIDE R/V> cc ESS/*VISA

I

1
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WORLD NEWS

A musical feast at Frankfurt
by Jon Bates

editors at the going rate of around
£140 each.

T h e Frankfurt Music Fair -

Also on show was a host of ST
programs we probably won't see in

certainly the largest in
Europe, if not one of the

the UK, including packages that
enable your ST to control light sys

largest in the world - is spread over
six halls, each one of them the size

tems via MIDI, connect studio patch
bays together, control 24 track mix
ing desks or run digital graphic

of any average UK computer show.
Couple this with the fact that in Ger
many, as in the rest of Europe, the

equalizers from within Cubase.

ST is the favoured machine for mak

One program which does look

ing and creating music, on both the
amateur and professional level, and
what do you get? The equivalent of

likely to get here is Sample Tools by

about half of London's Olympia
awash with new ST music software,
thafs what!

Atari take the music market in

Germany very seriously - their cata
logue covers every music program in
German available for the ST - and
their stand had the cream of that

software up and running. In the back
ground a life-size Mozart bashed
away on an ST on top of his piano.
Two things seemed to dominate
the market this year. The first was a

"The equivalentof
about half ofLondon's
Olympia awash with ST
music software"
huge increase in the number of pro
grams that record direct to hard
drive. In the forefront of this field is

I The guys from Gajits with another satisfied customer at Frankfurt

(» 010 49 697 892 054), are offer
ing support for Hybrid Arts users in
the UK at present.
The second item that dominated

the stands was song files - pre-pro
grammed songs in MIDI File format
that any sequencer can play - as
detailed in the feature in ST FORMAT

last month. Almost every German
software house had a list of MIDI File

format songs for the ST - there are
even some specialists in this field.

Geerdes, marketed over here by
Newtronic (•» 081 659 0744), have
an impressive 900 titles in their cata
logue and several teaching courses
based on MIDI files. Dr T debut with

Tran

Tracks, and

Passport have

the British D2D ADAS system, which

been there some time with their MIDI

can run even on a 520 STFM. It uses

Records. Companies who have no
distribution over here, like the French
"Rhythm 'n' Soft," are marketing seri

only 200K of RAM, so recording
simultaneously with a sequencer is
not a problem. As in all direct-to-disk
recorders, most of the real work is
done with a

stand-alone hardware

analog-to-digital converter, merely
overseen by the ST. At £839 it is
well priced. (D2D o 0252 721236)
Taking pride of place on the CLab

stand

was

the

Studio

programs to record
direct to hard drive"

adapt part of it to run as a Desk
Accessory
and
swop
around
between 16 synths and sound

libraries while sequencing. At about
£220 it's not cheap, but if you plan
to expand your system it works out
a lot cheaper than even two sound

Arts have the latest version of their

Yamaha SY22 and SY77. The same

ADAP system with SMPTE Gold. The

is true of the Steinberg SynthWorks

German

series

and

the
Z

C-Lab
FILE HIM

speed. You can format disks to be

read by the sampler drive and audi
tion sounds through the ST's monitor

speaker. This leaves rivals standing you usually have to wait ages while
sounds are transferred to and from

the sampler. A version for Akai sam

plers is in preparation, and though
it's

for

the

semi-serious

at over

£220, it should clean up the market
when distribution is sorted out.

thought of as high grade stereo
samplers that store data straight to
hard drive. They replay from the

backing on the sequencer, plus
vocals or sample snippets edited
up on hard disk. Any timing errors
can be very easily corrected. The

hard drive and combine better than

trade-off

CD sound quality with the ability to
edit and juggle the sound without
limit - ideal for repeating choruses,
re-mixes, ripping off old records,

10M Bytes of storage for each
minute of stereo sound sampled at
48kHz. To free up memory for the
next recording you may have to do
a backup dump to DAT (high quali
ty digital tape), but the Sony type
interface you need to do this
bumps up the price of the setup.

Direct-to-disk

S o u n d Editors

for virtually every synth including the
Korg WaveStation, Roland D-70 and

they sound (it does work!), all at high

RECORDING DIRECT TO DISK

tenner per song.

direct-to-disk recording and editing
system first shown last year. Hybrid

"And Music"

program from Zadok software (•»

this MIDI idea. The emphasis is on
the fun side and prices of the disks
are accordingly low - usually under a

Geerdes now have editors available

"Dominating the Fair:
MIDI song files and

010 31 703 200 209) - a complete
universal editing and library system
for all synths. It is incredibly compre
hensive - its dongle protection might
make you suspect that it can only
work on its own, but having created
your sounds and libraries you can

ous educational software based on

Tools

distributors,

PolyFrame series of editors, as well
as the new Digigram Patcher range
of voice programmers.
The prize goes to the UniMan

Intersound (« 010 39 471 884646),
an incredible sample editor and man
ager for Roland samplers. It can han
dle up to 15,000 samples in a 1040
ST, edit them, check on duplicates,
arrange them in order, pull out simi
lar sounds either by name or by how

recorders

are

best

etc. If the program can run simul
taneously and in sync with a MIDI
sequencer, you have vast potential
for getting spot-on recordings with

is

that

it

takes

about

modular
DIM L

BftHK R

fllini'lliH l:

EDIT

TT1

WW

Havestation

File Database

Call

IstTrack

^^jssrde£K^*H^r.

H1.CB10
receiue MBI-file
send a rHJJI-file

uieH a fllDI-file
— DISK LIBRfMfifi —

conpare patch or bank
sort > nane/pararieter
search by paraneter
n;i librarian > bank
iron bank > librarian
—
mi rums ——
J reset delete-button
—

BIHT Pffi ™

personal note pad
il.l), SVSTErl "

nulti-adaptor systi

I The versatile UniMan editing a DX7 sound

12 ST FORMAT

I Now UniMan is acting as an M1 librarian

• The dazzling Geerdes WaveStation Editor
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PageStream
Features

®

Soft-Logik Publishing

Output to all PostScript, dotmatrix,
laser and inkjet printers. Including
imagesetters and UltraScript.

is proud to announce

Print documents in full colour or

produce four colour separations.
Import graphics and formatted
text files easily, with support for
more text and graphic formats
than any desktop publisher.

PageStream
For the

Rotate, slant and twist text and

United Kingdom

graphics.
Intuitive "no frames" interface.

c

What are you looking for in a desktop publisher? Quality output?
Versatility? Ease of use? Yes, you can get all of this and much more with
PageStream. Through a diverse font library, PageStream enables you to
choose between a variety of typefaces, lettering sizes and text attributes.
Most desktop publishers import only a few pictures types. PageStream can
import almost every major graphic format available for the Atari, Amiga,
Macintosh or IBM. How about printer support? PageStream is the only
program that supports all printers, including dot matrix, inkjet, laser and
imagesetters. PageStream is the only Atari DTP package that can print in
full colour or produce four colour separations to a Linotronic PostScript
imagesetter. Additionally, PageStream's "no frames" interface makes
creating pages easy. Why settle for less than the #1 Atari desktop
publisher? You won't have to with PageStream.

Soft-Logik is now distributing PageStream in the United Kingdom. In order
to service you better, we will soon be opening our new company in London,
Soft-Logik Publishing Limited. PageStream retailsfor £149.00 inc. VAT.

PageStream is
available now

for your Atari
Ask your dealer
for PageStream
or call us at our

U.S. office
0101-314-894-8608.

What can I create with PageStream?
• Advertisements

• Catalogs

• Newsletters

• Business Cards

• Letterhead

• Invitations

• Christmas Cards

• Signs

• Brochures

• Logos
• Flyers
• Reports

Soft-Logik Publishing Limited L— We give you the tools to dream.
PageStrcam is a registered frademark ofSoft-Logik Publishing Corporation. Allotherproducts aretrademarks or registered trademarks of Iheirrespective companies.

Soft-Logik Publishing Ltd
Five Chancery Lime
Clifford's Inn
London EC4A 1BU

The Official NEW Atari
520STE Turbo Pack
has arrived!
Atari 520STE Computer Keyboard

512K built in Random Access Memory
Built-in 1 meg Double-Sided Disk Drive
Built-in TV Modulator

Superb 4096 Colour Graphics
8 Channel Digital Stereo Sound
Four Joystick ports
Light Gun/Pen Facility
MIDI inputs for music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
Atari Mouse and Joystick
... and all connecting cables to get you up and
running on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath
Blood Money
Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine

Anarchy
/

Outrun

Super Cycle

STOS Games Creator

Hyperpaint II - uses all 4096 colours!
Music Maker II - uses the new stereo sound!

First BASIC Programming Language

vjffixn:!

DiGISTAi-

ble the 520STFM Discovery Pa

Drivin' Force

Rock n'Roll

Trivial Pursuit

Asterix

Pipeman'ia
RickDangerous
Chess Player 2150

Skweek

Metacomco BASIC

Mouse Mat

Onslaught
Live&LetDie

Totalpackage price includes VATand Next Day Deliveryby Courier*
Dontdelay-Ordernow! 24HourCredtG*d Hotline Telephone(090B)378006
only

to Order
By Phone - Call our Credit Card
Order- line on (0908) 378008 and

D

B"W|

Is
•

quote your card number and
expiry date along with the
details of the goods you
require. We accept ACCESS,
VISA, EURO-CARD,
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new
Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.

Ring or write in tor our latest Atari catalogue listing
hundreds of products available for this versatile Home
Computer. We stock COLOUR PRINTERS, STEREO COLOUR
MONITORS, EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES, MEMORY
EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,Atari BOOKS.ERAME
GRABBERS, DIGITISERS, SCANNERS, WORD
PROCESSORS, DATABASES, SPREADSHEETS,
ACCESSORIES and of course

hundreds & hundreds of

games and all at well below recommended retail prices!

By Mail - Simply write down
your requirments and send in

/
ac**w

your order to us by post along
with a personal cheque,
bankers draft, building society
cheque or postal order made
payable to " DIGICOM
COMPUTER SERVICES LTD ".

Welcome Here &
cheques require 7 days
clearance before despatch.
Ned DayDeSvay is WfooBi. SaturdayDeSroy Is£3,00extra

r spread the cost with our finance facilities - written details on request.

Digicom offer you the very best in customer after sales
support with 12 month warranty on all Computer Hardware.
All units are full UK specification with 30 day replacement
guarantee on faulty items and FREE collection of the
defective units within this period. And should you ever
need any technical advice our experienced and helpful
staff are available on the telephone or in our showroom.
Remember - there are no hidden extras all prices are fully
inclusive of VAT and next day courier delivery.

DIGICOM
36-37 Wharfside Watling Street

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Telephone (0908) 378008 - Fax (0908)379700

Showixxxn Hours - Mon to Sat

9.00an>5.30pm

TOP 40 charts
HMBBK-

9

SPEE

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

ST charts

Microprose

You're tuned into the ST FORMAT

Mirrorsofl

3

NE

•

£29.99

•

£34.99

A

5

Y

6

NE TEAM SUZUKI

Mirrorsoft

£24.99

•

STF 19:38%

•

£29.99

•

STF 19 93%

charts - compiled by Gallup in
association with Madam Wong's
illustrious Chinese Takeaway...
ST CHART CHAT

£24.99

•

STF 21 69%

Top-selling game for the month is the budget title Steve Davis World
Snooker from CDS. It pips another budget title, Fantasy World Dizzy, to the
number one spot, ahead of the full
price Speedball 2 from Mirrorsoft.
Turrican 2, the prime explore and
shoot-'em-up, makes a welcome

•

£24.99

•

STF 20 89%

£24.99

•

STF 18 82%

appearance in the top ten, while two
Impressions games defy the reviews

STF:

and slot straight in at 10 and 11. Kick
Off 2 resurfaces, probably because of
the mediocrity of other footy games

GOLDEN AXE
Virgin

NE

10 RE
NE

•

FISTS OF FURY
Virgin

•

£29.99

•

71%

BLITZKRIEG MAY 1940
Impressions

•

£24.99

•

STFM 57%

•

Impressions

•

£24.99

STF 6:

62%

STF 18:

86%

NE

POWER PACK
Beau Jolly
•

RE

KICK OFF 2

Y

Anco

•

£24.99

•

STF 17:

88%

£24.99

•

STF 14:

92%

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
Ocean

•

£24.99

•

STF 20:

76%

•

£24.99

•

S7"F19:

84%

£24.99

•

STF 13:

46%

£24.99

•

STF20:

£24.99

•

STF2V.

£34.99

•

16

ROBOCOP 2

17

RORKE'S DRIFT
Impressions
•

Ocean

RE

TOURNAMENT GOLF
Elite

19

NE

20

Y

21

Y

22

NE

•

around at the moment.

Domark

•

81%

B.A.T.
UBISoft

•

STF 17:

j Narc Ocean
Mickey's Runaway Zoo Disney Software

24

NE

Challengers UBI Soft

25

Y

M1 Tank Platoon Microprose

26

A

Mutti Player Soccer Managei • D&H Games

27

RE

Supremacy Melbourne House

| Midnight ResistanceOcean

28

A

29

NE

30

RE

F-29 Retaliator Ocean

31

Y

Lost Patrol Ocean

32

A

33

NE

Test Drive 2 Accolade

• F19 acts in a very unstealthy
manner by hovering prominently
around the top of the charts

Nice to see MiG-29 afterburning
its way straight in at number three.
Will it have the high altitude staying
power of F19, though? The re-entry of
Supremacy is no surprise. However,
Powermonger appears to be on a
slippery slope. Domark's Fists of Fury
compilation zooms in at number nine,
offering two quality beat-'em-ups and
a couple of others we didn't like much
even when they first came out.
Software house Ocean seem to

be supporting the bottom half of the
top 40, but where are US Gold? The
company's Kixx budget label seem to be doing much better than their full
price arm. Mirrorsoft should be happy with their showing, but it's got to be
Microprose who get the "Duracell" award for staying power.

CHARTBUSTERS
Obviously this chart predicting stuff is quite hard. There's no winner this
month either. A couple of you came close, but few foresaw the arrival of

HARD DRIVIN' 2

Toyota Celica Rally Gremlin Graphics

23

• Speedball 2 proves that
being vicious counts as it
fights its way to the top spot

SUPER LEAGUE SOCCER
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENI
•
Gremlin Graphics •
£24.99

y

15

STF 20:92%

NE TURRICAN 2

Hi * '•J

14

•

Electronic Arts •

Anco

13

I

POWERMONGER

Gremlin

n

STF 12:96%

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES

4

9

•

MiG-29 FULCRUM
Domark

7

STF 18:88%

224.99

92%

MiG-29 Fulcrum, so we've decided to make things easier for you. If there's

no correct answers next time, we'll put the closest guesses in a hat and
draw a winner. We're determinedXo give away a top ten game next month!
If you think you can predict the top three games and want to win the
title of your choice from the top ten, send us a post card. Write on it your
predictions, the month you're predicting for, your name and address, the
game from the top ten you'd like and the atomic weight of mercury. Then
send your entry to Chartbusters, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
BA1 2BW. This month's pointers: Lemmings, Armageddon, Secret of Mon
key Island and (biggie this) Midwinter 2. Good luck, chaps and chapettes!
Main Charts: STF refers to

ST BUDGET TOP TEN

issue and score of review in ST

FORMAT. These full price and
budget ST charts are compiled
and supplied by Gallup. © 1991
European Leisure Software

1. A

Steve Davis World Snooker
Kixx

2. •

Fantasy World Dizzy

Publishers Association Ltd

34

RE

35

RE

36
37

0

Y

I Fun School 3 (Over 7) Database/Mandarin

Code Masters

World Class Leaderboard
Kixx

Wheels of Fire Domark

[ Strider 2US Gold
Shadow Warriors Ocean

[ Platinum US Gold

NE

Finale Elite

RE

F16 Combat Pilot Digital Integration

RE

Battle Command Ocean

Y

Gazza 2 Empire

Super Grand Prix Code Masters
Treasure Island Dizzy

Kixx

Super Scramble Sim

Kixx

Moonwalker

Kixx

Fast Food

Code Masters

Kenny Dalglish Soccer
Manager
Zeppelin
10.NE Gauntlet 2

Kixx

'
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The Atari ST is the perfect introduction to the
worldof computing. Thepowerofthe STallows you
to run "serious"applicationsas well as playing
games, and the STsystem is flexible enough to
allow you to expandas you develop yourinterests
and expertise in differentapplications.

HyperChart

Oneof the real advantages that the Atari ST has
to offer is the sheer range and depth of software
support. From wordprocessors, spreadsheets and
databases through to professional DTP and CAD
systems the STuser is spoilt forchoice. InMIDI
applications the Atari ST has been the choice of
professional recording studios and the software
support for ST MIDI is awesome.
Ifyou thoughtthat computers were all about
playing games you've been missing out on the real
potentialthatyou andyourcomputer have. To find
out more about either the Atari ST or peripherals
forany applications simplyfillin the couponand
send it to Atari at the address below.

Ql Hyperchart - Atari: Acomplete business graphics
package allowing output to overhead, Laser printer
Please send me more details about the Atari

ST and other products.

or 35mm slide.

^J Superbase - Precision software: Excellent
database package offering full facilities and
support, with complete programming abilities.

NAME

Q 1st Word Plus - GST Software: The standard Word

ADDRESS

processing package for the ST, offers great ease of
use and excellent WP facilities.

^J LDW Power- Atari: The best Spreadsheet
POSTCODE

Atari Corp UK Ltd, Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough SL2 5BZ

The AATARI

available for the ST. Lotus 1-2-3-compatible, fast
and easy to use, but very powerful.

(Cl PageStream —Softlogic: Desktop publishing
package that is ideal for beginners and experts
alike, full Gem utilisation.

^J Cyber Studio —: The Cyber series offers a
complete art, design and animation package, with
full CAD facilities.

(Q Cubase - Steinberg: Afull sequencing package
with an excellent array of features. A complete

More than just

music studio in your ST.

^J Replay VIII - Microdeal: The latest edition of the
standard ST sound sampler, easy sampling of
sound to use in your programs and sequences.

Cj Quartet —Microdeal: A four voice polyphonic
music synthesiser, compose your music on staves,

play back on 1 of 100 sampled instruments.

^) Personal Finance Manager-Microdeal: Control
your finances the easy way, many many functions,
excellent graphing facilities.

Packsare
Back!
Ata new ,

f

. Great Price

Choices to Kee£ you
Spellbound at Truly

K-SPREftO;
++K-OMft520

Wizard Prices It

f
ATAR11040 STE EXTRA PA
Now youconbuythat complele Business Package and...YOU'LL
SAVE MONEY TOO!With the NEWATARI 1040STE EXTRA PACK

youget a 1040STE and allthe following...

ST GRAPH Business Graphics
ST WORD Word Processing Package

*

Great collection of NEW.
in a BRAND NEW B"*'

IDEAL **~

Now you can buy the tried

iflr ST BASE Database

ST CALC Spreadsheet

jl VVfi*

and tested Atari 520STFM

with ALL of the following...
FirSTBASICWrite yourown Bast

FIRST BASIC

*

S.T.A.C
HYPERPAINT
PRINCE

iftr
*

e** °" t^e'

Programmes • Easy to learn!

*

NEOCHROME Create sfpictures on yourn"-

244?

Inclusive ofVAT, Postage aid FR!£ ST BASIC

VlSBS,

fMfFREE

TE

Christmas...!
NEW

NEW

Atariiearfs/

JEW

NEW

NEW

PHILIPS CM8833/ll/f^

v*°n>est*

14" COLOUR STEREO MONITORWITH GREEN SCREEN SWITCH

Successor to the popular CM8833 the new Mark II versionis

sleeker looking thantheoldmodel andwith Merlin you'll get
the exclusive 'Artist' pack. This designer version iscolour
keyed andincludes a kitto apply to YOUR keyboard to match.

fttvil-"""

£249

PHILIPS CM8833/II (STANDARD)

£249

As abovebutwithout that designer touch.
ATARI BRANDED MONITORS...

PHONE

Prices fluctuate all the time for Atari SMI24

f OR

12" Mono & SCI 224 12" Colour Monitors so... PRICES!

Add one ormore ofour 'SORCERORS PACKS' toextend your choice

WE SAY CHOICE..
and we m&an it.
1 S0RCCR0RSPACK1

© SORCCRORS PACK 2

I

A

Ten Blank Disks in

only from MERLIN
you'llreceive these..

{Only available when you buy anAtari, seenotes onindividual packs*!

) )O@0@
Mouse Mat
ST Dust Cover

FREE with EVERY ST

andSAVE EVEN MORE...Only from MERLIN!

•
@ SORCER0RS PACK 3
@ 22 SOFTWARE TITLES

10 GREAT GAMES
(Worth £219.50)
Pipemania, Skweek,
-

5000

S0RCER0RSPACK4 I
•

STAR LC24/200 Mono

Library Case

Rick Dangerous,

Joystick, Ten Blank

Live andLet Die,

Disks in Library Case,

Chess Player 2150,
Onslaught, Trivial

TenGreat Games(as

nvoilabilily (Cnetk with us

n.&t....

£289

24 PinDot Matrix, 200/67cps COLOUR
Merlin Express area STAR REGISTERED DEALER
and a CITIZEN AUTHORISED DEALER

VH°°d!°,'i,
for UK
_Hotels
(Ask Book
fordetoil,"

CITIZEN 120D+
9 PinDotMatrix, 120/25cps MONO
CITIZEN 124D
24 PlinDotMatrix, 120/40cps MONO

BULK BUY DISCOUNT!

CITIZEN SWIFT 9
9 PinDotMatrix, 160/40cps MONO/COLOUR

, rf Holiday \.

choiceof one of our
"Sorcerors Seven"

Beginning, Drivin'

£205

£255

STAR LC24/200 Colour
Both offers are limited and

Pack 2), PLUS...your

04-For<e!!!

£159

24 PinDotMatrix, 200/67cps MONO

THEULTIMATE IN
ATARI EXTRAS
MouseMet, STDust

Rock 'N' Roll, Asterix,

Mr-

PRINTERS t«u,,Fmgru«M
STAR LC 10 Mono
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25cpsMONO
STAR LC200 Colour
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 180/45cps COLOUR

Games!

Ifyou buy your Atari ST WITH
other hardware (eg Printer)
ASKABOUT YOUREXTRA
DISCOUNT!

MONO VERSION
COLOUR VERSION

£139

£219

£199
£229

CITIZEN SWIFT 24

24 PinDotMatrix, 160/53cps MONO/COLOUR

ffiHBULTO mg®C3GL!B®[]3g 8LMIKF
SEVEN OF THE LATEST SOFTWARE RELEASES BROUGHTTO
YOU BY MERLIN EXPRESS AT A PRICE TO BEWITCH

SQDPBE ©SMS ®ffl SGDPQBIM8L1
SUPERBASE
PERSONAL

SUPERBASE
PERSONAL 2 V3.02

Please note the titles listed are advertised now based on the release dates

The original Suaerbase Amorecomprehensive

issuedbysoftware distributors. Each titleshouldbe availablean or before
the soledate of thismogazine. Wedo not, however, acceptresponsibility
for delaysin releasedates bysoftware housesor distributors.

Personal. A brilliant and

version with added

easy to use database
for yourAtari

features, excellent
up to date database!

£19.99

£39.99

We strongly recommend you check avuilahility before placing
'our order, faulty software wiil ONLY

replaced Willi the sametitle, NO III Imills CAN BE GIVEN.

DICK TRACY TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES £19.99
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
BETRAYAL
INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER CHALLENGE
GREMLINS II
ROBOCOP II

ROBOCOP, GHOSTfttiSTERS II, INDIANA
JONES &THE LAST CRUSADE, BATMAN
THEMOVIE all in ONE GREAT NEWPACK!

£23.99

OTHER TITLES MAY BE AVAILABLE...ASK FOR DETAILS

I when purchased with onST or ifbuying morethanonetitle...Phone for Details midremember NEW titlesare being addednilthe time!

MONO VERSION
COLOUR VERSION

£289
£319

2 YEAR WARRANTY WITH ALL CITIZEN PRINTERS!

CUMANA CSA 3S4i
CUMANACSA354
CUMANA CSA 1000
ATARI SF 354

1Meg. 3.5"Single Internal £65
1Meg. 3.5"Single External £79
1Meg. 5.25"Single External £135
IMeg.5.25"Single External £115

ATARI MEGAFILEl

PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES AND

HARD DRIVES

ADDSOME POWER TO YOURST

J

ACCESSORIE
DISK STORAGE BOXES

80 Capacity

£8.95

MOUSE MATS

£4.95

DUST COVERS...

ST'S, StarPrinters, Philips Monitors
SPEEDKING-Autofire

£5.95
£10.95

ALL MERLINS PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (UK Mainland)

tvUPte

Whilst every effort ismade loensure that the information shown inouradvertisement iscorrect, you should ALWAYS confirm any Offers, Prices, Availability etc. prior toplacing
your order. We endeavour tosupply everything asshown and we will ONLY change anything should itheforced upon usby manufacturers oroursuppliers. Because our
advertising isbooked sofar inadvance; Merlin therefore reserve the right toalter equipment specifications, withdraw any product/offer orupdate prices (and that can
beeither upOR down), without prior notice. PLEASE CHECK DETAILS PRIOR TO ORDERING.

Merlin guarantee NEVER tosupply anything that has been subject tochange without you. the customer, being informed of, and agreeing to,that change.
ORDERING: Just phone our 24 hour order line using your Access/Visa card, OR.
WARRANTY: Goods that prove faulty within 30 days will be exchanged !or NEW. After 30days,
senda cheque/postal order wild your requirernenl details. (Cheques
needclearance unlessissuedbyBank/Buildinq Society foryou}
DELIVERY:

Goods willbedespatched byposlFREE OFCHARGE to UK Mainland
addresses unlessyoorequest courier service (uplo25Kg) as follows:
NEXT WORKING DAY. ..addEtlo order.TWO WORKING DAYS...add [5
THREE WORKING DAYS...add E4,SATURDAY DELIVERY...add £12

(Merlin IfflALWAYS despatch prjn^5 r/ay oforder unless otherwise discussed)

7"LV

andwithin 12months trom purchase (6Months lorsoftware), faults will be
rectified bytherelevant manufacturers' repair agentandrelumed toyou bycourier.
'Sorcerars Seven' s/wwit! ONLY beexchanged fortheSAME TITLE; norefunds can
begranted (...due!opiracy ols/ware bya minority who spoil things loreveryone)

EXPRESS

LIMITED

DEPTSTF/T9, UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,

COLLECTION: Merlin Express are predominantly amail order company but we welcome customers STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE.
toourtrade/collection counter who wish topick upgoods from us.Why notpayusa

TELEPHONE: 0602 441442

DE7 5HX

FAX: 0602 440141

visit,wewillalways bepleasedlohelpyouwithyourenquiries.

'NTIL CHRISTMAS: OPEN SAT & SUN (Phone for times)...THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN!
E&OE

ALL our currentlyadvertisedotters supercede any previously advertisedofter(s)and goods are NOT suppliedon a trialbasis.

GAMES news

IN PRODUCTION
More Tengen coin-op con
versions are on their way from
Domark. Skull and Crossbones,
surprisingly
enough,
involves
swashbuckling, fighting, looting
and rescuing maidens in a hack'n'-siash game. Hydra places you
in the role of a

courier with an

immensely important package to
deliver, using your water-based
Hydracraft to steer a course
through the enemies across nine
levels. Thunder Jaws casts you
as a scuba diver braving the
Cybershark infested waters to
locate a submerged laboratory in a
two player shoot-'em-up. (Does the
second player take the part of the

Previews
Congratulations,
Mr ST FORMAT

ofBath! You've
won a valuable

prize - a detailed

shark, perhaps?) Finally, RBI 2
promises to be the most realistic
yet - though how anyone would
know if it wasn't is beyond us.

preview ofST
games to come!

• Virgin have plenty of games
lined up. One meg ST owners
should be able to get their mitts
on Spirit of Excalibur sometime

Psygnosis seem poised

is

a

baseball

simulator

which

this month. As Lord Constantine,
King Arthur's successor, you must

make your way to Camelot to take
the reins of power. Think you've
got what it takes to rewrite the his
tory books? Er, legend books? A
blend of fantasy role playing, ad
venture and combat simulation,

this one was programmed by Syn
ergistic Software, who did War in
Middle Earth. Later in the year look
out for Floor 13, a strategy simu
lation by PSI (authors of Conflict)
with graphics by Carl Cropley, who
also did Imperium and Hound of
Shadow.

It's

a

"controversial"

thriller placing you as the head of
a shadowy and highly dubious
Government organisation. Your
job, it seems, is to clean up after

to

unleash a veritable horde of

games on the ST after their
silence of the past few
months. They've been concentrating
relative

on the Commodore Amiga games
machine for longer than is healthy,

• Awesome's the game, and
your giant egg whisk is active
and ready to scramble. Whip
aliens lightly, fold in until just
creamy and leave for half an
hour before serving

through each Pit of Death full of plat

of the rising Deadly to Organic
Life liquid. Since it's a game
show, the whole level can be
replayed from video-tape upon your
demise to see where you've gone
wrong. The graphics and sound are
up to the usual Psygnosis standard,
and judging by nearly finished ver
sions of the game it looks as if the
gameplay is there too. Definitely one

forms and aliens designed to make

to look out for.

life
difficult.
Extra
collectable
weapons are scattered about the

After seeing a nearly completed
version of Lemmings we can say this
is another game with a promising

but now their wares

are

set to

appear on the ST. Top of the list for
anyone who's seen it has to be The
Killing Game Show, due out now. In a
similar way to The Running Man, this
features you as a contestant in a
futuristic TV game show. Armed to

the teeth, you must fight your way

place and there's the constant threat

the Government and ensure that

they're never seen in a bad light.
All totally fictional, obviously...
•

landscape's long awaited 4D

Boxing and AD Driving might
soon see the light of day. The
former game enables you to create
a camp of ten boxers, dictating
how heavy they are and so on, fol
lowed by training and their first
fights. Apparently it's "the most
accurate sports simulation ever
written." Hmm. 40 Driving uses
fast polygon vector graphics and a
camera system that enables you to
view the race from any angle. One
nice touch is the ability to save
replays of your race so you can
die again and again.
• Yet another driving game is due
from Storm any moment now. Big
Run is a coin-op licence from
Jaleco and involves tearing round
in a rally car in a bid to complete
the toughest stages of the ParisDakar rally - starting from Tunis
because France is far too easy for
the likes of you.

Psyg Nosis,
come on down!

• "...And

this is Jack. Don't mention

his ears, okay? He's very sensi
tive about his ears. Also don't

mention his eyes, his mouth or
any other part of his anatomy"

future. Taking control of up to 100
lemmings as they rush onto the
screen, you have the responsibility of
guiding them to safety and not letting
too many of them fall to their deaths.
It boasts infuriating gameplay and
small but perfectly animated graph
ics - in fact, Bitmap Brother Eric
Matthews predicts that this is going
to be one of the ten best-animated

games on the ST. With Xenon 2 and

Gods under his belt, he can recog
nise a big game when he sees it.
(See Eric's top ten, exclusive to ST
FORMAT last issue.) Lemmings
should be on the shelves by the time
you read this but wait for our full

review next issue before you buy.
/Awesome is also set in the
future and consists of several differ

• Demos we've seen suggest that The Killing Game Show is going to
scale the charts. Kill, blast, jump, and keep smiling because your
Aunt Doris is watching. Make sure you catch next month's review!

ent game styles. Some levels are sit
uated in space and involve blasting
hell out of enemy ships - this part is
much like an updated version of
Asteroids. Other stages are set
above, and then upon, a planet's sur
face and involve exploring on foot.
Psygnosis are boasting that Awe
some features a truly awesome intro
sequence showing an outer space
fight between two ships in glorious
ray-traced graphics. Can't wait.
ST FORMAT 19
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Lashings of ginger beer
Just what is the oddest licence ever?

Could it be Nicholas Ridley's Xenophobe Simulator? Neil Kinnock's
Quest for Charisma? Well, maybe. Or
it might possibly be the upcoming
game from Enigma Variations based
on - of all things - the Famous Five
books by Enid Blyton.
The Famous Five on a Treasure
npiet

you

leave

Vou ax*e
Kirpin

the

train.

standinar upon
Station.The

the platforn of

exit

i s East.

• "Super! The hols at last! Six whole weeks of exploring, adventuring,
eating and chasing international bank swindlers!" exclaimed Julian
happily. Little did he suspect that Devon had a surprise in store...

Island, due by the time you read this,
is a fully interactive graphic adven
ture, closely following the plot of the
book. (Does this mean that if you've
read the book you already know how
the game ends, regardless of what
instructions you might type in for the
characters to follow?) The text and

pictures are endorsed by the Blyton
estate, so no litigious allegations can
occur. Apparently the parser (the
part of the game that interprets what
you type in on the keyboard) has
taken three years to develop, and
the game features independent char
acters - a now increasingly standard
feature in adventures.

According to the press release,
the books are still selling a stagger
ing seven million copies each year,
so there's obviously a large market
to be tapped. We'll have to wait to
see if playing the game can equal
the thrill of reading lines like "Golly,
Dick, you're so brave!"

5S£Hj
Return of the Phoenix
anyone.
Will the stream of soccer sims ever

cease? Evidently not: there's another
one looming on the horizon, going by
the strange title of / Play 3D Soccer.
And guess what? This one is said to
be closer to the real thing than any
thing else. Heard that one before?
Simulmondo, the Italian develop
ers, believe ifs the most realistic
simulation yet. The game features
scaled, bitmapped and 3D vector
graphics. It also has the obligatory
two-player mode, in which the screen
is split to show both perspectives.

Remember those wasted hours you spent in a smoky,
noisy, crowded room playing Galaxians until you didn't
even have the bus fare home? No? Well in that case you
won't be interested in Megaphoenix, the newie from
Spanish chappies Dinamic, previously known for impossi
bly difficult games like Navy Moves which did little to earn
them a reputation for playable and interesting games.
rVfegaphoen/x is a completely updated version of the
classic arcade game, incorporating all the old features
which made that so playable - throngs of metallic birds,

eggs that hatch into Phoenixes (Phoenices?) and heaps
more. It also improves on the original with some new
features - collectable fire-power to beef up your ship and
a simultaneous two-player option.
The graphics certainly look light years ahead of the
original game, and if the gameplay is there to match
Dinamic may well be onto a winner - there are many
thousands of ex-Galax/'ans junkies out there still hungry for
a decent micro version of the game. IMegaphoenix is due
out by the time you read this.

• Honestly, you can't even take a short stroll
along the Outer Spiral Arm these days without
some hooligans causing trouble. Just look as the
mess they're making in Megaphoenix!

• This year's Megaphoenix fashion is definitely for
those hunky, bulky spacecraft-style shoulder pads.
David here is modelling the brand new Class Six
Starcruiser design with optional earrings

The match is seen from what

ever position you're currently playing,
though you can change this to get a
better view. The other players and
the ball grow larger as they approach

your position - but so, fortunately,
does the goal. When the match is
over and you're sobbing uncontrol
lably because you've lost, you can
relive the misery by viewing each half
in normal or slow motion from any
viewpoint. One neat touch is that you
can alter the level of graphical detail,

less detail providing a faster game.
/ Play 3D Soccer should be avail
able by the time you read this, but
ifs going to have to be one hell of
a game to compete in the already
crowded soccer sim market.

Beacon keeper in space virus shock
It's a hard life being a keeper for
Beacon 04523N. There you are, out
in deep space with no-one to talk to
and nothing to do except ensure that
the Beacon's running okay. It's a dirty
job but someone's got to do it - after
all, the Beacon is a major navi
gational aid to space travellers.
Problem is, these Beacons keep
self-destructing, resulting in massive
pile-ups. This is because they're
being infected by virulent space
microbes and self-destruction is the

• Overheard in computer games
shop: "Have you got f Play 3D
Soccer?" "No, it's just the way I
walk, fnar fnar fnar." Er, doesn't
really work, does it?
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only way to sterilise the area.
In Wreckers, due any moment
now from Audiogenic Software, you
play the role of that unhappy keeper.
The station is infected, and you've

got just one hour to clean it up
before the Beacon decides to end it

all- and you with it.
Set mainly in an isometric 3D

good - it's certainly got some inter
esting features. Watch this space
(ouch!) for more information, stf

environment
featuring
tunnels,
Zippways and lifts, but with some
sections in space, the game requires
you to manufacture droids to aid you
in your plight. They can fight, repair
and clean - but be careful, because

they may become disobedient and
have to be destroyed. Should the
microbes reach the station you have
no choice but to burn them off the

surface. If that doesn't stop them it's

up to you and the droids alone.
At this stage it's hard to say
whether Wreckers is going to be any

•

For reasons best known to

themselves, these gentlemen
from Wreckers seem to have had

their heads removed. Perhaps
it's some new training initiative
to keep the workers in line...
issue 22-MAY-91
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For just £329.99, you can now buy the Amiga 500
computer and modulator, saving you £70 on the

Now your

normal price.
The C64 with

joystick and

money goesjr

games

cartridge just
£119.99

even furthe
ectacii lar fall for the C64

with Commodore

Undoubtedly, the world's best selling home
computer, the C64 is now excellent value down
from £159.99 to £119.99.

There's a little bit of Commodore in all of us.

This month, the C64 brings instant fun for

Excitement and adventure, you saw it for yourself

all the family and comes complete with joystick

in our Christmas commercials. Now your money

and games cartridge consisting of International

goes even further with Commodore.

Soccer, Klax, Fiendish Freddy's Big Top O'Fun
and Flimbo's Quest.

All games cartridges produced for the

Screen Gems
with 1Mb RAM

C64 Games System are compatible with the

only£399.99

standard C64 Computer. And all Commodore
computers, together with

a

wide

range of

peripherals, are available at selected high street
stores

and

at

most

independent

computer

retailers.

For full details of how you and your money
can go to amazing lengths with Commodore, call
071 873 9800 or send the freepost coupon below.

for Amiga-

\d

All prices are inclusive of VAT

Our Amiga 500 Screen Gems pack, the

Please complete your details and return to

UK's most popular 16 Bit home computer has

Commodore, Freepost 38, London W1 E 6PA.

now doubled from 512K to 1 Megabyte of RAM.

Please send me details of my nearest stockist.

This gives even more power to educate, entertain,

inspire and stretch the imagination. Yet it's still

Address

only £399.99, saving you almost £100.
Screen Gems also includes a mouse, Deluxe

•

'

V

Paint II and four exciting challenges, including;
Back to the Future II, Nightbreed, Shadow of the

.Postcode:

Telephone:,

Beast II and the devastating Days of Thunder.

If you're looking for great Amiga

value,

you could even trade in your old computer for a
fantastic world of graphics, animation and sound.

C~ Commodore
THERE'S
A
LITTLE
BIT
COMMODORE IN ALL OF

OF
US

DTP get started!

All it takes to produce a quality fanzine is a 520 ST,
a decent screen, a printer and your DTP package

GETTING STARTED IN DTP
There's nothing to it, really. If you can use a word
processor, you already know enough about text han
dling on your ST to tackle most DTP functions - and
many DTP programs are actually easier to use than
some word processors! Grasp the basics and you can
use the STs desktop publishing power to produce
anything from simple letters to full-colour magazines
- all you need to add is the right software and a
printer that can keep up.
The DTP packages available for the ST don't all
use exactly the same commands, but the basic prin
ciples you need to keep in mind don't change from
program to program. Just follow this step-by-step
guide and watch your words come to life!

•

If you intend producing a page with more than
about 100 words on it, you should think about

writing your text in a word processor first. Although
you can type text directly onto your page using your
DTP program, most packages don't offer many text
handling commands. For example, you can't search
for a string of characters in Timeworks. The excep
tion to this rule is Calamus, with its comprehensive
text editor - but even here you're better off writing

mands like italics or bold characters. Since 1st Word

Plus is one of the oldest and most popular ST word

processors, this format is supported by all ST DTP
programs. Most, including Timeworks and PageStream, can import from a host of other common
word processors as well. Pretext is a handy WP
because it saves its text in a format very close to

ASCII - that is, plain text without style codes - which
means most DTPs can cope with its text adequately.

If your DTP program resolutely refuses to load
your particular type of WP file, don't panic! All you
need to do is save your text as an ASCII file, which
good WPs normally enable you to do. You can add
italics and fancy bits later in the DTP program itself.

repositioned later, you don't need to get everything
just right at this stage. Things often become clearer
when you've got everything on the page in front of
you and can see what elements you need to fit in.
•

If your text is too long for the box you've put it
in, you can chain several boxes together so the

overflow runs over from one to the next. You can

even chain text from one page to another. PageStream calls this "text routing." You can scroll around

your page or view it at various sizes, putting the
whole page on-screen to get an overall impression or
zooming in at (say) 200% for detailed work.
#

Before you get as far as moving text boxes
around your page and designing the look of
your document, you need to start adding style com
mands to your basic text. Decide what font (typeface
was the old term) and size you want your text in. Do

•

you want it justified (with text evened up at both left

you like - and because they can be reshaped or

and right margins), ranged left (uneven lines, as in
typing), centred or even ranged right (with ragged
left margins)? How much leading (pronounced "ledding") or space between lines do you want?
DTP gives you much more power over these
elements than word processors. The best you can do

The next step is to create a text box or column
to hold your words. All DTP packages work
using boxes into which you flow your text. These
boxes can be small enough to accommodate just a
few letters or as big as the full page. They can be
moved around your page and positioned anywhere

most of the text in a word processor.

DTP packages can often import text directly
from your word processor and retain special com
The letters

heading at the
top of this page
has been

All DTP packages
work with boxes. Here

you can see how the
main fanzine info is

designed in an
art package and
then imported into
the page. Combine
art with DTP and you
can obtain some very

professional results

confined in its own box
to the left and the
editorial comment

Notice how rules are used in this page to

occupies two columns

separate one story from another. The thick

in another box

border around the headline is used as a

design feature through the entire fanzine
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pictures were etched onto metal plates and
placed within the text. A massive task, and one
with little room for error.

With the arrival of computers, DTP changed
everything. DTP enables you to create your
page on-screen and modify it in any way you
choose until you're entirely happy with it. More

than this, DTP opens up a new wealth of design
possibilities. You can immediately see the effect
of a new typeface on your pages, test different
layouts and experiment with stretched, twisted,
rotated and coloured characters. Then, when all
is decided, the pages can be printed out directly
onto paper (for low-budget periodicals) or onto

With your ST, a little

creative imagination
and a smattering of
enthusiasm, you can
bring your words and
pictures to life. The
ST FORMAT crew

show you how
in most WPs is set italics, bold and underscore, but

DTP packages can handle anything from really tiny
fine print (perhaps 2 point - one thirty-sixth of an
inch high) to banner headlines (100 point - almost
1.4 inches high). You can even pre-set all the ele
ments of a particular body of text - not just font and
point size but leading, justification and much more

besides - and save these in style sheets you can
apply to a block of text with a single keystroke
(PageStream calls this "paragraph tagging").
e

Then you can start on the really fancy stuff,

W e ' v e all heard the phrase desktop
publishing, but what does it actually
mean? What use is it? How can you

sheets of clear plastic. The images on these
sheets can then be chemically etched onto the

for your ST, the cash you can expect to part

aluminium plates used for offset printing - the
most common method of printing these days.
Not everyone wants to create a newspaper
or a magazine. But even if you're not a budding
Robert Maxwell, DTP can help you. Fanzines,

with and the problems you can expect to suffer.

church or parish magazines, Scouts and Guides

Publishing was until very recently the
domain of wealthy magnates, using incredibly

final impression was readable), while photos and

newspapers, club newsletters, sales reports
and charts, prospectuses and CVs, flyposters,
wedding or party invitations, business cards,
stickers, labels and even the common or garden
letter can all be created at home, on your ST,
with a standard DTP package. DTP can be used
for virtually anything you want on paper - and
more uses are being found almost every day.
To get started in DTP, you don't need to
spend a fortune. With an inexpensive DTP pack-

#You can also add design elements like lines
(called "rules") or borders around boxes - and

ings in larger type and judicious use of whitespace.

get the best out of it? You'll find answers to all

these questions in this comprehensive feature,
plus pointers on the best DTP software available

expensive printing presses and hordes of staff
to create their publications. Those were the

days of Hot Metal - thousands of individually
moulded characters made of lead, all set up
into straight rows and covered in ink. As if in a
giant John Bull printing kit, these characters
were all laid out by hand, backwards (so the

block; break the page up with illustrations, sub-head

then inset the text within these boxes so it doesn't

run right up to your frame. Another great advantage
of DTP is that you can import pictures you've pre
pared with your favourite art package - usually by
creating a picture box to hold them, just as you cre
ated a text box for your text. Then you can enlarge
or reduce them to fit. Make sure your DTP package
supports the particular picture file format you're
using. All of them load Degas (.Pll), Neochrome

€k Now that you've got your basic page, you can

Fjuggle the elements by cutting and pasting

whole boxes at a time. You can duplicate boxes, so
you can have matching pictures, or put tints into
them to liven them up. How about adding a shadow
to your headline? Duplicate the headline box, overlay
one box on top of the other but slightly to one side,
and then make the top box transparent so you can

(.NEO) and image files (.IMG) but only a few support
Tiny (.TNY) format. For even more graphic interest,

see through it to the box behind.

a different font. Put it in its own text box so you can

some DTP packages like Pagestream and Calamus
enable you to rotate and tilt pictures.
At this stage you need to become not just a pub

move it around the page at will.

lisher but a designer, so your page doesn't end up

master page, or append documents you've prepared
separately - like a cover page for your report or
essay. Different DTP packages are capable of differ
ent effects, but buy only a package which does what
you really need. Complex text and picture rotations

^r Look at the pages below to decide for yourself
what works and what doesn't. A heading needs to be
eyecatching - so set it not only in a larger size but in

Why not begin the body text with a "drop cap" a large capital letter? To do this, you can either draw
a new box for that letter or simply select the letter
and increase its size. This second method, however,

looking as if you've just dropped a handful of boxes
onto it. Try to align boxes into some regular pattern.
It helps if you split the page into columns and then
align additional boxes and pictures to these columns.
Look at the first pic below to see how the boxes fit

can affect the spacing of adjoining letters, so you
may have to adjust the horizontal spacing ("kerning"
or "tracking" in Timeworks). In the same way you can

together. To help you get it right, you can group sev
eral boxes (say, a picture and its caption) and manip

stretch headings to fill out a line - or squash chunks
of text using what PageStream calls "batch kerning."

ulate them as a unit. Don't make columns too narrow
or too wide, so there isn't too much text in one solid

This page is cluttered with boxes. Once
you've got all your information onto the

You can insert extra pages, all based on your

might look good but the resulting slow screen up
dates may prove to be more trouble than its worth.

ft Minting out presents you with still more options,
'•
depending on the abilities of your printer. Pic
tures take a long time to print out, so you can print a
draft first to check the position of ail the elements on

the page, without having to wait for the pictures to
be processed. You might want to use two printers - a
fast dot matrix printer for rough drafts and a decent
laser printer for high-quality printout. With a colour

page it's time to juggle it around until it
all fits and the text is easily readable

printer and the latest DTP packages for the ST, you
can produce your own full-colour magazine at home.

#
This odd

cartoon,
from an
"alternative"
fanzine called

Lunch, shows
how Degas Elite
pictures can be
used. Draw them

as big as possible
and then reduce

them in your DTP
package to avoid
making the pixels
too obviously visible

Finally, a word of warning: don't let the power

go to your head! DTP is actually quite danger
ous, because it tempts you to do anything ifs possi
ble to do. Resist the temptation to use a dozen

different fonts on each page, tilt every text and pic
ture box or cover every millimetre with contrasting
colours, just because you can. Such a page invari
ably ends up looking cluttered and messy, instead, if
you're working on letters, give them a consistent

style, using two fonts at most. A musician doesn't just
hit every key on the keyboard; your aim should be to
use the power of your instrument with skill and style.

|H| Oh yes - remember to save frequently. When

w'you're dealng with big documents or even justa

single page with many complex elements, be aware
that your DTP program could crash at any time. Get
into the habit of saving whenever you pause to think.
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substantially more, but these prices are still
cheaper than paying commercial typesetters to
create your pages for you.

age like EI Text Plus (£20, ZZSoft » 0422
845528), you can easily acquaint yourself with
the principles of DTP at a fraction of the cost.
Once you're past the initial stages, you'll
want something a little more powerful - and
even here you don't need to mortgage the

Whatever you're producing, you need a
good printer. If you're creating your own mag,
you need a printer that can cope with lots of
pages without being too slow or breaking down.
You can use a standard Epson-compatible 9-pin
dot matrix printer with most DTP packages, but
for quality work a 24-pin or a laser printer has
to be the order of the day. Some DTP packages
can produce full-colour pages using colour print
ers like the Star LC-200 (£297.85, Star Micron-

house (again). Timeworks DTP (£99.99, Electric
Distribution « 0480 496666), at under £100,
contains everything you need for most amateur

or semi-professional jobs. For top flight profes
sional packages like PageStream (£171.35, Sil
ica a 081 309 1111) and Calamus (£258.75,

Signa -b 0252 341600), you may have to pay

COME TO THE DTP PARTY
The ten simple steps to creating a party invitation with your DTP package

1. For something as short and straightforward as a
party invitation, you can do everything within your
DTP package. Working on a page the same size as
you intend to print on, begin by creating a text box
roughly the size you imagine the finished invitation

6. Resize the main box if necessary to fit in all the
text. Don't have the text running right up to the edge
of the box, because this looks cramped, especially
after you add a border. If you use a text inset com
mand to adjust text position, be sure to check that all

being. Then type the text straight in.

the text still fits into the box.

I. Now decide on an appropriate font. "Sans serif"
Tonts - typefaces without the little curly bits at the

7. Now add a decorative border. Rather than selecting your program's drawing tool and trying to line up

ends of each letter - tend to look plainer and less

four separate rules, the easy wayto do this is to use

elegant than serif fonts, but they also look more
modern. It's okay to mix fonts, though using too

the command thatmakes the outline ofyour textbox
visible. This usually gives you a choice of several

manyalways looks gaudy and amateurish.

styles of border.

i. Play around with the layout to arrange the ele
ments roughly where you want them. For an invita
tion, you might want the main text centred on the
card, possibly with your address tucked away dis
creetly in one corner. You can select and position

8. The invitation itself is now finished, but it doesn't

fill the whole page. You don't want to waste reams of
paper when you print out, so select the whole (main)
box and use your program's copy function to dupli
cate it. This creates several copies of the invitation,
identical in all respects.

one paragraph or one lineat a time.

9. Select your program's mover tool and reposition
the copies of your invitation so as to make most
efficient use of the page. This is why you started out
with a page the size of your paper, not the size of
the invitation itself. Make sure you don't overlap
boxes or hang them off the page.

4. Toemphasise the important bits, you can varythe
point sizes. Select the line you want to change and
bring the size up or down. In some DTP programs,
you can do this one point at a time with a simple

keystroke command, enabling you to judge what
looks best as you go.

. If the spacing doesn't look right, adjust the lead

ing or insert small line returns. You could cut and
paste text into another box within the main box,

enabling you to move it around - but once it's right,
make sure to "group" the boxes together so you can
move or duplicate them all as one unit.

10. Many printers don't printrightto the edge of the
page, so don't position anything too near the outer
margin. Ifyour program asks you what size to print,
select 100% and the appropriate paper size, hit
"print" - and that's all there is to it! Now all you have

ics o 0494 471111). What's more, some DTP
packages like PageStream and Fleet Street
Publisher v3 (£199, Mirrorsoft » 071 928
1454) can output a page as a PostScript lan
guage file, which can be downloaded to a
PostScript compatible laser printer or sent to a
DTP bureau who can do the same job for a
price. Yet more DTP packages can interface to

huge Linotronic professional printers which pro
duce the clear plastic sheets used in the final
printing processes for large magazines. Future
Publishing (ST FORMAT'S makers) use this kind
of setup, and all our magazines are produced
using DTP, outputting to a Linotron.
Combining a good DTP package with a
good printer isn't necessarily the furthest you

"You don'tneed afortune to
get started in DTP - a £20
package can acquaint you
with the basicprinciples"
can go. If you're taking things seriously, you
want pictures as well as text. There's a variety
of tools to help you get the best out of your
printed pictures - scanners, art packages and
digitisers. Scanners like the Daatascan Profes
sional (£199.99, Pandaal, « 0234 855666) are
capable of digitising artwork, like photos or
prints, enabling you to import them into your
DTP package and reproduce them in your own
documents. Often these scanned images are

stored in GEM Metafile (.IMG) format, enabling

you to resize, stretch and shrink the size of the
image, without affecting the print quality.
Art packages like Deluxe Paint (a demo of
which was on FORMAT Cover Disk 15) or Degas
Elite (£24.95, both from Electronic Arts « 0753
49442) can be used to draw your own artwork

or touch up scanned images before you import
them into your DTP package, but because these
are bitmapped images they cannot be resized
without making them look a little "blocky." Digi
tisers work like scanners except they can take
still frames direct from video or TV, enabling

you to reproduce TV pictures in your docu

to do is cut them out and mail them off.

ments. The possibilities are virtually endless.

ALL THE ST'S DTP PACKAGES UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
DTP packages

Calamus

Fleet Street 3

PageStream 1.82

Proxima

Timeworks DTP

EZ Text Plu

Price

E258.75

£199.00

£171.35

£155.25

£99.99

£20.00

From

Signa

Mirrorsoft

Silica

Network News

Electric Dist.

ZZSoft

0252 341600

071 9281454

081 3091111

0375 859103

0480 496666

0422 845528

RAM needed

1Mb

512K

512K

512K

512K

512K

Resolution

high

med/high

med/high

med/high

med/high

med/high
X

Postscript output

/

•

/

/

X

Colour output

X

X

/

•

X

X

text object rotation

/

X

•

/

X

X

spell-checker

X

•

/

/

X

X

/:

/

/

X

master pages

CO Calamus
Fleet Street 3

] PageStream 1.82

/

/

An expensive but well-produced professional package with mrany features. However, PageStream is better value for money

Reasonable all-rounder, but missing some more powerful features found in others. Good manuals but not ideal for beginners

Best Value. Many excellentfeatures plus intuitive controls makethis unbeatable.Plentyof scope for expansion, and a good starting

point fornewcomers who know a little butaren'texperts. Theclosestthing to Macintosh DTP forthe ST.
Almost as good as PageStream 1.82, but with slightly fewer import/export modules and different fonts

Q Timeworks DTP

GoodValue. Fewer featuresthan most,but easy to operateas a result.Ideal for [earning on, but you're liable to outgrow it

O

Some basic features included,some overlooked. Ifyou're delvinginto DTP for the first time,at 20 quidthis is a cheap wayto experiment
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Our performance
i..superior quality.,,

...RESTS ON OUR NAME!
When it comes to mice and scanners, Naksha clearly lead
the way. Naksha build mice andscanners with high precision
designs and the very best components.

The Naksha Upgrade Mouse is silky smooth, operating at a high
280dpi resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat and Pocket. No Cables
— No Fuss. Simply plug in and go.

Naksha Scanners with a switchable resolution between 200 and

400dpi halftones and dual roller tracking, remain straight and true. Naksha
Scanners come supplied with interface, "express IT" software and either
Degas Elite* or Deluxe Paint II*.

The Naksha Mouse and Scanner are available for both the Commodore
Amiga and the Atari ST range of computers.
For further information call (0925) 56398 OR any ofour distributors listed below for your nearest

dealer OR visit any Dixons, Harrods, Selfridges, Bentalls or Makro store.
Degas Elite supplied for Atari. Deluxe Paint II supplied for Amiga.

Naksha (U.K.) Limited, 29The Wharf, Warrington WAl 2HT. Tel: 0925 56398 Fax: 0925 574375
GEM (0279 442842HBD (021 625 3302)SDL (081 3003399)ZCL (0543 414817>LAZER (0404 46660)
HB MARKETING (0753 686000)GARWOOD (0245 46077HEISURESOFT (0604 768711)

UBERTY (0753 586805)-COLUMBUS (0457 860300MV MARKETING (0279 452733>GENESIS (051 648 5402)
Trade marks and Registered Trade Marks areacknowledged

DTP get started!
T h e ultimate use for DTP has to be maga
zines and fanzines. Not only do they test
your design skills to the limit, but if
you're bringing them out regularly they also de
mand that you keep churning out the information,
giving you heaps of opportunities to get it right.

Take the reins
Ifyou just can'tfind a magazine on the shelves
which keeps you in touch with your hobby or
special interest, why not set up your own? We
reveal how easy it is toput a fanzine together

As testament to the abilities of an ST DTP

setup, there are more than 30 fanzines put
together on STs. Many of these aren't just a
couple of photocopied black and white sheets
either, but professional-quality magazines with
the occasional glossy colour photograph, plenty
of drawings and well-planned design.
MLC is a Madonna fanzine with a world-wide

subscriber list. Pagan News is a bi-monthly
publication with pagan features and articles,
reaching 1,000 people. Final Times is a comical
company newsletter making scandalous revela
tions about the staff every fortnight. Hawkeye is
a fanzine bringing American baseball to the

DESIGN AT A GLANCE
When designing your page, consider how
your eye moves around the page. Decide
what you want your readers to look at first
and then make this much bigger. A large

headline always grabs your attention first.
In this page from Final Times, a company
fanzine/newsletter, you can see how

Ti n a 1 1i m

e

s

h NOVEMBER 1990

TUNNE&OFXDOOM

attention of a British audience. Wherever a
So

minority interest isn't served by the popular
media, up pops a fanzine to cater for it - and
judging by how many we've received, a huge
proportion of them are put together on an ST.
Surprisingly, you can even obtain some very
professional results using little more than a word
processor. Hawkeye, set up two years ago, is
compiled by a one-man crew - Nicholas Drage.
Nicholas uses an ordinary 520 STFM, a Star LC10 multi-font printer and ST Writer, a PD word
processor. Because the Star range of printers
offers a vast array of fonts and type styles,
they're ideal if you intend to stick with a word
processor rather than a DTP package. The Star
can even print double or triple sized characters,

fu a

diem pope

Harvey Braines has considered the look of

So;It Canl

ANOTHER PLANET

*•*""

his cover. Here the headline (A) stands out
more than the actual name of the fanzine.
Notice how the introduction to his lead

ons. Professor Scauib Yr.-

story has been put in a bolder font to draw

=enLForgti hbio. lotg*:

Hc
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attention to it (B).

Even before you read a word on the

page, your eye dashes to the pictures first
(C). If you have several pictures on a
single page, make the main one bigger and
give it a longer caption. Notice how the
advertisement for binders in the bottom

right corner (D) tends to leap out at you.
The tinted box containing the name of the
author of the article (E) also stands out -

•atjJ OE. STAR PROFILE

Hri. wret on

totgel rortgg • regnto M

but unless there's a particular reason to

which makes it ideal for producing headlines.

emphasise this, such information is unimportant to the average reader, so it would have

A word processor might suffice for the

been better off in a much smaller point size and taken out of its box.
The contents list at the bottom of the page (F) is unduly cramped by the box on top

occasional fanzine, but for professional touches

of it (G). Ideally this information should run down the outside column on the page or
across the top so that people can see it instantly and find what interests them quickly.

text you have no choice but to invest in a DTP

such a drop caps or differently spaced lines of

CHART ATTACK CHART ATTACK CHAR
I M

STEP UP TO THE BAR

SB

If you use DTP to create sales
reports or other financial data,

What's the quickest way of
showing data like this, making
it readable, clear and (most of

..~,r

0

m

£j
O

Create a long rectangle

equal to 100% in your
chart, larger than the largest
bar is to be, and use this as a
template for the other blocks

all) accurate? Read on...

*.,..

I'lf

iirafe maus

sooner or later you need to
show a bar graph of some sort.

l.»

© R e s i z e each bar to the

©Duplicate this bar until

correct size in the vertical

you have enough for the

direction. To represent 30% on

graph, including the original.
For a graph with ten bars,
copy the original nine times

V.7!

r.,r

HI,..I

the graph, change the vertical
size to 30% of the original
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©Using your program's line
function, draw in the base

OFor a 3D effect, duplicate
small offset both vertically and

axis and align them along that

line and identify each bar.
Then create a scale along the

axis - this is the base line

vertical axis and mark off the

horizontally. Fill the duplicates
in a solid colour, send them all

required graduations. Working

to the back and turn the front

at high magnification helps
you align the bars accurately

bars to a contrasting or lighter
colour so they stand out

O

Using your program's
mover tool, place all the

bars on a common horizontal

them several times with a

©Don't forget your chart's
title (without that, the
graph means nothing), but be
inventive and make it eye
catching. Remember you want

people to read it!
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DTP get started!
package - only then can you

into your document. Whatever

really begin to experiment.

you're writing about, you can

Design in fanzines is very
important. Give yours its own
identity by using the same
font

from

issue

to

issue.

Instead of trying to make use
of every font on offer from
your DTP package, stick to
just three or four - a main text
font easily readable even at a
small point size, a bold font

it - from cats, dogs and rabbits

NIGHTMARES

to religious illustrations to
transport pics. See FORMAT'S

EXPOSED

PD directory on page 123 for
details of where to get them.
Phil Hine, editor of Pagan

When putting together a fanzine, you
inevitably come across pitfalls you never

News, uses clip-art throughout
the magazine, but his goal is
eventually

to

convert

to

for headlines and another font

scanned images. If you don't

for additional information pro

own a scanner, don't panic.
David Newell, editor of the

vided in the form of boxes.

Alan Burchett,

a head-

teacher at Westlands High

FANZINE

get disks of clip-art to illustrate

• Using Calamus and O-tine,
this Madonna fanzine

School in Kent, produces the achieves some impressive
school prospectus on an ST results. The pictures were
setup. He highlights the bene created by readers using

fits of planning the look and various ST art packages
format of your publication.

Kent St Mary's Parish Church
news sheet, found one way
round this problem: "A busi
ness associate of mine has a
scanner linked to an IBM PC at
his office. He has allowed me

to use it to produce my own

"We decided on a folder with a window cut in

clip-art disk. The fact that the ST can read PC-

the front so it could be used for a variety of pur
poses," explains Alan. "I decided to give each
page inside the folder a school identity by plac

formatted disks has helped enormously."

ing the school's name at the top. To make read

ers aware of the content of each page I placed

These publications prove you don't really
need top-of-the-range DTP packages to get
good results. Pagan News and St Mary's News,
even if they have nothing else in common, are

a caption in the filled box at the top, then used a

both put together using Timeworks DTP. Hawkeye is produced with EZ Text Plus, which costs

combination of columns and full-width text to

make the reading less daunting. I found a useful

runaround' facility took me some time to learn."

a mere £20. If money isn't an object, however,
why not go for the best? Mark Tennent produces
a magazine entitled Blotto for his company. He
uses Calamus to create the pages and 0-Line (a

Fergal McGreevy from Wigan produces his
school fanzine on an ST, and he's taken this
idea of highlighting text a stage further. "I use
borders, fills and lines to highlight items and
relieve areas of white space."
Another way to liven up a page is to use
clip-art - Public Domain drawings you can import

drawing program ideal for DTP work, £172.50
from Signa = 0252 370066) to add extra
effects. Using a Daatascan scanner (£199.99
from Pandaal Marketing «• 0234 855666) he
scans pictures directly into Calamus. With this
kind of setup or just the basics, your ST has the
power. Why not try it yourself? stf

technique to add emphasis to some sections

was to place them in a box, although the 'text

considered. Phil Hine, editor of Pagan News,
reveals the problems he encountered.

1. "You need to get established. Fanzines
come and go and people need evidence in
the form of printed output, to be convinced

that this one is here to stay - this is espe
cially true for any advertisers.
Get information from the sources you
require - this usually means making many
phone calls.

"Be diplomatic. It's tempting to use the
power of the press' to slag people off —
tempting, but not a good idea if there's any
possibility they can be of use to you in the
future.

4. mYou are the magazine. If people take
umbrage at something in your magazine,
they're likely to blame you personally if they
get the chance. Be aware of how you come
across to people - this affects how they view
the mag you produce.

5. "Keep the impetus going. If you get bored
with your mag's progress, it's time to get
some fresh inspiration. Make some changes
or quit. I got to this point in late '89 and then
suddenly about 10 major publishers started
sending us half a dozen books to review
every couple of months - a nice boost to a

flagging spirit."

ACK CHART ATTACK CHART ATTACK C
EASY AS PIE

t,A

M.

Ull

"••"

Pie charts are even more likely
to appear in your documents
than bar graphs, but at first
glance they seem to be more
difficult to do. Not so! With
practice, they can be knocked
up in a few minutes and are
much more "digestible" than
boring lists of figures
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Start with equal segments
- if you need four, make

each one a quarter circle or 90
degrees. Create an arc for one

portion, using the appropriate
starting and ending angles

©
fj

•i_
©Duplicate this arc, so
each piece has the same

radius, then modify the start
ing and ending angles so each
is the correct proportion - and
they still total 360 degrees!

©Select each of the arcs in

turn, and change the fill
pattern. This makes it clear

that each arc represents a

different slice of the pie

G F o r the

3D effect,
duplicate the
objects nine
or ten times,
about half a

an
O T o create cutout sections

of the pie, simply select
one segment and then pull it
away from the main circle. This

adds variety and aids clarity

millimetre up
©Create a set of small
squares - one for each
segment - and fill each with

and to the

right each
time. TUrn

one of the fill types you used

all these

in the pie chart. This can now
represent a key for your pie

a solid fill

chart. Remember to label each

pattern in an
appropriate

one and title the whole chart -

otherwise it's just a pretty but
meaningless picture!

duplicates to

colour and
send them to
the back
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10-12 MAY 1991 - ALEXANDRA PALACE

An Aladdins cave for

Computer Buyers...
Just imagine the world's biggest megastore dedicated to offering
every type of popular computer, peripheral and software package
at unbeatable prices.

That is what you have in the Spring Computer Shopper Show.
No matter what you are looking for you are guaranteed to find it
here and SAVE MONEY.

Not sure what to buy when you are confronted with such a choice?

Don't worry. We have experts on hand to help you make the right
choice whether you are a first time buyer or a committed enthusiast.
Step into this Aladdin's cave of the computer world and you'll find • More than £2 million of special offers.
• Up to 120 stands offering every possible permutation of
computer equipment.

• A major advice centre staffed by experts drawn from all
machine formats.

• The Shopper BusinessTheatre where you can watch
leading software houses put their products through
their paces.

• A PC Village where you can see the complete range of IBM
PC compatibles demonstrated.

If Aladdin had owned a computer - or wanted to buy one - he'd
have been the first in the queue.

Sponsored by
MAGAZINE

TICKET HOTLINE 051 -3571736

ir

Only one voucher j

swaHssaf^!perperson

1in©©to p^rs
10-12 MAY 1991 - tUHHOMI PALtCt

VALID ON
ENTRY TO THE
SHOW ONLY

I

Or alternatively worth £4 off a family ticket

' Friday 10am-6pm Saturday 10am-6pm, Sunday 10am-6pm '
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STEREO CARTRIDGES head to head
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program comes with the Stereo Playback

• TCB Tracker \ii.2 includes full support
for the Monster Stereo Sound Cartridge.

Cartridge. Load kits, songs and patterns
and then edit or play them back in stereo

However, you can also use older versions
of the program with the cartridge

• This full four channel drum machine

• The MCS Demo includes all the three

kinds of sound output the Monster Stereo
Sound Cartridge can handle - chip music,
normal samples and tracker music

Stereo sound

cartridges
Bored with the weedy sound coming outofyour monitor? Yearnfor
some realnoise instead ofthatfeeble burbling? Andy Hutchinson checks
out two sound cartridges which claim to give your STFM true stereo
TCB Tracker (£39.95, MPH « 0603 503382),

Stereo Playback

although the latter gives the best results.
Both cartridges perform well. When you run
the Playback's demonstration program you're
treated to crystal clear stereo. It's also simple
running Quartet with the cartridge. The program
can output to either a monitor, a Replay sampler
cartridge, the STE's rear ports or a Playback
cartridge. You simply press F4 to select the
playback - the two channel separation comes
into effect automatically. The sound is very
clear, but obviously this varies depending upon

MACHINE: ALL STFMs
PRICE: £29.95

FROM: MICRODEAL
CONTACT: 0726 68020

Monster Stereo
MACHINE: ALL STFMs
PRICE: £24.95
FROM: MPH

CONTACT: 0603 503382

There's little doubt that one of the few

weak aspects of the STFM is its sound

• This little gizmo is MPH's Monster Stereo
cartridge. It simply connects to your ST's
printer socket and has separate leads to
plug into your monitor and hi-fi system

- the internal sound chip produces tinny
noises at the best of times. Moreover the only

stereo phono leads are permanently connected

control you have over the volume is via the TV

to the cartridge.
Both units come with demonstration soft

or monitor. Therefore it's not surprising that two

companies are producing add-on units which
claim to give you true stereo sound. What's
more, you can direct the sound through your
very own hi-fi system.

Microdeal's unit is designed by Audio Visual
Research, makers of the Replay range of sam

plers. It fits straight into the cartridge port and
has two phono slip-over sockets projecting from
the end which connect the ST straight into your

hi-fi. The unit does stick a long way out of the
cartridge port, so you need plenty of space.

By contrast MPH's Monster cartridge fits
into the printer socket. A lead from the side of
the unit plugs into the monitor socket. This is a
throughport, so you can still connect a monitor
to your ST with the cartridge in place. The
30
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ware. The Playback cartridge has two disks. On
these are colour and mono demonstration pro

grams, some source code, a stereo drumbeat
program, and BASIC and machine code pro
grams for all the well-known languages. The lat
ter enable you to incorporate stereo music into
your own programs. The newest version of
Quartet (£24.95 Microdeal » 0726 68020) is
fully compatible with the cartridge.
The Monster Sound cartridge comes with
software on one disk, including self contained
demo program, source code and replay routines
for all basic languages, as well as C and 68000
assembly code. On side B of the disk are some
modules and samples. The cartridge also works
with both Audio Sculpture - a PD program - and

the Hertz rate of the samples the tracker uses.
MPH's Monster unit has three playback posi
tions. You can change these by flicking a three-

way switch on the cartridge. Position one gives
sample playback - but this is in double mono

"Both these cartridges provide
the STFM with stereo sound

output, andboth are available
bundled with software"
unless your original sample is in stereo. Position
two is for Tracker music - used by games such

as Wings of Death by Thalion. This setting gives
you stereo sound in games, so make sure you
use the TCB Trackerwith the switch in this posi

tion. The third position is for standard chip

music. In this way, you can have hi-fi amplified
sound no matter what the ST's output, whether

it is Tracker or chip-generated. The Playback
cartridge cannot output chip music.
Both units provide an STFM with stereo
sound output. Even so, the Monster Sound Carissue 22-MAY-91

STEREO CARTRIDGES head to head

THE MONSTER vs THE PLAYBACK
Plug in and go

Playback: You must already ownthe right leads

Maximum output frequency
Playback: Greater than lOOKHz

Monster: Yes, all leads included for immediate use

Monster: Greater than lOOKHz

Input/Output resolution

System Software Included

Playback: 8-bit

Playback: Drumbeat and demonstration software,
as well as code for Atari, GFA, Hisoft and STOS

Monster: 8-bit

Basics and machine code

Anti Aliasing Filter
Playback: 2 (1 for each channel)
• The demo program that comes with the
Stereo Playback Cartridge includes some
great cross-over stereo effects. You can

tailor the picture and music to your tastes

Monster: Demonstration software and code for Atari,
GFA, Hisoft and STOS Basics, as well as the 68000
and C programming languages

Monster: 1 (all encompassing filter)
Output Voltage
Playback: 2.4 V Pk to Pk

Main Disadvantage

Playback: Can't output normal internalchip music
Monster: Ties up the printer port

Monster: 5 V Pk to Pk

tridge proves itself to be the more versatile of

the two. Its ability to output standard chip music
as well as stereo Tracker music makes it a

more attractive proposition. What's more, some
games already include the necessary code to
output to the cartridge.
If cartridges like these prove popular, more
software houses are going to be encouraged to
include the eight lines of code needed to output
sound in stereo. Unless you play a game or use
a music package incorporating the new stereo

FORMAT RATINGS

FORMAT RATINGS

MONSTER STEREO CARTRIDGE

STEREO PLAYBACKCARTRIDGE

£24.95 (£35 with TCB Tracker v1.2)

£29.95 (£49.95 with Quartet v1.5)

MPH 0603 503382

Microdeal/0726 68020

Features
80%
The three-way switch is an excellent idea which
should widen the cartridge's appeal

excellent drum machine program

90%

sound, you won't know whatyou're missing.

Ease of Use
Just plug the two leads into the hi-fi

Ease of Use
90%
Just plug the two phono leads intoyour hi-fi

Both companies are offering a special bun
dle deal. You can get the Stereo Playback and

Results

91%

TCB Tracker has never sounded so good. You can

Quartet vl.5 for £49.95. MPH offer the new

Astonishingly clear stereo is possiblewhenyou

output allsound through your hi-fi

combine the cartridge with Quartet

version of TCB Tracker and their Monster car

tridge together for only £35. Overall, then, for
price and versatility the Monster Sound Car
tridge is the better buy of the two. stf

FORMAT VALUE

87%

Features

75%

Simple and well-designed unit, improved by an

Results

85%

FORMAT VALUE

82%

Thecheaper and moreversatile cartridge. Aworthy

This cartridge is well up to Audio Visual Research's

addition to your STFM hardware collection

highly professional standard

§tt#^

Surface UK Limited
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford

Middx. UB6 OAA

UK Limited

Tel: 081-566-6677 (Ext 204/205)
Fax: 081-566-6678

Supra Corporation

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

NEllf SUPRA MOflFUfd

Idisk Back-up system

that allows you to back-up any
Atari ST hard disk to a video tap
The most cost effective back-"1
device available for vour Ata

Supra Modem 2400 Baud

40Mb Supradrive (Quantum)

(RS-232 external) £149.95

£399 Access Time 11MS

Supra Modem 2400 MNP
(MNP2-5) £179.95

£699 Access Time 9MS

Supra Modem 2400 plus

44Mb (Removable cartridge drive)

(MNP & V42 bis) Q191 £219.95

FEATURES INCLUDE
* Auto Answer/Auto Dial (tone or

pulse)

* Two phone jacks for telephone
line & phone

* Adjustable-volume speaker for
monitoring call progress
* Full five year guarantee

105Mb Supradrive (Quantum)

£649

ALL DRIVES INCLUDE
* DMA and SCSI connectors for

daisy-chaining additional devices
* Formatting software that allows

dividing the drive in as many as 12
partitions.

* Battery backed-up real-time clock
* Built-in fan, Auto booting

issue 22-MAY-91
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POWER CC

X

ATARI
1 ATARI MULTI DRIVE

S

D

T

R

3 SERIES900HARDDRIVE

2 PC720

5 EXTERNAL5.25'DISKDRIVE

4 SLIMLINE

£99.95
• Combined 3.5"& 5.25" Units

• Built-in powersupply

• Newlowprice

• Built-in PSU

£59.99

• 32MBpartitionsonSTe

• Availablein40MBand110MB

40 DISKS WITH STORAGE

• 200MB nowavailable

• Whisperquiet

°^X

PC720E

• Thru' port as standard

• ICDutilitiesasstandard

• Poweredthrough thejoystick

• ICDutilitiesasstandard

• Powerdirectfrom STusing

• Useboth drivesandyour
internaldrivetogether
• 5.25"driveis40-80track
switchable

£179.00

• 27cmx 10cmx3cm

• PowereddirectfromSTusing

£49.99

ATARI INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DRIVE

15 DISKSWITH STORAGE
BOX

special cableoroptional PSU
£39.99

40MB

£329.00

NOW IN STOCK

OFFICIAL ATARI INTERNAL 1MB DRIVE

specialcableoroptionalPSU

£2g g5

£49.95

100ME

£9.95

20MB

£325.00

40MB

£425.00

110MB

£599.00

15DISKSWITH STORAGE
BOX

see other ad

£9.95

No case cutting required.

***^^***.

SLIMLINE SERIESHARD DRIVE
• 27cm x 10cm x 3cm

• Availablein20MB,40MB&110MB

• Whisperquiet
• ICD utilities as standard

• Powerdirectfrom STusing special cable or optional PSU
20MB

£325.00

40MB

£425.00

110MB

BLITZTURBO

ACCESSORIES

• Back up your disks at lightning speed

Optical Mouse with

• Copiesfrom the internal to the external drive

pad

• Cleverly by-passesyourST'sdiskcontrollerchip
• Back up an STdisk in around 40 seconds
£19.95

£599.00

£35,00

POWER MOUSE
Power Mouse, our own
mouse with Genuine

Buy any power drive and get Blitz Turbo for

Naksha Mechanism)

£15.00

£17.00

1988 Copyright act-it isillegal tocopy copyrighted material without thepermission ofthecopyright

Powertechnical helpline Monday-Friday 3pm-5pm 0234273248

1$%

* v c ?

IMPUTING
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ICD INTERFACES

ST RAM EXPANSION

• Buildyour own Hard Disk unit

• No soldering required

• Full fitting instructions

• Expandto2MBor4MB

• ICD Hard Disk utilities

• Plugs directly insidetheST

Fill in your order form and send it to

• Compatible with all popular

• Full fitting instructions

Power Computing Ltd

POWER COMPUTING'S FULL COLOUR
PRODUCT DIRECTORY NOW AVAILABLE

£1.49 WITH FREE POWER UTILITY DISK

makes of SCSI drives

Power

Ad-SCSI with thru'Port

• Uses latest high capacity
RAM chips

£89.00

Micro-SCSI internal

Mega Drive

£69.00

Add-SCSI Plus with thru'
Port&clock

£99.00

House

44a Stanley Street
Bedford MK41

7RW.

Ring yourcreditcardorderth rough on
2MB £169.00

0234273000
4MB £249.00

or Fax your order on 0234 270133

MEMORY EXPANSION
VISA

PRINTERS

StarLCIOMono

£169.00

Star LC200 Colour

StarXB24-15 Wide Pro

24 pin Mono/Colour

£649.00

StarXB24Colour Kit

£39.00

£239.00

Star LC24-200 24 pin Mono £269.00
Epson LX400 Mono

New! Citizen Pro Dot24

£169.00

£329.00.,

Includes colour kit

LCIOColourfabric

printing kit

StarLC24-200 24pin Colour £319.00

SYSTEM OWNED

LC200 Colourfabric

StarXB24-10Pro24pin
Mono/Colour

TELEPHONE No.

£17.90

printing utility

£499.00

£POA
CREDITCARDNo

Includes 200 sheets ofpaper,200 labels, printercable, andFlexidump screen dump utility.

HAND
• Golden Image

SCANNERS
SUPERCHARGER

Handscanner

£199.00

• PCEmulator

• Data Scanner

• Plugs into DMAport

£179.00

• DOS4.01 supplied
• Migraph Scannerwith
touch up

• Hard diskcompatible

£399.00

• 1MB on-board memory
PC-Ditto

£49.95

AT-Once

£189.95

PC-Speed

£89.95

• CanactasST RAM disk

£249.00

Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8, Rallton Road, Wobum Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN. Tel 0234 843388, Fax 0234 840234
All prices include VAT and are subject to change

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/PO FOII

DATA RECOVERY advice
o matter how careful you are, the
inevitable is bound to happen one day.

sectors per cluster, total number of tracks and
sectors on the disk, the number of sides and

term. To find it again the directory looks at the

The dreaded words "STOP. Data on

the disk

number

a list of the cluster links for each file - clusters

and not sectors, because otherwise twice as
much space would be needed for the FAT.
Because the directory knows which cluster a file

could be damaged. For instance, if a virus was

enables your ST to quickly check whether you
have changed the current disk in the drive.
Any data you save to a disk is saved as a
file. This may be a game program or saved
position, a word processed letter - anything.

Disk A may be damaged" appear on-screen and
that masterpiece on your disk refuses to load.
Did you keep a backup? If the answer is no,

shame on you! But even if you did, the backup

serial number. The

serial

resident in your ST at the time you saved a file,

Your ST knows what the file is called and where

it could also have affected the backup. What
can you do?

it is saved by using the root directory. This
keeps an account of all necessary information

Quite a lot, actually, but to have any chance
of recovering a file you need to understand the

for the retrieval of each file, including where to
find the first cluster for each file. There are
seven sectors dedicated to the root directory,
each of which can hold 16 entries, giving a

structure of a disk. While many pieces of soft
ware exist to help with recovery, they are only
tools - and using them without knowing what

you're doing is like picking up a scalpel and
expecting to participate in brain surgery. Be
warned: you could do even more damage if
you're not careful, so don't skip your anatomy
lesson! Okay, here we go!

FLOPPY DISK STRUCTURE
When you format a disk, you divide it into sec
tions. The most basic of these are tracks,

which are similar to the grooves on a record;
data is stored as magnetic impulses in concen
tric circles. However, there is one big differ
ence. Tracks on a record form a continuous

need to understand the

revolution and so are independent from one
another. Tracks are numbered from 0 and there

• Side 0 Track 0 Sector 1, then Sector 2, and
• Side 1 Track 0 Sector 1, then Sector 2, and

separated on disk - "fragmented" is the correct

around to Sector 9; then back over the disk to

How you
can recover

lost files
Duffdisks, glitches and viruses don't have
to mean your valuable data is goneforever.
Vic Lennard reveals how you can probe
the innermost secrets ofyour disks and

explains how to recover "lost"files

Each track has space for 4,608 bytes (or
characters) of data, but to find, say, six bytes in

sectors are numbered from 1.

track, so the sequence goes something like this:

others of a larger size. Your new data ends up

more tightly packed, so tracks towards the

but for reliability it is best to use the standard
format. Although tracks are numbered from 0,

little more difficult with double-sided disks. These

all the way around the Track to Sector 9; then

centre of the disk can be less reliable.

format are "filler" bytes used to create spaces -

sector 1 (boot sector) and count through. It's a

pens when you start deleting files and saving

amount of data but on the inner tracks this is

containing 512 bytes. You can get more sectors
per track because included within the disk

If the disk is single-sided, finding the

positions of these is easy - start from track 0
flip from one side to the other from track to

problem here is that each track holds the same

standard disk has nine of these per track, each

• FAT 1: five sectors.
• FAT 2: five sectors.

ters - how does the directory know where to
find the rest of the data, especially if it hasn't
been saved on consecutive clusters? This hap

on 82 or 83, depending on the disk drive. The

sequently, tracks are split into sectors and a

• Boot Sector: one sector.

• Data: remainder of the disk.

the space taken up for the entries within a folder
reduces the space for data on the disk.
Directory entries are short, so what hap
pens if you've saved a long file over many clus

are usually 80 of them - but it is possible to fit

the middle of this number would take time. Con

depends on whether the disk is single or doublesided. The layout is as follows:

• Root Directory: seven sectors.

structure ofa disk. Otherwise
it's like picking up a scalpel
andexpecting to participate in
brain surgery"

the ST only uses one of them.
The location of the Directory and FAT

potential total of 112 files on the disk. But if you

spiral from the outer edge to the inner edge,

to recovera lostfile, butyou

starts at, it can follow through the entire file.
There are actually two identical FATs, although

use folders, these are counted as one entry -

while the tracks on a disk last only for one

"There's quite a lotyou can do

file allocation table or FAT, which keeps

MenFile 2.8 by Dan Hilga!
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The only other term you need to know is
cluster, which for the Atari is two sectors, and
thus is 1,024 bytes long - 1 kilobyte or IK. It's

i.tJ" ,W>,.
i i

i i I i i

i i i

i i I

iiiiiiiiiiiii

easier to work in lots of 1,024 than 512.
Your ST can tell how many tracks and sec

tors your current disk has by checking the first
sector (track 0, sector 1) when you put a disk
into the drive. This is called the boot sector

and has information concerning the format of
the disk - like how many bytes per sector and
34 ST FORMAT

Is idies:' 21 Sectors/track:

91 Tracks/side;

881 Total Sectors:

14411

I Pic 1: Memfile, the Cover Disk program that reveals what's going on inside your disks
issue 22-MAY-91

DATA RECOVERY advice
• Side 0 Track 1 Sector 1, Sector 2, and so on.
For this reason, most disk reading programs
simply count through in clusters. The first clus
ter in which data is stored is called cluster 2,
which starts after the above at sector 19.

LOOKING AT A DIRECTORY
WITH MEMFILE
One of the Cover Disk programs is Memfile 2.0.
This is a Desk Accessory you can load into
memory while you read on. It enables you to
view the current data in the ST's memory, a
specific file or the data on a disk sector by sec
tor. All three of these have their uses, but it is
the latter you need to use for recovery of data.
Have a look at Picture 1. This shows the

layout of Memfile. On the bottom line is infor
mation about the format of the disk, obtained
from the boot sector. This disk is the standard

double-sided type and you should have similar
figures in yours. Don't try to read the Cover Disk
- the format is definitely non-standard! To the
bottom left is the Memory/File/Sector selector,
currently on "Sector." Next to this is the number
of the sector currently being viewed. Memfile

issue 22-MAY-91

counts from 0, so the directory can be found as
sector 11, which is what we are looking at. If
you change disk, click on "Swap" to force the
program to read the new disk.
Each directory entry takes up two lines, so
the program called DIRPRINT.PRG is the first on
the disk. Directory entries are listed in their order
in the FAT, unlike the File window from the Desk-

"With Memfile you can
view the data on a disk

sector by sector - invaluable
for recovery of data"
top which lists Folders first and the rest accord
ing to your setting of the preferences.
Look at the bytes in the first two lines. All
numbers are in hexadecimal (base 16); the first
eight are the file name followed by three for the

file extension, all as ASCII codes. Any of these
which are unused are filled by the hex number
20 (see the three spaces following the second
entry, BYTEFREE). The next number is called the
ATTRIBUTE byte, which shows the status of the

file: lx indicates a folder, x2 a Hidden File (not

visible from the Desktop) and xl a Read-Only
File. Dirprint.prg has a number of 2x which
means that the Archive bit has been set - the
file has been written to and closed.

The next ten bytes should all be zeros - the

ST doesn't use them. The time of saving is
shown by the next two bytes, and the date by
the following two. So long as the bytes are
valid, you don't need to worry too much about
decoding these.
Now come the important numbers for us.
02 00 refers to the first cluster for the file, with
the Least Significant byte written first. This
means that we have to turn the order around
and read them as 00 02 - the first cluster for

Dirprint.prg is number 2. In fact, Cluster 2 is the

first cluster where data can be saved. Finally
there are four bytes for the file size. 1A OE 00
00 has to be turned around to give 00 00 OE
1A, which decodes to 3,610 bytes.
From this we can see that the file takes up
four clusters (2, 3, 4 and 5), although the last
one includes unused space at the end (remem
ber, each cluster has 1,024 bytes). Now have a
look at the next directory entry, BYTEFREE. This

ST FORMAT 35
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has an Attribute byte of 10 indicating a Folder, a

decoded information Knife ST gives you - one

starting cluster of OO 06 and no File Size -

of the features that make it easier to use.) The
FAT tells us that the second file starts at cluster

6, and it also appears to end there. Either it is a
small file or else a folder - and as it happens we
know from the directory entry that it is indeed a

LOOKING AT THE FAT
WITH MEMFILE

folder. The next file starts at cluster 7 and

Picture 2 shows the same disk but this time we

finishes at cluster 10 (7 says "go to 8," 8 says
"go to 9," 9 says "go to 10" and 10 says "end
here"). This makes it four clusters long. Other
files then run from clusters 11 to 21, 22 to 38

are looking at the second Sector on the disk,
which is where the first FAT starts. FAT entries

are each 12 bits long, and because a byte is
eight bits, this means that two entries are
encoded into each group of three bytes.
Always ignore the first three bytes. The next
three in picture 2 are 03 40 00. As before, this

]I Total Sectors

91 Tracks/side l

I Pic 3: Cluster 6 - a folder, with two of its three files visible too

I Pic 2: the File Allocation Table - a master plan of files on disk

which is in keeping with it being a Folder.

B
BxB.

REBUILDING A ROOT
DIRECTORY WITH MEMFILE
If you are going to attempt to rebuild an entire
directory, you are going to need to decode the
entire FAT so that you know the cluster links. This
is time-consuming, but taking short cuts and end
ing up with no result is worse. To give you an
idea, what would the following mean in a FAT?
Tens

and the final file resides in cluster 39.

Units
0

Six files - but there were only three direc

1

00

2

3

003

004

4

5

6

008 006 007

7

8

9

FFF

009

FFF

tory entries. So our one folder must have three
files in it. If we have a look at cluster 6, we

is decoded as 00 40 03. Now split these into

should be able to see the sub-directory for that

There are two files here with the links 2-3-4-

two three-byte values, giving us the FAT entries

folder. How do we find it? A useful formula: on a

standard disk, you can find cluster C starting at

8-9 and 5-6-7. The data on the disk is frag
mented and the links could lead you anywhere,

sector S like this:

so it's best to know them all.

004 and 003. These are the values corres-

S = 2x(C-2)+ 19.

THE FAT TABLE

This can be interpreted as follows: first subtract

DECODED

and 1 don't exist. Multiply by two because there
are two sectors per cluster. Then add 19 to

The File Allocation Table (FAT) is like a map of

account for the boot sector, FATs and Directory
which fill the first 18 sectors,

2 from the cluster number C because clusters 0

where each file is stored on disk. The figure
under each cluster tells you where the next
cluster of that file is to be found. Follow the

trail till you reach the file end marker FFF.

003 004

005

FFF FFF 008

009

before

the

Data

sectors

themselves begin.
Cluster 6 is at sector (6
- 2) x 2 + 19 = 27 - but
because
Memfi/e
starts

010

counting sectors from 0, this

FFF 012 013 014 015 016 017 018 019 020

is counted as sector 26. Pic

021 FFF 023 024 025

ture 3 shows this sector. The

026

027 028 029

030

031 032 033 034 035 036 037 038 FFF FFF

ponding to cluster 3 and cluster 2 respectively,
and the most helpful way to think of them is as
pointers. The figure for cluster 2 is like a sign
reading "continued at 003" - that is, the file con
tinues in cluster 3. So the first IK of the file is in
cluster 2 and the next IK in cluster 3. The value

for cluster 3 then points to cluster 4, so the
next IK of the file is in cluster 4.

Take the next three bytes (05 F0 FF), decode
them (FF FO 05) and you get the FAT entries FFF

top two entries show that this
is a folder, and you can then
see two of the three files
below this. A click on the
slide bar at the side would

bring up the third file.

cluster 3, we've arrived at cluster 4, and this
that is, the next IK of our file is in cluster 5.

3.

untold damage, depending on

reading "the end," telling us that the file ends in
cluster 5. In fact, any value between FF8 and FFF

few in circulation on the ST.

The entire FAT, decoded and in normal deci
mal numbers (apart from the FFF) is set out in
the table above. (This is in fact the kind of
36
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your Working Disk 1. Also

the root directory. But
ifyou've saved a long
file over many clusters
you need thefile

format a blank disk as Work

ing Disk 2.
O
Let's
recover

attempt
the

first

to
file.

Count the number of clusters
from cluster 2 until the FFF

end-of-file signal and multiply

allocation table or

by 1,024. This gives you the

FAT, listing the cluster

maximum file size.

O

Start by putting a name
in the directory. Click
on the first space on the top
line of the ASCII side (right) and type in the let
ters FILE01 <space> <space> XYZ. When you
finish, press <Retum> and write the changes
(Picture 4).

links for eachfile"

on another drive - it could be

When we reach cluster 5, the "FFF" is a message

means "this is the last cluster of this file."

location are stored in

POSSIBLE DAMAGE

entry for cluster 4 reads "continued at 005" -

cluster 4 respectively. Following the pointer from

files or the like, then make a
copy using the Desktop's
DiskCopy function. This is

"Every file's name and

Most data loss is caused by one of three events:
1. Damage to the disk medium - a small
scratch for instance. Always try a suspect disk
your drive that is causing the
problem in the first place.
2. Errors actually written to
disk, caused by a program
crashing or a faulty disk drive.

and 005. These are the values for cluster 5 and

OMake a copy of the damaged disk. Use a
sector or bit copier if possible so that any
boot sector program is accurately copied. This
is especially important with games disks. If it's a
disk used for saving word processor or music

Viruses.

These

can

do

EC
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the variety - but there are only
If there is any damage

jFilenanei

.

gSelector... I

Search]
♦111. T^MrMMI^LiLJ
Total Sectors; 1448;
'Sides; 2ISectors/tracki 9ITracks/sidei
No,

caused by any of these fac
tors, the most likely area to be
• Pic 4: the first step in rebuilding a root directory
damaged is the Directory.
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MT Software

MT SOFTWARE

Greensward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W

PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE
COLOUR GAMES

G041 - Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2

Battle Command

G036 - History File (3 disks)
G134 - The Search

G094 - Colouring Book
G098 - Shipwrecked + Hangman

G119- Chess
G111 • Masterbreak, Quatsi,
G110G109- Fruit Machine
G106- Die Alien Blob
G104- Bermuda Race 2
G103- Top of the Pops

5 disks ONLY £10.99

G102 • STumped
G101 - League Soccer
G086- 1st Serve Tennis
G083 • Companion
G082 • Yahtzy

Motorbike, Checkers,
Blackjack

G072'- Bumper Jack
G061 - Stocks & Bonds

Lots of educational programs
for the youngster. Includes
Kidpotato, KidsABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory, Kidsong,
Numeric Go Round,
Kidpublisher, Number Maze,
Kidmusic, Kidpiano, Kidgraph,
Kidgrid 2, Colouring Book,
. Shipwrecked, Hangman j

^EDUCATION PACK 2^

G049- Tennis

Flight Simulator
ST Vegas

10 DISKS ONLY 619.99
•

G140- Dungeon Quest
Tark

MUSIC + MIDI

ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS
CHEMISTRY
COOKERY
DATABASES

P017 - C Programs

TCOS - database
Address Book

DESK ACCESSORIES
DATA PROTECTION
DISK + VIRUS UTILITIES
ELECTRONICS
FILM INFORMATION

P015 -68000 Assembler

P012 - Disassembler, Tiny Basic, C
Compiler

WG Data (SH)
Data Handler

P011 - ST Basic

DB Master - database
1st Base - database

Sheet V2 - Spreadsheet
Opus 2000 - Spreadsheet

U017- Home Accounts
U040- Inventory Pro
U041 - Typing Tutor

P001 - ST Basic Programs
P023 - Fast Basic Programs
P025 - Pascal Programs

FOOTBALL

P026 - Pascal Information

GENEALOGY

P005 - Adventure Writing Sys
P037 - Xlisp
P036 - Toy Prolog

KNITTING
OPERATING SYSTEMS
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SPREADSHEETS
SATELLITES

P032 - ST Icon
P031 - SmallTalk

P027 - Module 2 (2 disks)
P007 - Forth

EASY TEXT PLUS
A fuliy featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.
s^

ONLY £19.99
RING FOR DETAILS

TYPING TUTORS

'C PROGRAMMERS PACrT\
6 DISKS ONLY £16.99

Plus much much more.

Complete package for
.

Order your FREE catalogue

anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)

for full details

CLIP ART

+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series
v

We have many disks of clip art
for use with all DTPpackages

in ST Format

STE ONLY

'

A042 - Neochrome V2

M030 -Noise Tracker

M032 -Audio Sculpture Tracker

MONO GAMES
G142 - Gobang, Patience, Mine
G131 - Bounce, Pacman, Reversi
G130 - Naval, Columbus, Arkanoid
G113 - Napoleon
G097 - Hi-Tec Trivia, Chordmaster
(Not STE)
G076 - Shanghai
G067 - Pentimo

G064 - El Bozo City, Sherlock, Squixx
G063 • Around the World in 80

days
G029 - Space Invaders, Arkanoid,
Chess

l- - Andvril, Runners Revenge

BLANK DISKS

M031 -Midi Guide

A001 - Palette Master
A020 - Fractal Zoom

M033 -Quartet Music
M013-PSS 680/780 Editor
M009-TX812 Voice Editor
M010 -FB01 Voice Editor

M008 -MT32 Editor (demo)
M029-Kawai K1 Librarian
M021 -Music Writer (mono)

M016 -Composer
M018 -Sampled Sounds +
Player
M003-Casio C2101 Programs
M014 -Midi Channel Scope
(mono)
- Mastersound demo

£4.99

10 Disks

Highest quality
complete with labels
and protective wallets

A043 - Low Cost CAD (SH)
A044 - Sprite Studio

M028 -50 Quartet Samples (1)
M034 -50 Quartet Samples (2)

25 Disks

A037 - Calamus Fonts

WP08 -Signum Fonts
A046 - Pagestream Fonts
A048 - Pagestream Font Gd
A010 - Publishing Partner Fonts
A012 - Pearle 3D Raytracing
A019 - Easy Text Plus Demo
A026 - Doodle
A034 -Animate
A036 - Picture Converters

A041 - 1Meg Utilities

DMA Sample Player
Jungle Demo

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format

Movie STE

ALL DTP packages.
• Animals • Office • Sport •
Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food

converters. Ideal for

Boing STE (1 Meg)
Fantasia (I Meg)
3D Scroller (1 Meg)

• Christmas • Trademarks

.

STE Sound Off
Atari France Demo
An Cool Demo

We have all the latest machine

TEEE

and product demonstrations.

Order our FREE catalogue for

We are licenced distributors

full details

for Budgie UK and receive all
the latest titles as they

PERSISTENCE OF VISION

became available. See our

The UK's number 1 demo

entire range.

.029 - Flexidump demo

50 Disks - £22.99

™ow«* labels

compilations.
See our catalogue for
full details.

Tractor labels

£11.99 100 Disks-£42.99 ™°'a,bf,
f*fn
1000 labels
£13.50

£5.00

DS- Double Sided 1 Meg: ! Meg memory required
Mono: Mono monitor required. Not STE: Will not work

on STE. SH: Shareware - theses prosrams require
separate payment to authors if found useful.
POSTAGE:

UK: Immediate despatch by 1st class postage included.

50 labels

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE
A complete assembly language programming environment
for the beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK!

(over 400 pages)

,

DEMONSTRATIONS

ACID (1 Meg)

catalogue for details of the

A031 - ST Cad

• and lots lots more

200 labels

CODES:

MAIL ORDER ONLY

A013 - Printmaster Library

STE1
D099
D065
D066
D067
D068
D069
D074
D084
D085

5 Double Sided Disks full of

£3.00

All disks £3 (1 FREE with every 3) We also have a
number of compilation disks, details of which can be
found in our catalogue.

EUROPE: Please add 10% to total order value

A024-Ani-ST

TOS 1.6 Fixer Disk

100 labels

ORDERING INFORMATION

N

STE2

£1.50

PRICES:

WORLD: Please add 25% to total order value

CLIP ART PACK
6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

ART & GRAPHICS

M007 -Accompany ST V2.3
M039 -Yamaha 40p Editor

Hero

G038- Wizards Tower
G054- Tombs of Death
G037- Under Berkwood
G006 • Darkness is Forever

P.

P034 - STOS Basic Tutorial

P030 - STOS Basic Programs
P022 - STOS STE (1.62) updater

mono monitor

G084 Elven Crystals
G096- Dudleys Dilemma
G078- Time Adventure

G055

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

P039 - GFA Basic Programs

colour programs on a

G087

I f . OTHER INTERESTS

P038 - GFA Basic Tutorial

P040 - GEMDOS User Guide
P043 - Hitchhikers Guide to Bios
P014 - GEM Information
P019-SozobanC

Datastore (SH)
Personal Database (SH)
Filofact (SH)
Zap Card - database

U019 - Mono Emulator - run
mono programs on
colour TV/monitor
U079 - Colour Emulator - run

NOW STE COMPATIBLE •

A bumper education pack
that includes G9,G16, G22,
G23, G41,G36, G94, G98

nanus-

U102
U101
U090
U089
U072U070U039U013U012U009 U078U042-

(SH)
U034- Double Sentry Accounts
(SH)

/^EDUCATION PACK A

Escape, Battleships
Company

G019-

Word Count

Round No Maze

G126- Wheel of Fortune
G125- Hedgehog
G124 • The Name Game

PROGRAMMING

BUSINESS
WP01 -ST Writer Elite
WP10 - 1st Word
WP11 - Fast Word
WP09 - ProtextVS Demo (DS)
WP02 - Spellchecker, Mailmerge,

G009 - Spelling Made Easy
G016 - Maths Made Easy
G022 - Kidpotato, Kids ABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory
G023 - Kidsong, Numeric Go

G136- Grand Prix
G129- Mars Maze
G128- Steel

G044-

ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

G133 - Zoo Maker

G117- Key to Atlantis

G077-

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE

G138 - The Body Shop
G137 - Solar Sys Geography
G135 - Geography Tutor

G146 Bonk the Gonk
G144 • Fly Over
G143 Glob
G141
Boxins Champ
G123- Tracker
G122 • Overlander
G121 • Chance
G120- Escape from RA
G118- Mutant Miners

G127

RING OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

EDUCATION

Jitterbug

G147

^0983
- 756056
9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24hr)

Only £19.99

1000 labels

£16.00

3XLC10

Ribbons

Only £9.99
While Stocks Last

HEYKIDS & KIDZONE
2 great new educational packages written
by Paul Smart. Designed for 3-7 year olds.
They teach
* Basic colour identification

llanguage examples how to program the ST. No knowledge ofl

-*- Basic shape identification
* Letters on the keyboard
• Telling the time

lean be assembled using the supplied text editor and assembler. The I

* Grid reference work * Counting
• Spelling

|The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many assembly I

(assembler is assumed. All examples in the book are held on disk and I
|diskalso contains a complete resource construction list for producing I
iialog boxes, drop down menus, etc. Learn to program like the
>fessionals! Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN
AENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more

EDUCATION AND FUN ROLLED INTO ONE
2 DISK SET £14.99

OUR CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY MANY MORE

i

r

"\
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AMIGA, ATARI & PC SOFTWARE

The Tipster

UICJCI VC Best for service

This HORSE RACING software was used to select the 100/1 NORTONS

LC10 Mono

Star

£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)

LC10 ribbon £4.60 inc.
Black ribbon £6.32 inc.
Colour ribbon £12.65 inc.

COIN outsider in last years GOLD CUP. Data for this program requires the
RACING POST. An INTERNATIONAL version is available for AMIGA &

LC200 Colour

ATARI computers using the DAILY MIRROR for data on UK races.

£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)
(with Cable & Paper)

Panasonic KXP1081
with cable & paper
£142.00 (£123.48 + VAT)

StarLC2410
(24 pin) with cable & paper
£199.00 (£173.04 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1180
with cable & paper
£152.00 (£132.17 +VAT)

Star LC24-200
(24 pin) with cable & paper
£245.00 (£213.04 +VAT)
Star LC24 200 Col
with cable and paper
£285.00 (£247.83 + VAT)

Panasonic KXP1123
(24 Pin) with cable & paper
£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)

The punter
Let your computer WIN THE POOLS for you with our latest software. Wehave
used the same sums that the TIPSTER proves can beat the odds to give you a
better chance with on any pools coupon. The AUSTRALIAN version is included
on the disk which also contains the LATEST ENGLISH leagues.

The Dogb
Using data from either the DAILY MIRROR or RACING POST, you can
rate races over HURDLES and the FLAT. Very easy to use, this program will
rate 5 races in under 1/2 an hour.

520 STFM Power Pack

(20 games)
£268.00 inc VAT

520 STFM Turbo Pack
(8 games)
" £244.95 inc VAT

Citizen 120D+
with cable and paper
£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)

HP Deskjet 500

This NEW RELEASE from TAM enables you to look after up to 16 teams in

with cable and paper
£435.00 (£378.26 + VAT)

HOCKEY, POOL, and many many more.

LOW ST PRICES
Inc. VAT

520 STFM Super Pack
520 STFM Discovery pack

£258.00
£235.00

520 STE 512K RAM Turbo
520 STE +1M Ram Turbo
520 STE +2M Ram Turbo
520 STE +4M Ram Turbo
1040 STE

£329.00
£349.00
£379.00
£459.00
£399.00

Swift 24 Mono
with cable and paper
£275.00 (£239.13 +VAT)

Atari SC1224
with ST cable

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

Philips CM8833 Mk2

ST SIMMS
Inc VAT

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)
Atari SM124

0.5-4M Simm ram upgrade..£169.00

£109.00 (£94.78 +VAT)

Accessories

Cumana CSA354

£9.50

ST Printer lead
Mouse Pocket

£6.90
£2.95

Inc VAT
£4.60

Flight Simulator II

£29.95

1st Word Plus
NeoDesk3
P.C. Ditto

£55.00
£28.00
£62.00

Superbase Personal
£45.00
Personal Finance Manager ...£24.95
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Flexidump LC10 Colour
£28.00
Fun School 3 (all versions)....£19.90
Write On by Compo
£45.00
First Basic by Hisoft
£9.95

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

HYPERACTIVE DEVELOPMENTS
LOOK!! PREFORMATTED DISKS!!!
Buy all your disks formatted
using the standard formatting operation.

1st Word Plus &
Timeworks

100
1000

£99.00 inc VAT

DISKETTES

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi

£36.00

£566.00

£330.00

£5.00
£15.00

£7.50
£31.62

£59.80
£529.00

DISKETTES

Hyperactive Developments

j Courtney House, 12 Dudley Street, Suite 1, RS

jjPg

Luton, BedsLU2 0NT

Tel: 0582 420333

Inc VAT

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi

£5.95
£19.90
£37.49
£83.00
£310.00

50x 3.5" Disk Box with lock...£5.95
100x 3.5" Disk Box with lock...£7.50

~
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ELECTRONICS

IF YOU WANT
NAKED LADIES
CUT THROAT PRICES
COWBOYS

TRY ELSEWHERE,

BUT IF YOU WANT

Good prices, good service and a good product range covering all
leading Midi/Music packages, education, art and graphics packages
plus business packages please contact us.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
DON'T THINK CHEAPEST IS ALWAYS BEST

Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons,

DON'T BUY GREY IMPORTS
DON'T PAY UNTIL YOU'RE SURE

DO REMEMBER THAT AFTER-SALES SERVICE IS WORTH

Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

IT'S WEIGHT IN GOLD
REPAIRS: NO PROBLEM

STF Dept
40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

|j

Fax: 0582 482875

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIXIIIIIIIIIXIIIIIII"««I«««I"«"««"IIIIIIIIIIIXI111111111111?

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10
50
100
250
1k

£2.00

All prices inclusive of labels.

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.

38 ST FORMAT

£1.00

Please make cheque or postal orders payable to:

(100% certified error free)
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

P&P

£3.90
£19-00

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE STATE ST OR AMIGA

SONY branded

10
50
100
1k

BLANK

£6.20
£30.00
£57.00

50

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

V!

FORMATTED
10

Phone for our 40 page catalogue

WeSeruE

DEMO DISK

SALES: 0392 427186

Inc VAT

Software etc.

Send £5.00 for a

7 GD UNITS, Marsh Barton
Trading Estate, Exeter, Devon

1M Drive Internal

Full range of joysticks £4.99 to £13.95

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

TAM Marketing

£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT)

£23.00

ST Basic Tutorial Book

*** SATURDAY SERVICE ***
PHONE 03955 77884 any SATURDAY between 9 and 12 and ask for
the LUCKY 15 Horses. If you win, send 10% of the winnings to TAM.

£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)
£4.95
Compo (Naksh type) mouse..£22.00
Atari mouse

£34.95

External 1M Drive

£4.60
£5.75

ST Monitor plug to free end

[

with ST cable

Inc VAT

ST Dust Covers
£4.60
Mouse Mat
£4.95
ST to ST Serial lead
£10.95
ST Mono Monitor lead
£7.80
ST RGB Monitor lead
£9.95
STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead ...£10.95

up to 5 leagues in ANY sport including GOLF, FOOTBALL, DARTS,

ENQUIRIES: 0392 215485

0.5 Simm ram upgrade
£29.00
0.5-2M Simm ram upgrade....£89.00

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

League manager

WE HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT

J

SGWI Electronics. 54 Wigan Lane, Wigan, Lanes WN1 1XS
TEL: (0942) 321435
FAX: (0942) 821273

DATA RECOVERY advice

0
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20
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40
50
60
70

46431C45303!282058595110000000000 FILE01 XYZ
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOB74000000000000
,n
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B0000000000800000000000000800000
00000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000800000000000
00000888880000000088888880000000
00008888880008800000888800000000
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• Pic 5: setting the time and date is the
second step in reconstructing our FAT

0\ The next byte is the attribute byte. Make

jj sure this is 00 for astandard file.

(^ The next ten bytes should be 00's.
OPut in a time and date. If you use 00 00
for the time, this is 12am, and OB 74

decodes to the 20th 'November 1985, the
default date on most early STs. Remember to
put these in reverse order (Picture 5).
ONext is the starting cluster - which for our
first file is 02 00, once again in reverse
order (Picture 6).

6 46494C4530312020585950000008B8B8 FILEOi XYZ
IB 80000080008088888B74020000800000
no,,,,,
20 00008880008888880000880000888800
30 Q000000000000000000000000008BBBO
46 008BBB80OOOOOOOOOOOBBfl0000000000
50 00000080000800000000008000000888
60 0000 00 0000 00 0000000000 0000000800
70 BBB00000000088B888B8000000000000

• Pic 6: Next, enter the starting cluster for
the first file you're trying to recover

ONow put in the size. For instance, let's say
you find links for 14 clusters. This gives a
maximum file size of 14 x 1,024 bytes =
14,336. Now convert this into base 16, which
gives you 00 00 38 00, and reverse the num

bers - 00 38 00 00. Typethis in (Picture 7).
ONow load this file into the relevant pro
gram. Your ST most likely locks up if you

load the file into the wrong program, so it may
take a few re-boots!

/p\ It's loaded? Great! Now save it onto Work-

'•' ing Disk 2 and you should find that the file

USEFUL SOFTWARE
There are various other PD disk readers in

addition to Memfile, including Diskedit and
DUI. These are available from your local PD
library - see our directory on page 123.
There are also some data recovery programs
such as Salvage, but the results tend to be
patchy. Understanding disk structure keeps
you in command of what you're doing.
If you're into serious data recovery,
there is only one piece of software - Knife
ST by Hisoft (£29.95 n 0525 718181).

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

4645404530312020585550000000000
0000000000000000087402000038000
0000000080000000000800000000000
0000000000000000000000000000080
0000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000008
0000000000000000088888888880000
0090000000000000008000000000000

• Pic 7: Then enter the size of the file, in
bytes, converted to hexadecimal notation

you delete a file and then change the E5 back to
a letter, you don't rebuild the FAT links. If the file

data on the disk is not fragmented, life is simple
- the OO's in the FAT just follow one after
another. If the file is fragmented, though, the
OO's could be all over the place. However, you
could look at the FAT, see where the OO's are

and rebuild them by following along the links you can find out how many links there should be
by checking the size of the file. Remember that
the numbers in the FAT are pointers.
If you have deleted more than one file, it is

impossible to find which FAT links belong to

number of bytes in the file.

each file. You would need to know what the file
data looks like and check each deleted cluster

You could now continue to the next set of

cluster links. If a file has a single cluster, check
it and see if it is a sub-directory. If it is, set the
attribute byte accordingly.

in turn. If it's a word processor file you could
actually read the words, but otherwise have lots

of patience or forget it! stf
• Thanks to Nick Harlow of 16/32 PD

RESTORING A DELETED FILE

library (= 0634 718788) for supplying

When you delete a file, the following two things

Memfile. Also thanks to Eric Northwood
of MIDIHelp and S & S International for

happen: first, the first letter in the hexadecimal

directory entry is replaced by an "E5." Second,
the FAT entries are replaced with OO's to show

HOUSE
SOFTWARE

49 Stoney Street - Nottingham - NG1 1LX- (0602) 410241

information. If you really get stuck and
need professional help, you can leave a
message for Eric on • 0442 877877 (day)
or » 081 368 3667 (evenings)

ATARI ST PROGRAMS

RAMARA

The ST Club

Accountant v3
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper v3 2

Sage 124.95

Sage 219.45
..Sage 82.95

.

C-Lab Notator V3
Canvas

457.35
12.49

Cashbook Combo

ST Applications.

UIS III.
Powerful replacement for the Atari

Express described our newsletter: "To

Item Selector. Universal Item Selector

call it a newsletter shows a terrific

III incorporates a host of utility func
tions: format disks, copy, move and

amount of modesty on their part... It
really is packed with information,
with more concentration on the

serious side of the ST." ST Applica
tions is a complete re-design of The
ST Club Newsletter that has grown lo
3,500 subscribers since we started it

four years ago. Each monthly issue
runs to at least fiO A4-pages. If you
would like to subscribe or receive an

evaluation copy please complete the
form below.

Fontkit Plus 3.
The essential font utility for the ST.
Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum
fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of
drawing tools, plus block manipula
tion tools, and it will import Calamus,
Degas and Macintosh fonts.Price:
£19.95.

Please send me:

rename files and folders, create

folders, find files, set file paths, etc.
"You'll wonder how you ever lived
without it", ST Format, December
1990. Price: f 19.95.

3D Graphics Programming Abacus 18.45
6800 Assembly Lang. Prog Mcgraw 19.95
Applications Guide inC
Compute 19.45
STBasic Sourcebook &Tutorial

Degas Elite

ATARI ST BOOKLIST

Alari 9.50

Abacus 18.45 Devpacv2

From STBasic to C

Abacus 17.95

Gome Makers Manual
Sigmo 12.45
GFA Bosk v3 Development +disk ..Glen 17.95 First Word + New v3
Flight Simulator 2
Introducing ST Machine Code ....ZZsoft 21.00 Fun
School 2 all ages

Our collection of PD and Shareware

Fut.Pub 9.95 GFA Gem Utility

disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

ST Machine Language
Abacus 16.10
Tech' Reference Guide vol 1..Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 2..Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 3..(ompuie 22.45
Tricks &Tips on the ST
Abacus 16.40

From:

Your FirST BASIC
Bookmark 14.45
Your Second Manual lo the ST
14.95

DAATAscan Pro. AT25 3 Dither - Modes

Golden Image Hand Scanner 3grey modes 200-400dpi Touch Up s/w.... 189.99
VidiST video frome grabber-Rombo ...84.95
Vidi Chrome Colour Upgrade
18.50
ATonce PC286 Emulalor V5

Naksha mouse + House &Mol
Universal Printer Stand - Plastic
Dust Cover ST520/I040

Quickjoy Infrared Joystick

GFA Compiler v3.5

ly by writing to us. Tile balance or your sub
scription will be refunded in full.

22.95

issue 22-MAY-91

274.99

1040 STE Extra/PR024 Pack.439.99

Lynx + 2 games inc
Eleclrocop

124.99

Portfolio Pocket PC

179.95

Atari SC1224 Colour
Atari SM 124 Mono

79.95

Philips CM8833 II Colour
+ Lead
Monitor cable ST to scart

GFA G Shell
GFA Mission Control

16.95
23.95

GFARaytrace

29.95
36.95

Hisoft Forth

29.95

Home Accounts

Digita 19.95

K-Data
K-Resource 2

Kuma 38.45
Kuma 32.45

K-Roget Thesaurus
K-Spread 1
K-Spread2
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4

Kuma
Kuma
Kuma
Kuma

Knife ST

Hisof: 22.45

35.95
18.49
41.95
64.95
87.95

268.95
119.95
249.95
9.95

PRINTERS & ACC

Hisoft *" 36.45

Hisoft C Interpreter

179.95

5.95
8.50

NeoDesk 3

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

120D Plus inc lead
147.95
124D inc lead
199.95
Swift 9 Pin inc lead
199.95
Swift 24 Pin inc lead ...299.95

Colour Upgrade Swift 9/24

38.95

Printer Cables

7.45

Ribbon for LC10 {min 2)
Ribbon 120D/Swift 9 (min 2)

2.95
2.95

DISK DRIVES

' " 28.55

Pagestream New Version..
Personal F>nance Man. P:js

High SpeedPascal
Prodata
Protext v5

. 119.95
31.96

Hisofl 71.96
Amor'"58.99
Arnor 108.95

RECREATION SOFTWARE

63.95

Sequercer 1
Spectrum 512

71.95
22.95

Sim City

Superbase Personal

18.95

Ga2za2
Shadow Warriors . ...

33.95 Superbase Personal 2
68.95
'.68.95
9.95 Superbase Professional
Digita 58.95
5.25 System 3 Extra
Syntex OCR

28.95 Tempus 2

Hours of business lOai

10.25
Sony branded 2DD box (10)
Sony/Memorex unbranded (10) ..6.45
DatapulseMF2-DDMullicolour(10)14.95

ReplayS

Signa 109.95
Hisoft 29.95

RHS, Ramara House, 22 Grange Road
Staincliffe, Nr. Batley, West Yorkshire. WF17 7AT
Telephone Sales 0924 473556
I
STF1S ,

368.95

520 STFM Discovery Pack

23.95

All prices include VAT. Carriage FREE UK & BFPO: EEC £6
Please send Cheque/PO made payable to:

enclosed

520STE Turbo Pack

14.95
18.95
'"37.95

Cheque/PO made payable to
Your guarantee: Tf at any time you want to
cancel your subscription you may do so simp

Only £98.99

ATARI ST MACHINES

29.99

GFA Draft PIusV3.13

Harlekm

ATARI ST PROGRAMS
Timeworks DTP
•'•67.50
T'meworks Tutor...,
24.95
Turbo ST
Hisoft 28.45
Twist Switcher
Hisofl 20.21
Werks
Hisoft 21.45
Wordfair
Hisoft Npw 63.95
WordPerfect
175.95
Word Writer
Trmewo.'ks 39.95
*" SPECIAL OFFER'"
Timeworks DTP & First Word V3

100-400 DPI 64Grey Scales
189.95 Lattice C v5
79.95
Hisof. 109.95 Cumana 3.5 1 Meg CSA354
Cameron Handy Scanner 3scan -modes Masterp an Spreadsheet . ...66.56 Zydec3.5 1 Meg Ext. P.S.U...
29.75
200-400 DPI 16grey tones
144.95 MasterSound2
Megapant II
79.95

Twin joystick/mouse leod
13pin open ended lead

U Sample copyof ST Applications (£2).
FJAfree copyof the STClubcatalogue.

"* 55.45

GFABasicV3.5lnt

Get The Most From Your ST.

are in our current catalogue. Write or
telephone for your copy today.

Digita 29.16
36.75
ZZSoft 19.95

M&T 16.25 Fun School 3 all ages

The Catalogue.

Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95)
and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these

. 48.95

Hisoft 43.95

Digicalc
Easy Draw 2
Easy Text DTP

Sybex 23.95
Abacus 15.95

(4ft-pages A4) details these disks and
all of our products and services:
Books, Budgie Disks and Laser Print
ing. We also publish: Astronomy Lab
(£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford
Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),

19.95

Deluxe? Paint

Disk Drives Inside andOut

Programming the 6800
Presenting the Atari ST

guarantee same day dispatch on all
orders. Our Free Catalogue -

Digita 55.95

Cyber Control
28.95
Cyber DevDes gn . .., Disks 15.95
Cyber Paint
36.95
Cyber Sculpt
55.95
CyberStudio
38.95
Cyber Texture
34.45
Data Manager Prof
28.95

Midi &Sound Book

• 12-issues of STApplications (£15).

"The ST Club" for £

XYZ,

Jlv,

size has been corrected according to the actual

that they are available for the next saved file. If

Over two years ago New Computer

FILEOI

Mig 29 Fulcrum

23.95
23.95
18.45
,14.95

Powermonger

23.95

Shadow of the Beast

18.45

Robocop 2

18.45

Mutant Turtles
Drakken
Ultima V
Future Wars
Iron Lord

18.45
22.45
22.45
18.45
18.45

F19 Stealth Frghter

23.95

Back to the Future 2

18.45

Rick Dangerous 2

18.45

Kick Off 2
Speedball 2

18.25
18.45

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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3%" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
a very smart looking drive indeed... a slim and
quiet device... it is very keenly priced too."
- ST WORLD, September 1989

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND DELIVERY
Express Courier Delivery £5.00 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our
premises. We feel sure that you won't be
disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

HOW TO ORDER

• Very quiet
•
•
•
•
•

SUPER LOW

^^B

PRICE I

Slimline design
Cooling Vents
Sleek, high quality metal casing
Suits any Atari ST
Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism

£59.95
INCLUDES ITS OWN

• On / Off switch on rear of drive

EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity

• Long reach connection cable

Beware of other makes of drive that

including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?

take their power from the joystick port i

External 40/80 Track Floppy Drive also available for only E99.00

Call us now on

0386 765500

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's
& Fits any STF, STFM or MEGA

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9,00am - 5.30pm

series machine in minutes!

/^t Send Cheque, Postal Order or
i£-D ACCESS/VISA card details to :

tf Uses SIMMS RAM Modules

for Effortless Upgradeability

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.
Evesham, Worcs

& Probably the neatest ST
RAM Upgrade available!

WR11 6XJ

&

ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcome

^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated ...
RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520 1040 Megal to 2 2.5Mb ..

RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge

RAM Upgrade With 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520 1040 Mega ST to 4Mb

neededl Available with or without RAM modules.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of trie Atari ST, there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a littlesoldering.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
Ail our Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most
items and also supply from a far wider product range
than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any of
our showrooms and discuss your requirements with a
member of our highly trained staff.

f~ Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham ^

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR ANY ATARI 520 ST
j. .,•:„.,-.• ............ . •:•.• •:. ;.•• •

Worcestershire WR1I 6XJ

•S 0386 765180

0223 323898
fax: 0223 322883

Open Mon-Fri, 9.30 - 6.00
and Sat., 9.00-5.30
IBMdealer • Corporate Specialist

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge

Birmingham B30 3BH
S

021 458 4564
fax: 021433 3825

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

•S 0386-40303
Monday to Friday, 9.30 -5.30

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of Your ST to as much
as 2.5MB, quickly and cheaply!
O 2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb, or 2 / 2.5Mb

O Simple, fast and effective RAM upgrade path
O Suits any 520 or 1040 ST model

£ 89.00

Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 149.00

£54.95
£ 439.00
£ 589.00

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Our fully equipped service department Is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price
include return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use,
including drive problems. We reserve the right to refuse any machine
that we consider to have been damaged other than in normal use, eg.
substandard repair work, lightning and physical damage - these are

quoted forseparately. ST FIXED RATE REPAIR .. £ 65.00
If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-446441

ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies .... £ 45.00

O Requires no soldering or technical know-how
512K VERSION:
UPGRADES ANY 520 ST
TO 1MB RAM

2MB VERSION:
UPGRADES ANY 520/1040
STT02/2.5MBRAM

ONLY

LYNX Hand-held Games Console

£69.95

Utliy X. I • S7-99 GAMES' MULT1PLAYER GAMECARD

ONLY

£159.95

All details correct at time ot press

Allgoods subject to availability, E. &O.E.

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, (Wed by ourselves

Requires very slight case modification
Atari Megaflle 30Mb Hard Disk
Atari Megatile 60Mb Hard Disk

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30

S

ATARI ST RAM UPGRADES

520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£40.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAM upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS) .... £119.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS) .... £235.00
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering .... £ 59.00

DRIVE UPGRADES / HARD DISKS
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full Instructions.

fax : 0386 765354

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA

RAM & DRIVE ACCESSORIES

Prices include VAT and Delivery

nnliffMiaOR

INCLUDWGFHEE CALIFORNIA

EleclroCop
Slime World

£19 95 Xenophobe
£19 95 Blue Lightning

I*"** ,

SiS Sf Gales olZendocon , £19.95

£19.95
£19.95

ZabrMercenary

£199S

Rampage

£22 95

MsPocman

£19.95

Gaunllel 3

£22.95

Pa^bS'6"
\)%99l Chips Challenge ....£10.95
g RySworrior".' ' '£1995 Shanghai
£19.95

I-J , ..v JW—-.^JTrrk.• ,vvr> «g~a FORMAT GOLD AWARDS 1990
Company ofthe Year 1990 • 2to 1 Majority Winner

ACCESSORIES

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

VIDI-ST
VIDI-ST
Widely regarded as the best In its

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

VIDI-CHROMEST
Colour frame grabbing upgrade,
enabling production of Red, Green and
Blue elements when using a black/white

category, VIDI-ST video digrtiser
enables you to * Have perfect freeze frame from any

camera. (Colour camera/video recorder

video, in up to 16 shades
* Grab real time 3-D images

* Capture & restore action sequences
* Realise Desktop Video, pkis much
more

VIDI-ST Is compattole with an video
standards, eg.colour, B/W, vhs, Beta,
PAL, NTSC etc.

H Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and .Software

VIDI-RGB
Automatically separates Red, Green
and Blue colour signal components from

ft
•it
it
it

user to easily produce colour pictures.

Vidi ST

£ 89.00

it NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms, with 28ms Access Time (
it Fully Autoparking HardDisk

users - see below).

video recorder or camera, enabling the
VIDI Chrome...

.£16.95

VIDI RGB

. £ 59.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

.

performance with quality and high capacity

Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
High quality, compact greymetalcasing
Extremely easy Installation procedure
PRICE INCLUDES ALL CABLESANLWEDICATED POWER SUPPLY'
WESTRONGL Y RECOMMENDAGAINST USE OF HARD DISKS ON
THEST WITHOUTAN INDEPENDENTPOWERSOURCE.

40MB VERSION ONLY...

£ 399.00 including VAT

100MB VERSION ONLY.

£ 599.00

&Delil/ery

With its dedicated monitor Input, this

model combines the advantages ot a high
quality medium resolution colour monitor

'KICKOFF'
WITH THIS
DEAL FROM

with the convenience of remote control

Teletext TV- at an excellent low price I

£269.00

Including VAT,
delivery & ST cable

Monitor Switch Box - switch between colour / mono

monitors without unplugging. LowPrice I
Philips CM8833 Mk.ll(stereo sound) - latest model
Including connection cable for ST

FREE WITH EVERY STE/STFM PACKAGE
'KickOff2' (RRP: £19.99)

•Tncksuit Manager1 (RRP: £19.99)
•Subbuteo'(RRP: £24.99)
Quickshot 3 TurboJoystick (RRP:£9.99)
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £74.00 I

£

£ 230X0

Philips 8CM852 Professional 14- Colour Monitor... £ 219.

Atari SM124Monochrome HI-Res. Monitor
Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

EBfflS/

£ 109.00,
£ 269.00,

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE - WE WILL BEAT ANY

GENUINE ATARI ST PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you

NEW LOW PRICES •

can buy for the Atari ST. Excellent

520 STE

performance,amazing low price I
C 1 7 QC SATISFACTION
X. I I . W GUARANTEED

'TURBO

NEW LOW PRICES •

Includes an Atari520 STE with 1Mb Drive, joystick,
plusa highqajality selectionoi software including:
IndianaJones &LastCrusade
ImpossHe Mission 2
Human Killing machine

Out Run

ONLY £299.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

DragonsBreath
HyperPaint2 (STEversion)
MusicMaker2 (STE version)

Anarchy
FirSTBASIC
STOS

ONLY £349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

PACK'

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER with TOUCH-UP

1040 STE

with an excellent selection of starter software. The

'EXTRAS

Kuma Wordprocessor
KumaSpreadsheet
KumaDatabase

"^.

.

£269.99 '-ET

Blood Money
Super Cycle

IGOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL HOUSE excellent travel &accuracy ...E37.95

ONLY £429.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

I Superb starter package, consisting of a 1040 STE

Outstanding quality, excellent value for money - this
package includes a 100-400dpj scanner with dither
options, plus the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP

PACK'

software package which drives the scannerdirectly.
Scanner includes viewingwindow & backlight for

NEW LOW PRICES

package includes:

FirST BASIC
HyperPaint
'Prince'game

OQCQ QQ Inc.VAT and
L009i\79

delivery

ONLY £439.99WITH 2MBRAM FITTED

I Kuma Business Graphics STAC Advent, creator

ONLY £519.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

accurate scans every time. Scan either line-art

,.*!

or grey images up to 400dpi. Many image
enhancement & special effects available

yipP^^^X

from within Touch-Up. Agood, sensible
Investment for Desktop Publishing work.

£179.00

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'
Refer to the Jan.l99I issue of ST FORMAT

NEW! ZY-FIAmplified Stereo Speakers suits STE models. Powerful built-in
amplifier; 3-way speakers. Realise the STE's true sound abilities I .. £ 39.95

PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which fits neatly inside the ST. Fast
operation, fully compatible
£ 99.95
AT-Speod hardware PC emulator with 80286 processor for a speed
increase. Supports VGA/EGAdisplay (withSM124) and EMS
£ 199.95
AT-Once 80286 based hardware emulator withsupport for extended
memory and hard disks

£ 179.00

Supercharger External V30 CPU-cased multi-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAM& MS-DOS 4. Plugs Into DMAport STE compatible
£ 269.00
Joystick / Mouse Ports Accessibility Adapter for STF/STFM/STE
£ 4.95
Dust Cover - available for any ST or Mega
£ 4.95

PRINTERS

Buying

All models Include cable

a
EVESHAM MICROS
SPECIAL OFFER !

All STAR printers
include 12 months
On-Site Maintenance

Star

ST SOFTWARE]
First Word Plus
Write On

Data Manager Professional

E 29.95

Cyber Paint 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Degas Elite

E 37JO
E 37 JO
E 21.00

Deluxe Paint

£ 49.95

Spectrum 512
Digita Home Accounts

£ 22.50
£ 18.95

Timewoiks DTP

£ 89.95

Tiger Cub

£84.95

Replays

£ 37.95

£ 22J0

HiSoft Devpac 2.23

£ 44.95

Lattice C 5.06.02
Power BASIC
Atari Archive
Atari Faslcom 2

Mini Office series, each

£ 19.95

£ 22.50

| Mk.ll at the same price of

version for just

E 115.00
E 29.95
£ 22.00
£ 37.00

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

offering the Star LC-10

Get the latest faster

£63.95

GFA BASIC 3.5

GFA BASICCompiler

For a limited time, we are

LC10?

£ 57.85
£49.95

anLC-10!

£159.00

Price Inc. VAT, delivery, cable 4 1 Year On-site Warranty

NEODESK 3 Desktop

£29.95

Simplyttw best replacement desktop/tile
management environmentforany ST.
NeoCLI..

NEW! Olivetti DM124C
Professional 24 Pin COLOUR Printer

E 24.95

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
SPECIAL OFFER III
We are offering a complete
Wordprocesslng / Desktop

Publishing package complete
with graphics Import facilities.

Available with any hardware
purchase over £75.00.

1 ST WORD PLUS &
TIMEWORKS DTP

£ 299.00

E 115.00

Olivetti DM124 200/50 cps High Quality 24-pin . £ 249.00
Panasonic KXP1123 24-Pin, New Low Price

output with the superior quality of Olivetti
Professional 24-pin printing, the new DM124C
represents excellent value for money! Consistent
high quality is assured every time, with no ink
excesses or pale lines at any speed. Peace Of
Mind tor trouble-free use is Guaranteed, with

Atari SUI60S 6 ppm, 300dpi laserprinter. Quiet
in operation (requires 2Mb RAM minimum)
£ 899.00
HP DeskJet 500 3 PPM 300 DPI inkjet
E 459.00
Olivetti DM100S 200/30 ops 9-pin. special price
includes 12 months on-site maintenance

Combining the advantages of advanced COLOUR

Olivetti's 12 Months On-Site Warranty cover I

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps ... £ 209.00
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts, 160/60cps
£ 215.00
Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps
£ 249.00
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version ot above

24-PIN COLOUR
PRINTING NOW
AVAILABLE- AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE!

£ 249.00

200 cps output In draft, 50 cps In Letter Quality
mode • 7 Colour output: Graphics resolution
360 x 180dpi • Tractor & Single Sheet Feed
as standard • Complete with cable and
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

Olivetti DM124C Normal RRP: £ 389.95 Inc.VAT

Evesham Micros Special Offer Price

ONLY £269.00 SSSSSi.
• Cut Sheet Feeder available lor only £ 79.95 •

Discover Your ST/STE's Real Power!
^^p^MHiBHiPSflai

^Si*
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Xtra-RAM ST

Xtra-RAM STe

Forget-Me-Clock II

Upgrades your ST's memory easily. Complete with testing
software and comprehensive manual.

Easy to fit without soldering - no need to send
your STt: away.

Automatically sets your ST/ST»s
system time. Now all your Hies will be properly
date and time stamped.

No Need To Send Away Your ST

Upgrade Your STE Yourself

Just Plug In And Go

Upgrading the RAM memory of your Atari ST

Frontier's Xtra-RAM STE has been designed to
work with the memory upgrade facilities built
into your STE to make upgrading the memory
straightforward and painless.

With the Forget-Me-Clock II plugged into your
ST or STE's cartridge port the system clock (used
by the Control Panel) and keyboard clock will
automatically be set at turn on or reset. No
longer will you have to waste your time setting
your ST's clock.

(520ST/M, 520STFM, 1040ST, Mega 1ST or

Mega 2ST) usually means sending your ST
away or doing a large amount of soldering
yourself. Frontier's Xtra-RAM ST is installed
by you, in your home or office.

No Soldering
The installaion ofthe Xtra-RAM STE takes under

Easy To Install
Installation takes around an hour and is

carefully explained in a detailed 32 page manual

one hour. You simply open your STE, plug in the
Xtra-RAM STe memory boards and close the
STE. It's as simple as that!

which is written with the non-technical ST user

in mind. If you have any problems during the
installation process, Frontier's technical staff
are always available on the phone to offer
assistance. Most STs will require absolutely no
soldering to fit the Xtra-RAM ST. Some newer
models will require a small amount of soldering.
Contact Frontier for more details.

Expands All The Way To 4MB
With the Xtra-RAM STE from Frontier you can
expand your STE all the way to 4MB. There are
four possible configurations for the RAM

memory in your STE - V2MB, 1MB, 2MB and
4MB. For more details on the memory slots in

your STE contact Frontier direct.

Full Pass Through

Frontier's Forget-Me-Clock II is a clock cartridge
unlike any other. All other clock cartridges for
the ST or STE will tie up the cartridge port. The
Forget-Me-Clock II has a full cartridge pass
through - any other cartridge for the ST can be
plugged into it while it is plugged into your ST.
The Forget-Me-Clock II remains totally invisible
so that the other cartridge can be used normally,
but it still automatically sets the system and

keyboard clocks in your ST or STE.

No Need To Stop At 1MB

No Need To Open Your ST

Most RAM upgrades for the ST leave you at

Installing some clock cards for the ST means
that you have to open your ST's case and pry
computer chips out of their sockets. The ForgetMe-Clock II is a cartridge which plugs into the
port on the side of your ST or STE which means
that its installation couldn't be simpler - you
just plug it in and turn on your ST.

1MB and that's it! Not so with the Xtra-RAM ST.

You can buy the V,MB upgrade now safe in the
knowledge that the Xtra-RAM ST can be
upgraded later without any messy trade-ins.
You just replace one set of memory chips with
another without any soldering whatsoever.

All of these products are manufactured by
Frontier in the UK which means that you can be
certain of the best possible after-sales support.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Totally Compatible

Service And Support

The extra RAM memory that the Xtha-RAM ST and
Xtra-RAM STe gives to your ST or STE is totally
compatible with all of your programs. The memory
controller chip 'logs' in the extra memory and makes it
available for your programs. You will automatically

All Frontier Software products are designed and
manufactured in the UK and are supplied under
Frontier's ten day money back offer which means that
it you don't like the product for any reason you can
return it for a full refund within ten days of purchase.
All Frontier's products also carry a full twelve months'

get more valuable memory space for DTP, word
processing, MIDI, running the Atari laser printer and
everything else that you use your computer for.
Software Included

Every Xtra-RAM upgrade is supplied with a free RAM
testing program (so that you know with certainty that
your installation has worked), RAM disk and printer

guarantee (two years with the Forget-Me-Clock II).
Unlike some ST and STI: upgrades, Frontier guarantee
that each Xtra-RAM for the ST or STE only uses brand
new memory chips - making your ST or STE and its
memory upgrade more reliable both now and in the
future.

Xtra-RAM ST Unpopulated
(without memory chips)
Xtra-RAM ST Populated to

£64.99

upgrade a V2MB ST to 1MB
(can later upgrade to 2'/,,MB
simply by changing the RAM chips)
Xtra-RAM ST Populated to upgrade
keyboard STs and Mega ISTs to

2V2MB and Mega 2STs to 4MB

£79.99

£189.99

Xtra-RAM STE V2MB (includes
two V4MB memory boards and will
upgrade a V,MB STKto 1MB)

£49.99

Xtra-RAM STE 2MB (includes two 1MB

memory boards and will upgrade a

spooler software.

'/2MB STE or 1MBSTE lo 2MB or

Every Forget-Me-Clock II cartridge is supplied with
time and date setting software for the Forget-MeClock II's clock together with a small auto-run program
which automatically sets your ST's system and
keyboard clocks every time you turn on or reset your
ST or STE. Built into the setting software is the facility
to stop the Forget-Me-Clock II's clock to save on

battery life when the Forget-Me-Clock II is not being
used.

Prices

Ail of these products are available from your local
dealer or direct from:

E
Frontier Software

a~2MBSTEto4MB)

Forget-Me-Clock II cartridge

£119.99

£24.99

All prices include VAT.
Please add £2.30 postage and packing to all orders
under £120.00. Frontier accepts payment by Visa,
Mastercard or Access. Prices subject to change without
notice. Goods subject to availability.

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, England HG2 OBE. Phone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.
* If we don't dispatch your order within 2 working days we will give you a 25% discount! Offer ends 30th June 1991.
© Frontier Software 1991.

DISK info
Sidel
STORMBALL - Fully playable demo of Paul Carruthers'

STORMBALL

thundering new future sport game
DEVPAC 1 - Build your own machine code

programs and get them working

A

Don't be noble, be nasty!

^\^

Wreak havoc in this manic

DIY ASSEMBLY - Use-and-learn assembly .
language programs by Peter Molyneux of hit
game-creators Bullfrog
SALVAGE - Save those damaged
disks and get them working again

pinball-style sports sim
PLUS: Everything you
need to keep your
disks in perfect working
order - disk editor,
disk checker,
undelete utility and
disk repair kit.

DEVPAC 1

Side 2

All you need to
write your own
lightning-fast

DISKEDIT - Whafs inside a disk? Now

youcan tinker around andfind out!
DL II - Sort out those corrupted files and
undelete that valuable data with DL II

programs - a

MEMFILE 2.0 - Uncover the secrets of your STwith
this versatilememoryand disk editor accessory

complete assembler,
memory monitor and

composer Neil Palmer,

tutorial files from

and more!

GROOVETHANG

-

Exclusive Music from MIDI! Neil

Palmer'stunes for use on your instruments

REORG - Improve your disk speed byreorganising your files formaximum efficiency
GFA BASIC 2-TORIAL 4 - Master those GFA Basic tricks with our tutorial files

tf»

game-makers Bullfrog

Music files from
GFA Basic tutorial files

ALL PROGRAMS STE COMPATIBLE

Large, or what?
FORMAT brings you more programs
than any other disk mag. To do this, we
use file-crunching techniques and disk
formats - the kind of thing you can find
out about in our Disk Recovery feature
starting on page 34. All sorts of
Games, demos and utilities get neatly
folded, twisted, levered and jemmied
into every jam-packed ST FORMAT
Cover Disk, every month.

• STORMBALL
r

BY: PAUL CARRUTHERS
:1

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
FOLDER: STORM
FILE: STORM.PRG

On THE SIDELINES
Sadly, the earliest 520STs were fitted
with single-sided disk drives, meaning
they couldn't read double-sided disks
-

until now. The ST FORMAT Cover

If you've been following our A
Game is born series, you know all
about Stormball. It's the work of

Disk has been specially prepared to

Paul Carruthers, who's kindly let

enable all ST owners to read at least
Side 1. Now is that nice of us or what?

ST FORMAT in on the trials and

ALL YOU NEED IS HERE
Thanks to the non-standard disk for

mat by Rob Northen, everyone can
load and use Stormball, Devpac 1 (all

programs), Peter Molyneux's DIY
Assembly files and Salvage. Doublesided drive owners are luckier than a

very lucky thing, for they can also
access Neil Palmer's music files,
Diskedit, DL II, ReOrg, the GFA Basic
tutorial files and Memfile 2.0.

Doing the double
To

read Side 2 with a

double-sided

drive just double-click the left mouse

tribulations of professional gamecreation. At last, after hearing all
the behind-the-scenes gossip, you
get a chance to see what you
think of it all.
Stormball is a radical kind of

ballgame, pitching you against a
range of opponents. In this demo
version, you get to play against a
remote-controlled droid, who's not
too hard to beat.

Play centres on scoring
points, and you do this by firing
the ball or puck at your oppo
nent's end of the pitch. He can

button on the folder named SIDE2. It

either block it and return fire at

should open up like a normal folder,
listing all the files contained within.

your side, or miss it. If the ball
travels past him, it may trigger
special squares on the pitch
which increase your score or give
you a multiplier-bonus.

Is YOURS A BIT ONE-SIDED?
If you have a single-sided drive and
you try opening the SIDE2 folder, you
see an alert message telling you that
the data on the disk may be damaged.
This is just the ST's way of telling you
it can't read Side 2. Don't fret, just
click on CANCEL and you'll be okay.

• The Stormball arena is where the real action is in this

cross between hockey and pinball. Enter the world where
passing the puck is more important that holding your own!
STARTING OUT

Just

double-click

on

the

icon

STORM.PRG and after a while the

screen goes blue. Shortly after,
the title screen should emerge,
giving you a chance to see a
computer-controlled demonstra

tion of the game. When you've
seen enough and want a go for
yourself, just press ESCAPE.
You're taken

back to the title

screen, with a different message.
Press "Fire" on the joystick to
enter the game. You're controlling
the tall geezer nearest the cam
era, and your opponent is the
square droid down the other end
of the pitch. You're player One,

and when you have the ball in
your hand the PLAYER 1 panel
immediately lights up. Next to
each player's panel, there's a box
displaying its score.
Beyond this, on the right-hand
side, is a small oval-shaped panel
representing the game time. Seg
ments of this panel become
coloured as time passes - when
it's filled, the game quarter (and
the demo) ends and you return to
the title again. In the complete
game this doesn't happen instead you change ends.
When you have the ball, a
long white bar extends across the
screen from the left. This is the

holding time indicator. You must
throw the ball before it disap
pears or you're penalised. Above
this bar is the strength indicator
which appears only after you hit

Take your virus medicine

the

Before you bung it in, back it up! Acci
dents can happen and you could lose
the lot, so make a copy of the disk and
write-protect the original before you
put it in your drive to be absolutely
safe. Write-protect the copy too - this
is the safest way to stop it picking up
nasty, horrible, slimy viruses from

When the ball is in flight, you
can move around at will by push

other disks.

If you don't do this, please don't
phone us up to tell us you've buggered
it! We'll only tell you "we told you so!"
Back it up now, before it disappears...

issue 22-MAY-9J

Fire

button.

This

indicates

how hard you throw - leave the
Fire button down longer to put
more weight behind the ball.

•

Paul Carruthers' Stormball makes it to this issue's Cover

Disk. Is it a hit or a miss? Play it for yourself and find out

ing the joystick in the appropriate
directions, but as soon as you
catch the ball you are glued to
the spot. You can then only turn
from side to side to aim.
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DEVPAC

BY: HISOFT

MACHINE: ALL STs

FOLDER: DEVPACJ
FILES: DEVPAC1.TXT,

GENST.PRG, GENST.RSC,
MONST.TOS, MONST.PRG

At last! Now you can find out how
programs are created using
assembly code - the ST's internal
processor language.
Devpac is a fully functional
suite of programs designed to
create machine code programs,
kindly
donated
by HiSoft.

GENST.PRG is an editor (for typ
ing in your programs) and an
assembler (for deciphering your
programs and turning them into
loadable GEM icons).

As well as this, there's
MONST, a machine-code monitor
program, which helps you to de
bug your programming efforts.
MONST is supplied in two forms:
MONST.PRG (for debugging ordi
nary GEM .PRG programs) and
MONST.TOS (for debugging all
.TOS and .TTP programs)

And finally, there's HiSoffs
own documentation, contained in

DEVPAC1.TXT, which you can
read or print out at your leisure.
This file contains a few pointers
on how GENST and MONST work,
and how to operate them.
But what can you do with

them? If you know absolutely
nothing about machine-code, then
check out the assembly tutorial

BACK UP
YOUR DISK!

which cause the crash, and go
back and change them in your
editable version of the program.
Then you re-assemble it, and

ST FORMAT'S Cover Disk is non-stan

hope for the best!

dard and squeezes in a whackinggreat

STARTING OUT

To load and run GENST.PRG,
MONST.PRG or MONST.TOS, sim
ply double-click on them, using

700K (average) of data per side, so the
backup procedure is not simple. Follow
these steps, though, and you won't en
counter any problems. Do it any other
way and you could mangle your Cover
Disk.Then where would you be?

the left mouse button.

GENST displays a virtually

1. Format a couple of blank disks(you

blank screen when loaded, much

GENST enables you to type in

the same as a word processor.

may not get all the data onto one) single-sided if you've got a single-sided

instructions for the ST, in the
form of a long text file. The

Its

drive,

accessed via the menus across

assembler portion of GENST
reads through the file twice when
you assemble and checks the

validity of each
instruction
entered. It checks both the syntax
and spelling, plus a kind of "logi
cal grammar," so that the pro
gram

can

be

converted

into

machine-code. This is a file con

taining just numbers, which is vir
tually unreadabe by humans but
makes perfect sense to the ST.
Ifs the machine-code output that
you run from the Desktop - pro

viding everythingworked okay!
Things often go wrong, es
pecially for beginners. Often pro
grams assemble without errors
and a machine-code file is pro
duced, but this machine-code
crashes the ST when you come
to run

it. That's where MONST

comes in. This program enables
you to interrogate memory while
your program is running, so you
can see errors as they happen.
You can step through your pro
gram, instruction by instruction,
examining the ST's registers and
memory as you go. In this way,
you can find the instructions

important

functions

are

the top, like most normal GEM
programs. The File menu is where

you find the commands to make

GENST load in an assembly file,
for experimentation. There's one
included on this Cover Disk as

part of the assembly tutorial - for
more information, check out the
panel below.
MONST asks for a filename
when it loads. You can enter the

name of a specific file you want
to debug (along with its full direc
tory and pathname). Alternatively,
you can hit <Return> twice to tell
MONST that you just want to
examine your ST's memory, with
out loading a file.
ink
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2. Write-protect the original Cover
Disk and insert it into the drive (if you
have two drives, you lucky devil, insert
the Cover Disk into drive B). Double
click on the drive B icon to open a win
dow showing the Cover Disk contents.
If you haven't got a second drive, a
message appears requesting you to put
disk B in drive A. Simply click on OK.

3. Insert a freshly formatted disk into
drive A. Double-click on the drive A

icon and open up a window. You may
be asked to insert disk A in drive A -

you just did, so click on OK again.

4. Highlight each folder in the drive B
Cover Disk window and drag them into
the drive A window, one at a time.

5. Ifyou have one drive, you're asked
to insert disk A and disk B at regular
intervals. Don't mix the two up! Disk B
is the Cover Disk and disk A is the

freshly formatted disk.

6. When you get a "disk full" error
message, recopy the last folder - and
subsequent folders - onto the second
freshly formatted disk.

1

7. Double-sided owners, double-click

|

on SIDE_2 once you've finished copy
ing all the folders from Side A of the
Cover Disk and carry out the same pro

1

-li[)

«>

double-sided if you

double-sided drive.

1411

• Devpac 1 from HiSoft is just
about the best place to start
if you want to get into assem
bly programming. So it's here,
for free and for you!

cedure for those on Side B. Job done!

8. Don't forget, you must not try to
use the standard Atari disc copy
function (dragging Floppy A onto
Floppy B) - the Cover Disk is non-stan
dard, so that way won't work.

FILES: SPRITE32.DAT,

makers Bullfrog, is here to guide
you through the problems you're
likely to encounter. He's put
together a series of "learn-byexample" files you can assemble
yourself to discover the way your
ST works. In conjuction with the
How-To Guide on page 52, you
can work your way through a pro
gram to animate a sprite and

unreadable by humans.

sions of SPRITE.TOS which are

SPRITESTOS, SPRITES.S

whizz it round the screen. All the

•

more interesting.

files you need are provided here,
on the Cover Disk, for you to load
and run. There's little typing

file.

needed - most of that's done for

you. All you need to do is make a

by humans. Source code is later
assembled into object code,

few changes - changes which

which is the stuff the ST under

highlight certain key factors of
the ST's functioning - factors you

SPRITE.S is meant to be loaded

^

DIY

'' ASSEMBLY
BY: PETER MOLYNEUX
SIDE: 1

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
FOLDER: MOLYNEUX

Armed with your copy of Devpac,
you have the power to make your
ST do what you tell it. You can
create your own programs and
Desk Accessories - providing you
know where to begin. That's often
the problem. Just where do you
start, with a computer as com
plex and powerful as your ST?
Fear not, for help is at hand.
Peter Molyneux, from software
44

by Peter Molyneux on page 52.
This should help you understand
a bit about the way the ST
decodes programs and actually
performs functions.
If you know about machinecode, it's probably still worth
reading the assembly tutorial,
preferably while you're loading up
GENST. This is the program you
need first, in order to get the Bull
frogs' assembly demonstration up
and running.

ST FORMAT

your own sprite dashing around

machine-code or object file. You

the screen.

can double-click on it to make it

• SPRITE32.DAT is a data file,
accessed by the final program
you create. Contained in it are the
various sprites or screen pictures

run, but the version supplied does
little more than print a single
sprite on screen and then stop.
This is because the animation rou

which finally get displayed.
There's little point in attempting to
load this file by hand - the data is

tines are the bits you write, using
Peter's guidance. As you develop
the program, you create new ver

SPRITE.S is a source code
Source code is the name

given to assembly or machine
code when ifs in a form readable

stands

but

humans

don't.

STARTING OUT

into GENST, where you can tinker
about with it, following the stepby-step tutorial.

In this folder, you find three files
which give you all you need to get

•
SPRITE.TOS is a standard ST
TOS file - in other words it's a

can learn to master.

•

Who is this masked man?

Quiffy is his name and Flood
is his game. Now he's yours
to control when you follow
the assembly programming
feature on page 52
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
Please send cheque/PO/'Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF5, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI 3 1BJ
Please state make and model ot computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe
add £1.00 per item. Elsewhereplease add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone
orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766
3D Construction Kit *

26.99

4D Boxing *
4D Driving *

16.99
16.99

Gods *
Golden Axe
Gremlins2

ATF2

16.99

Gunboat*

Airborne Ranger

9.99 Gunship

16.99

9.99

Quattro Sports
Railroad Tycoon *

9.99
19.99

9.99
16.99

Rainbow Islands
Rambo3
Reach for the Skies *

15.99
5.99
16.99

Heroquest*

Hollywood Collection

19.99 Rick Dangerous
7.99 Rick Dangerous 2
19.99 Rise of the Dragon *

7.99
16.99
26.99

Horror Zombies *
Hounds of Shadow

16.99
7.99

Hunter*

16.99

5.99
16.99
9.99

BAT

26.99

Hitchhikers Guide

Back to the Future 2
Back to the Future 3 *

16.99
16.99

5.99

14.99

Puzznic

Quattro Arcade

Hard Drivin
Hard Drivin 2

Arkanoid 2
Assault on Alcatraz *
Austerlitz

Batman Caped Crusader

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Battlechess 2 *
Battle Command
Battlemaster
Beastbusters *

19.99
16.99
9.99
16.99

Betrayal *
Big Game Fishing *

19.99 It Came From Desert *
16.99 Jack Nicklaus Golf

Hydra *
IK+

Imperium

Robocop2

Rocket Ranger
Rock Star Ate My Hamster
16.99 Rocky Horror Show *
5.99

Rotator *

5.99

RVF Honda

9.99

16.99

Birds of Prey *

16.99 Secret of Monkey Island *
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf * 19.99 Secrets of Luftwaffe *

26.99 Judge Dredd

13.99 Sega Master Mix

Blade Warrior *
Blue Max*

16.99
19.99

Kick Off
KickOff2

7.99
12.99

Brat*
Cadaver
Cadaver Data Disk *

16.99
16.99

Killing Cloud *

16.99

Kings Quest 4

26.99

Knights of the Sky *

19.99

Captive

16.99 K.O 2 - Final Whistle

Billy the Kid *

Carrier Command

Carthage *

9.99
9.99

K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *

16.99 K.O 2 - Return to Europe *
K.O 2 - Super League *

Chase HQ 2

16.99

Chuck Yeager

16.99 K.O 2-Winning tactics *

Codename Iceman

29.99

Colonels Bequest

26.99 LastNinja 2

Kristal

LastNinja 3 *

Commando War *

16.99

Conquest Camelot

26.99

Continental Circus

Corporation Data Disk *

Legend of Billy Boulder *
16.99 Leisure Suit Larry 2
9.99 Leisure Suit Larry 3

Creatures *

16.99

Cricket Captain

16.99 Line of Fire

Corporation

Leather Goddess

5.99

Lemmings *

8.99

7.99

Speedball

5.99 Speedball 2

16.99

Spider-Man
7.99
Spy Who Loved Me
16.99 Steve Davis
26.99 Steven Hendry *
26.99 Stratego *
16.99

Dick Tracy
Double Dragon
Dragons Breath

16.99 Mega Traveller 1 *
5.99 Midnight Resistance
12.99 Midwinter

Dungeon Master

14.99 Midwinter 2 *

19.99
19.99

Duster *

16.99

22.99

Elf*

Emlyn Hughes

16.99 Monty Python
13.99 Mud Sports *

MIG29

Super Monaco GP *
19.99 Supremacy

16.99

16.99

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

16.99

ONLY £19.99

16.99
16.99

Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

16.99
19.99

Their Finest Hour
Toki *
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

E-Swat

16.99

Murder

16.99

19.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2 *

19.99

NAM *
Narc

19.99
16.99

F16 Combat Pilot
F29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disc
Falcon Mission Disc 2

16.99
16.99
12.99
1 0.99
10.99

Navy Seals *
Nightbreed
Nightbreed RPG
Nightshirt

Fantasy World Dizzy

5.99

Nitro

16.99
16.99 Toyota Celica
16.99 Tracksuit Manager
16.99 Tracksuit Manager 2 *
16.99 Treasure Island Dizzy
16.99 Treasure Trap

Off Road Racer

16.99

Ninja Remix

Fists of Fury 2
Flight of the Intruder *

Operation Stealth
Operation Thunderbolt
19.99 Operation Wolf
19.99 Oriental Games

Flood
Football Director 2

7.99
12.99

Football Man World Cup
FordQ8 Rally*
Fun School 2 6-8)
Fun School 2 over 8)
Fun School 2 under 6)
Fun School 3 5-7)
Fun School 3 over 7)
Fun School 3 under 5)

9.99
16.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Future Wars
Gauntlet3 *
Gazza2

16.99
16.99
16.99

First Samurai *

DUNGEON MASTER +

7.99

Switchblade 2 *

Excalibur *

7.99
16.99

£7.99

SWIV*

13.99 Teenage Mutant Turtles
16.99 The Immortal

16.99

16.99 Turbo Challenge
16.99 Turrican 2 *
5.99 Ultimate Ride
16.99

Pang

16.99

Platinum
Platoon

19.99
5.99

Player Manager
Plotting

12.99
13.99

Police Quest 2

26.99

Populous

16.99

Powerdrome

Powermonger

Triad Vol 3

7.99

16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

16.99
7.99
16.99
4.99
6.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 125 +-£6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99
Comp Pro Extra-£14.99
Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99

QuickjoyJetfighter - £10.99

16.99

UMS 2
Viz*

19.99
16.99

Walker*
Warlords *
Wheels of Fire
Whizkid *
Wizzball
Wolf Pack*
Wonderland *

16.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
5.99
19.99
19.99

•

BLANK DISCS
Unbranded
10 x3.5" DSDD -£5.99
20 x3.5" DSDD

£10.99

50 x3.5" DSDD

£23.99

100 x3.5" DSDD - £44.99

16.99
19.99

Predator 2 *
Prince of Persia

Xenomorph 2 *

Zany Golf

16.99

Z-Out*

£7.99

16.99

Wrath of the Demon

7.99

NOW ONLY

9.99

Powermonger Data Disk 1 * ....9.99

Projectyle

STEVE DAVIS

16.99

19.99 World Champ Soccer
16.99
19.99

TURRICAN

7.99
16.99
16.99
13.99

16.99

7.99
39.99

ONLY £22.99

26.99

Masterblazer *

19.99

ONLY £29.99

NOW ONLY

16.99
5.99
16.99
19.99

Das Boot *

Defender of the Crown
Deluxe Paint

FOR ATARI STE

16.99
26.99

Super Cars 2 *
19.99 Super
Hang On
19.99

16.99

16.99 Lost Patrol
16.99 Ml Tank Platoon

STEREO SPEAKERS

NAKSHA MOUSE

Magnetic Scrolls Coll *
Magnum4

Lords of Chaos *

Crime Wave *

ONLY £9.99

16.99
13.99
19.99
9.99
5.99
16.99
16.99

16.99
16.99
9.99
16.99

16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

TRIAD VOL. 3
Rocket Ranger, Speedball
& Blood Money

19.99

Strider 2
Stun Runner
Stunt Car Racer
Subbuteo

Cruise For A Corpse *
Cybercon 3 *

Ferrari Formula 1
Fireball *

19.99
19.99

Shadow Dancer *
Shadow Warriors
Shuttle*
Silent Service
Silkworm
Ski or Die*
Skull and Crossbones *

7.99 Sly Spy
9.99 Space Ace
5.99 Space Quest 3
9.99

7.99
4.99
16.99
16.99

16.99 R-Type
16.99

16.99

SPECIAL OFFERS

7.99

13.99

Branded - rDK
3.ii" DSDD-E1. 25 Each

DISK info

SALVAGE
BY: MERLIN HANSON

disk's directory or File Allocation
Table (FAT) becomes damaged.
This can be disastrous, causing
you to lose vast chunks of data.
Often the data is still perfectly
readable, but it's lurking some

"knitted together"

in what you

VAGE.TXT which contains informa

hope is the correct order. In this
way, you can often retrieve those

tion from the programmer.

all-important files you

the C-language source code (SAL
VAGE.PAS) for the program, which

thought

you'd lost.

Also included in this folder is

you can load into any C-language

SIDE: 1

where on the disk where the direc

STARTING OUT

package, if you are familiar with

MACHINE: ALL STs

To get the best from Salvage, you

these. You can examine the source

FOLDER: SALVAGE

tory isn't looking. Sometimes all
that's missing is the correct infor

need to have two disk drives -

code to see exactly how the ST

FILES: SALVAGE.PAS,

mation at the start of the file - the

either a hard drive plus your inter

SALVAGE.TXT, SALVAGE.PRG

part contained in the directory.
Alternatively, the FAT may have
been damaged, giving the ST a
false impression of where the vari

nal drive,

communicates with its drives and
to discover more about the Sal

How may times have you suffered
at the hands of a dodgy disk?
Probably too often. Salvage is a
small Public Domain program
which helps to recover lost or cor

rupted files.
Occasionally, your ST can lose
data on disks, especially if the

ous chunks of the file are located.

The actual data is perfect - but
there's a very real danger of it
being overwritten and lost forever.
Salvage enables you to search
through an entire disk, looking for
readable text, which can then be
exported onto another disk, and

or an extra external

floppy drive. You can still use Sal
vage to locate and mark your dam
aged files, regardless of the
number of drives you possess. But
to actually repair disks, you need

DISKEDIT
BY: MARTIN H SMITH
SIDE: 2

the basic functions you need to
edit, repair (and ruin!) all types of

floppy and hard disk.
It is unlike many others in that
it has clearer menu systems and

MACHINE: ALL STs

is a little easier to use. Disks are

FOLDER: DISKEDIT

accessed using point-and-click
routes, rather than the keyboard,
which makes things more man
ageable for beginners.

FILES: DISKEDIT.PRG,
DISKEDIT.RSC

\ GROOVE
r

THANG

BY: NEIL PALMER

To run Salvage simply double
click on SALVAGE.PRG and follow

the on-screen prompts. For more
specific details on its operation,
read or print out the file SAL

SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL STs (needs
Cubase or a MIDI sequencer)
FOLDER: N.PALMER

FILES: GRUVTHNG.ALL,
GRUVTHNG.MID,
GRVTHNG2.ALL,
GRVTHNG2.MID

was

Cubase

or

Notator) which

THNG.ALL

and

GRVTHNG2.ALL

complete files for

and it can be

use

, C 0 1 0 I
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editor is a handy tool for
those long nights when you
can't resist the temptation
to delve into your disks

The

other two files

contain

desire. These MIDI files can be

used with a variety of sequencers
capable of importing MIDI data
and sending it to MIDI devices.
STARTING OUT

Load up your MIDI sequencer, and

The benefits of this are clear.

FIL20.RSC and MEMFIL20.ACC to

You can study programs on disk

the root directory of a blank disk
(that is, not inside any folders).
Then when you reset your ST with
this disk in the drive, Memfife 2.0
is loaded into a special area of
the ST's memory. To access
Memfile and get it running, just
move the mouse pointer up to the
Desk menu (at the top left of the

FILES: MEMFIL20.ACC,

examining the screen memory.

MEMFIL20.RSC,

Memfite 2.0 has several com

MEMFIL20.DOC

plex features including a search
algorithm and a memory, file and

STARTING OUT

It differs from other disk editors in

Because Memfile 2.0 is a Desk

that it is a Desk Accessory (DA)

Accessory,

you

cannot

just
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• Salvage can help you find all
those missing text files again

Simply double-click on the file
DISKEDIT.PRG and the program

loads. The program runs in a
standard GEM environment, so
operating the various menus and
functions should be straight
the technical terms and concepts
referred to by the program, see
this issue's special Disk Recovery
feature beginning on page 34.

function. You may need to experi
ment with various channel setups

to get the best sound out of
Groovethang. If your sequencer
can handle it you should be able to
identify the original instruments
that were used. This may aid you
in deciding the correct sounds
which should be coming out of
your musical instruments.
If you have Cubase, things are
a little easier. Full patch and chan
nel information comes complete
with the .ALL file. All you need to
do is set up your instruments to
the best-sounding patches.

himself. Ifs worth checking this

through, since Memfite, like all
disk editors, has some features
that can prove very destructive if
they are improperly used.
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screen) and select MEMFILE from
the list of names.
Further information on Mem

Memfile 2.0 is a memory and disk
editor with very powerful features.

inn

If ,i.\r-i:.:i:\f <•.•.:.• I :. ,-•.,•.

i -v.'". -«; -*(.''. t-:

forward. For more information on

• The DISKEDIT sector

double-click on the program icon.
Instead, you must copy MEM-

FOLDER: MEMFIL20

ST FORMAT

liB: S A D R . X U A L . ¥ U A L , i > C .SCREED.

accessed from

sector editor.

46

IH: . G F 1 . P t 11 0 . L 0 6 ] . B A B 1 , B fi R 2 . S I F . F « .
199: l E M 9 . I 0 G 0 . 5 . A . f II t . S C . . « A . A ! , P « t
1(9: RS.RETURH.$. I H 1 I . S P H E R E _ C A I , I ,

then instigate its "load MIDI data"

but you can also examine the pro
gram whileit's running in memory.
You can search programs to learn
how they work, and do things like

MACHINE: ALL STs

149: , 6 _ S P S . f _ S P R . 1 _ S P P. . 5 C rtO L L _ V i » 0 0 U

in

as you can with DL II or Diskedit,
SIDE: 2

161: 0 U MT , S _ C 0 U H 1 . i 1 0 i . S _ t 0 G . . I 0 I I . S II

129:I H0 R , « A6 A! I II[ . S P HEflE , KP I EII1,1 f S [

can

import MIDI files. The files GRUV

within other programs.

BY: DAN WILGA

I . . , i . ,

9i9: . I 0 G . C U
. C 01 1 . C 0 L 1 1 . C 0 L 1 ! . C U
I J .
did: C O l M . T ( J G l l . f 0 1 1 2 . f O C l I . I 0 S l 4 . l »
9(9: G 1 3 4 , It , F I t S ! . L I 0 P , I [ « B i H . if P . S . S t

pure MIDI data which should be
routed to a keyboard or syn
thesizer - indeed, a vast array of
MIDI devices all at once, if you

are

v MEMFILE
2.0

999: H . G f n B ft S I C

949: '..'.'.'..'.'.'. '.'.'.,'.'. 'A'. '.'.*'.'. '.A ','.'.S '.'.
ml ! f'. i '. f '. iti" it2 ! i j ,'i i,' a'. f '. i ', c H I i '. t

Halo

Groovetfiang

i

STARTING OUT
9 1 2 I 4 5 t 7 8 9 II 6 C 0 E F 8 ! 2 I 4 S G 7 8 9 A B C D [ F

Cubase specifically - you cannot
use these two files unless you
have this sequencer.

Jones.

.
9
9
J
fl
9
t
'i :i::n- •=• :'.-\i :r:;.£«; i.ir.in:*;: .j;:.;-h:

. :;•(>

7-it:-.. ;i .i

!S--di-d now

Groovethang is a new composition
by recording artist Neil Palmer,
whose previous claims to fame
include songwriting for Sade and

written exclusively for ST FORMAT
readers to load up and play with,
but there are a few things you
need to know before you start.
You can only use the enclosed
files if you own or have access to
some form of MIDI sequencer (like

: i i > - •:

dcnoiij. t not sisn.. i

IJion (hit joo'Il ::03iClg in -:t: ii ;.l i-l -t -t,t ot '.Ms (fit ,t
, i - ,:.•„ v-,--,i ,-0- c-'i'Jr ,m "uit rut iiif»)
" .id ivr(l ti;: 'jg.
u<;]"i snt:r o.y j' 1-f •*•.-. iuitonj

two drives.

Disk Edit is a different variation of
the disk editor idea. It contains all

vage program itself.

file 2.0's operation can be found
in the file MEMF1L20.DOC, written
by the programmer, Dan Wilga,

• When you want to probe,
you want to do It now, not
in ten minutes time! So

Memfile 2.0 is here for that

instant access, day or night

issue 22-MAY-91

0908 564369 24 Hrs
16.9

Answer Back Junior

13.9

Answer Back Senior

13-9

Arithmetic Add On {A.B.J)
Belter Maths (12-16)

7.9
16.0

Better Spelling (8-14)
Donald's Alphabet Chase

16.9
13-9

French Mistress

13.9

Fun School 2 under 6

13,9

Fun School 2 6-8

13.9

Fun School 2 8+

13.9

Fun School 3 Under 5

16.9

Fun School3 5-7

16.9

Fun school 3 7+

16.9

German Master

13.9

Goofy's Railway Express

13.9

Italian Tutor

13.9

Jigspell

9.S

Kidtalk

13.9

Learn to type
Magic Maths (4-8)
Math Tafk (5-13)

10.9
16.9
13.S

Maths Mania (6-12)

16.£

Mickey's Crossword Maker
Mickey's Runaway Zoo

13.£
13.E
6.£

Prot. Plays a New Game
Spanish Tutor
Spelling Add On (A.B.J)

20.£
13.£
£7.£

ATF2
Baal
Ballistrix

16.99
4.99
4.99

17,

4.99

Norths South
Platinum*

919.

Pipe Mania
Player Manager
Projectyle

13.
13.
12,

Puzznic *

16.

Blood Money

9.99

Boulderdash Consal Kit

4.99

Brain doughs Football
Captive"
Carthage'
Conflict in Europe

6-99
16.99
16.99
7.99

Curse of the Azure Bonds '
Castle Master
Chase HO
Damocles

19.99
13.99
13.99
16 99

Dragons Breath
Dynasty Wars
Emlyn Hughes Soccer
Escape Planet of Robot Monsters
Daily Double Horse Racing

21.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
9-99

E-Swaf

16.99

Epic*

16.99

FTBallManaaerll+ExpKT

12.99

Fire and Forget"
Flip and Magnose '

16 99
16.99

F-29 Retaliator
Fire and Brimstone
Gauntlet 11
Golden Axe *
Gunboat*
Grand Prix Circuit
Hard Driven

16.99
16 99
7.99
16.99
16.99
9.99
8.99

Hollywood Collection

19.99

16.99

Imperium
Iron Lord

16.99

Judge Dredd '

13.99
9 99

16.99

Fleet Street Publisher

84.

Man Hunter In San Francisco (1Mb)

Harlekin

34.

Midnight Resistance
Midwinter

27.
17.

K-Graph3
K-Spread 3

32.
59.

Knife ST

20.

Lattice C V5

104.

Mini Office Comms

16.99

Secrets of the Luftwaffe *

19.

Bloodwych Data Disk

Mini Office Graphics
Mini Office Spread

16.99
16.99

Sega Master Mix *
Shufflepack Cafe

19.
4.

Bomber

21.99

Boxing Manager..
BSS Jane Seymour

13.99 New Zealand Story
16.99 Night Breed'
13.99 Ninja Spirit
14 99 Ninja Warriors

16.99
13.99
13.99
13.99

16.99
16.99

Nitro"
North & South

16.99
16.99

Oriental Games

16.99

Operation Thunderboll
Operation Harrier*

13.99
16.99

Silent Service
Strider2"

9.
16.

Super Cars (Gremlins)

13.

Spy Vs Spy
Spy Vs Spy 11
Spy Vs Spy 111
Super Hang On

4.
4.
4.
8.

Tank Attack

7.

13 99

Colorado

16.99

Combo Racer

13,99

Corporation

16.99

16

Commando
Commando War

13.99
16,99

Toyota Celica '
The Cycles

16
8.

Conflict Europe
Conqueror

16.99
16.99

Connncntial Circus
Crackdown

13.99
13.99

Toobin

4

8

4

Crazy Cars 2
Cyberuail

11.99
13.99

Damocles
Dan Dare 3

13,99
13,99

Unreal

16

Dark Century
Days of Thunder
Degas Elite
Dick lracy

Vaxine '

16

Doctor Doom

Weird Dreams

8
19

13.99

World Champ Soccer"

16

13-99

Wrath Of The Demon '

16

13.99

X-Out

12

COMING VERY SOON!!! CALL FOR LATEST DETAILS
Addidas Gold Show

13.9

Last Ninja 3

16.99

Alcatraz

16.9

Lemmings

16.99

Alpha Waves
Antago

16.9
12.9

Line of Fire

16,99

Lords of Chaos

13.99

Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)

16.9

Metal Masters

Betrayal

13.9

Midwinter 2

Drakken

21.99

Dungeon Master..
Dungeon Master Editor
Dungeon Master Hints
Dynasty Wars

16.99 Red Storm Rising
7.99 Resolution 101
9.99 Rorkes Drift
13 99 Rick Dangerous

Edition One*
Elite

16.99
14.99

Emlyn Hughes
Emlyn Hughes Quiz*

13.99
13 99

Obilus

16.99

105.

Chessmaster2100

19.9

Fighting Soccer

13.99

Predator 2

16.99

ST Replay 4

59.

Codename Iceman

Prophecy

16,99

Fireball*
Fire And Brimstone

16.99
16.99

STOS Maestro Plus

Superconductor

52.

Death Trap

16.9

37.

Deutoros - The Next Millenium

16.9

Dragon Breed

16.9

MICROSMART

MEGADEALS!

12.99

7.99

..16.99

Shinobi
Silent Service
Silkworm 1v '

14.99
13.99

Sir Fred

16.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2

16.99
16.99

Flight Sim2
Flight Of The Intruder

26.99
16,99 SimCity

16.99

F11 Disk 7 or 11

13.99

F11 Disk European
F11 Disk Japan

13,99 Skate or Die '
13,99 Sleeping Gods Lie

S.T.U.N Runner

12.99

Supremacy

19.99

S.W.I.V.

16.99

12.99

Sly Spys

12.99

Show Strike '

16.99

13.99
1699

Space Ace

26.99

. 11.99

Star Trek V

16.99

Star Wars Trilogy
Star Flight

16.99
16.99

StarGlider2
STOS

14.99
20.99

STOS Compiler

16.99

STOS Games Galore

16.99

STOS Maestro

16.99

Team Suzuki

16.99

14.9

Test Drive 2

16.99

Ft'bFUler Ol The Year 2
Full Metal Jacket

Final Battle

16.9

The Keep

16.99

Fun School 2 (6-8)

Final Command

16.9

Turrican 2

13.99

Fun School 2 (over 8).

Flight of (he Intruder

19.9

UMS II

18.99

Fun School 2 (under 6)

Hard Drivin 2

16.9

Viz

16.99

Future Wars

16.99

16.9

19.9

16.99

It Came From The Desert

Wonderland

Ghostbusters 2

Judge Dredd
Killing Cloud

16.9
16.9

Wrath of the Demon

18.9

GhostS Gobhns

13.99

2-Out

13.9

Ghouls & Ghosts
Gold Of The Aztecs
Golden Shoe *

13.99
16.99
13.99

Gravity

16.99

Gremlins 2 *

13.99

Space Quest 3
11 99 Space Harrier 3
11.99 Spy Who Loved Me

.
..,

Naksha Mouse

19.99

Atari ST 4 Player Adaptor

7.99

Gunship

14.99 STOS Spirits 800

Contriver Mouse 5 in 1

18.00

Atari ST Dust Cover

4.99

Hard Drivin *

13.99

59.99

Disk Cleaning Kit

3.99

Heavy Metal

13.99

6.99

Heroes

19,99

9.99

Highway Patrol

9.99
9.99

Box 10 Bulk disks

Branded Sony (Box10)

12.00

ST Drives

59.99

40 Lockable Disk Box
80 Lockable Disk Box

5.99
7.99

CM8833 2

259.99

Mouse Mat
Mouse House

3.99
1.99

Monitor Lead
LC200 Colour + Mono + Printer

9.99
229.00

LC200 24 Mono Printer

259.00

FAX 0908 262551

24 Hr Hotline 0908 546369
....9.99

or 0908 615049

Have you ordered from us before? YES •

noq

Address:

16.99

Hounds Of Shadow

16.99

Imperium
Impossamole
Indy Jones Action
Indy Jones Adventure
Indy Jones Hint Book
Interphase

...16.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
5.99
16.99

Int Soccer Challenge '

16.99

Iron Lord

16.99

Italy 1990

16.99

11.99
13.99
15.99
16.99
12.99

Super Cars
13.99
Swords Of Twilight
16.99
Swords Of Twilight Hint Book...5.99

The Plague

16.99

Thunderstrike

13.99

16.99

The Kristal
Time

19.99
19.99

Toobin

13.99

Total Eclipse

13.99

Tower Of Babel

16.99

Track Suit Manager

12.99

Triad Vol 3

19.99

Turbo Outrun

13.99

TV Sports Football

16.99

Twin World

16.99

J. Nichlaus Unlimited Golf.... 19.99

UMS
UMS2

14.99
15.99

Jumping Jackson

16.99

UMS Scenario 1

8.99

699

UMS Scenario 2
Unreal
Untouchables
Verminator

8.99
16.99
13.99
15.99

Warhead
Walker'

16.99
16.99
16.99

II Came From The

Desert (1Mb)

19.99

It Came From The Desert
Data
Ivanhoe
J. Nichlaus Extra Courses

9.99
13.99
9.99

J. Nichlaus Golf

16.99

Kennedy Approach

14.99

KickOff

11 99

KickOff2
Kick Off Extra Time
Kid Gloves

12.99
7 99
16.99

Kings Quest 4
Kings Quest Triple
Killing Game Show *

21,99 Waterloo
26.99 Wayne Greizy Hockey
16.99 Weird Dreams

Klax

Please send this to Mircrosmart, 127 High St, Newport Pagnell,
Milton Keynes. MK16 8SE

Strider
Stunt Car Racer
Stunt Runner
Subbuteo

26.99
13.99
13.99

Theme Park Mystery

Knight Of The Crystallion

Tel No:

16.99

Hillstar

K Quest 1,2.3.4 Hint Bk

Name:

14.99
13.99

Football Director 2

13.9

Compo Pro Extra 5000

19.99
16.99

Fl'ball Manager 2 Gift Pck

Epic

Power Drive ST/Amiga

12.99

Shoot em up Construction Kit 19.99

Ranx

European Superleague

QS 2 Turbo
QS 3 Turbo

ORDER FORM

Ferrari Formula 1

Street Hockey

ACCESSORIES
Football Simulation

12.99

16.99

16.9

16.9

Robocop

19.99

Carthage

Darius +

16.99

'13.99

13.99

13.99

7.9

15.99

Rick Dangerous 2*

Risk

Secret of Money Land

16.99

Myth

16.

16.99

Sherman M4

Murders in Space

13.9

STOS Maestro

15.99
16.99

14.99
6.99

16.9

16.9

13.99

Shadow Warriors

16.99
16.99
...13.99
13.99

Bomber Bob

27.9

15.99
16.99

F29 RelaNator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk....
Falcon Mission Disk 2

Escape From Robot

Cabal

Damocles Mission Disk

16.99

16.99
12.99

17.99

Cruise for A Corpse

16.99
16.99

RVF Honda
S Quest 1, 2, 3 Hint Book

23.99

3D Construction Kit

Rainbow Islands

6.99
16.99

16.99
7.99

19.99

Murder

16.

16.99

Police Quest, 2 Hint bk
Police Quest 2

F19 Stealth Fighter

Mig 29 - Fulcrum

20.

Police Quest

19.99

16.9

S.T.O.S

15.99

12.99
13.99

16.99

19.9

STOS Compiler

Pirates

Player Manager
Plotting"

13.66
16.99

Blue Max

24.9

12.99
13.99

Rotox
Run The Gauntlet

Blade Warrior

Replay Professional

15.99

Robocop 2
Rocket Ranger 2

59.

34.

12.99

P47

Paperboy
Pipemania

13.99
16.99

Prodata

Quartot

16.99

Operation Wolf

16.99 Popuius
19.99 Populus Promised Lands
17,99 Power Drome
16.99 Power Drift
16.99 Power Monger
12,99 Precious Melal
21.99 Pro Tennis Tour
...16.99

Dragons Spirit
Dragons Breath
Dragons of Flame

16.99

Mor.slors
F16 Combat Pilot

17.

64.

Chase HO

19.

Tower Of Babel

Murder"

16 99 Operation Stealth

19.

59.

119.

Chuck Yeager*

Tournament Golf'

Mini Office Spreadsheet

PortextV5

Cabal
Carrier Command
Caslle Master
Cavader"

TNT"

Personal Pascal

ProtextV4

9.99

Teenage Mutant Turtles *

Wonderland *

19.99
...13.99

13.99

16.99

13

Mean Streets *

21.99
19.99

16.99

14

Manchester United

14.99

M1 Tank Platoon*

Blood Money

TV. Sports Basketball

Mig 29 '

Microprose Soccer...

Blade Warrior*

Turrican

27.

13.99
16 99
19-99
16.99

15.

18

57.

Batman The Movie
Battle Command
Battle of Britain
Battle Chess

26.

Their Finest Hour

Final Accounts

16.99
16.99
5.99
21.99
16.99
13.99

Shadow Warrior

11 99

First Word Plus V.3

Manchester United
Manhunter New York
Manhunter NY Hint Book
Manhunter San Francisco
Maniac Mansion
Matrix Marauders'

Batman Gaped Crusader . ...12.99

Space Ace

Lords Of The Rising Sun

..... ...

16.99

16.99

14

44.

16.99
13.99

Magnum 4

13.99
16.99 Midwinter
13.99 Midnight Resistance

12

Easy Draw 2

26.99
16 99
16.99
5.99

Battle Master

Trivial Pursuits

13.99

14.99

BAT"
Back To The Future 2
Balance of Power
Birds Tale 1 or 2

Loom
Lost Patrol

Beach Volley
Billy The Kid*
Black Tiqer

TV Sports Football

26.99
7,99
4.99

16.99

Lombard RAC Rally

16.

Treasure Dizzy Island

Lost Patrol
Marble Madness
Menace

Light Force

13,99

16.
13.
14.

16 99

Leisure Suit Larry 3

13.99
16.99

Axels Magic Hammer

Rotator*

21.99
13.99

37,
27.

Hisoft Tempus 2

6.

Addidas Football
Austeriitz

Rogue Trooper '
Red Storm Risng
Sim City

Line Of Fire '

Digibase
Digicalc

Home Accounts

Rocket Ranger

4.

Kings Quest 4
LastNinja 11

45.

34.

18.
16.

Blasteroids

Devpac V.2

59.

Neuromancer
Narc *

Netherworld

44.

Hisoft Basic

16.

7,99

Deluxe Paint 2

Hisoft C Interpreter

Navy Seals "

Barbarian 2 (Palace)

Kristal

ST UTILITIES
Degas Elite

THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION

THE NATIONS TOP 100 TITLES

ST EDUCATIONAL
3 Bears (5-10)

Postman Pat

Or the shop: 0908 615049

13.99

21.99

14.99
15.99

Wild Streets

16.99

Wings Of Fury

13.99

World Cup Soccer 90

16.99

Hint LaserSqud

12.99

Learderboard Birdie

13,99

Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry 3

19.99
26.99

Xenomorph
Xenon 2 Megablast

16.99
16.99

Licence to Kill
Life&Death

12.99
19.99

ZackMckraken

16.99

Zombie

16.99

DISK info
hard disk. Consequently it's a very

to learn if you're not sure what it's

powerful program, but one which
can do untold damage in the
wrong hands. Before you use it,

all about.

BY: SIMON POOLE

ST

SIDE: 2

you

Simply double-click on DLII.PRG
and follow the prompts.
Be sure to make backup
copies of everything you intend to
use as "guinea-pig" material while
you're learning. That way, if all
your efforts come to nought (or
you screw up the disk totally), at
least you haven't lost anything
vital. You can always reformat
your bust disks and use them
again if you really mess up.

DLII
r

MACHINE: ALL STs
FOLDER: DL II

FILES: DLII.ASC, DLII.RSC
DLII.PRG

DL // has several functions. It can

check disks, retrieve files which

have previously been deleted, and
edit the data directly on floppy or

FORMAT recommends

read

Vic Lennard's

that

Disk

Recovery feature on page 34, and
read Simon Poole's own notes on
DL II. These are contained on the
disk in the file DLII.ASC and we

advise you to print them out if you
have the opportunity.
Using DL // in conjuction with
the other disk editing programs
on this Cover Disk, plus the Disk
Recovery feature, is the best way

file may not be neatly stored,

l^rBl

REORG is a companion prograrr
to DL II (also on this Cover Disk)

The two programs can be chainec

together so that they both worl
on the same disk with the mini
mum of fuss.

REORG's function is to exam

ine data on the disk, looking fo
information which is all part of the
same file. Often, when disks have
been used for a long time, date
becomes
"fragmented."
This
means the data from a specific

BY: JAMES BESWICK
SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
FOLDER: BASICTUT.004
FILES: SEE BELOW

These programs are for Part
Four

of

ST

FORMAT'S

GFA

Basic Tutorial series - see page
125. To use them, you must
have a copy of GFA Basic 2,

which was given away free on
Cover Disk 19. If you missed it,
then immediately turn to page

up get used again later. This

134 for the ST FORMAT back

issue service, where you can

While this is in no way dangerous, it is a little inefficient.
Because the drive has to jump
from block to block to read a
complete file, time is wasted. Not
much time, but with progressive
fragmentation the time gets
longer and longer. Why waste ten
seconds every time you read a
file? Over a whole day, that could
be, oooh, ten minutes. Over a
week... well, you get the picture.
What REORG does is to read
in each file, determining where all
the parts are, before re-writing the
disk block-by-block, so that everything is contiguous (side-by-side),
This ensures maximum speed.
It's worth noting that as soon
as you delete stuff from your disk,

FILES: REORG.RSC,

the sectors which are now freed

r

means you'll need to reorganise
disks fairly regularly if you want
continuous efficiency,

between them.

'iREORG.PRG

STARTING OUT

order. There may be blocks of
data all over the disk, with data
from other files liberally spread

BY: SIMON POOLE

FOLDER: REORG

GFA2TORIAL4

block after block, in chronological

SIDE: 2
MACHINE: ALL STs

K

THE DISK NEEDS YOU!
We need your software - games, utilities, demos - anything good, original
and preferably short. If you've written anything worthy of the ST FORMAT
Cover Disk (and remember, we're as demanding as you are), send it with this
form and full documentation to: Neil Jackson, ST FORMATCover Disk Editor,
30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. Allow at least four weeks for a reply.
Name
Address

Daytime 'phone

order a copy by post.

BASIC programs
STARTING OUT
You can find full documentation
for REORG in the file called
DLII.ASC, in the DLII folder. Please
read this before experimenting
with REORG, or you may damage
your disks,
You should, in any case, run
DL // first, to ensure that there are
no fatally corrupted entries on
your subject disk. REORG is not
designed to repair damaged
disks, merely improve the operating speed of healthy ones,
If you attempt to use REORG
on a damaged disk, there is a
very real risk that REORG will
unwittingly complicate things further and possibly make some
data totally irretrievable.

ALERT2.BAS, DEMOJV.BAS,
DEMCLV.BAS, DEMO.VI.BAS,

FSELECT.BAS, GEM1.BAS,
GEM2.BAS, GEM3.BAS, GEM4.BAS,
GEM5.BAS, OPEN.BAS,
0PEN2.BAS, PALSWIT1.BAS,
Data file

TEXTFILE.DOC

FAULTY DISK?
In any disk duplication as earth-

shatteringly, fabulously large as
ST FORMAT'S, it's possible that
a tiny portion of disks might be
faulty. If you're unlucky, sorry.
You're guaranteed a free
replacement if you send your
disk, along with an SAE, to
ST FORMAT May disk returns,
29 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon BA1 2BW.

Can't get that CoverDisk organised? You need the

COVER DISK
HOTLINE
0225 442244

Program title
Size of files in K .

What's so brilliant about it

Don't forget to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write your
name and address on the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of
your program, because contributions are non-returnable
Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for
publication in ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I agree to indemnify
Future Publishing against any legal action should copyright problems arise.

Signed
Note: we pay out up to £800 for contributions to our Cover Disk. But to earn that kind of
dosh, of course, you'd have to write something pretty spectacular, original and complex.
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ST FORMAT

WEDNESDAYS (2pm to 6pm)
Flummoxed by files? Dumbfounded by disks? Perplexed by Cover Disk
programs? If you have a problem with the disk - and you're sure there is
no corrupted data - phone 0225 442244 between 2pm and 6pm on
Wednesdays with your query. Ask for ST FORMAT'S Cover Disk Hotline
and you'll be through to our Disk Editor or one of his handy helpers.
Before you call have ready the information we need to help you: the
model of your machine; the version of GEM/ TOS you're using; and
anything you've got attached to (or plugged inside) the computer. Have
the disk handy and your ST up and running, and a pen and paper handy
to take any notes. But please remember: we have time to help you on
Wednesday afternoons only, and we cannot accept general enquiries. If
you have other problems, please write to our letters pages instead.
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POWER COMPUTING
ATARI ST OWNERS!

ATARI SOFTWARE

Put Power into your cartridge port with

Utilities and Languages
Power Basic

£55.00

GFA3 Interpreter
GFA3 Compiler
LaserC Debugger
Hisoft C Interpreter

£49.00

Hisoft Harlekin

£45.00

Wercs
Neodesk2

£20.00

K Com
LaserCv2

THE ULTIMATE RIPPER!

£29.00

Hisoft Basic

£23.00
£45.00

Ultimate Ripper will break into any Atari ST prog ram, no matter what

£35.00

£34.00
£35.00
£129.00

Lattice C v5

£89.00

Personal Pascal

£55.00

K Resource

£23.00

Tempus 2
Devpac

£35.00

Twist

£29.00

itisorhowithasbeenloaded!

Whether you are a programmer, hacker, games player, or just
curious about your Atari ST, Ultimate Ripper gives you the power
thatyou need.
Just lookatthefeatures...

£40.00

Revolver

£39.00

Flash

£19.00

PC Ditto

£79.00

Knife ST

£30.00

Neodesk3

£34.00

Word Processing and DTP
Calamus

£458.00

Pagestream
Wordup
Script
Signum 2

£149.00

Oline Artfor Calamus

£172.00

£40.00

• Break into any program

• Low Level Disk Editor

• Read Memory

• Disk Analyser

• Search Memory

• Examineformats

• Print Memory

• Format analyser

• Disassemble

• File Editor

• Disassembleto Disk

• Directory Editor

• Edit Memory

• Formatter

• Search for Graphics

• Break & Restartfunction

• Search for sprites

• Search for infinite lives

• Edit screen configurations

• Lookfor music

• Set up colour palettes

• Play music

• Alter plane configurations

• Load &save music

• Load &SaveScreen Displays

• Searchfor soundtracker music

• Run external TOS programs

• Search for Sound Samples

• Load TOS programs

• Many more features

• Load & Save graphicscreens

• Updates available with new software

£90.00
£184.00

Timeworks

£72.00

First Word Plus

£62.00

Microsoft Write

£62.00

Protext

£75.00

Business

KSpread 3
Logistix
Superbase Pro
Sage Accountant

£63.00
£87.00
£175.00

£149.00

Datafax

£35.00

KGraph 3
Superbase 2
KRoget
Sage Financial Controller

£35.00
£69.00

£32.00
£399.00

Art and Graphics
Quantum Paint Gold v2

£15.00

Cyber Studio
Easy DrawTurbo

£62.00

STAD

£99.00

Spectrum 512

£45.00

Campus Draft

£63.00

Cad 3D

£19.00

Degus Elite
Dpaint
Pro Flight Simulator

£19.00

£72.00

£39.95

£POA

The Ultimate Ripper

£34.00

600MB Optical Hard Disk
Drive

Magneto-Optical
Cartridge

is available only from

£2995.00

POWER COMPUTING LTD

£249.00

All prices include VAT and are subject to change.

Power Computing Ltd

Price includes VAT and delivery. All of our products carry a 1 year warranty

Unit 8 Rallton Rood
Woburn Rood
Kempston
Bedford
MK42 7PN

Telephone 0234 843388
POWER COMPUTING FRANCE 63RueVictor Hugo94701 Matson AlfortPARIS FRANCE

ATARI11)43789434 • AMIGA{1)43787682 • FAX{1)4378704S

Industrial Estate

Fax 0234 840234
POWER COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TOACL Engineering PenhAUSTRALIA
W) 4810555

ATARI ST DEALS - Choose your own pack • DISK DRIVE STARTER KIT
TURBO PLUS PACK ULTIMATE GAMES PACK

DISCOVERY
PLUS PACK

•
•
•
•

+ Atari ST Computer
• Bombjack * Carrier Command
• Outrun • Space Harrier

Atari ST Computer
Anarchy • Blood Money
Dragons Breath • H.K.M.
Impossible Mission II

• Atari ST Computer
• All software listed in "Turbo" pack
PLUS - exclusive to Dowling
•

Drivin' Force •

PC 720 3.5" high qualitydisk drive
RRP £89.95
(Features builtin p.s.u., Sony/Epson mechanism)
I•
•

20 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels
40 Capacity lockable disk box

RRP £19.95
RRP £9.99

I* 3.5" disk drive cleaner Kit

RRP £9.95

Total RRP £129.80

Asterix

Starter Kit Price £69.95

• Indiana Jones * Outrun

• Trivial Pursuit • Skweek

• STOS Games Creator

• Super Cycle • First Basic
• Hyperpaint II • Music Maker II

• Pipemania * Rock 'n' Roll
• Rick Dangerous * Onslaught

• ST Tour Tutorial

• STOS Games Creator

• Live & Let Die

PLUS -exclusive to Dowling
• Konix Megablaster Joystick
• High Quality Mousepad

PLUS - exclusive to Dowling
• Konix Megablaster Joystick
• High Quality Mousepad

• Chess Player 2150
PLUS - exclusive to Dowling
•k Konix Megablaster Joystick
• High Quality Mousepad

With 1992 just around the corner, isn't it time you learned a
foreign language that our European counterparts use. Here at

•

•

•

at least one language in 3 months.

• First Basic • Neochrome

• Discover the Atari ST

Dust Cover

Dust Cover

Dust Cover

LANGUAGE LEARNING

PACK - exclusive to Dowling
Dowling we have put together apack which ensures you learn |
PACK COMPRISES: -

NEW SUPER
LOW PRICES

520STFM

520 STE

520 STE
1 Mb RAM

512K RAM

520 STE
2 Mb RAM

520 ST
4Mb RAM

The French Mistress..RRP £19.95 <s

'/fhe German Master ..RRP £19.95^"""The famous HUGO
W^ „

PLUS PACK

„

„ „ „r 3 MONTH CASSETTE

£249.95 £299.95 £329.95 £369.95 £449.95

^fhe Italian Tutor

£269.95 £339.95 £359.95 £389.95 £479.95

The total RRP of this pack is usually £109.75.

TURBO
PLUS PACK

, uT

?$e SPanlsh Tutor RRP £19'95 LANGUAGE COURSE in

DISCOVERY

RRP £19.95 eitherFrench, German,

Spanish or Italian.
The course consists of 4 audio tapes and comprehensive
learning book. RRP £29.95 each

Our special pack price is £49.95
ULTIMATE
GAMES PACK

£299.95 £359.95 £389.95 £429.95 £499.95

AT LAST - THE COMPLETE 5 STAR
REPAIR SERVICE.

MONITORS
SM124
oqo
High Res mono monitor

•

X 7 7.95

Philips 8833 Mk. II
IStereo colour monitor x249.95

•
•
•
•

We will send our courier to pick up your faulty computer, all we ask is thatyou
pack it adequately "
We will repair and soaktest your Atari ST to the highest standard
We willguarantee the parts replaced for a full 3 months
We willextend the guarantee to a period of 12 months for a nominal £25
We will return your computer speedily via courier.

3.5" Disks 100% Certified
Box
Box
Box
Roll

of
of
of
of

50
100
250
1000 labels

N.B. Remember to state whichHUGO course you require when
ordering. Additional Hugocourses available at just £24.95

£19.95
£37.95
£79.95
£5.99

THE TRULY COMPLETE SERVICE FOR ONLY £59.95

COMPLETE
VIDI-ST SCOOP
Another Dowling exclusive giving you a I
complete system enabling you to connect your

ST to any standard video recorder and star |
frame grabbing!
Pdck includGS'-

Vidi- ST (PAL version)
Vidi - RGBSplitter

RRP £99.95
RRP £69.95
RRP £9.95

Vidi - RGB Power Supply

N.B.Dowling reserve the rightto refuse machines in the unlikely event thatin ouropinion they are
beyond reasonable repair.

Vidi • Chrome

RRP £19.95

E180 VHS Video Tape

RRP £6.95

Total RRP £206.75

' UKMainland only.

Scoop Price £139.95

HE NEW 200 SERIES FROM §ic(Q\|p
•IL

"The best printers just got better!"
ILC-200 FACT FILE
>V Multi-purpose 9-pin, 80
column dot matrix printer
with colour
> Black and colour ribbons
included as standard

tV Electronic dip switches (see
LC24-200)
•ft 180 cps draft elite/45 cps

near letter quality
ft High speed draft facility
225 cps at 12 cpi
ft Swivel selectable push or
pull tractor
Or Bottom feed

JRRP £297.85

OUR PRICE
£199.95

LC24-200 FACT FILE
ft Versatile 24-pin 80 column
dot matrix printer
it 200 cps in draft elite/67
cps in letter quality mode
ft 10 resident LQfonts

m ^

LC24-200 COLOUR

D_ Q_ Q_

FACT FILE

ft Multi-purpose colour version
of the 24-pin LC24-200
ft Seven colour printing black, purple, orange,

.-h

Q>

cn cc ctL .y

ccccccg

Of

ft A high speed draft facility of
green, pink, blue and yellow
222cps at lOcpi
ft 30 K-byte buffer expandable
ft Swivel selectable push or
to 62 K-bytes
pull tractor
ft 10 resident letter quality fonts:
ft Bottom feed

Sanserif, Times Roman,

ft Advanced paper parking

Courier, Prestige, Script and

with sheet feeder installed

ft The economy of first and
last line printing
ft 7 K-byte buffer expandable
to 39K-bytes
RRP £366.85

STAR LCIO MONO £149.95

OUR PRICE
£239.95

italic versions

ft Eelctronic dip switches
operable from the push
button front control panel (as
the LC24-200 mono version)

-_-„-,„_
RRP £424.35

>,

•S

Soon

c\j O 5 CC

-K * *|S

OUR PRICE
£279.95

STAR LC24-10 £199.95

rmlffllfmm
5^

NEW: 7000 SQ FT PREMISES, NEW: RETAIL PREMISES, NEW: SOFTWARE DIVISION

SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT
IWe are proud to announce that due to strong customer demand we have now opened our mail
order software department. With the growing concerns over ordering software via mail order
you can now put your faith into one of the country's leading mail-order companies. We have

Itried to make ordering your software as easy as possible and suggest you use the attached

coupon at the bottom of this page. Alternatively you can call into our St. Neots shop during
normal working hours for a fast and friendly service. Remember, we have been established for
over 5 years and it is you, the customer, who has made us as successful as we are today!

THIS MONTHS TOP 50 CHARTBUSTERS
Atomic Robokid

£16.99

B.A.T
Battle Command
Cadaver

£24.99

James Pond
Kick Off 2

£16.99
£12.99

Robocop2
Saint Dragon

£16.99
£13.99

£16.99
£16.99

Leisuresuit Larry 3

£26.99

Lost Patrol

£16.99

Captive
Chase H.Q. 2
Chuck Yeagers A.F.T. V2
Corporation
Days of Thunder
Dragons Lair 2 Timewarp

£16.99
£16.99
£17.99
£16.99
£16.99
£27.99

Lotus Turbo Challenge

£16.99

Ml Tank Platoon
Mean Streets

£18.99
£17.99

Satan
Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior
Simulcra

£12.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

Midnight Resistance
Mystical

£16.99
£16.99

N.A.R.C

£16.99

Sly Spy
Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

E-Swat

£16.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£18.99

Final Whistle
Gazza2
Golden Axe

£8.99
£14.99
£16.99

Ninja Remix
Pang
Player Manager
Powermonger

£16.99
£16.99
£11.99
£19.99

Heroes Quest

£26.99

Prince of Persia
Puzznic

£16.99
£16.99

Ironman Off Rd Racer

£16.99

Rick Dangerous 2

£16.99

* •

Strider 2

£16.99

Supremacy

£19.99

Team Yankee
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

£19.99
£19.99
£16.99

Toyota Celica
Wings of Fury

£16.99
£16.99

•fe

Simply call our head office quoting your
Access/Visa number on

Mon-Fri 0480 403222
Sat 0480 403304

NEW RELEASES/COMING SOON * *
Myth

£13.99

Obitus
Predator 2

£16.99
£17.99

Prophecy

£16.99

3D Construction Kit
Addidas Gold Shoe
Alcatraz

£27.99
£13.99
£16.99

Dragon Breed
Epic
European Superleague

£16.99
£13.99
£14.99

Alpha Waves
Antago
Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)

£16.99
£12.99
£16.99

Final Battle
Final Command

£16.99
£16.99

Flightof the Intruder

£19.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2
Ranx

£16.99
£16.99

Betrayal

£19.99

£16.99

£16.99
£19.99
£16.99
£13.99

£16.99
£16.99

Street Hockey

Blade Warrior
Blue Max
Bomber Bob
Cabal

Hard Drivin 2
It Came From The Desert

£19.99

£16.99

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Supremacy

Carthage

Judge Dredd
Killing Cloud
Last Ninja 3
Lemmings

S.W.I.V
Team Suzuki
Test Drive 2

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Chessmaster 2100
Codename Iceman

£19.99
£24.99

£16.99

£16.99

Damocles Mission Disc
Darius +

£7.99
£16.99

£16.99
£13.99
£16.99
£19.99

The Keep

Cruise for A Corpse

Line of Fire
Lords of Chaos
Metal Masters
Midwinter2

Death Trap

£16.99

Turrican 2
UMS II
Viz
Wonderland
Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

£13.99
£18.99
£16.99
£19.99
£18.99
£13.99

Deuteros - The Next Millenium...£16.99

Mig 29 - Fulcrum

£23.99

Murder

£17.99

Murders in Space

£16.99

S.T.U.N. Runner

By personally calling at
our St Neots Shop
6 Priory Mall,
St Neots, Cambs

£12.99

Tel: 0480 403304

BY POST
Make cheques, building society drafts or
postal orders payable to:

Dowling Computers
DELIVERY (UK Mainland, most areas)
Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Degas Elite

£17.99

3 Bears (5-10)

£16.99

•

••••**•••**•

Deluxe Paint 2

£44.99

Answer Back Junior

£13.99

DevpacV.2
Digibase
Digicalc
Easy Draw 2

£45.00
£37.99
£27.99
£44.99

Answer Back Senior

£13.99

Arithmetic Add On (A.B.J.)
Better Maths (12-16)

£7.99
£16.99

Final Accounts
First Word Plus V.3
Fleet Street Publisher
Harlekin
Hisoft Basic

£27.99
£57.50
£84.99
£34.99
£59.99

Better Spelling(8-14)
Donald's Alphabet Chase

£16.99
£13.99

French Mistress
Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 8+
Fun School 3 Under 5
Fun School 3 5-7
Fun School 3 7+
German Master

£13.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Goofy's Railway Express

£13.99

•NEW* PLATINUM CARD SERVICE *NEW*

Italian Tutor

£13.99

* All thebenefits ofthesuccesful gold card service (above)
plus the following

Hisoft C Interpreter
Hisoft Tempus 2

£34.99
£27.99

Home Accounts

£17.99

K-Graph3
K-Spread 3
Knife ST

£32.99
£59.99
£20.99

Lattice C V.5

£104.99

Mini OfficeSpreadsheet

£17.99

Jigspell

Personal Pascal
Prodata

£59.99
£59.99

Kidtalk

Protext V.4
Protext V.5

Quartet

Replay Professional
ST Replay 4

£64.99
£119.99

£34.99

£105.99
£59.99

S.T.O.S

£20.99

STOS Compiler

£16.99

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£16.99
£52.99

Superconductor

£37.99

GOLD CLUB SERVICE

• 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied
• 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur
• 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery
service should a fault occur

• Exclusive gold card with personal membership number
entitling you to special offers
• All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100

£9.99
£13.99

Learn to type
Magic Maths (4-8)

£10.99
£16.99

Math Talk (5-13)
Maths Mania (8-12)

£13.99
£16.99

Mickey'sCrossword Maker
Mickey's Runaway Zoo

£13.99
£13.99

Postman Pat

£6.99

Prof. Plays a NewGame
Spanish Tutor
SpellingAdd On (A.B.J.)

£20.99
£13.99
£7.99

•* Extended 2 year guarantee from date ofpurchase. (Peace ofmind
for2years)
-> Freeuseofloan machine should yours need to berepaired. (Now
you never need be without your expensive purchase)
->Freecollection anddelivery service for thefull twoyears should a
fault occur. (Just make one simple phone call and leave the rest to
us!)

-» Exclusive platinum priviledged customer cardentitling youto

special offers.

Access/Visa No:

Expiry date:.

[ORDER FORM IS "CB "!§"" 3§§" "CustomerlTu~mbeTr"
Please supply me with the following for
Computer..
Titles

Price

-> All of these benefits fortheincredible price ofjust £39.95 peritem
purchased.

N.B. In the unlikely case ofshortages ofidentical model loan machines
asuitable alternative will he offered.

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING?
• ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS

With a growing reputation for "puttingthe

customer firs™. We intend to satisfy many more
customers for years to come
• TECHNICAL SUPP0RT/0N-SITE
ENGINEERS

Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are
equipped to deal with the majority of queries
•

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch,
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care

So choose Dowling andput
ourreputation to the test!

• One very wet Bullfrog, Peter Molyneux, puts the loyalty of his team to the test and ends up in deep
water. Left to right: Gary Carr, Kevin Donkin, Simon Hunter, Alex Trowers, Sean Cooper, Les Edgar

Every now and again, the odd group of
school

children

is

ferried

down

to

gloomy Guildford to see how real pro
grammers work. Bullfrog don't just demonstrate
how far they've got with Populous 2 though.
They actually sit people down and take them
through a crash course in programming in
assembly language. "We can have people
writing their own routines to move things about
the screen in an hour," boasts Peter Molyneux,
head honcho at Bullfrog. Not bad - especially
when most children can't tell

the difference

between assembly language and Swahili.
As testament to Bullfrog's training abilities,

two of their programmers started off knowing
nothing about assembly. Six weeks later they
were helping out on a couple of games. Sean
Cooper even went on to write Flood - the Bull
frogs' contribution to the array of cutesy plat
form games.
Now Bullfrog are committing that tutorial to
paper exclusively for ST FORMAT. In the next six
issues they guide you through the complexities

of assembly programming from a game-maker's
perspective. Learn how to move sprites across

A GOOD READ
If you don't know a jot about assembly lan
guage programming, it's an excellent idea to
invest in a quality 68000 programming book.

Introducing Atari ST machine code (ISBN 1873423-01-2), £20 from Zzsoft « 0422 845528,
is a good choice. This is aimed specifically at
the beginner and explains
the different assembly commands available,
as well as offering an insight into the ST's

internal system

m^^^^^ «~™m_^^^—

routines. These

enable you to
format a disk or

Introducing
ATARI ST

access drop

machine code

down menus with

R Pearson

just a few com

SHodgso

Sim City has a bugged traffic algorithm,
Powerdrift is too slow and Cadaver needs more
levels. Stop whingeing when a game
doesn't live up to expectations and
sit down and write your own. Gamemakers Bullfrog show you how easy it is
the screen, how to read information from the
joystick ports and how to manipulate the ST's

produces tend to be extremely fast - ideal for
writing games. Unfortunately, because it's so

screen memory.

close to the ST's language the code looks vastly
complex and daunting enough to put you off

Accompanying the series is a selection of
files written in Devpac 1. For this first part we're
giving away the complete Devpac 1 on the

"Two ofBullfrog's
programmers startedoff
knowing nothing about
assembly. Six weeks later
they were helpingprogram
a couple ofgames"

mands. The book

Bullfrogs' own assembly routines or go ahead

and write your own. (See page 43 and find out
how to get the most from your Cover Disk.)

Accessories and

zzSoft

Assembly language is very close to the

ST's own internal language, so the programs it
ST FORMAT

struction

has

an

Cover Disk to enable you to load and edit the

subject of GEM
windows, Desk

52

programming for life.
However, if you can write programs in
BASIC you already know something of the prin
ciples of programming. BASIC uses an inter
preter which translates near-English instructions
into machine code your ST can understand. You
need many lines of machine code to perform
the equivalent of a
single BASIC instruc
tion, but in assembly
language every in
exact machine code

also looks at the

file selectors.

Be a real
programmer

•

This cute little

sprite from Flood
makes his way
into the Bullfrogs'
assembly tutorial
issue 22-MAY-91

PLEASE REMEMBERWHEN COMPARING PRICES, OUR PRICES FOR COMPUTER, MONITORSAND PRINTERS INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERYTO MOST UK MAINLAND DESTINATIONS
ATARI 520STFM
DISCOVERY PACK

ATARI 1040STE

Atari 520STFM with double sided disc drive,
mouse, owners manual, First Basic,

ATARI 1040STE BUSINESS PACK INCLUDES
ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUALS
ST WORD - WORDPROCESSOR

Neochrome, ST Tour, STOS, Carrier Command,

Outrun, Space Harrier, Bombjack.

ST CALC-SPREADSHEET
ST BASE - DATABASE

ONLY £279.95

ST GRAPH - BUSINESS GRAPHS

PLUS FREE! Our software pack comprising:
- Word processor, Word Count, Mail Merge,
Spellchecker, Database, Mono Monitor
Emulator, Spreadsheet, Virus Killer, Your 2nd
ST Manual, eleven games, desk accessories,
live great programs for small children.

£169.95
£259.95

Professional
Professional Plus

StarLCIO (UK)
Star LC200 Colour (UK)

£159.95
£219.95

Star LC24-200 (UK)

£259.95

Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

Star LC24-200 Colour
Citizen 120D

£299.95
£138.00

FIRST BASIC, S.T.A.C.

£6.95
£9.95

£11.95
£20.95
£9.95
£12.95

Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£269.95

ONLY C449.95

£11.45
£12.95

Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy Megaboard
Konix Speedking
Konix Navigator

APRIL SPECIAL OFFER
Citizen Swift 24 Colour Printer

HYPER PAINT. PRINCE
MOUSE MAT, 10 BLANK DISKS VINYL
COMPUTER COVER

JOYSTICKS

PRINTERS
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

£8.95
£9.95

Limited Stocks

VINYL DUST COVERS

DISCOVERY PLUS PACK
Contains all the items in the Discovery
Pack above, plus!! vinyl computer
cover, mouse mat, twin joystick
extension lead, 10 blank disks. Joystick
ONLY £299.95

INCLUDES OUR FREE STARTER PACK ASLISTED ABOVE

ATARI 520STE
TURBO PACK

ALL PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD

Atari 520ST/1040ST

£5.95

Philips CM8833

£6.95

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124
StarLCIO
Star LC24/200
STARLC200
Citizen 120D
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£6.95

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 Mk 2 colour monitor
Only £249.95
Inc. Lead and courier
Atari SM124 Monitor
£109.95
Inc. Lead and courier

£24.95
£10.95
£10.95
£11.95
£20.95
£28.95

MIG 29
M1 Tank Platoon
Team Yankee

£26.95
£21.95
£22.95

Airborne Ranger

£6.95

FREE WITH ALL ATARI ST COMPUTERS

Never Mind

£6.95

Up to 14 nights free hotel
accommodation for up to two persons.

Stryxx

£6.95

Baal
XOut
Crack Down

£6.95
£6.95
£6.95

Cloud Kingdoms

£6.95

Music Maker 2, STOS Game Creator,

Anarchy, Blood Money, Impossible
Mission 2, Dragons Breath, Human
Killing Machine, Indiana Jones, Outrun,
Super Cycle, Joystick.
ONLY £359.95

INCLUDES OUR FREE SOFTWARE STARTER PACK AS LISTED

Prices and packs on all Atari ST
computers may change during
April/ May
Please ring to confirm prices before
placing an order.

£36.95
£17.95

Degas Elite
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Replay Professional

£18.95
£22.95
£99.95

Quartet

£39.95

Deluxe Paint

£44.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£32.95

Timeworks DTP

£72.95

DISC DRIVES

Flight Simulator 2
European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk
Hawaiian Scenery Disk
F19 Stealth Fighter
Protlight

Atari 520STE with 1 Mb disc drive,
mouse, First Basic, Hyper Paint 2,

£57.50

Home Accounts

Lets Make Series

SIMULATIONS

PACK A

First Word Plus V.3

Wordwriter

Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners
Calendars and Stationery
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)

ACCESSORIES
Mouse Mat

£4.95

Twin Joystick Ext

£5.95

Mouse Bracket
Monitor Stand

£2.95
£12.95

Disk Head Cleaner
Atari Mouse

£2.95
£24.95

Golden Image Mouse

£24.95

Naksha Mouse

£28,95

Forget Me Clock 2
Printer Stand (2 pee)

£22.95
£9.95

Fun School 3 under 5 years
£16.95
Fun School 3 5-7 years
,..£16.95
Fun School 3 over 7 years
£16.95
Magic Maths 4-8 years
£17.95
Maths Mania 8-12 years
£17.95
Three Bears 5-10 years
£17.95
Better Spelling (8 to 14)
£17.95
Better Maths (12 to 16)
£17.95
Learn To Read with Professor 4-9 yrs £20.95
Prof Looks at Words (4-9)
£13.95
Prof Makes Sentences (4-)
£13.95
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)
£13.95
Lets Spell at Shops (4-12)
£13.95
Lets Spell Out And About
£13.95
Donalds Alphabet Chase (2-5)
£17.95
Mickeys Runaway Zoo (2-5)
£17.95
Goofys Railway Express
£17.95

April Special Offer
TDK branded disks
£7.95/Box 10

E Motion

£6.95

Gravity

£6.95

BULK~biSKS

Grand Monster Slam

£6.95

3.5" DS/DD Disks + Labels

Fi Type
Interphase

£4.95
£6.95

50 for only £24.95
100 for only £39.95

Triton 3

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

£2.95

MAIL - CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
All prices include VAT and Delivery unless stated otherwise. However, for orders under £10.00 please add a 50p handling charge.
Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Cheques require a seven day clearance. Minimum order E5.
Proprietor Martin Bridges

JK

SOFTMACHIN

520ST-FM Discovery

£269.99

Designer Modem

£104.99

520ST-E Turbo
1040ST-E Extra
1040ST-EPro24
MEGA1 ST
MEGA 2 ST
MEGA 4 ST

£359.99
£449.99
£449.99
£494.99
£629.99
£719.99

Linnet Modem
Mastersound2

£154.99
£29.99

Stacy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD
£1399.99

Stacy 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD
£1599.99

Stec74MbRam40MbHD
£1799.99

Replay V8
Replay Prolessional
Naksha UpgradeMouse
Optical Mouse

£64.99
£91.99
£19.99
£39.99

Contriver Trackball

£29.99

Macaroni Trackball

£49.99

MEGAFILE 60 Hard Drive£509.99
SLM605 Laser Printer
£999.99

HARDWARE/
PERIPHERALS
Philips8833 Mkll

£241.99

Taxan 775 Class

£499.99

Citizen 120D+

£129.99

Citizen 124D
£199.99
Citizen Swill 9
£189.99
Citizen Swilt 24
£284.99
Swift 9/24 Colour kit
£32.99
Star LC-10
£154.99
SarLC24-10
£204.99
Star LC-200
£214.99
Star LC24-200
£249.99
Star LC24-200 Colour
£294.99
Frontier Printer-Q
from.£102.99
ICD FA.ST 50 Mb HD

£499.99

SubCommande-

£12.95

Take Off Flight Sim
Up&RunFlight Sim

£15.45
£8.95

Scan Cable

£11.99

10xTDkMF2DD3.5"

£18.45

Game Makers Manual'

£16.45

£5.95
£15.95
£19.95

ST Artist
£17.45
ST Disk Dives Inside & Out ..£18.95
Tech Ref Gde* Vol 1 VDI
£19.95

68000 Assem Lang Prog

£44.99

Programmingthe 68000

Vidi ST

£86.99

£184.99
£171.99
£134.99

£19.95
£22.95
£14.95

£21.95

' Indicates Atari ST in title

£22.99

Vidi ST + RGB + Chrome....£156.99

£9.95

MIDI & Sound Book '

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

Golden Image Scanner
Kempston ProfScanner
Type10 HandyScanner

£11.95

Musical Applications'
Presentingthe Atari ST
* ApplGde to Prog in C

Tech Ref Gde ' Vol 2 AES
Tech Ref Gde * Vol 3 TOS
Your First Basic

1st Word Plus
K-Word2
Protext v5

£57.95
£28.95
£99.95

Call

Wordflair

£18.95

GraphicApplications *

Word Processing

That's Write

AtariST LogoUsers Gde
£18.45
AtariST Mach Lang 68000 ...£16.95
AtariST Prog Gde
£22.95
AtariST Tricks&Tps
£18.45
Computes ' Machine Lang....£18.95

68000 User Guide

£224.99

£9.99

"3D Graphics Prog

£71.99

£172.99

£7.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99
£9.99

Atari ST Basic to C

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM

Hitachi Camera & Lens

£4.99

BOOKS

£89.99
£74.99
£59.99

Forget-Me-Cluck II

£7.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£14.95

£9.99

ICD AD SCS11/Face
Cumana 1Mb 3.5" Drive
Master 1Mb 3.5" Drive

AT Once

£14.95

£6.99
£4.99

3.5" 80 Cap. Disk Box
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk3.5"
10xSonyMFD2DD3.5"

SC1224 Colour Monitor ...£264.99
PTC1426Multisinc
£399.99
MEGAFILE 30 Hard Drive£369.99
MEGAFILE 44 Hard Drive£799.99

Falcon Air Combat

RS232 Cable

TT4Mb Ram 40Mb HD...£1899.99
TT 8Mb Ram 40Mb HD..£2099.99

£174.99
£99.99

£8.95

40 Great FlightSims
£13.95
40 MoreGreat Flight Sims....£14.95
A FlightSimulate Odyssey £14.95
F-19 Stealth Fighter
£13.95

Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable

3.5" 40 Cap. DiskBox

Portfolio Pocket PC
SM124 Mono Monitor

Teach Yourself 68000

FlyingFlightSim
Gunship Academy
Jet Fighter School
Jet Fighter School II
Learn to Fly FlightSin

+T2Mb Ram 40Mb HD..E1599.99

A

SOFTWARE

ATARI HARDWARE

£8.95

£23.95

£59.95

WordPerfect

£189.95

Word Writer

£35.95

Databases
DGBase

£34.95

Data Manager Prolessional ..£29.95
k-Data
Prodata

£34.95
£54.95

Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

£26.95
£64.95
£159.95

Spreadsheets
DGCalc

£27.95

K-Spread
K-Spread 2
K-Spread 3
K-Spread4
Logistix

£17.95
£42.95
£62.95
£89.95
£64.95

Mini OfficeSpreadsheet.£17.95

languages/Compilers Etc
Devpac2

£39.95

FTLModula2

£47.95

FTLModula2 Developer
£68.95
GFABasic V3.5 Compiler ....£22.95
GFABasic V3.5 Interpreter ..£39.95
Hisoft Basic

£54.95

HisoftC Interpreter

£34.95

Hisoft Forth

£27.95

Highspeed Pascal

£64.95

Lattice CV5

£99.95

Nevada Cobol

£34.95

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£71.95
£71.95
£71.95

STOS

£28.95

Utilities

Spectrum 512..

Fleet St Publisher v3

Pagestream
Pagestream Font Sets..
Timeworks DTP
Timeworks DTP Tutor...

C-Lab Notator/Unitor..

..£759.95

Cubase

..£469.95
....£74.95
..£197.95
..£164.95
..£245.95
....£49.95
....£82.95
....£21.95
....£35.95

DrTs Copyist App
DrT's Copyist DTP....
DrTsKCS

K-Graph3

£34.95

Quartet

K-Resource2

£28.95

Mailshot Plus

£34.95

£24.95
£28.95

Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

£17.95
£24.95
£21.95

CAD/GRAPHICS/ANIMATION
Canvas

£11.95

CyberControl
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£29.95
£35.95
£57.95
£35.95
£35.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

Degas Elite
Easy Draw2
Easy Draw2 Supercharged
Hyperpaint2
Megapaint2

£19.95
£35.95
.£57.95
£29.95
£89.95

....£24.95

..£274.95

DrTskCS Level 11...
DrTsMRS

£27.95

Call
....£69.95

C-Lab Creator
C-LabCreator/Unitor..
C-Lab Notator

£21.95
£24.95
£34.95
£21.95

Multidesk
Neodesk3

Call
..£124.95

MUSIC

C Breeze Editor
Hard Drive Turbo kit
Harlekin
Knife ST

Tempus2

ACCOUNTS

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

DrTs TigerCub
K-Minstrel 2

..£579.95
..£459.95

Roland Midi Equipment
CM-64 Sound Module/Card Slot
£644.99
CM-32L LA Sound Module..£304.99
CM-32P PCM Sound Module

£364.99

CN-20Midi Music EntryPad
£109.99

CF-10 MidiMixingController
£109.99

CA-30 Intelligent Arranger...£259.99
Communications

Small Bus Ace Xtra

£79.95

System 3

£34.95

EDUCATIONAL
Better Maths 12-16 yrs
Better SpellingOver 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£17.95
£17.95

School
School
School
School
School

2 Under 6
26 8
2 over 8
3 under 5
3 5-7

Fun School 3 over 7

£17.95

Lets Spell at Home
LetsSpellat the Shops
MagicMaths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
MBeacon Teaches Typing
Micro EnglishGCSE

£15.95
£15.95
£19.95
£19.95
£21.95
£19.95

Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£19.95
£19.95

Play and Read
PrimaryMaths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book4-6
Spell Book4-6 Data
SpellBookOver7
Spell BookOver 7 Data
Spell BookData Creator

£19.95
£19.95
£15.95
£11.95
£15.95
£11.95
£8.95

The Three Bears

£19.95

Things to do withNumbers....£15.95
Things to do withWords
£15.95

FLIGHT/TANK SIMULATIONS

£41.95

FaSTcomm 2

£41.95

F-16 Combat Pilot

Flash

£18.95

F-16Falcon

k-Comm2

£34.95

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£20.99

F-29 Retailiator

£17.50

Mini Office Comms

£17.95

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subject to availability.

Allprices include VAT + UK Delivery. Allprices subject to change without notice. E &OE.

SOFTMACHINE

£47.95
£34.95
£21.95
£17.95
£28.95
£56.95

BBSV3

Please ring for prices/availability on any hardware/software/peripherals not listed, (full price list on request)

fft|4-lH|

Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Home Accounts
Personal Fin Man Plus
Small Bus Ace Cash

Dept. STF5, 20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland, SR1 1TE. Tel: 091 - 510 2666/2777 Fax:091-564 1960

A10 Tank killer

£27.99
£17.50

Call

Falcon Mission Disks

Call

Flight Simulation II
Flight SimScenery

Call
Call

Gunship

£17.50

M1 Tank Platoon

£20.99

Mig29 Fulcrum
Proflight

£24.50
£27.99

Team Yankee

£20.99

ST FORMAT 53

ASSEMBLY programming
equivalent so you don't need an Interpreter. The
biggest problem confronting any newcomer to
assembly is actually the dispiriting mass of
technical information required.

**You need to learn all about initialising your
ST, screen addressing and different resolutions
before you can get anywhere close to putting a
single pixel on the screen. This means months
of hard work, poring over badly written technical
manuals and crashing your ST over and over

ing to the values in the new variables. You can
now change them at any time and the sprite
moves accordingly. We also need to allocate the
memory for these variables by adding the fol
lowing lines near the very end of the file, just

things around the screen
in an hour" - Peter Molyneux,
Bullfrog programmer
again with instructions you don't understand. By
including routines on our Cover Disk we can
help you overcome this first hurdle and get
straight to the fun bit. Before we start, though,
here are a couple of helpful pointers:
• You must want to program. This sounds
obvious but the most important factor that

makes a good games programmer is enthusi
asm. You can teach people to program but you

#l,dO from the above code. This has the
effect of making the sprite immobile. You can

remedy this by adding this line of code:

before the line of asterisks (line 528
528)1:

move.w

sprite_anim,dO

add.w

#l,d0

sprite_x

dew

32

cmp.w

#7,d0

sprite^

dew

32

ble.s

less

sprit e_anim

dc.w

0

move.w

#0,d0

less

"We can have people writing
their own routines to move

increment to 0 by removing the line add.w

able

name

and

define memory space for word sized variables.
They set the initial value for the variables to 32,
32 and 0 respectively.
At this point it should be possible to assem
ble the file and run it. There shouldn't be any dif
ference in the execution of the program - this is

This displays eight frames of animation from 0-7
and then repeats this continuously at a ridicu
lously fast rate - far too fast to use in a game.
To slow the rate down simply change the line:

because the variables have the same value now

as they had in the original program. Even so, we
can add lines of programming code (or source)
to make the sprite move on screen very easily.
To make the sprite move from left to right
we can simply add an amount to the value of
sprite_x. The larger the amount, the faster the
sprite moves. At a later date we can change the
program so that the sprite moves according to
an input received from the joystick but for now

dO,sprite_anim

move.w

cmp.w

#7,d0

cmp.w

#7*16,dO

to

And after the line which you typed into the draw
sprites area,
move.w

sprite_anim,d2

add the following:

can't teach them enthusiasm.

• Find out all you can about 68000 machine
code. To make the most of it, invest in a book
which explains the instructions to you. While
you're waiting for the next issue of ST FORMAT to
hit the shelves, you can play around with different
assembly commands and take your program
ming a stage further. You might cause your ST to

is enthusiasm. You can

teach people to program
butyou can't teach them

crash a few times but it can't do any harm.

**The file called SPRITES.S on this month's
Cover Disk contains all the sprite and set-up
routines we used in Flood. Consequently, all you
have to worry about is learning how to animate
your sprites and the principles of game logic.
The program on the disk sets up the screen
and then draws a sprite. At this point it's best to
ignore these two functions and just accept that
they work correctly - we're going into these at a
later stage. For now we want to consider the
actual animation and movement of a sprite.
Look through the program and locate the
area where the sprite is put onto the screen (at
line 69). This is the area of the program where
all the real business goes on. Your first step is
to create some variables for the position of the
sprite and its state of animation.
You can call these anything, but use a name
which you recognise: sprite_x, sprite_y and
sprite_anim. The variables sprite_x and sprite_y
are the coordinates of the sprite. Sprite_anim is
the frame number we want to display.
To add these to your program change the
three instructions at line 71 from

move.w

#32,dO

move.w

#32,dl

move.w

#0,d2

enthusiasm"
we need to add one to sprite_x and move it
slowly across the screen.

move.w
move.w
move.w

sprite_x,dO
sprite_y,dl
sprite_anim, d2

This means that when the sprite is drawn, its

position and animation frame are drawn accord54

ST FORMAT

#4,d2

this divides by
16

This code does exactly the same as the previ
ous section except it's slower. Don't worry about
the asr #4,d2 command just yet. All you
need to know right now is that it divides a num
ber by 16. The reason we use this instruction is
to display each frame 16 times before moving
onto the next. Now if you put the sprite_x incre
ment back in, our cuddly sprite moves across
the screen while melting!

At line 80 (in the area marked in comments

These routines aren't as fast or as efficient

for the sprite movement) add the following lines:

as they could be - that comes later. What we've
tried to do is to make them as simple to under
stand as possible. Next month we'll look more
closely at what you can do with your sprite. In
the meantime play around and see how the val

move.w

sprite_x,dO

move the value

in sprite_x into
dO
add.w

#l,d0

add 1 to it

ues of the variables affect the movement of the

cmp.w

#280,dO

see if the value

sprite. You might crash your ST a few times but

in dO is less

you can't do any serious damage." stf

than 280
ble. s

less

than

move.w

#32,dO

if it isn't then

change it to 32
less than

move .w

dO, sprite_x

put it back into
sprite_x

These instructions increase the value of the

sprite's x coordinate by one each time the
screen is redrawn. Then the value is compared
with 280, and if it's greater the position is reset
to 32. Otherwise the value must be less than

or equal to 280 and the program jumps to a
point in the code immediately after the instruc
tion to reset the sprite_x. The value currently in
dO is then stored back in sprite_x ready for the
next draw.

to

asr

"The most importantfactor

Assemble the file at this point and you can
then watch the sprite move slowly across the
screen from left to right. This continues until it
gets near to the right side of the screen, at
which point it jumps back to the left and then
continues moving to the right again. Now we
can animate the sprite. Set the sprite_x

•

All the programming code used in

this series works with Devpac 1 - free
on the Cover Disk - but if you intend to
get heavily involved in assembly pro
gramming you really need the extra
commands

and

features

found

in

Devpac 2. You can get your hands on
this versatile developer's tool and get a
massive £20 discount - see page 140

BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE

y

.and the keenest prices

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST

16.99

Afterburner

...7.99

Star LC10

159.00

including lead!
Star LC200 (Colour)
including lead!

209.00

Atomic Robokid

17.99

Archipelagos

...7.99

Awesome (Plus T-Shirt)

24.99

Barbarian II

...9.99

Badlands
B.A.T
Battle Command
Battle of Britain

16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

Blasteroids

...4.99

Blood Money
Bloodwych

...9.99

Postman Pat

Continental Circus

...6.99

Learn to Read with Prof..

..19.99

Daily Double Horse Racing
Dragons Breath

...8.99

Prof Makes Sentences ...
Puzzle Book 1

..19.99

E LITE

...9.99

..15.99

Hard Drivin* + 10 Disks

..11.99

Lets Spell At Home
Lets Spell At Shops

Hollywood Poker Pro

...9.99

Fun School 2 (under 6)..
(6 to 8)
(over 8)....

..12.99

16.99
16.99

Captive
Car-Vup

15.99
16.99

Chase HQ 2
Chessmaster2100

16.99
19.99

Colonels Bequest
Conquest of Camelot

24.99
24.99

Crime Wave
Curse of the Azure Bonds

16.99
19.99

Dragon Breed
Dragonstrike
Dragons Lair II - Timewarp
Dragon Wars

16.99
19.99
24.99
19.99

Last Ninja 2

..7.99

Mr. Heli
Nebulus

..7.99

Netherworld

..4.99

Elvira
Exterminator
Feudal Lords

19.99
16.99
16.99

Rick Dangerous

..8.99

Shadow of the Beast

12.99

Silkworm

..7.99

Flames of Freedom (Mid 2)
Flight of the Intruder

19.99
19.99

Steve Davis Snooker

..9.99

PHONE

Genghis Khan (MB)

22.99

GODS
Golden Axe
Hard Drivin' 2
Horror Zombies
Hunt for Red October

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Indianoplis 500

17.99

James Pond

16.99

Jack Nichlaus Unlimited Golf

19.99

Kick Off 2 (MB)

15.99

...9.99

Dungeon Master Plus
Chaos Strikes Back ....

..24.99

..4.99

Super Hang On

..7.99

Virus.
X-OUT

7.99
4.99

Adult Games Available

Over 18's only please call for

details

Classic INFOCOM Adventures!

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy

8.99

Planetfall

.. . 8.99
..

.8.99

FREE - One Public Domain Disk!

Zork I

..

8.99

With every Game from this column!
Pick from list opposite

Zork II

8 99

Lemmings
Lotus Esprit Turbo

16.99
16.99

FISTS OF FURY

Midwinter
MIG 29

19.99
24.99

Mighty Bombjack
Night Shift

16.99
16.99

WHEELS OF FIRE

M1 Tank Platoon

19.99

Hard Drivin, Power Drift, Turbo Outrun,

Operation Stealth
Pang

17.99
16.99

Chase H.Q.
19.99

18.99

MASTER MIX

Pro Tennis Tour 2
Puznic

16.99
16.99

ThunderBlade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,
Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop 2

16.99
16.99
15.99
14.99

S.W.I.V
Team Suzuki

16.99
16.99

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

16.99

Turrican 2
U.M.S. 2
Ultima V
Warlords

16.99
19.99
22.99
19.99

Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
16.99

19.99

Steve Davis Snooker, Daily Double Horse
Racing, Brian Clough Football Fortunes
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

19.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman (Movie),
Indiana Jones
PLATINUM

17.99

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds
POWER PACK

..15.99
..15.99

ART & MUSIC

16.99

Xenon II, TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally!

24.99

BG.01

Monopoly; Classic board game!

BG.20

Dungeon Master; Maps of all levels
+ 40 pages of hints, tips.
Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel;
original maze type arcade.
Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon!
Needs original program to run ...
Soko; 50 level puzzle game
Bubble Trouble; Pacman style
plus: Jumpster; Q-Bert version
Millipede; Arcade classic.
ST-Umped; Cricket simulator, does
NOT require STOS to run!

Plus: Chess, American Football

BG.55
BG.57

CAD 3D (1)....

BG.58
BG.59
BG.62
BG.64

..16.99

Canvas

..12.99

BG.65

Degas Elite....
Cyber Studio..

..17.99

MG.08

Star Trek - Next Generation. Battle

MT.09

the Ferengi ... (Not STE)
Elvira; Stunning demo of the long
awaited Horror game!

Deluxe Paint.

..39.99

..45.99

MASTERsound2
Music Construction Set..
Quartet

..29.99

Replay Professional
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99

TCB Tracker

..37.99

....8.99
..39.99

..59.99

UTILITIES
....55.99

Powermonger

19.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
17.99
16.99
19.99

..15.99

First Word Plus

16.99
16.99
19.99

Rorkes Drift
Revelation

Fun School 3 (under 5)..
(5 to 7)
(over 7)....

GST Macro Assembler

19.99

20 disks + 2 File boxes

..12.99

8 99

PGA Tour Golf
Pick 'N' Pile
Pool of Radiance

Secret of Monkey Island
Sim City
Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds
Super Monaca Grand Prix
Super off Road Racing
Supremacy

..12.99

899

Double Dragon II. Shinobi, Ninja Warriors,
Dynamite Dux

SPORTING WINNERS

..15.99

....44.99

19.99

SPORTING GOLD

..15.99

Devpac ST (2)

COMPILATIONS

DA.01

66 Adventure game solutions!
62 More Adventure solutions!

BS.20
BU.01

....16.99

Home Accounts

....19.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

....15.99

BU.07

ST Writer Elite; Professional

quality Word Processor
ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk
copier. Virus Killer...

BU.64

....15.99

Neodesk 3

....27.99

Protext(5)

.109.99

Word Writer

...34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor.

...19.99

NASA Space Mission slideshow
Neochrome; Super Art Package.

BU.57
BU.58

...16.99

GST C Compiler

Joust; Arcade classic ...

DA.02

BU.61

Fractal Landscape generator, and
Explorer, Mandlebrot show ...
ZX81 Emulator; including 38
program files! Uses the original
keyword entry system! Great Fun!
ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to
run with the ZX81 emulator!

JOYSTICKS
Joystick & Mouse extension .
Quickshot III Python
Quickjoy III Supercharges
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR.
Competition Pro Extra
Sting Ray Handheld
Arcade Joystick
Zip Stick Professional

4.99
9.99
11.99

12.99

SO.02

19.99

15.99
13.99
16.99
15.99

SO.03

BC.16
BC.17
BD.33

ACCESSORIES
Locking Disk Box (40+)
Media Box (Holds 150+)

MU.13

6.99
19.99

BE.02

Furry Mouse Cover
(with eyes, ears and nose!)
Mouse Ma! (BEST Quality)
ST Dust Cover

Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,
Kid sketch ...

6.99
BE.05
3.99
5 99

BE.13

12.99

Archipelagos, Quadralien, Cybernoid 2,

NASKSHA MOUSE (NEW)

Battleships

+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

26.99

MD.15
MD.41

Wolfpack

19.99

Wrath of the Demon

19.99

STORY SO FAR (Vol. 3)
9.99
Bombjack, Space Harrier, Thundercats,

Disk drive cleaner

....5.99

Z-Out

14.99

Live and Let Die.

Mono/Colour Monitor Switch .

..21.99

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software... Catalogue available!

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available

Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet
plus tutorial! Lotus compatible!
F-Copy III; Superior copier!
Composer; enter notes from
computer or Midi keyboards!
16 Voice synthesiser with multi
voice recording!
Clip Art - VIZ magazine
Clip Art- Garfield pics
STE demo; see what your STE
is capable of and be amazed ...
Fun for 3 to 6 year olds; Kids
Music, Piano, Grid ...

9 99

fi 99

PREMIER COLLECTION III

1.99
8.99
15.99

Ask for our NEW catalogue

Colossus Chess X

Billy The Kid

1 disk
5 disks
10 disks + File box

EDUCATIONAL

...9.99
...9.99

Cadavar

Gauntlet 3D

PUBLIC DOMAIN

SALE SALE SALE SALE •PRINTERS

GAMES
Armour-Geddon

On screen colouring book!
Woff and Seven kids; Multi choice

adventure game for kiddies!
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles,
sample of Turtles theme plus pics.
Snowman - Digitised demo. (MB)
Robocop; Stunning digitised
sequences from the film! (2 disks)
When Harry met Sally; amusing
digitised fake orgasm sequence ...

ATARI 5 2 0 S T
ALL ATARI STE/STFM PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DEUVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. ALL STE
MACHINES ARE CHECKED PRIOR TO DESPATCH. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES. ALL OF
OUR STE COMPUTERS HAVE THE "PLUG-IN" RAM SOCKETS AND DO NOT REQUIRE A SOLDERED IN RAM UPGRADE. ALL OF OUR STE
COMPUTERS ALSO HAVE THE NEW DMA CHIP SET FITTED ALLOWING TROUBLE FREE OPERATION WITH ATARI HARD DISK DRIVES. ALL
STE MACHINES COME WITH THE NEW CONTROL PANEL SOFTWARE.

512k

Imb

2mb

4mb

520STE STANDARD PACK, consistsofthecomputer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied
with NO software.

£319.00

£339.00 £379.00

£459.00

£339.00

£359.00 £399.00

£479.00

£359.00

£379.00

£419.00

£499.00

£339.00

£359.00 £399.00

£479.00

520STE TURBO, consistsof Standard PackandSTOS, Basic. Hyper
Paint I, Music Maker IL 8 games (Indiana Jones, Impossible Mission II H.KM,Super
Cycle, Outrun. Dragons Breath, Anarchy & Blood Money) and a joystick

520STE BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Word 2 word processor, K-Data database. K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

520STE TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix.Chess
Player 2150. Driving Force, Live + Let Die, Onslaught. Pipemania, Rick Dangerous,
Rock n Roll, Squeek, Trivial Pursuit I and a joystick

520STFM STANDARD, consistsof the computer with mouse, tv
lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied with NO

STE RAM KITS

£235.00

software.

DIY 1 KIT - 520STE to 1MB

520STFM DISCOVERY, consists of the Standard Pack and

I 2 x 256K cards )

STOS, First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command, Space Harrier,

£245.00

Outrun. Bomb Jack) and a joystick

( 2 x 1MB cards )

S20STFM TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix,Chess
Player 2150, Driving Force, Live + Let Die. Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick Dangerous,
Rock n Roll, Squeek. Trivial Pursuit I and a joystick

C34.99

DIY 2 KIT - 520/1040 to 2MB

E99.00

DIY 4 KIT - 520/1040 to 4MB

£269.00

( 4 x 1MB cards )

E179.00

ALL RAM KITS ARE SUPPLIED WITH

520STFM BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes

INSTRUCTIONS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR

with K-Word 2 word processor, K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

£289.00

STE CONFIGURATION BEFORE ORDERINC

IMPORTANT: ALL OF OUR ATARI STEs ARE UPGRADABLE AND DO NOT REQUIRE SOLDERING TO EXPAND THE MEMORY
ST ACCESSORIES

BLANK DISKS AMIGA
All of our blank disks are guaranteed and supplied with labels.
All of our 3.5' unbranded and branded disks are of the highest
quality. All disk prices include vat and delivery.

QUANTITY

10

20

30

50

100

UNBKANDED

3.5" DS/DD

5.99

10.99

15.99

25.99

44.99

SONY BKANDED
3.5" 2DD

9.50

18.50

26.50

42.50

80.50

Phone now for the latest deals on:

C-LAB NOTATOR
C-LAB CREATOR
C-LAB ALPHA
STEINBERG CUBASE
STEINBERG CUBEAT
plus many more...

m

MUSs

High quality tailored dust
covers available for:
Atari ST: £6.99 each

LC10 printer: £4.99 each
SM124 monitor : £7.99 each

Philips 8833 : £7.99 each

A500

Car Adaptor

£6.99
£8.99

Blue Lightning

Ch / Challenge
Electrocop
G.QZendocon

Xenophobe
Robo Squash

The 8833 Mkll is the perfect colour monitor
for all ST and Amiga owners. With its high
quality picture and stereo sound it really
makes the STE or Amiga perform to it's full.
All 8833 Mkll come with 1 cable free of

charge (options are Atari STFM, Atari STE

or Amiga A500)
Price includes VAT,
delivery and 12
months on-site
warranty

£19.50
£19.95
£19.50
£19.50
£19.50
£19.95

£2100

ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM standard scart lead

£14.95
£12.99
£7.95

Joystick/Mouse extension lead

Italic

Slime World
Klax

Paperboy
Road Blasters

Rampage

£4.75

PRINTERS

Allof our printers are UK spec. Al of our printers
come with a free cable and have a ful 1 year

£ 92.00

Star LC10 Mono (9-pin)
£155.00
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin) £230.00

Ms Pacman

Rygar

£19.95

Contriver Replacement mouse

£ 117.50

Shanghai
Zarlor Mercenary
Gauntlet 3

£24.95
£29.95

Discovery Pack software

warranty.

(with no free software cartridge)

£14.99

£69.00

£389.00
£24.95

Turbo Pack software
Tenstar Pack software

(with free Caffomia Games cartridge)

Atari Lynx Hand Held Games Machine
Sun visor

£245.00

Atari Megafile 30Mb hard disk
Forget-Me-Clock I Card

iUksaia msf&lls^ Urn ffiia ibaai
Ipoisse ®nGas imSm £^JE@>
£m£m £MM ®M affl tffoa
sssseseoflas prafQQ mm mwJk

ATARI LYNX
Carry Case

£99.99

Philips 8833 Mkl Colour Monitor
Roctec 1MB External Drive

Atari Lynx Hand Held Games Machine

PHILIPS 8833 MKII

£245.00

SM124 Mono Monitor

£19.50
£19.50
£19.95

£22.00
£19.95
£19.50
£19.50
£19.95
£19.50
£19.95

UWL
u

Rmember.we only

sellgenuine UK

Star LC24-10 Mono

(24-pin)

£210.00

Star LC24-15 Mono 15"

(24-pin)

£399.00

Star LC24-200 Mono
Star LC24-200 Colour
Panasonic KXP1124

£265.00
£295.00

(24-pin)

£249.00

Panasonic KXP1624

15" carriage (24-pin)

£399.00

stock machines.

Citizen Swift 24 (24 -pin)

Panasonic

H / Packard DeskJet 500

£499.00

Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet

£399.00

£299.00

BEST PRICES MAIL ORDER
(VEPT STF), UNIT A, GRAFTON PLACE,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BN11 MX

109031 700714 •"!
TEUSAUS 10am till 12 midnight

"-*

Telesales; Man to Sat Returns, Technical & Queries:Man to Tri (warntilt 6pm)
All prices include VAT and UKdelivery unless otherwise stated. All prices / specifications / special offers are subject to change
without notice Goods usually despatched same day as cleared payment is received. Personal cheque clearance takes 7 days.
Please make cheques/P.O's out to BEST PRICES. Mail order only. No callers. Thank You.
ADD £6.50 INC VAT FOR NEXT WORKING DAY UK DELIVERY, ADD £3230 INC FOR SATURDAY UK DELIVERY

LEISURE

enplay
(Rod Serling voice) Picture, if you will, a quiet
best-selling magazine going about its normal
business, unaware of the trauma that awaits. For
ST FORMAT is about to be plunged into a whirling
maelstrom of berserk machines, musclebound
heroes and hideous clouds of poisonous gas in the Screenplay Zone! (Cue creepy music.)

• The FORMAT crew laugh at danger
(hah!), scoff at peril (tcha!) but aren't
awfully keen on pain, thanks very much

BRAT
Birth

control

might seem an
even better propo
sition after you've

SCRUTINISED THIS MONTH
AXEL'S MAGIC HAMMER

86

to Little Lord Fauntleroy.
(Dummy not included) -

BACKGAMMON ROYALE

85

BATTLEBOUND

78

page 72

BETRAYAL

72

seen

Mirrorsoft's

answer

CYBERCON 3
It's all gone too far this time and Machine has

finally turned on Man. US Gold give you the
chance to meet the nastiest machine since HAL

gave up and became an Entryphone

BRAT

72

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS

84

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA

65

CYBERCON 3

58

DRILLER

84

page 58

THE DUEL: TEST DRIVE 2 ...81
ELVIRA

GODS
The Bitmaps' long-awaited Meisterwerk blasts
onto the screen with speed, style and just a hint
of heroism. It's downright divine!
page 68

85

GO.

THE STF RATINGS
SYSTEM

.85

GODS

68

THE KILLING CLOUD

74

SWIV

77

• It is ST FORMAT policy to review only
finished games - that is, the games you
could actually buy in the shops - never
incomplete or demo versions

WARLOCK THE AVENGER ...86
SCREENPLAY EXTRA

84

GRAPHICS: Ascore out of ten forthe quality of

GAMEBUSTERS

95

visuals and animation, includinghow big and colourfulthe
sprites are, how smooth the scrolling is, and so on.

SOUNDTRACK: (outof ten)Sampled sounds

THE KILLING CLOUD
Put on your gas mask, take a deep breath and
step bravely into this frightening and frankly
large future shock from Mirrorsoft

RPG ROUNDUP

are realistic and rate highly but ST sound chip noises tend
to send your eardrums convulsing

Interested in Ores, warriors, potions and

INTELLIGENCE: {out often) How clever do you

fair maidens? You're bound to be after

need to be to tackle the game? Puzzle and strategy games
should be tough; few shoot-'em-ups are mentally taxing

reading our roundup of the Top Ten Role
Playing Games
page 83

INSTANT APPEAL: (outof ten)You take the
game out of the box and drop it in the drive. How well does
it draw you in? How easy is it to get into?

LONG TERM INTEREST: (out of ten) You've

page 74

had the game for a couple of weeks. Is it covered in dust, in
the bin or still in your disk drive?

BETRAYAL
Fighting, trading and, strangely enough, betray
ing all feature heavily in Microprose's "board
game without a board"

OVERALL: (apercentage) Terrific graphics and
wonderful sound make a game look hot, but they don't
make it great. The overall score comes after joint
discussion between the FORMAT reviewers and depends on
the qualityof the gameplay and its long-term appeal

page 72

Complete guide to Cadaver level 3 • 14 B.A.T. tips • How to
solve Murders in Space • Time Machine solution • SEE PAGE 95
issue 22-MAY-91
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PLUMBING THE DEPTHS US GOLD £24.99
- AND HEIGHTS
With many 3Dgames there's no real sense of anything existing outside the
room you're currently in. Cybercon 3, however, really does give you the im
pression of incredibleheight and depth. Take a lift to some very high floor,
for example, find a place where you can look down, and a genuine feeling
of vertigo sets in. You'd better take a sick bag with you next time...

Cyber
^|/r

pr" Remember the
Forbin Project,
when that giant

-fj# computer went wild and

W decided it didn't like
humans after all? And what

*# *|r about HAL, the psycopathic
number cruncher with the
• Early on in the game you come across this chasm. There's
obviously a bridge here but getting it to work isn't easy. Perhaps
interrogating that control post might work? Nope - you haven't
got enough Sonic Key codes. Nothing for it but to try and jump

a.

a

soft voice in 2001? Mere

novices compared to Cybercon 3. From

the safety of his protective Power Suit,
Ed Ricketts says hello very respectfully
T h e quest is constantly on for
the perfect 3D game - one
which gives you freedom of
movement, graphical variety and
great gameplay. Cybercon 3, the
new game from designer Ricardo
Pinto (Carrier Command) and pro
grammers The Assembly Line (EMotion, Interphase), is a further step
in that direction.

The game is
set far in the future,
at a time when a
machine called the

• You didn't make it. Now you're languishing in the valley
between the ledges above. Luckily your Power Armour absorbs
most of the impact, so no major damage has been done. Scare
yourself by looking up and seeing just how far you've fallen

machine

is buried

58
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fended.

The

inner

ones are tougher
than Fort Knox.
All around

the

complex you get to
meet really vicious
droids whose sole

purpose is to repel
intruders. Try and
avoid them if at all possible - they're
fatally good at their job.
When Cybercon went berserk it
disabled most of the machinery and

deep

within a mountain and surrounded by
a complex defence system. All but
one entrance has been sealed off by
a landslide - deliberately induced by
Cybercon 3 in order to deter intrud
ers. The only way to disable the
giant machine is for one volunteer to
secretly enter the single entrance
and find the brain stem (Cybercon's
only vulnerable part). Then he or she
• Since you're here you may as well look around. Take the door
in the left-hand wall and you're greeted by these two huge floormounted droids. It's not advisable to stay and chat with them
though - the central section rotates and fires at you constantly

levels by using the computer's lift
system. The complex is arranged
roughly in increasing levels of hostil
ity - the outer areas are lightly de

"No game has ever
offered the graphical
depth andfreedom
you experience in
Cybercon 3"

Cybercon has been
built to replace the
country's entire mili
tary defence forces.
Cybercon 3, the latest version, is
given the same responsibilities as its
predecessors. Unfortunately, some
thing goes terribly wrong, and Cyber
con 3 decides to wipe out every
human being on the planet.
The

ing what does what, where and when
is all part of the mystery.
The complex is an immensely
large area covering some 400
rooms. You move between the many

must blow it up and escape.

In order to do this, you must find
and assemble several parts of the
Master Key and then use it in your
exploration of the complex. Discover-

• Cameras are useful gadgets
to have. You can drop them in
important places - junctions for
instance - and keep an eye on
that spot while you're several
floors away. You're even able to
change their viewpoint. The
camera to the right is pointing
at you in this example - hence
the display in the top-left corner
issue 22-MAY-91
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con 3
locked some of the doors. Luckily,
you can use a Sonic Key to interro
gate objects you find. This often acti
vates them - as long as you've got
the right codes, that is. There are
loads of objects to help you in your
mission if you know where to look.
You don't have a hope of com
pleting the game in one sitting, so

"Save Game" rooms

are

kindly

included. Even so, you can leave
these only by using a unique code

wheel provided with the game - a
nice anti-piracy touch.
As you're wandering through the

levels just hope and pray you don't
meet a certain creature known as
the Annihilator. Little is known about

him except that he's very intelligent
and deadlier than the Alien...
EFFECTS

3D games are not new - look at

• Cybercon 3 is an intriguing journey through a virtual 3D world
peopled by deadly droids and bizarre objects. If the outstanding
graphics don't grip you, then the gameplay certainly will - there's
always somewhere else to explore and other droids for you to

Damocles for instance - but no ^ - shoot. There's nothing quite like it this side of the 21st century

MORE POWER TO YOUR ARMOUR
Throughout the game you're suspended inside a suit of Power Armour, with

out which you wouldn't stand a snowball's chance in hell. This amazing

caters for your every need. It absorbs hits, provides power, enables you to
jump over gaps and so on. The PMS - Primary Management System - is at

piece of kit has pieces bolted on to it from various deceased droids so it

the heart of it, but the most important function is the Auto Repairfacility.

CAMERA MONITOR - normally
shows just static, but when

ICON STRIP - this has two uses. The first mode displays all the objects you're carrying, up to a total
maximum of 16 (Energy Cells and Field Generators for example). To pick up or drop an object, just

you've got a camera active the
relevant display appears

available for your Sonic Key - 11 to begin with, but you can collect more en route.

press the Spacebar when there's an object in the window. The other mode shows you the codes

The area to the right of the strip
shows currently loaded codes
SECONDARY SYSTEM DISPLAY

- this has a variety of functions,
depending on which of the
three modes you're in. This is

, indicated by the three lights to
the right of the display.
• Weapon Selection enables
you choose between your

plasma gun, two other weapons
and your Sonic Key - they are
the four icons to the left

•

Camera Selection enables

you to flip through any cameras
you've activated - you can have
four running at once
•

Camera Movement enables

you adjust the selected
camera's orientation and zoom.

The circle of LEDs surrounding
the Display indicates any
nearby movement and also

shows the amount of power
available if you decide to jump

ENERGY CELLS/

VERTICAL

POWER DISPLAY - you start

GYROCOMPASS
- when this is

with one built-in Energy Cell
which is always turned on. You

activated, it
shows your
pitch

can pick up other Cells later

and activate them to provide
extra power to all systems. You
can also recharge the original

issue 22-MAY-91

LED below each icon indicates whether it's on or off. The bar

below that is the amount of energy available to that system, and
the lowest LED indicates whether its auto-repair is active or not.
The icons on the top row from left to right indicate:
Power Assist. This turns on the Armour's motors to aid movement without it control is far more difficult

Shields. These are indispensable in battle
Weapon/Sonic Key

Cell. The LEDs indicate which

Cells are on, and the bars the
amount of charge left in them.
Every Suit system benefits from
an increase in power

PRIMARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - the guts of the display. The

HORIZONTAL

Auto Repair. This one's essential. When this is activated, it repairs

GYROCOMPASS

all the other systems and even itself
Surveillance Equipment. This activates the motion detector and

- shows your
bearing

the vertical and lateral indicators

ST FORMAT 59
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• When you leave the lift and wander about,
you eventually come across this room with
glass-panelled doors. There's something
inside - it looks intriguing. Interrogate the
door to gain the codes and investigate...

• Lifts are simple to operate. On the inside
back wall are rows of symbols representing
various floors. Enter the codes into your Key
and press "Fire." The doors are transparent
- as you move you can watch floors go by

game has ever offered the graphical
depth and freedom you experience in
Cybercon 3. Rooms aren't just con
secutive square blocks, they're all
shapes and sizes- huge shafts span

A

ning several floors, tiny rooms and
precarious walkways. It's this variety
that makes the graphics something
special. There are loads of neat little
touches as well - you can look up

It's you! Well, not exactly. It's another suit of
Power Armour. Is there any use for it? Play
about with it and see. Those balls on the

ground to the left are bazooka shells - useful
for dealing with large guns and droids

and down, for instance, and activate
remote cameras. The transparent
floors are another innovation in the

game. From a high vantage point it's
possible for you to plan your route

DROID FOR ALL SEASONS
just enough to deactivate it, it starts sparking and
throwing out some of its parts - which you can then col
lect and use. Angels are capable of using lifts them
selves, and you can get a shock when you're just about
to step into a lift only to find an Angel lurking inside.

The guard droids in Cybercon 3 are frighteningly intelli
gent. Common ones are the Wheel, which rolls along the
floor, and the Angel, which isn't very angelic. Both of
them sense you only if you move or turn certain sys
tems on, so you can fool them. If you damage a droid

• These "Hoover" droids act as diligent housekeepers.

They trundle about picking up spare parts, and then take
them back to the recycling plant. Destroy them and they
may discharge some useful kit. Mostly harmless

ahead from a relatively safe dis
tance. You also get a bit of peace
and quiet before the next bout of
heavy fighting begins.
Movement perhaps isn't quite as

smooth as in certain games but this
is because of the complexity of the
game. Sound is pleasing too. There's
not too much of it, but what there is
fits perfectly - the metallic grind of a
door opening, for example, and the
clang as it closes.
VERDICT

Cybercon 3 is an excellent game that
offers real depth of gameplay but
doesn't neglect the graphics in the
process - there's so much to it.
Completing the whole thing certainly
isn't easy, but because the game is
so interesting there's little chance of
you tiring of it quickly.
Designer Ricardo Pinto says he
deliberately drew on the film Alien for

"The impression of
reality is completely
sustainedfrom start to

• Some of the Wheel droids consist of two discs

joined by a central hub. Fire at this middle part
because it's the most vulnerable place. Wheels tend

finish"

to hide when you're firing, but they can still get you!

inspiration, and tried to incorporate
the same fear and tension in the

game as engendered by the film. He
certainly succeeds - you're never
sure which direction the next awful
• Not all robots are mobile. There are various gun

emplacements at strategic points around the

complex which aren't always easy to spot - until
they start firing these huge plasma blobs at you

*~SgSi?l_*'j^ ;- : ^ ;!'~"~. ~

threat is going to appear from. Use a
cushion if you get frightened!
The opposition's intelligence, the
design of the complex and the lifelike
handling of your character all mean
the impression of reality is com
pletely sustained from start to finish.
If you're after a game with a lasting

challenge and the graphics to match,
get Cybercon 3 - you'll still be play
ing it when Cybercon 4 arrives.

• The unheavenly Angel droid. Angels range
from this fairly impressive one to absolutely
gigantic monsters you don't want to meet
without some serious weaponry on hand

ED RICKETTS
GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

I

LONG TERM INTEREST

9

OVERALL
60
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3.5 inch Disks + boxes

r—i

10
25
50
100

disks
disks
disks
disks

+ 10 capacity storage box + 50 capacity lockable box + 50 capacity lockable box + 100 capacity lockable box -

_200 disks + two 100 capacity lockable boxes

£5^Pf
£15 ^j&>

£23 ^^^

For a stackable/

i

_ \ lockable "Banx" high quality 80
\
-<T""

capacity disk box instead, add
£9 to these prices.

£40 ^ag&
270

s^.

All disks DSDD with labels and

"~~7

*-~J

lifetime guarantee

Banx disk box

^-7 without disks - One £12/ Two +£11/
Five + £10/Ten + £9 each

\sj

Bulk packed DSDD disks

Other Supplies
Disk Cleaning Kits (3.5 & 5.25") - £2.00
Disk Boxes(3.5 or 5.25" - 10 capacity - £1.20
lockable - 50 capacity - £6.50
lockable - 100 capacity - £7.50

Roll of 1000 3.5" disk labels - £9.00

520/1040 ST &Amiga 500 dust cover - £3.00
Mouse or Joystick 2 metre ext. lead - £4.00
(single lead)

Prices are inclusive of VAT + Postage (U.K. only)
Credit Card orders over £100
are 3.75% extra
•

.

Cheques/Postal orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send Access/VISA card number expiry date and signature

Seven Disk. (STF). Digswell Water Lodge. Digswell Lane.
Welwyn Garden City. Herts. AL7 1SN.
24 hr order line - Tel: 0438 840456

02

-3

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS
3D Construction Kit
Addidas Gold Shoe

£27.99
£13.99

Advanced Destroyer Sim

£17.99

Alcatraz

£16.99

Alpha Waves

£16.99

Armour-Geddon
Back to the Future 3

£16.99
£17.99

Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)
Betrayal
Billy The Kid

£16.99
£19.99
£16.99

Blade Warrior
Blue Max
Bomber Bob

£16.99
£19.99
£16.99

Carthage

£16.99

Chessmaster2100
Codename Iceman

£19.99
£24.99

Cruise for A Corpse

£16.99

Cybercon 3

£17.99

Darius +
Das Boot

£16.99
£27.99

Death Trap
Epic
European Superleague

£16.99
£13.99
£14.99

£16.99
£24.99
£16.99
£16.99

MIG 29 - Fulcrum
N.A.R.C

£24.99
£16.99

Nightshift
Pang

£17.99
£16.99

Captive

£16.99

Paradroid90

£16.99

Player Manager
Powermonger

£11.99
£19.99

Puzznic

£16.99

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop 2

£16.99
£16.99

Dragon's Lair 2 Timewarp
F-19 Stealth Fighter

£27.99
£18.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior

£16.99
£13.99

Chess Champion 2175

£19.99

£14.99
£17.99
£16.99
£16.99
£26.99
£16.99
£16.99
£12.99

£16.99

£12.99

Gazza2
G O D.S
Golden Axe
Hard Drivin' 2
Heroes Quest
Ironman Off Rd Racer
James Pond
Kick Off 2

Speedball 2

Colossus Chess X

£7.99
£12.99
£9.99
£16.99
£14.99
£27.99

Leisuresuit Larry 3

Conqueror
Corporation
Daily Double Racing
Days of Thunder
Dragon Flight
Dragons Lair
Dragons of Flame
Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

Secret of Monkey Island
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffa

£16.99

Elite

£12.99

£19.99

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

£16.99

E-Swal

£17,99

Midnight Resistance

£16.99

£20.99
£16.99

F-16 Combat Pilot

£16.99

F-16 Falcon
F-29 Retatiatcr
Ferrari Formula One

£13.99
£16.99
£7.99

Fire Brigade
Flight Simulator 2

£19-99
£24.99

Flood
Football Director 2
Frontline

£16.99
£13.99
£17.99

WHEELS OF FIRE - ONLY £14.99
Hard Drivin, Chase HQ, Powerdrift,

Future Wars

Tetris, Tau Ceti, Tracker, Joe Blade

Super Ski, Stunt Car Racer

STAR WARS TRILOGY - ONLY £9.99

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer, Gazzas
Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition

Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back. Return of the Jedi

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMANDO - ONLY £14.99

TRIAD 3-ONLY £14.99

Rocket Ranger, Speedball, Blood Money

r'^'ii^Jli
POWER PACK ONLY £17.99

MIND GAMES ONLY £16.99

Waterloo, Austerlitz, Conflict in Europe

£16.99
£20.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ONLY £20.99

PREMIER COLLECTION 2 ONLY £4.99

Crusade, Robocop, Ghostbusters 2

Batman the Movie, Indiana Jones Last

Mercenary, Custodian, Backlash, Eliminator

£16.99

£16.99

Immortal (1 Meg)
Imperium
Indy Jones The Adventure
Int. Rugby Simulator

£2.99
£4.99

£9.99

£16.99

Judge Dredd
Jumping Jackson
Kings Quest Triple Pack
Kings Quest IV

£13.99
£7.99
£24.99
£27.99

£5.99
Eagle Riders
£7.99 Fantasy World Dizzy
£4.99 Football Manager II + Exp Kit
£7.99 Games Summer Edition
£7.99 Ghouls and Ghosts

£2.99 Gnome Ranger

£20.99
£26.99

Loom
Maniac Mansion

£19.99
£16.99

£20.99

Midwinter

£19.99

£6.

Monty Python
New Zealand Story
Operation Steaith

£13.99
£13.99
£17.99

£9.'

Overlord

£13.99

Pipemania

£12.99

Pirates

£16.99

Pacland
Pacmania
Pro Tennis Tour

£7:

Question of Sport

£2.

Quest For The Time Bird
S.D.I
Seven Gates of Jambala

£6.
£3.
£4.

Populous

£6.99

Shoot Em Up Const, Kit

£9.

Projectyle

£16.99

£4.99

Silent Service
Silkworm
Skate Wars

£9.
£7.
£7.

Promised Lands
Rainbow Islands

£7.99
£14.99

Spy Vs Spy I
Spy Vs Spy II

£4.
£4.

Red Lightning
Red Storm Rising
Robocop
Saint Dragon

£19.99
£16.99
£13.99
£17.99

£8.99

£4.99
£6.99
£9.99
£7.99
£7.99

£4.99

Spy Vs Spy III

£4,

Steve Davis Snooker
Time Machine

£9
£7

Time& Magik

£6,

Times of Lore
Tin Tin on the Moon
TNT. Combat

£7
£4
£2

Hammerfist

£6.99

Hollywood Poker Pro

£7.99

Toyotees

£4

Infestation
Iron Lord
Iron Tracker
£19.99 Joan of Arc
£19.99 Kid Gloves
£8.99 Klax
Kult
E10.99 Manhunter in San Francisco

£7.99
£9.99
£4.99
£7.99
£4.99
£9.99
£7.99
£9.99

Turbo GT
Turrican
Tusker

£4
£9
£6,

£13.99 Mousetrap
£6.99 Night Hunter
£6.99 Operation Neptune

£7.99

Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit Larry 2

£7.99
£9.99
£7.99
£4.99

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

Drakken

£7.99

£17.99
£16.99
£16.99
£4,99

Jack Nicklaus Golf

Mavis Beacons Typing

OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS •

£4.99
£7.99
£4.99

TV Sports Football
Twin World
UMS Scenario Civil War
UMS Scenario Vietnam
Uninvited
Warhead
X-Out
Zombi

£11.
£7.
£3,
£3,
£7
£7
£6
£9

£16.99

Powerdrome

£7.99

Satan

£10.99

Scenery Disc 7. 9 or 11
Scenery Disc Japan or Europe
Spindizzy Worlds
Hawaiian Scenery Disc

£10.99
£10.99
£17.99
£14.99

Simulcra

£16.99

Space Ace
Space Quest Ml

£27.99
£27.99

Switchblade

£13.99

Tank Attack
Team Yankee

£9.99
£19.99

Treasure Island Dizzy

£4.99

Ultima V
Ultima IV

£19.99
£16.99

Ultimate Golf

£17.99

WarinMidde Earth
Welltris
ZakMcKracken

£13.99
£14.99
£17.99

Zany Golf

£7.99

Expiry date:
VISA

Please supply me with the following for
Computer
Titles

Heroes of the Lance

Leaderboard

Please charge my Access/Visa No:
ORDER FORM

£7.99

£20.99

Hound of Shadow

Xenon 2. Bloodwych. TV Sports Football, Lombard Rally

£14 99
£3.99
£10.99
£12.99

£16.99

Gauntlet II

Gettysburg
Hillsfar

Cloughs Football
press. These will be despatched within 24hrs of Brian
Bubble Ghost Plus
release subject to availability
Centrefold Squares
Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon
ACCESSORIES

Quickshot Python
Quickshot Python (Microswitch)
Stingray Handheld Joystick
2MJoystick Ext
Twin Joystick Ext

Soccer

CHALLENGERS - ONLY E19.99
Pro Tennis Tour, Kick Off. Fighter Bomber,

£19.99 Balance of Power
Please note that the majorityof the forthcoming Barbarian 2
attractions are not released at time of going to Boulderdash Const. Kit

QuickjoyTopstar
Quickjoy Mega Board

Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off, International

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY £8.99

Wonderland

Maverick Game Controller
Mouse Mat 6mm
Pro 5000 Black
Pro 5000 Clear Extra

WORLD CUP COMPILATION '90 ONLY £14.99

Operation Wolf, Afterburner

£20.99
• SPECIAL
£17.99
Action Service
£16.99 Afterburner
£16.99 Airborne Ranger
£20.99 Austerlitz

Disc Cleaning Kit

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES - ONLY £14.99
Solitaire, Gin Rummy. Crazy 8's, Old Maid, Cnbbage, Hearts

Double Dragon. Batman Caped Crusader,

Storm Across Europe (SSI)
Super Monaco Grand Prix
The Keep

Cheetah 125+

£16.99
£14.99
C7.99

U.M.S. 2 (1 Meg)

£17.99

Atari ST 4 Player Adaptor

£16.99

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

£20.99

40 Lockable Disc Box
80 Lockable Disc Box
Atari ST 520/1040 Dust Cover

Toyota Celica
Turrican 2

Shadow Dancers

Wolfpack

£26.99
£18.99

Spirit of Excalibur (1 Meg)

Viz

£17.99
£16.99
£17.99
£19.99
£16.99

£13.99

£16.99

£16.99
£13.99
£16.99
£19.99
£17.99
£24.99

£17.99

S.W.I.V
Team Suzuki
Test Drive 2
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

£14.99

£16.99

Line of Fire
Lords of Chaos
Metal Masters
Midwinter 2
Murder
NAM

£16.99

£19.99

£16.99

Chaos Strikes Back

Chase H.Q

M1 Tank Platoon

MAGNUM 4 - ONLY £19.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2

£16.99

Supremacy

£12.99

£19.99

Lost Patrol

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Prophecy

Strider2

Battletech

Bridge Player 2150
Castle Master

Lotus Turbo Challenge

Killing Cloud
Last Ninja 3
Lemmings

£17.99

£16.99
£16.99
£12.99

£16.99
£17.99

Turbo Outrun

Predator 2

£13.99
£7.99

Battle Chess
Battle Hawks 1942
Battle Master

Colditz
Deutros - Next Millenium

£17.99
£16.99

£17.99

Batman the Movie
Bards Tale Vol 1

£16.99

£16.99

£16.99

£16.99

£17.99
£17.99

£19.99

Panzar Kick Boxing

£16.99

Balance ol powe' 1990 (1 Meg)

Chips Challenge
Chuck Yeagers A.F.T. V2

Final Command

£16.99

£8.99

A.T.F. 2

Chase H.Q. 2

Flightof the Intruder

Navy Seals

3D Pool

Atomic Robokid
B.A.T.
Battle Command
Cadaver

Gauntlet 3
It Came From The Desert

Obitus

CLASSIC COLLECTION

TOP 50 CHART

Price

Customer Number:

DATE:
NAME:

ADDRESS:

Please make cheques
& PO payable to
Turbosqft
Credit card orders taken payment
cashed only on despatch. Orders under
£5 add 75p P&P per item. For First
Class add 75p P&P per item UK only.
EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non
EEC countries add £3.00 per item.

.Postcode.
TEL:

Express airmail £4.00 per item. All
items subject lo availability. All prices
subject to change without notice. E. &
O. E. Please note: Mail Order companies

ST FORMAT MAY '91

may take up to 28 days to deliver goods
from receipt oj order. Please allow Jor

cheque clearance

EDUCATIONAL
£16.99

NAKSHA MOUSE
BARGAIN BUY

Answer Back Junior
Answer Back Senior

£13.99

£19.99

Arithmetic Add On (A.B.J.)
Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-14)
Donald's Alphabet Chase

£7.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

French Mistress
Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8

£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

Fun School 2 8+

£13.99

Fun School 3 Under 5

£16.99

Fun School 3 5-7

£16.99

3 Bears (5-10)

SIM CITY
ONLY £14.99

SILENT

NORTH &

SAFARI GUNS

SERVICE
ONLY £9.99

ONLY £9.99

£13.99
POWERDRIFT

ONLY £7.99

TENNIS CUP

IN NOW

HIGHWAY

TIN TIN ON

SUPREMACY

PATROL 2

THE MOON

ONLY £19.99

ONLY £4.99

ONLY £3.99

E-MOTION
ONLY £5.99

£6.99

HARD DRIVIN

DYNAMITE DUX

ONLY £7.99

ONLY £5.99

SUPER CARS

EAGLE RIDERS

£7.99

ONLY £4.99

UTILITIES

SOUTH

ONLY £2.99

GUNSHIP
ONLY £12.99

STIR CRAZY BOBO

ONLY £3.99

FOOTBALL

CAPTAIN

G-NIUS

Degas Elite
Deluxe Paint 2
Devpac V.2
Digibase
Digicalc
Final Accounts

£17.99
£44,99
£45,00
£37.99
£27.99
£27.99

First Word Plus V.3
Fleet Street Publisher
Harlekin
Hisoft Basic

£57.50
£84,99
£34.99
£59.99

Hisoft C Interpreter
Hisoft Tempus 2

£34.99
£27.99

Home Accounts

£17.99

K-Graph3
K-Spread 3

£32.99
£59.99

Fun School 3 7+
German Master

£16.99
£13.99

Goofy's Railway Express

£13.99

Knife ST
Lattice C V.5

£13.99

Logistix (Spreadsheet)

Italian Tutor

Jigspell

£9.99

Kidtalk

DYNASTY WARS

£13.99

ONLY £5.99

Learn to type
£10.99
Magic Maths (4-8)
£16.99
Math Talk (5-13)
£13.99
Maths Mania (8-12)
£16.99
Mickey's Crossword Maker....£13.99
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£13.99
Postman Pat

Prof, Plays a New Game
Spanish Tutor
Spelling Add On (A.B.J.)

IN NOW

U.M.S. 2 1 MEG
£18.99

SIMULATION
ONLY £7.99

BLOOD

ONLY £2.99

ONLY £3.99

NINJA

BUBBLE PLUS

TOYOTEES

WARRIOR
£7.99

ONLY £4.99

ONLY £4.99

STRATEGY/

RICK

DANGEROUS
ONLY £9.99

CRACKDOWN
ONLY £5.99

KRYPTON EGG

BOARD GAME

ONLY £6.99

GO-MOKU & RENJU

BATTLE
MASTER
£12.99

ONLY £7.99

£6.99

£20.99
£13.99
£7,99

3.5" BULK DISKS
10 -£6.99
20- £11.99
50- £24.99
100 - £44.99
500- £194.99
1000 - £364.99

BANGKOK

LEISURESUIT

DOUBLE

PURPLE

CRYSTAL

KNIGHTS

LARRY 3

DRAGON 2

SATURN DAY

CASTLES

ONLY £4.99

ONLY £26.99

ONLY £7.99

ONLY £4.99

ONLY £4.99

SPRING SPECIALS • SPRING SPECIALS • SPRING SPECIALS
AMERICAN

EUROPEAN

HIGH ENERGY

FUTURE

DREAMS

DREAMS

ONLY £16.99

DREAMS

ONLY £6.99

ONLY £6.99

ONLY £6.99

Tin Tin on the Moon

ONLY £6.99

Chamonix Challenge

Bubble Ghost

Stir Crazy - Bobo
Teenage Queen

Teenage Queen

Warlocks Quest

Notrh & South

G-Nius

Bubble Ghost
Warlocks Quest

Action Service

Fire & Forget
Hostages

Spidertronic
Purple Saturn Day

Operation Neptune
Hostages
Super Ski

PLATINUM
COLLECTION
ONLY £17.99

Billiards Sim

520STFM DISCOVERY PACK
Incl. 520STFM computer + mouse, plus
Bombjack, Carrier Command, Outrun,
Space Harrier, First Basic, Neochrome,

Ghouls N Ghosts,

Strider, Forgotten
Worlds, Black Tiger

S.T.O.S. Games Creator, Discover the
ST Book, Mouse Mat, 10 Blank disks.

ONLY £275

SUPER QUINTET

Passengers on the

£20.99
£104.99

Mastersound 2
Personal Pascal
Prodata
Protext V.5
Quartet
Replay Professional

ST Replay 4

Unit 6 & 7
Acacia Close

£59.99
£20.99

STOS Compiler

£16.99

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£16.99
£52.99

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional
Wordflair

SUPER BUY
CUMANA
EXTERNAL
DISK DRIVE +
10 Blank discs

only £74.99

Wind 1 & 2

520STE TURBO PACK
Incl. 520STE computer + mouse, plus
Anarchy, Blood Money, Dragons Breath,
Human Killing Machine, Impossible Mission 2,
Indy Jones, Outrun, Supercycle, First Basic,
Hyper Paint 2, S.T.O.S., Music Maker 2,
Mouse Mat, 10 blank disks

ONLY £360

F16 Falcon £13.99

Falcon Mission 1 £9.99
Falcon Mission 2 £9.99
OR

All 3 £29.99

HOW TO FIND US

Cherrycourt Way

LEIGHTON BUZZARD
LUTON

Office hours are

Monday to Friday
9.00am to 5.00pm
Saturdays
10.00am to 4.00pm

LUTON JUNCTION 11

HEMEL
HEMPSTEAD

All prices include VAT

Tel: (0525) 377974
Fax: (0525) 852278

HARPENDEN JUNCTION 10

See us on stand E26-E28

at the Computer Shopper

A5 JUNCTION 9

Show, Alexandra Palace.

10th - 12th May.
Many special offers

to save you ££££££

£29.99
£149.99
£59.99

Industrial Estate

Stanbridge Road
Leighton Buzzard
Beds. LU7 8QE

£29.99
£59.99
£59.99
£119.99
£34.99
£105.99

S.T.O.S

(Personal callers welcome)

Turbosoft

£14.99

Maps showing direct routes from the motorway and A5

SHAREWARE

Order ANY FIVE disks,
five blanks and a library
case -£16.50

ind PUBLIC DOMAIN

(fix Atari ST)

S»rVTCC-

SOFTViLLE
« a member of

the Association
of Shareware
Profcqianali

FLEXIDUMP PLUS
SUPERB /W AT 111 DUMPS

FROM YOUR tuLullV PRINTER

Ydu are reminded that

up to 5disks-£3.00 each 6 to 9 disks- £2.75each
10 or more - £2.50 each fchooaeanother FREE if buying 10)
Overseas add 10% to total fix postage

Shareware ii supplied on a

Try beforeyoubuy' baaiaand
youshouldregisterif you
continue to uae it.

•
•

Send £1 for 100 page catalogue (refundable) or free with order

•
•

•

These are briet descriptions, the disks may

ACC82 - SUPERBOOT v6.aH hone setup

contain much more.

ACC85 - 2 D/S disks ol desk ace ~ £6

DATABASE PROGRAMS

ACC87 - GEMINI replacement desktop
ACC96 - FCOPY3 - Good copy program
ACC99 - VMJLT h disk backup /runs on 520)
ACCIOO - LHARC. UNLZH ARC602 etc.

ACC86 - ZXBI cmutator

ACC26 - DBMAN easy to use

ACC53 - TIRSTBase. memory resident
ACC72 - DATA Handler GEM based
ACC74 - TREEBASE, menu driven
ACC75 - WG.DATA. complete system
ACC88 - Database Construction not vt.09
ACCS9 - ZAPCard card index style
ACC92 - SONGFLE. record coHecSons

ACCm - BUStNESS/Personal address book

Superb colour graphics dumps
Totally resizable
Select part of screen
Colour catalogue function
Wide range of printers supported including:
LC10, LC200, LC200 24, Citizen Swift, NEC, Oki 20,

Epson JX80C, LQ24C and more.
Flexidump Plus (2 disks) colour & mono 9 &24 pin...£37.95
Flexidump mono 9 pin printers...£19.95
50 of the best colour pictures. Comes on 5 disks
£14.95

ART and DRAWING
ART1 - NEOCHROME original and best
ART4 - MASTER PAINTER excellent

T-SHIRT PRINTING RIBBONS

WORD PROCESSORS

ART24 - PUBLIC PAINTER - high res
ART25 - ANI-STanimation package

WP12 - STWriter Bile v3.8. tie best!

ART27 - E-PAHTER lor dUdren

WP66 - MAGNWRITER. 3xhight letters
ACC2I - WORD400. accessory wp.

ART2B - COLOUR BOOK lor chidren

WP23 - EOMAX the text editor

COMMUNICATIONS

SPREADSHEETS

COMS3 - UNITERM, standard package
COMSI6 - VANTERM tats gaining popularity

ACC23 - VCSPREAD. non GEM but useable

COMSI7 - ZFIash lor use with Flash/Shadow

ACC3I - STSHEET. fully WKS compatible D/S
ACC76 - OPUS200. the best! - imeg

COMS2I - FLYINGSTART tor prestel .

Star LC10, NL10, Citizen 120D at

GAMES

Heat transfer colour pens set of 5 large
£17.25
Heat transfer colour pens set of 5 small
£13.80
Atari ROM Cartridge takes two 27256 or 27512....E10.35

FONTS
WP28 - PubParl lonls- Hudson Columbia.

Devolt. Thames. Spokane. Saturn etc.
WP29 - PutSPart lonls:- Avgard. Caligrify.
Courier Elegance. West side etc.

GAME11 - KOgraph. Note. Grid - selection ol
the now famous brumteve games for kids.
GAME56 - 3disk set - HISTORY FLE (£81
GAME61 - KDpolalo and others

PRINT YOUR OWN T-SHIRTS!

Print onto normal paper then iron on to T-Shirt
4 colour for Star LC10 Colour
4 colour for Citizen Swift

£17.25
£34.50

Black for the following printers:

Epson FX80, FX100, LX80, Panasonic 1080/81, 1180
£11.50

GAME62 - NUMBEHMAZE

How to order: Enclose cheques/PO's made payable to: CARE

WP63 - CALAMUS tents- Over 40 on this

GAME91-WORLD, fhi-resj

ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa. Please add carriage at £1.38

disk, some complete others upper case only.

GAME95 - WOLF & 7KDS. kids adventure

CARE ELECTRONICS, 800 ST ALBANS RD, _

GAMEK5 - NOAHS ARC spelling game
GAME94 - SUPER Breakout high res only.

CLIP ART

GARSTON, WATFORD, HERTS, WD2 6NL

all are mono, each disk contains a converter

program. It you require them in IMG format
you need our disk ACC84 tor a converter
WP8 - Animals. MHitaria. Flags etc
WP24 - Trademarks Iron 1920s

WP26 - 17 Screens of Mac cUparl

TEL: 0923 672102. FAX: 0923 662304

MISCELLANEOUS
MISC1 - SKY MAP (lii-res)
MISC4 - VIRUS KLLER DISK - £150
MISC21 - PLANETARIUM,great program
MISC26 - CONSTELATIONS p/S)

WP3I - Whimsical animals

MISC18 - INVENTORY-PRO. slock control

WP32 - Office Humour
WP37 - 22 screens d FOODS

MISC22 - Double SENTRY accounts package
MISC23 - POOLS PREDICTOR

WP4I - 15 screens ot Christmas designs
WP59 - Garlield. 20 screens

MUSIC * MIDI

UTILITIES

MUS5 - Waddington sequencer 32 track
MUS32 - COMPOSER, mono S Imeg needed
MUS36 - 16 voice sequencer, colour

ACC24 - MONO EMULATOR (not lor art prgsj
ACCS7 - TURTLE hard disk backup (Imeg)

SOFT EXCHANGE
Offers you best in Quality,
Service and Prices

MUS50 - ALCHME Jr 200* tracks

ACC63 - UNTURTLE tor use with above

We have hundreds ol product and graphic

ACC64 - Star colour set-up etc
ACC70 - STICKERS, disk labdcr - high-res
ACC79 - QUCKDISK collection

demonstrations. We have HUNDREDS ol disks

ACC80 - picture converters

Languages etc. in fact everything you could

If you can buy the same products anywhere in

possibly need loryour ST!

this issue we will not only match it but beat it
by 10%. Offer closes May 31st 1991.

DC DESKTOP

DC UTILITIES

the GEM desktop just got better!

hcludes:DC XTRACT PLUS -Has ADDor

Probably the best unbranded disks available in the UK.

tuH ot Pictures. STOS. Basic. Ham Radio

AJiows you laPlace programsAdders on the desktop
Display unique tile/loidcr/drive icons. Cofoijr

EXTRACT ARC. LZH ZIP or ZOO archives.

icons

Replace desktop with pattern/picture
Recoverable Trash!

Spool/Queue printing

Drop down menu commands via keystrokes
Comes complete wifri Command tine interface,
Oootup selector. Terminal. Icon editor Special
Show commands and much much more!

No ST owner should be without

£4.49

200 disks

£64.99

DC SQUISH now compressesbetter than

20 disks

£7.99

300 disks

£92.99

ARC and reduces load times. Absolutely 100%
compatible witii everything!

30 disks

£11.49

DC SEA now creates self-exrtacting ARC.

40 disks

£14.49

400 disks
500 disks

£119.99
£144.99

LZH. ZP or ZOO ties. You can also restore lt)e
files from Ihe program.

50 disks

£18.49

1000 disks

£269.99

100 disks

£33.99

2000 disks

£529.99

Super last 100%assembly.

A great collection of utilities!

Only £19.99 each

this fabulous program from

(* £1>00Post and Packing)

'Double Click" software.

State 'Utilities' or 'Desktop'

SOFTViLLE COMPUTER
SUPPLIES
Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville.
Hants P07 7XN

wmum Tel: 0705 266509

3,^2" DSDD 100% certified error free
10 disks

BOXES

40 capacity
80 capacity
100 capacity

£6.99
£7.99
£8.99

Mouse mats

£3.99

£1.50

100

£2.50

200

£3.99

SOFT EXCHANGE

Fx ^

101 Clifton Road, South Norwood,
London SE25 6QA Tel: 081 653 9094
(24 HRS ORDER LINE)

I „.„ ,
LJy
64 ST FORMAT

50

To place an order please send your name, address and
the requirement with cheque/PO made payable to:

Fax: 0705 251884 w t k w

Callers Welcome

DISK LABELS

LOCKABLE STORAGE

All above offers close 31.05.91
MAIL ORDER ONLY

LEISURE

PALACE £24.99

Crystals of Arborea
Valiant attempts have been

made to write enjoyable
fantasy role-playing games
in a 3D environment -

the most

notable success to date being the
classic Dungeon Master, but even

determine their various attributes,
like constitution for example. Each
character

has

his

or

her

own

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

strengths and weaknesses, so you
must pick your team carefully if
you're going to get anywhere.

that has a limited

area of gameplay.
Crystals
of
Arborea

aims

EFFECTS

The

3D

screens

are
very
well
drawn, with plenty

to

involve you com
pletely in a realis

• There are two ways of
moving your characters. You
can move everyone except
Jarel from the Map screen.
Just click on their names,

• You can move Jarel, the
leader, only in 3D mode. Here
you see the whole landscape
as displayed through his eyes.

between the land

click on "To Move" and then on

nearby, you can make them,

scapes, though just trees, sky,

their destination. They wander
off on their own and tell you
when they find something

move with Jarel by clicking on
the personal icons along the

of

detail

in

the

tic

3D world with

trees and houses.

no

constraints on

There isn't a great

where you can go.

deal

four • Meet some of Morgoth's many
magic
crystals, minions and prepare yourself for
a fight. Combat takes place on
see, once held
this chessboard-style grid, with
Morgoth, Lord of each character taking a turn to
Chaos, under the move. Magicians need one turn
planet's
surface, to summon their powers, so
keeping him out of move them out of the way. It's
mischief. Unfortu all easy to control, fortunately
These

and

of

variation

water

basi

cally. There's no
scrolling either screens just flick
from

scene

to

scene instead -

but this is under

standable given the complexity of the
graphics. Sound is quite sparse -

nately something's

If there are other characters

bottom of the screen

just odd bird noises in the trees and
some grunts when you fight.
VERDICT

happened to them and now Gothy is
back - and so mad, he's gone and

put a stop to his antics and restore
peace and order.
What all this nonsense means in

Crystals of Arborea is a good game
in its own modest way, but it doesn't
really offer anything startlingly new.
Everything's up to scratch and there
are no glaring shortfalls. Basically
the old advice applies: RPGers or
strategy buffs are going to enjoy it,

reality - that is, in fantasy, except it's
on your ST - is that you and a bunch

others might want to have a close
look before opening up their wallets.

of other characters must wander

ED RICKETTS

flooded most of the land of Arborea.

You, as the proud Prince Jarel, must

around the countryside seeking the
Crystals and then return them to a

GRAPHICS

particular tower. While doing this you
must acquire new spells and fight the
evil hordes of Morgoth.
Before you set out at the start
of the game you can select each
character to be either a ranger,
magician or warrior. You can then

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL

• Jarel (wasn't he in Superman?) has the mighty task of defeating
the extraordinarily nasty thing called Morgoth in this 3D role-playing
adventure - and it's not all this idyllic. Lucky he looks so heroic...

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

8

78%

STEP THIS WAY FOR A SPELL OF GOOD LUCK
The only way you're going to get anywhere in Arborea is by collecting plenty of magic spells. The spells you eventually need to defeat Morgoth, however,
aren't justlying around waiting to be collected. Theonlyway to acquire themis to find a houseand be awfully niceto the magician wholiv

The best way to find anything in Arborea

Sooner or later som

e, you can gam new

is to send each character off in a different

on his travels. Find out where he is and get

information by answering the wise wizard's

direction and hope they stumble across
something. Unfortunately, this also has the
effect of making them more vulnerable to
attack by one of Morgoth's cruel minions

over there as soon as possible. But make
sure your magician is with you - without

him, the resident wizard refuses to tell you

question correctly. Most of them are fairly
straightforward but you must be careful
with others. Let's see: "What is your name?

a thing and chucks you out of his house

What is your quest? What is the next one?"
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PIMM:WWrfYerffisW'3a1&r:':
i Weare thelongest established Atari dealer intheUK.We havedevelopedan extensive j

adbroke

\ customer service policy which means thai we test al Hardware/So)'tware prior lo

i despatch to ensure thai goods arrive in working orderAlthough our prices are not
i always tie cheapest we do endeavour tootter consistently good serviceand backup, i
\ This isn't just our opinion, we were voted 'BestDealer I98ST bythe readers ol ST World i
{magazine, notlor'the number ol boxes shUterf. butlorquality service.

imputing

International

//,&&&&&&&&%&&

| On Site Warranty We have recently extended our backup programme by tillering on ate;;:
| warranty as an option on aH STs. We already oiler this service on. Al Star printers and :'
\ Philips monitors listed

IAl pricesarecorrect at copy datetl/03/91 and aresubject lo changewithout prior
i notice Al pricesareaccurate while slocks last. Phone loruptodaleprices. Al prices
i include <JM there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG,. DeliveryfinMainland UK)is tree,on

Iorders over £100 (add £10 lornextdaycourier delivery. Al pricesavailable onMai
i Order.Shop prices may dllei

Q Compatiblewith emulators such as

Q Autoparking 3.5" rnechanisrna
Q RjI metalcase suitable as monitor stand.
Q On/off button and DMA device selector

Spectre GCR, AT Once.
Q Up to 255 partitions up to 1Gigabyte
in size.

moulted on front

Q Selection of Accessories/boot
partition with boot edtor.
Q Includes backup software and

• Integral PSU

• DMAOut port for daisy chaining.

• Megadrive controller, low power, controls

Q 100 tracks storage,20 tracks playing

up to 8 SCSI drives.

Midistudio

simultaneously.

MidsturJo demo software

Q 240 ppq resolution.
Q Realtime mix-down via mouse,
We can now offer a range of hard drives
al buK around cached Quantum mechanisms with Q Realtime scrollingarrange window.

Master

£129.99

...-S average access time for the incredible prices shown Q T1 levels of quantise,including humanise.
used which are of the highest quaity.
Pipeline/Module system.

fWy-iC0 ^

mechanisms are
below. QUANTUMI mechanis

These
These Qtantum
QtBntum mechanisms
mechanisms are
are bult
Ixilt to
to /American miliary standard and ncludea 2 year CJ
manufacturers warranty (from dataof manufacture) offerirw tr» best poasfcte protectaifor your data Q
Q
Q

52Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)
105Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)

£ 419.99
£ 529.99

Midistudio Junior still
availabim £49.99

Loop record.
Mid soft keys
Works on 1040STF(M)(E)

Phono for upgrados

Add E20 for HD withICD boarcKincludes clock). Phone for othercapacities
Q

CUMANA

CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

£69.99

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive. £59-99
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£5439.

TheST Warm! drive reoures theST's case tobe modified (ful retrurfore suppiedl Tr» external
ST drive isa h«hquaity. aim quet drive which comascomplete with Integral PSU andso doesnot
draw power from theST which ootid causeproblems. Add E3P&P for drives.

TDK Brand

Bulk Sonv or Kao

Loose

Quantity

Boxed in 10's

Boxed
e\

*•

QQ Indudo xlo

pUjtic box

£

9.49

(Ukbox

£

34."

£ 48."

r <7 99SS£T
£
JU *J 1 »
dUcbox

84."

£ 66."

30

4-

f\ y~*rtoi4blmck

10

£

5."

dVv

\J •

40

£ 20."

JO

£* V/ •

100
150

r

0'5 99Sr*x,>u

OJ.

suck.*
di*c box

Q
Q

Autodial/answer

Q
Q
Q

300/1200/2400 Baud
For ST or Amiga
Cannot receive faxes. Not BT

£84999
E 699.99
E 1194.50
386-25 VGA Mini tower
E
99.99
Mono Monitor
E 299.99
VGA Colour Monitor
PCFmulntomforST
PC Speed. XT Emdator
E 99.99
AT Speed. AT Emulator
E 189.99
AT Once, AT Emulator
E 19999

approved

£200

512K STFM. 16 or 4 chip kit
2Mb ST board*chipa kit
TOS 14 kit (6 or 2 ROM's)
512KSWM/SIPP(STE)

Atari SM124 Mono

E 39.99 512KSTboarcr>chip8.kit
E 129.99 4Mb ST boaraVchips. fitted
E 3&99 STFM Bitter chip, kit
E

24.99

£

109.99

Includes: FST, remote control Scart input

ST & Amiga £449.99

(givingnear monitor quaity ofeplay). 60 tuner

presets sleep timer and Fastext
Requires 1Mb RAM.
Al cisplays come with Scart cable Deduct
IMQ scannor still availabim £K> from Monitors only, if bought with

at an incrmdiblm £49.99

2Mb SIMM/SPP (STB

E 59.99
E 279.99
E 39.99
E

79.99

E 29.99
Amiga 512K no clock
E 2699 Amiga 512K with clock
E 49.99
Exchange STFM PSU
E 59.99 ROM switch ♦ TOS 14
Please check the configuration of yourmachine wilhourstaff beforeordering any upgrade. Al

upgrades/repairs carried outby our service centre carry a 90 days parts and labour guarantee.

Ourservicecentre can repar/upgrade any ST, Amiga Please phonefor repair/upgradB charges.

• Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Spectre GCR V3
£290

Phone for 128K
ROM's

longest serving supplier

£329.99

Acts as photocopier.

PC version E4799&

499.99

40Mb
386SX Mini tower

Fdy Hayes compatible.

E27R99 520STE Turbo Pack
£349.99
E369.99 2MbSTE Turbo Pack
£409.99 Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.
We are the consistently
E47&99 (ST) Tenstarpack.M/mat J/stJck £30

200 Dpi scanner.

Q

AT 16Mhz VGA Mini tower

9 Supports Hard drive and second floppy.
Q Compatible with STE, Stacy.
Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

16 grey scales or Back/White mode. Phaps 8833Mkll Colour £ 249.99
Q High quaity thermal image printer.
Phaps15"TV
£ 269.99
8

bulletin boards/commercial systems.

449.99

£ 125." "Power of the Mac, without the price

Amiga 500 Screen Gem's Pack £369.99 Amiga 500Computer

3

AT T2Mhz Desktop
AT 16Mhz Desktop

Please add £150 P&Pfor upgrades priced under £100.

Aldekscarry unconditional guarantee. Add 80p P&P for each 10 disks orE3.00 for «0 and above.

520STFM Discovery Pack
Mb STETurbo Pack
4MbSTE Turbo Pack

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes.
Fully featured modem accesses

o

Al dotmatrix printers comecomplete with IBM Centronics cable Al Star printers include
12 months on site warranty. UK Mainland only.
StarLC-K)
140/36cps £ 169.99
StarLC-24/10
£209.99
Star LC-200 colour printer
E 219.99
Star LC24-200 222cps
E 24&99
Star LC24-200 colour printer E 319.99
Star Laser 8DB 2Mb RAM

Citizen 120D* COcps

E

139.99

Citizen Swift 192/64cos
£
Citizen swift Colour upgrade £
Citizen Swift 9
E

209.99

64K buffer/3 input switcher E

E 184&99 256K buffer/3 input switcher E

319.99
39.99

29.99
49.99

computer.

You can phone your Access or visa card
details or send a cheque/postal

orders made payable to Ladbroke
Computing International. Please
.allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop &Mai order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road. Preston Lancashire, PHI2QP Open Monday toSaturday
930am lo 5.00pm Phones answered from 900am. Dealerenquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing
International « a trading nameof Walton Marketing Limited Al trademarks recognised.

.
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Get animating with
Animaster!
"Potentially the best ST
animation package"
- Peter Molyneux, creator of Populous and Powermonger,
after using last month's Cover Disk demo
T h a t ' s what professional game-designer
Peter Molyneux said about Animaster.
You can't overlook praise like that when
it comes from the programmer who created hit
games like Populous and Powermonger.
Animaster is ST FORMAT'S exclusive and

unique animation package which enables you to
design your own animated sequences. You can
create your own sprites in Animaster, load in
backdrops and then make your characters run,
leap or die over the top of them. Save your
sequences to disk and then merge them
together to build up a short cartoon. Using a
GFA Basic program supplied as part of Ani
master, you can even incorporate the sprites
into your own BASIC programs.
A taster of An/master appeared on Cover
Disk 21. The full version of the program enables
you to create and edit your sprites using a
range of drawing tools. You can then test them
over the top of a background to see how they
look. What's more, Animaster even makes use
of the enhanced features of the STE, offering

you a choice of 16 colours at a time from a
staggering palette of 4,096.
Using An/master's powerful sequence edit
ing features, you can construct a short "film."
For example, define a sequence showing a little
man running, then another showing him leaping
and yet another showing him bending down and
touching his toes. Using a special recording
matrix, you could then define a "film" which
shows the sprite running for a while, stopping to
touch his toes, running again and then leaping
into the air. Imagine the possibilities for a Super
man sprite or a colourful Mickey Mouse!
issue 22-MAY-91

AIMIMASTER'S FEATURES
• Runs on any ST or STE, with support for the
STE's extra palette of 4,096 colours
• Automatic creation of a special mask to use
your sprites in GFA Basic
• Single or multi-frame "grabbing" from pic
tures created in a paint package
• Eight times magnification for close-up editing
of your sprites
• Extensive sprite drawing and editing features
• Comprehensive testing features
• A unique sequencer enables you to define up
to 16 animation sequences which can then be
animated over a blank screen or any picture of
your choice
• A "Film Matrix Recorder" enables you to
record, edit and save a sequence file to disk

ANIMASTER PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Yes, I would like to

Name

order

Address

copies

of Animaster at the special
price of £14.95 (ref:ST367)
Note: Animaster is only
available through ST FORMAT
SEND THIS FORM
TO: ST FORMAT

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment: (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO

Credit Card
Animaster offer, The
number
Old Barn, Freepost,
Somerton, Somerset,
Expiry date
TA117BR (No stamp
needed if posted in UK)

Please make all cheques
payable in pounds sterling to
Future Publishing Limited.
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RENEGADE £24.99

• Oh dear, oh dear. This poor old
bat monster certainly doesn't
have the power, but you could with Dower-Gen and the aid of a

certain nimble-footed shop
keeper called Groz the grocer

Hello, and welcome to Night Thoughts, the program in which
Andy Hutchinson asks the question, is man one of God's
blunders or is God one of man's blunders? We're also asking
Friedrich Nietzsche to review the latest Bitmap Brothers
game and asking him who invented liquid soap and why
T h i s immortality business you can't live with it and you
can't live forever without it.

Why anyone would want to witness
the

earth's

endless

devolution

is

quite beyond me, but hey, there's no
accounting for taste

test it out. So what could be better

than trying to lure some foolhardy
human into its winding passages and
crumbling caverns. If this human
manages to complete the four areas
of the gods' city then he becomes
immortal.

Guess

Those immortal "Whatever your skills, what? You're that
chaps up there on

Mount Olympus have

,,

,

,

inv Sume outers jur

lucky human.

Gods js a p|at.

thrown down a chai- them automatically" form 8ame- You
lenge.
You see
they've got this playground city
which is chock-a-block with labyrinths
and monsters and there's nobody to

take on the role of

the cocky mortal who has to battle
through four levels, with each level
covering three worlds. To complete

GODLIKE HELP FROM ON HIGH
Not only does Gods feature artificial intelligence that reacts to how you're
doing, but those cunning Bitmap Brothers have also included some very
cunning little shortcuts - very helpful if you can suss them out in time!

each world you need
to solve some tricky
puzzles while keep
ing the underworld
monsters at bay.
The balance of

the game is evenly
divided between

testing your
shooting,
jumping and
puzzle solving skills. You progress

up and down platforms by jumping or
falling, or by using a ladder. It may

- you have to set simple switches in
the right order, or you end up miss

ing out on power-ups and money.
There

are zillions of

inventive

monsters in the city, and some of

them are much smarter than you.
They can fire intelligently, dodge
shots - even steal all of

your gear. Every
f time you destroy an
attack wave of mon

sters, they leave either
a gem, some money

or a power-up behind.
Collect the gems and
money and you can
swap
them
for
weapons or health in
the shop.
If you want to pick up an item,
just pull down on the joystick until an
inventory window appears. Then you
simply select a free slot (there are
four in all) and press the Fire button.
You're now holding the item. There
are also keys to collect. You can use
these later on when you come
across the appropriate door.

take a bit of brain strain to negotiate
all the right platforms, though.
Every world has a main problem
to solve. This might be simply a case
of getting a key and taking it to a
Seven times in each level you
door, or collecting
.
encounter the shoppieces of a mosiac "NatlOH 12 Composed keeper. His shop is
and re-assembling
them in the right
ing you have plenty
order. The very
absolutely briltig" of money to spend. If

the title music and it's we"-stockhed. p™J

first world on level

one enables you to get to grips with
the control system. There are two
easy puzzles to complete before you
receive your bonus and reach world
two. Here, things get slightly trickier

m-j-M W t-M

your health is low you
can tweak or completely replenish it
- but obviously the latter function is
considerably more expensive.
More powerful weapons are also
very expensive. These include axes,

in l e v e l o n e

can save yours

and hassle. When you hick tm
switch to open the door, just
push it ba

get the
that, return to the switch and

beneath you moving away to
reveal one of those handy
shortcuts. Now you can just
walk over the teleport stone-

instantly to another part of the
level. You've saved yourself a
lot of time and effort, not to
mention vital energy!

68
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• On the first level of this innovative platform game there are two
right hard biped monsters guarding your exit from the level. Wonder
what that concealed switch at the top left does? Think about it...
issue 22-MAY-91
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ICE, LOOK AT THE RANGE

NEVER MIND
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• Same old story- There you are,

hanging off a ladder, when some
monster gobs an intelligent
bullet your way. You have
nothing to save you but your
Terylene undies and a big smile
;.\.3EEQ33

spears and even a "familiar" little
chap - he follows you around and
saves you from backstabbing mon
sters. In addition, you can improve
your weapon's strength - increase

s. "Very

fine too," said Mr Hero, gazing in admiration
at the impressive display of weapons, potions
and Tuareg prayer rugs, "but where is the
astronaut's outfit I ordered three weeks ago?"

52 Festive Gardens,

shopkeeper appeared. "Hello" said Mr Hero.
"Good afternoon, sir," said the shopkeeper in
fluent Tuareg, "the usual, I assume?"

its area of effect, for example, and

you get wide angle shots.
If your health is looking a bit
weedy, then you can buy some food,
which restores it a little bit. Buy a
heart and you soon find your energy
back up to full strength. This can be

the friendly neighbourhood 7-11 is
definitely in order.

every time you take a high
dive off a nasty ledge.

EFFECTS

As usual, the Bitmaps have used a

particularly good graphic artist for
•

and you certainly don't have to
wait for the screen to update

These horse-like

Gods

is

a

treat

aurally. The title music is jl

Home for

touches too. You

absolutely brillig. Nation
12 from the Rhythm
King label composed it
specially and it makes a
pleasant change from
your average run-of-themill game tune. In-game

Failed

can see the shade

sound effects are inven

of the sky chang

tive and unobtrusive.

Gods. The Greek backdrops

geezers need a swift

fc are all suitably ancient -

dose of the old

loomy underground,
but bright and airy

electro-axe.

Then they're off
to the Shergar

jn-gamj above. There are
% some

Retirement

Computer
Game

excellent

ing through the win-

Creatures

#•

dows

as

you're

playing, for example.
very handy if you've
just been mugged by eight
aggressive gargoyles.
The monsters you encounter in
the city are either lone fighters or
members of a large squadron. The
lone fighters are usually the most
vicious. In the earlier levels it doesn't

take much to kill the monsters, but
later on you're going to need some
brutal weaponry and a good dose of
jumping skills to get the better of
these chaps.

At the end of each level you
come across a large and very hard
guardian. It takes more than a few

The sprites are par

ticularly attractive. None of
this "three pixels for his head, Roger"
business - you can actually tell what

these guys look like. The hero war
rior you control is large
and very well animated,
although he is prone to
the odd bit of levitation

on platform edges.
Animation

and

scrolling are fast and
smooth.

noticeable

There's

loss

little

Get a bit too cheeky
and you plummet to

your death off a high
ledge. The view on
the way down is
quite nice, though

artificial intelligence.
If you're doing really
badly it drops a
health heart on your
head or makes the
monsters

of

speed when a lot is
happening
on-screen

soft

This is no mindless

VERDICT

It's getting to the point where
you have to look really hard to
find anything wrong with a Bitmap
Brothers game - they consistently
come up with the goods. There are a
couple of slightly annoying features
here - you can't grab a
ladder while you're
falling past it, for in
stance, and occasion
ally you can even float
in mid-air. Then again,
if that's all that's wrong
with the game then it

a

touch. Whatever your
skills, the game caters
for them automatically.
shoot-'em-up - it's a cun
ning combination of plat
forms, puzzles and bloody-minded
aliens. The Bitmaps might be the
Stock, Aitken and Waterman of the
ST world to some, but you'd be nuts
not to love this one.
ANDY HUTCHINSON

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK

INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

can't be all bad.

LONG TERM INTEREST

One of the best
features of Gods is its

OVERALL

92%

hits with the old axe and fireball com

bination to lay waste to this geezer.

Youfind he has some nasty tricks up
his reptilian sleeve, so a swift trip to

BRUSH YOUR TEETH 'N' GARGOYLE EVERY DAY
• *•« » mmimmmmm.mmiKim»mmm*
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• Yep, loads of pottery. Not
really surprising when you
realise you're in a pottery. Walk
to the left and a key drops on
your head (perfect for those less
than sober evenings when you
couldn't find one any other way)
issue 22-MAY-91
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%'EEEB35BBk\Look, I told you not to go strolling
like that on top of Notre Dame. On the night of
the Summer Solstice, anything can happen...

ere, what did I tell you? It's happened, all
right. Those blimmin' gargoyles have come to
life - sounds like a great plot for a game...
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Flames of Freedom, the new blockbuster

from the creators of Midwinter, offers you
total freedom. Freedom of choice, Freedom
of action, Freedom of movement.
Dogfight with opponents over
villages for command of the skies,
or attack ground targets which
serve the enemy's cause.

Night time sequences afford
excellent cover for secret movement

and actions, illuminated by the glare
of your jeep's headlights.

t
The playing area of three million
cubic miles is not restricted solely to
areas above ground. You have full
freedom of movement underwater,

Seek out and destroy enemy

and three types of 'submarine' in

shipping units, condemning them to
a watery grave on the sea bed, from

which to achieve it.

RAMEj <

u-

where the ocean's surface is clearly
Screen shots shown are taken from the Atari

visible above.

ST versions. Actual sceens may vary by
format

TOTAL FREEDOM- FROM RAI

(1,000 miles long X 1,000 miles wide X 15,000 feet high.) +(4,000 characters X 22 modes

A three dimensional environment packed
with action, adventure and strategy.
breaking free is
Entering it is easy
what's hard S

A million square miles of accurately
mapped 3-D terrain, generated by
fractal techniques, and fully light
sourced throughout, provides a
playing arena far superior to even
its predecessor, Midwinter I.

Fly the skies above the forty-one
islands by helicopter, zeppelin,
parachute, rocket pack, or, as seen
here, biplane and balloon, all
offering superb views of the land
and of the other aircraft.

Av\

The sea surface is generated by
constantly moving fractal points,
causing you to bob up and down as
you swim or sail across it.

BIRD MASTERS OF STRATEGY

The enemy have a vast array for
firepower aimed at you, on land, in
the air, and across the sea, and
react quickly and intelligently to
your actions.

Flames of Freedom will be available

shortly for your Commodore Amiga,
Atari ST and IBM PC compatibles.

transprt X 1,000s of buildings) =3,000,000 cubic miles of Action, Adventure and Strategy.

LEISURE

MIRRORSOFT/IMAGEWORKS £24.99

• You're the guardian angel of this nappy-clad
Brat - keep him on the straight and narrow...

ver fancied playing a nutty

E

kid

who

sounds

like

a

rejected Turtle? In Brat, you
get the chance. Nathan, an other
wise cutesy baby, spends his
evenings
in
Bratland,
apparently located in his
toy cupboard.
Bratland is made up of a
convoluted maze of paths
seen

in

isometric

3D

on

screen. The novelty with this
game is that you don't control
Nathan directly
- instead you

world by its vicious inhabitants. As if
this isn't enough, the screen is
scrolling downwards all the time. If
he gets caught at the top of the
screen and there's nowhere to go,
then poor old baby gets pushed
off the edge!
Fortunately
you
have
some nifty gear at your dis
posal. Nathan has 11 pockets
and during his perpetual
. strolling he automatically
picks up objects that
happen to
lie

in

of his invisible

guardian angel.

tant too because

As Nathan walks

through the world, you must place
arrows in his path to direct him

through the current level and make
sure he doesn't come a cropper.
You have to keep your wits
about you - Nathan can stupidly walk
off the pathways and plummet into
an abyss, or even get blown off the

any centuries ago, when
the knights were long and
the ladies were waiting,

people couldn't get enough of fratri
cide. This is the medieval era of

Betrayai - set in a place known as
the West Marches. It is here where

four ruthless princes fight to gain
control of their father's kindgom.
As one of the four brothers, you

without cash you
can't lay down any arrows for Nathan
to follow. Other items help you deal
with the many obstructions - with
dynamite, for instance, you can blow
up rocks.
There are three levels in Brat -

Toytown, Park Land and Moon Base
- and each level has many stages,

your troublesome siblings and even
tually overthrow both the Bishop and
the King, your father.
Because you are a prince, you
have certain assets at your com
mand. When you start the game, you
already own various villages in the
West Marches. In these villages are
three types of subjects of varying
loyalty - craftsmen, farmers and mili-

start of another year in Betrayal, a medieval strategy ga
You have assets to build up your villages, a small army of humans
and trolls, and a number of hard-working townspeople at your
command. Your aim is to gain the Kingdom of the West Marches
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means going back to the start again.

Finish a stage and a stork drops you
some goodies for the next level.

EFFECTS

Brat has beautiful visuals and the

icon system works really well. The
cursor you use to position the items

in Bratland is in the form of a dummy

BRAT'S THE WAY!
• The key to controlling

H^SHHMGX
— Lives- Nathan only

Nathan -the icon display

has three lives. Take

Money - Determines
to what extent you

Wm •£t£I
1EJ9

The STOP sign-

"1 toddler or he's sure to

J&-J L Milk Bottles - Pick

The Triangle-Stops '
the screen scrolling i

good care of the little

•MB 1 end up losing them all!

can lay down arrows
and objects
i-

his

Money and
gems are impor

take the role

but you have only three lives, and
dying without completing a stage

these up and you don't

[85

have to start at the

1 r-M £OP

Stops Nathan himself

1 sM

beginning of a stage

when you die

H

fflYlBHt —Eraser- Erases your

Cursors - The central -J Ik^JiB

guiding symbols in
Nathan's journey
Bridges - You must

use these to bridge

Hi P*^j H
** tJUt?^'* H"

HpfHMHBf

J I

i|f>

MjSWflH

gaps in Nathan's path

on-screen mistakes

Pockets - You have 11
in all to fill with all

sorts of goodies dynamite, weights and
dolls, among others

RAINBIRD £29.99

Betrayal
duce artefacts you can then trade to
provide wealth for the villagers.
Farmers grow crops you can sell or
use to feed the townspeople. The
militia prevent rogue lords overthrow
ing your hold on the village. How well
each group do their job can improve
" "hances of becoming King,
ou can harvest each village
illy, or once every 12 gameEach game-turn is divided into
oon-phases in which you can do
al jobs - harvesting and so on.
're successful, you have money
over from the harvest to pay
taxes. And they're important.
In order to become King, you

depose these two, you need a major
ity of courtiers in at least one Court.

Unfortunately, both the King and the
Bishop demand payment of one tax
unit per courtier every year. If you
fail to pay, a courtier loses his head.
There are plenty of other ways
of making more appropriate friends -

need to have friends at Court. You

• At the King's court, you need

always start off with a certain num

an overall majority before you
can attempt to depose the man
who is, after all, your father!

ber of courtiers who reside with the

King and the Bishop. Before you can

issue 22-MAY-9I
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TANTRUMS IN
TOYTOWN
Guiding little Nathan through the first part of Toytown is far from easy. There are toy cars to avoid,
as well as jack-in-the-boxes and bobbing birds, to
name but a few. The screen is scrolling all the
time, so don't be tempted to guide Nathan out of
the way just to pick up an attractive gem in a culde-sac! It's important to guide him over the many
objects scattered around - this picks them up,
and they help him get past many of the obstacles

When you start out, it's a pretty straight-

later on. On later levels you must negotiate shark
infested rivers, wild pug dogs and slippery slides.

forward task laying out the arrows to guide
Nathan along - but be sure you pick up the

The first stage is child's play by comparison!

goodies on the way or you might regret it...

car. Luckily the traffic lights are working
so you can gauge when it's safe to cross

You've already placed a bridge segment
over a gap in Nathan's path - and there's
that bobbing bird! The Stop signs give you
enough time to help him dash under it

• This is where you're a gonner if you
haven't picked up the weight earlier on in
the game. Only when you put the weight on
the jack-in-the-box can you get past him

• Drop the weight on the platform, blow up
the rock with dynamite and shut the trap!
You're through stage one - and with a
clean nappy too. Brat's a good boy really...

- a nice touch. Nathan is full of char

acter, hitching up his nappy and pol
ishing his Ray Bans (in that order)
when you leave him standing for a

•JJJLJ

bling tune and splatty spot effects
for the most part.
VERDICT

mated touches - the bobbing bird in
level one, for instance. Scrolling is
smooth too. The sound is adequate
without being remarkable - a bur

Brat is a highly polished game with a
unique control system. The attractive
visuals are complemented by frantic
gameplay - especially when Nathan
is nearing the top of the screen and

espionage and assassination are the
quickest ways, but they are very

••*?£•}
('.

moment. There are loads of neat ani

crossing the road and ending up under a

you can't whizz the cursor across the
screen fast enough. It is very difficult
to start with though, and you gradu
ally get the feeling that having to go
back to the start when you lose a life
is detrimental overall. Still, such a
novel game deserves to do well - it
could start off a whole new genre.

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

7

INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

8

86%

DAN GOODLEFF

, chip-based warble introduces
. game, and there are a few
whinnying horse effects and clashing
sounds for the fight sequences.

risky. Still, not only can your enemy

find evidence against you, you can

. That circular Stop sign prevents Nathan

[' '®

also find evidence against an oppo- \ %

nent or force the King to denounce j*" *'

VERDICT

the perpetrator. Everyone, including
your brothers, can indulge in underhand tactics so there are plenty of

P "<>.
' *

opportunities for backstabbing!

appar
apparently drawn

way, you gradually gain
control of the two Courts. Even so,
you get problems at home - trouble-

when cartographers were all
permanently drunk. Towns are in
roughly the regions on the map,

some aristocracy, invasions by your

but the connecting roads are

opponents, crop failure and peasant

often incredibiy difficult to find

revolt. You can be a tyrant if you

,
want and suppress uprisings but
nothing guarantees you success.

The map of West Marches was
in the days

As a concept Betrayal is fine, but it
is let down by poor execution. With
such tacky screens, you tend not
to take the plots to heart - if your
imagination were truly stimulated,
this wouldn't arise.

Betrayal is difficult to play at
first, especially against three ST-

Pi

y

screen, and the progression of the

*Into battle you go, swinging
club, mace and axe in a bid to
s.
defeat your evil brothers' troops
Sibling rivalry at its most ugly!

issue 22-MAY-9I
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look grotesquely out of proportion.
Musically, there's little on offer. A

more results next harvest...

little animation added to the game
does nothing to enhance it. Graphics
are poor, and most of the figures

controlled adversaries. It's more fun

NEIL JACK'

• Your villages may not be me
loveliest of places, but at least
they're yours. As you trot north
wards by the stocks, you can't
help wondering if a bit of ironhanded tyranny might get a few

H game is easy to follow. Even so, the

inflict yet more hardship on <
ailing villagers or do you risk
having one of your vulnerable
courtiers killed by the King?

with a group of human players, but
then the continuity of the game
breaks down because you have to
take it in turns to play. Betrayal
would make a great board game, but
sadly it isn't as strong on the ST

EFFECTS

Betrayal is primarily a strategy
game, and as such, it's a good one.
Information is clearly presented on

• Taxing decisions! Do

SOUNDTRACK

INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL
ST FOR

76%
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The

killing cloud
When there's fog up to the rooftops and chaos on the streets, what do you do?
Neil Jackson certainly doesn't blubber - he takes his police jetbike for a spin
Something strange has hap
pened to San Francisco.
Okay, so the place was
pretty strange anyway, but now it's
even stranger. A massive cloud of
toxic gas has rolled in from across
the Bay and settled over the city. It's

you can plan
your attack.
Your sarge also
tells you about the city's

several hundred feet thick and there

detailed info on the sus

is no easy way of avoiding it. Those

pect you're attempting to
catch. After your research

who survive steal from the dead to

landmarks

(for

navi

gational purposes), as
well as giving you

—5. airtight
"jF*

-

don't

suit
leave

home without it - or
a reserve fuel tank.

On Day One, you're
hunting for one of
several robots that are

spying on the police and
reporting back to the
Angels gang. None of them

keep themselves alive.
In the aftermath, law and order

must be restored - especially when
people realise the cloud isn't going

"A game which
involvesyou at every

A decimated

the

through the tops of the clouds, their
bases concealed beneath thick gas.

police

basic mission details - where to find

enemy,

Your first action should be to

• You're taking a breather in between all the hectic 3D action in The
Killing Cloud. Good money, plenty of toys... it's a gas really, innit?

you move to the Armoury, where an
odd-looking coffee machine doubles

best place for

as an armament vendor. From here

backup and what's happening on the

you can select machine gun and

city streets. Using this information,

cannon ammo in various sizes, an

• Under the cloud, things are gloomy and
eerie. Down on the street are the nets you

placed earlier, but first you're going to have
to manoeuvre the bike into a pickup position

74
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remote-controlled

uninviting. Huge skyscrapers poke

force face a growing band of villains
known as the Black Angels. Some
body has to stop them, or at least
try. The San Francisco Police Depart
ment is made for gung-ho, give-it-ago nutters like you.
You start in the briefing room,
where your sarge points out the

the

and

pickup pods which home in on the
netted target. It's best to place about
three pods in the middle of a street,
so you can safely pick them up.
PUPs are best deployed in short culde-sacs under cover of buildings, or
the Angels may destroy them.
Once you're behind the controls,
the Bay area looks strange and

of theplaying area
are stunning"

racyplot"
dissipate.

detonation

"The size and detail

twist and turn in its

to

nets and pickup pods (PUPs) at your
disposal - the crimefighter's primary
weapons. These are homing missiles
which throw out huge wire nets on

is armed, so it should be like taking
candy from a baby - that's what you
think. They're no pushover.
Capturing droids (or any other
suspects) requires you to use the

• Landmarks are often the only clue you
have as to your whereabouts. This is one
place you hope not to be visiting in anything
other than a professional capacity

pick up the nets because you can't
catch anything without them. As you
fly in for the scoop, Black Angels
may hassle you in stolen jetbikes.
Arm your cannon or machine gun
and pray it doesn't jam. It normally
clears itself quickly but this isn't very
helpful when you're under pressure.
Your enemy attacker appears on
your Heads Up Display, along with
two reticles - one square and one

• Hit the deck! Refuelling is a dangerous
operation when you're under fire from the
Black Angels. Why, oh why didn't you top up
earlier? They were giving tokens away too...

issue 22-MAY-91
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HAULING IN Y O U R S U S P E C T
buildings, over hilltops or out of your line of sight.
Find a good straight road and follow the suspect.

To get your man you've got to be smart. The net
missiles tell you if they've locked onto the target.
Stay with the enemy until the last moment you're unlikely to hit targets that move behind

and go and arrest him on foot. This summons the
PUP, which takes the suspect back to the Station

The missile chases and bursts over the top, stop

House. You should follow it, however, and make

ping him with the net. Park your jetbike nearby

sure it doesn't get waylaid before it gets there.

• Success! With a resounding

• "I'm sorry, sir, flicking your

thud, your net missile bursts

dog-end out of the passenger

- er, I mean brought in for some
questioning and a nice cup of

over the criminal's vehicle and

window does not constitute a

begins unfolding. All you need

signal. I'm afraid I'm going to

• Somewhere in this picture are
a policeman, a criminal, a
lawyer and a small hamster
called Gwyneth. Can you tell

tea. You're not from the Police

to do now is land your jetbike

have to be unreasonable and

who's who? Answers on a post

Commission by any chance?

and arrest the villain!

extremely patronising, sir..."

card to Amnesty International

ck on! This perp has just
onds left before he's wasted

round. The square reticle is the
target indicator and shows you what
you're trying to kill. The round one,

pect and you receive a mission code
to get you through to the next level -

(available only on the first mission)
provides a glimpse of the
city without clouds - the

on the other hand, acts as a Lead

and more trouble on the streets.

size and detail of the

Calculator. It uses the enemy's
speed and direction to works out the
best place to aim your weapons. Aim
for the circle, guys!
After disposing of the heavies,

names and clues. Get another sus

EFFECTS

Excellent 3D vector graphics make
The Killing Cloud an exciting and
atmospheric game. The tourist view

together. There are also a variety of
clear, crisp crashes, thuds,
whines
and
mumbles.
Well-themed and well

mixed, the sound
complements the
game perfectly.

playing area are
stunning. Other
wise, the game is
as fast and

detailed

as
VERDICT

as you

you must deal with the chief suspect

like.

are

The Killing Cloud is

himself. Once back at the base, you
can interrogate him and bargain for

three settings to
choose
from,

one of those rare

There

crease in the up
dating speed of • This man is a member of the
Black Angel gang. Don't attempt
the display.

pieces of work
that show signs of
craftsmanship - a
tradition
thought
long dead in the

The front end to arrest him without taking

software business.

each with an in

r]
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• With the roads to

J5RN FRRNCISCOJ

^^-^fZ/i
• San Francisco, vice capital of America,
features the very best in sweaty, smoke-filled
rooms full of rednecks in leather

yourself there are
plenty of parking
spaces for your
remote weapons

systems. Besides,
you're the guy who
hands out the darn

tickets anyway!

graphics in The precautions and never take any Cynicism aside, it
of the sweets he offers. Don't go
does have loads of
Killing Cloud are
for a ride in his car either
attractive features:
Cyberpunk
in
dark and moody graphics, a strong
quality and fit beautifully with the
plot which fits the game's style like a
future-darkworld concept. Even so,
some of the mouse-response times
and menu-to-menu connecting routes
could be improved.
There is an interesting sampled
start tune which is neatly put

MORE BOVVER THAN A HOVER
To deal successfully with the enemy, you're kitted out with the latest technology, a jetbike - a sort of futuristic cross
between a bike and a plane. When you turn the engines on, the bike rises up with a suitable whine and then switches
to hover mode. Moving the mouse from side to side turns the bike's nose, while moving it backwards or forwards
increases or decreases the bike's altitude. The Spacebar is your brake - an oft-needed device, which can save your
life, especially when you're about to collide with a massive skyscraper hidden behind a veil of cloud.

"TheKilling Cloud is
a rare piece of work
that shows signs of
craftsmanship"

glove, as well as a good mixture of
excellent sound effects.
But these facts don't make a

good game on their own. In The
Killing Cloud, fine graphics, sound
and gameplay combine to provide a
game which takes a long time to
complete, but which also involves
you in every twist and turn of its racy
plot. Almost every cloud has a silver
lining-this one's gold.
NEIL JACKSON

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK

INTELLIGENCE

/

INSTANT APPEAL
angar is a

business. Time to reflect on positive

.oughts for today - like, "I am going to die"
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LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

8

93%
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HE'S IN TOWN WITH A FEW DAYS TO KILL
AVAILABLE ON:

AMIGA, ATARI ST, COMMODORE 64/128,
SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD CPC, IBM PC & COMPATIBLES
TM &© 1990,1991 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.
IMAGE WORKS, Irwin House, 118 Southwark Street London SE1 OSW. Tel: 071-928 1454 Fax:071-583 3494.
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' hat the hell does it mean,

w

TWO OF YOU

then? Actually it doesn't
matter what SWIV is sup

TAKE 'EM ON!

posed to stand for. All you need to
know is that there's plenty of killing
to be done and it's up to you to do it.
SWIV is a vertically-scrolling
shoot-'em-up - a cross between Silk

,*.*•

s

worm and Xenon. A helicopter and

jeep team battle it out against an
endless stream of aggressive enemy
fire. You can take control of either

vehicle, or you and another player
can both play simultaneously.
Each mode of transport has its

pros and cons. The chopper has free

• You're just start:
ting out <

U
•'.M-i'."-''./.^'^-'^';;-'.'^'
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run of the screen, but has faster
high-flying vehicles to contend with.

The jeep on the other hand is highly
manoeuvrable and can easily avoid
any slow-moving ground vehicles that
challenge it. Unfortunately, it has to

HBBIE- '•• WMi

manoeuvre around the surrounding
scenery - if it gets trapped behind

the following ones slow to a halt. That's Newtonian Physics for you

something then you can lose a life.
Although the two vehicles can
collide only with things on their level

,:..,.,i. /. •.•;{>..

• A train occasionally crosses the screen in this vertically-scrolling
shoot-'em-up. You can shoot away carriages for bonus points - and

if you destroy a middle carriage, the ones in front speed on, while

SWIV
STORM £24.99

together quite well, and while SWIV

you progress, even though it

away the on-screen targets as they
appear. The sprites move around
quickly and are effectively drawn with
warlike green-brown colouring. How

better when there are two of you.
Double the players and you more
than double your blasting fun.

• It may all be on one level but
the scenery does change as
looks barren most of the time.

ever this does tend to look a bit

These superguns are pretty
mean, especially when they're
combined with yet another
deadly mid-level nasty...

dingy at times.

(ground or air), the same is not true
of missiles. If any ballistics come
your way then you're dead, wherever
you are on the screen.

ticularly inspiring on the whole.

It's frantic arcade action all the

way. Hold down the Fire button and
you unleash a stream of megadeath
from your cannons - no need for
auto-fire joysticks in this game. The
helicopter always shoots directly for
wards, while the jeep shoots in the
direction it's facing. Holding down
the Fire button causes the jeep to
carry on shooting in that direction,
even when you change your bearing.

Sound is pretty much what you'd
expect: plenty of bangs and explo

isn't the state-of-the-art in computer

gaming, fans of a quick blast are
going to have heaps of fun. It's even

Ytlli rnmimijltitiiiTTtmn'jfmfr
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ADAM WARING

sions and not much else. It isn't par

iflWJ
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SOUNDTRACK
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SWIV certainly isn't the most original
game ever to be conceived for the

INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL

ST - it "borrows" ideas from many

LONG TERM INTEREST

other similar kinds of games. Even
so, these ideas are combined

OVERALL

78%

It's getting serious
you approach the railway and
the enemy guns are blaxing

•nm

One unusual feature of SWIV is

the lack of end-of-level guardians.
This is because there aren't any
levels in the first place. There's only
one level in the game, albeit an
extremely long one. Storm use a

very clever system whereby sections
of the game are loaded up as you go
along. It does mean you can't rest
in between

levels

to

wipe your

sweaty palms, though.
EFFECTS

The scrolling is slow and smooth,
giving you time enough to shoot
issue 22-MAY-91
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• When taking on an entire army, it's best to have some backup. In SWIV you can call in another player
to take on the enemy side by side. What heroics! They don't stand a chance against the both of you
ST FORMAT
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Favourite Game Genre Num

ber Three: the beat-'em-up.
People never tire of kicking
the hell out of some poor pixel per
son, so if you like that kind of thing,
Battlebound is bound to appeal to

you. However, it isn't exactly a stan
dard beat-'em-up because there's no
actual physical fighting.
It's a basic horizontally-scrolling
kill-monsters-and-collect-the-tokens

game. You take on the role of some

geezer called Calumn and your job is
to work through three different lev
els: the Graveyard of the Beast, the
Bridge of Fire and the Temple of

•- •

("•"..'"'- - ,,

• Even the flora is unfriendly.

This innocent looking plant spits
out pod-like missiles at regular
intervals. You can't damage the
growth itself, but fortunately the
missiles are quite easy to dodge,
so you're not in any great danger

• The end of Level One brings
you face to snout with this very
strange beastie - it's the thing
that actually lays those slugs
you've been kicking relentlessly.
Try throwing an axe at it and the
axe literally bounces back!

• It never rains when it can pour
- rocks, that is. Either some

nasty person is chucking granite
at your head or something has
gone seriously wrong with the
weather patterns. Try not to get
bashed by them anyway

SEERRA ON-LENE £24.95

Battlel

in J

cally, it's no Wrath of the Demon but
it's adequate. Sound is functional.

someone else playing it wouldn't
exactly make you want to rush out

inevitable adversaries who seem to

VERDICT

and buy a copy. But once you get
seriously involved with the gameplay,

have nothing better to do than try
to kill you. You start off with only a

Battleboundis an odd little game. It's
nothing to look at, and watchin

Pain. Your ultimate aim is to defeat

the head nasty, the Golem.
Along the way you encounter the

it has a strange kind of addictiveness. You almost feel ashamed of

simple axe to defend yourself. Col
lectable
tokens
provide extra
weapons which you can then add to
your initially meagre arsenal. Reach
the end of a level and you must face
the obligatory huge monster and kill
it before you can go on. That's all
there is to it.

enjoying such a simple and primitivelooking game. But it is enjoyable,
and after all - despite the emphasis
sometimes placed on the quality of
graphics and sound - playability and
gameplay are what really count.
In fact, you're probably going to
spend longer trying to beat this than
something like Wrath of the Demon
or Shadow of the Beast, because
unlike those games it's not impossi
bly difficult to get through. Battlebound is ideal for whiling away those
spare half-hours when you've nothing

better to do - just make sure you
EFFECTS

don't tell anyone.

The graphics aren't going to make
you gasp. They look somewhat like
the old 8-bit graphics where a black
dithering effect was used for shading

ED RICKETTS

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK

because of the lack of colours. The

parallax scrolling works fine though,

INTELLIGENCE

and there are some nice touches -

INSTANT APPEAL

droplets of blood flying off when
something is hit, for example. Back
grounds are well drawn too. Graphi

• "Calumn's the name, and wiping evil, twisted monstrosities off the
face of the earth in horizontally-scrolling beat-'em-ups is my game. I'd
give you a business card, but the job description doesn't fit on it..."

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

8

72%

BLOOD, DEATH, HORROR, DEVASTATION... AND SLUGS
As you wend your tortuous and difficult way
towards the Golem, you'll be pleased to hear, you

sarcasm to aid you. Kicking the disgusting green
slug-things several times makes them spew forth

the token has on you - the green renders you
temporarily invulnerable, the yellow gains you an

do have more than your bare hands and biting

a token, the colour of which determines the effect

extra life. There are many others to collect too

ollecting the
.hie tokens

enables you to
i
-'

access the icons
at the bottom of

^•

the screen. More

tokens means

'.

icons give you:
greater jumping

|" ability, a plasma

rmm\
020430!

i

W\:
ffcjil * body shield and
T1
CT
ijRJ '''fefjf.
" instant death for
-2~-'
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bolt, fireballs, a

other creatures

jB '.11
ml'-'

• Pi
kill)
teitlii

havi.._
havhi,
four
times, simply
let rip with a
four times,
simply le

fireball and they're history
h

1 impressive weapon. A

.iuge stream of energy flows
forth from your hand and kills
any nomad who strays into it
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£29.99
£29.99

Atari ST (T megabyte only)

IMMACULATE

£34.99

IBM PC (VGA, MCGA, Tandy, EGA)
Amiga (1 megabyte only)

Available on:

and CMS sound boards

* PC version supports Roland MT-32, Covox, Adlib

* Hundreds of hours of play-time

and cities

* Zoom from map level down to individual towns

* 16 screen scrolling map of Arthurian Britain

* Powerfully orchestrated sound-track

* More than 2.5 megabytes of dazzling graphics

features:

you go.

and bandits improving their abilities and skills as

Interact with peasants, warriors, maidens, nobles

of Camelot are yours to befriend and command.

Knights and lords, wizards and clerics of the court

and ruins of Medieval England.

mountains and rivers, villages and cities, castles

combat simulation set in a richly detailed world of

A blend of fantasy role-playing, adventure and

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

THIRD COAST

Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577

TECHNOLOGIES

I

INTERNATIONAL +44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives
Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast

have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has
been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you
have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free
set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent

ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,
partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with
a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.
The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard
disk drives.

STE Compatible
Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems
such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

Third CoastTechnologies.

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 mill!auto park

£349.99

can take advantage of any bare hard drive
mechanism you may have. We offer complete

53M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milliauto park

£429.99

65M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milliauto park

£499.99

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milliauto park

£529.99

both of which include all cables, software and

106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park

£599.99

155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device

£599.99

DIY Kit Pricing

155M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive

£899.99

ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock

32M/Byte Supra hard drive

£349.99

50M/Byte Supra hard drive Quantum 10 milli sees.

£429.99

Third Coast also provide kits so you

manuals to get you started.

£74.99
£99.99

Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

£99.99

65M/Byte Supra hard drive

£479.99

Complete Kit ready for SCSI drive

£199.99

85M/Byte Supra hard drive

£529.99

Complete Kit ready for ST506 drive
ICD Internal mega drive kits

£299.99
£74.99

106M/Byte Supra hard drive

£599.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Mega file 20/
30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

Call for more details on Supra hard drive

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
warranty and free twelve months telephone support

Other Products

Internal &ExternalFloppy Drives

Z-Keys PC Keyboard Interface

All floppy drives include free software utilities
-

,

Happy Discovery Cartridge
£149.99 The ultimate backup Device £149.99

NO CASE

Jas^y

MODIFICATION

Z-Keys is the IBM-PC/IT keyboard interface requires no soldering
and no software. Does not tie up any extra ports. Both mouse,
ST keyboard and PC keyboard active at the same time.

NO CASE
MODIFICATION

Complete with installation manual. Order today only £35

Virus Protector

1MB internal replacement offers extended track count
up to 84 tracks fully software compatible; supplied with full
fitting instructions. External drives have built in PSU.
1MB internal 80 track £49.99
1MB external 80 track £59.99

Hardware virus protector
offers total protection against

1MB internal 84 track £69.99
1MB external 84 track £69.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector

all link virus and boot block

NO CASE
MODIFICATION

virus. Plugs into disk drive
Port supplied with manual &

vims killer onlVC9"-

Backups all Atari software as well as all Amiga and PC.
Requires no external floppy drive to run. Software updates
available every week. Over 200 backup routines included
with the cartridge. Floppy to file transfer allows programs to
be modified etc. Comes supplied with analyser software so
that you can find the protection on the disk. Uses custom

hart chip. Buy the Happy Discovery cartridge and you will
never need another back up.
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

LEISURE

Racing games fall into one of
two categories - those that
aim to simulate reality and
those that are designed more for fun
than authenticity. The Duel: Test
Drive 2 is one of the latter.

The Duel offers you two top
class cars in which to race across

six different landscapes, either trying
to better your own time or compet

ing against an opponent controlled
by your ST. Control is by joystick,
which might sound awkward but
actually works quite well.
You start with five lives and lose

one every time you crash or gain a

penalty. Once all your lives have

ACCOLADE £29.99

The Duel:
Test Drive 2
gone, it's the end of the game.
Luckily the skill level is adjustable on

PETROL, GAS, JUICE OR TEA?

a scale from one to twelve, with the
lower four levels using an automatic
gear shift.
EFFECTS

ii.'3fe?-(jaS*A

The effects are good on the whole.
Scrolling isn't as smooth as, say,
Team Suzuki, but everything moves

•

The Duel: Test Drive 2 enables

you to burn rubber with an STcontrolled opponent or simply
race against the clock. The
clock's top speed is 200 mph,

however, so the ST is probably
going to prove easier to beat

convincingly enough. Graphics are
nicely detailed, with each vehicle
having a completely individual look.
The dashboard is convincingly drawn
as well. And bliss! There are some

decent audio effects. Real engine

revving during the race (sounds as if
it's sampled), funky music and some

Petrol is very important in
The Duel. When you see the

sign to the right of the picture,
be prepared to stop very soon
and fill up. Miss it and you're
likely to lose a leg, a life and
your self respect, in that order

speech. Indeed, the sound is a major
factor in the game's authenticity and
adds immensely to the atmosphere.

• There are no huge Esso
stations complete with shop,
restaurant and play area for
children along this route. Get
yer gas, grab a bite to eat and
you're off again before you can
say, "have a nice day!"

car disks available, you needn't get
bored either. Forget the "serious"
racing sims and buy this one - ifs
the best (and cleanest) fun you can
have on four wheels.

VERDICT

Ifs strange, really. Team Suzuki is a
realistic

simulation

that

reeks

ED R1CKETTS

of

authenticity - and ifs as boring as
hell after three or four races. The

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK

• Once the fuzz are on your tail,

• This happy young couple were

Duel doesn't pretend to be realistic

you can either try to outrun them
or give in and get a speeding

enjoying a peaceful ride in the

and yet is great fun to play. Little
touches like the police and petrol

INTELLIGENCE

stations mean there's always some

LONG TERM INTEREST

thing to keep you on your toes - and
with a range of extra scenery and

OVERALL

ticket - which takes up precious
time. Actually running a cop over
is not a good idea and results in
instant termination of the game

country in their family camper
van - until you came along and
ended their day in blood, horror,
devastation and possibly death.
Oops! Talk about termination!

INSTANT APPEAL
8

81%

CONFUSED, SIR? WONDERING ABOUT A QUALITY
Radar detector - this nifty
device normally blinks

Rear view mirror - more

useful on higher levels to
keep an eye out for your
opponent - and policemen

green. As soon as it
flashes red and beeps,
slow down - there's a

state trooper ahead and
he's not about to teach

you the Green Cross Code
Speedometer - in the
European cars this is
marked in kph. This is

Position indicator - this

shows your position as
you progress - a yellow
dot for you, white for
your opponent and the
policeman in blue

unfortunate because it

can be a little bit difficult

converting to mph when
you're desperately trying
to round a corner at what

might be too high a speed
Tachometer - push the
needle into the red area

and you run a serious risk
of blowing your engine to
kingdom come. And if you
see smoke in the rear

view mirror - stop!

issue 22-MAY-91

Gear shift - normally only

• The Duel has a few more indicators than most racing sims, but they

serve a useful purpose and don't distract you too much as you're driving

appears briefly when you
change gear, but can be
displayed permanently
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NEW YEAR
PRICE BLITZ
Yes folks we aim to begin the New
Year as ever offering the best quality
products at the best possible price.
FIRST CLASS SERVICE

mouse

£4.75
£12.95

£2.95
£2.95

£59.95
£29.95

Amiga Naksha replacement

disk drive

Universal printer stands ...£6.95
Amiga slimline

head cleaner

3.5 disk drive

Deluxe mouse mats

stands

Tilt 'n' Turn monitor

5 FOR ONLY

100 Capacity Lockable
Storage box
£7.95
10 Capacity library cases

ACCESSORIES

BRILLIANT PRICES

SUPERB QUALITY •
•

COLOURED
3.5" DSDD DISKS
These diskettes are very useful for
colour coding files, programs, etc.,
etc., or allocating colours to people.
By popular demand we
re-introduce them.
£17.99

25 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
storage box

£34.99

50 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
storage box

75 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe
£49.99

£59.99

100 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe

storage box

storage box

Supplied in packs of five colours i.e.
red, green, yellow etc.

3.5" DSDD MAGIC MEDIA

SONY IH

Disk Offer

1

\

35 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£21.95
50 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£29.95
75 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£38.95
100 DSDD 3.5 Plus our Deluxe Lockable Storage Box
£42.95
150 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 of our Deluxe Lockable Storage Boxes..£62.95
200 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 of our Deluxe Lockable Storage Boxes...£69.95
300 DSDD 3.5 Plus 3, Deluxe Lockable Storage Boxes
£99.95

ft

r

100 Genuine DSDD
SONY DISKS

ONLY

plus 100 capacity box

£47.99

•\

BULK BUYERS RING FOR BRILLIANT PRICES

Magic Media: our own brand of
100% certified product.

Unquestionable quality unconditionally

•

guaranteed. You cannot buy better

BULK BUYERS

We cater for every need and for all you BULK BUYERS our
massive buying power enables us to offer unbeatable prices.

We are confident that we will be able to give you the best price
in the UK. Ring for details.

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN

ON GENUINE CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

BANX STACKABLE
BOXES

By overwhelming demand we are now able to offer
80 diskettes.

4-7 £7.95

8-10 P.O.A.

the amazing stackable BANX boxes again. They
lock together horizontally or vertically and hold up to

1-3 only £8.95

We also stock a full range of 5.25" diskettes and high den
sity in both formats. As ever we offer the best possible
product at the best prices possible. Please ring for details.

•D. OFFICE SUPPLIES

18 CRESCENT WAY, ORPINGTON, KENT BR6 9LS

TELESALES HOTLINES 0689 861400

REMEMBER - THE PRICE YOU SEE
IS THE PRICE YOU PAY

Education and Government orders welcome

ROLE-PLAYING roundup
J^L.

characters
Populous

£24.99

STF: 95%

Electronic Arts
« 0753 49442
• Fancy playing the greatest role of all
time? Then play God in Populous. The
greater your population, the more power
you can use to terraform land to your own
advantage. But it's not all one-sided - your
opposition has similar abilities. You can
even play a friend via modem. Eight land
types and thousands of worlds to explore

Pat Standish gives you the lowdown on the top
ten role-playing games that deserve a place on
any self-respecting game-player^s shelf

Dragons Breath £29.99
Dungeon Master £24.99
Mirrorsoft

STF: 95%

o 081 928 1454

• When arcade adventure and RPG met in

this Mirrorsoft classic, most of the 16-bit
world stopped revolving. Even sleep held
no escape - many players reported solving
problems in their dreams. Then Chaos
Strikes Back appeared... A 3D adventure
in the classic mould with beautiful visuals

STF: 92%

Palace
« 071 837 7032
• In Dragons Breath you must incubate
and hatch dragons, enhance their powers
and conquer the world. In play it's a
strategy game, in concept an RPG. It
develops into a very exciting game when
your dragons try to prevail against two
opponents. Up to three can play at once,
using magic and strategy to establish

Space Quest 3

£39.99

STF: 83%

Sierra On-Line
« 0734 303322
• Implausible but ultimately logical and
humorous puzzles. As with other Sierra
games, you control your character with a
blend of typing and manipulating which
can take some getting used to. Kids seem
particularly good at solving the puzzles
even when they're too young to spell!

victory. Weird, haunting and fascinating
to play - and worth persevering with

**e'ease«f
S«"*irrier
*987

°"erribe|.
J990

Captive
Mindscape

i

£24.99
STF: 93%
a 0444 831545

• When Dungeon Master first came out,
several games tried to emulate it, but
none came even close until Captive
arrived. Captive's puzzles mainly involve
running like hell for safety when opening
secret doors. Mindboggling in scale, with

Sim City

£29.99

STF;

*• 071 738 8199

• Pretending to be mayor of a city can be
great fun. With a choice of creating your
own cities and playing pre-set scenarios,
the scope for experimentation is vast. You
can even edit the terrain. This isn't a

game to win, it's a game to experience...
issue 22-MAY-91

£24.99

Mindscape

^ 0444 831545

STF; 80%

• Shadowgate was one of the earliest

Leisure Suit Larry 2 £39.99 STF: 85%
Sierra On-Line
w 0734 303322
• You can't help laughing at Larry's antics
as he searches for the love of his life. He

manages to extricate himself from embar
rassing situations with such panache that
he creates a hilarious game. Great fun

masses of different levels and monsters

Infogrames

Shadowgate

Ultima 4

£24.99

Mindscape

« 0444 831545

graphic adventures. Instead of typing in
"examine X," you simply click on an
object on the screen for a description. If
you fancy picking it up, just drag it across
to the inventory screen. Anything useful is
highlighted in blue when selected, so no
more "That's just scenery" or "You can't
see that" messages. A great game too

STF: 85%

• Don't be put off by the 8-bit graphics,
Ultima 4 is far closer to the true RPG style
than anything else - valuable memory is
used for gameplay rather than presen
tation. You need patience to get started,
but once immersed you won't want to stop

Drakkhen

Infogrames

£29.99

STF: 79%

» 071 738 8199

• A vast scrolling 3D landscape, monsters
to fight or placate, puzzles to solve - what

more could you want? All that detracts
from this real time game is rigid character
selection and the odd illogical puzzle

ST FORMAT 83

LEISURE extra

Screenplayexfra
To know yourself you needto reach inside and come to terms with your
existence on an etherealplane. Failing that, check
out the next threepages, where
the FORMAT crew do very
little soul searching but a lot
ofreviews ofthe late and
the not-so-great games
•

"Oh

you great
obelisk-like

Driller rig.
We have come

and brought you
a hallowed offering
of some premium grade
WD-40. Please accept this offering, we
humbly beseech you, in the name of the
lord high rotary tool, Blackus Deckericus"

DRILLER
Kixx - £7.99

All is not well on the moon Mitral. It seems that

a vast amount of gas has built up under the sur
face of the planet and there's no gas company
around to make the most of the bonanza. What's

more, a whopping great meteor is on a collision
course with the moon. If the meteor hits, then
there's going to be one of the biggest bangs
since Krakatoa decided to end it all.

In Driller you must get all the gas out from
under the moon's surface by placing drilling rigs
over each of the 18 sectors of Mitral. Your craft

THE ST FORMAT

SPRING LIST
Ten games to make spring ravishing fun

1. Supremacy- Melbourne House
2. Powermonger- Electronic Arts
3. Killing Cloud- Mirrorsoft
4. Deuteros - Activision
5. Defender 2 - Arc

is an excavation probe and it can perform some
nifty acrobatic manoeuvres. This is just as well

6. Sim City- Infogrammes

because there are some serious obstacles in

8. Super Gridrunner- Action Sixteen

your path. The moon's own laser defences are
the main problem. Your probe comes fitted with
a laser, so it shouldn't be a problem to keep

9. Pang - Ocean
10. Gods - Renegade

7. Kick Off 2-Anco

yourself and your craft in one piece. If you do
get hit then your shield should take the brunt of

the blast, although its strength is limited.
Driller is a Freescape game - a solid 3D
game world, where you have to work your way
round, over, through, into and behind the build-

a ID? 3'JU'J'J'JfJ
m& UU02EJEJU
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ings within. The screen update of these graphics
is extremely quick and there's a wonderfully fluid
feeling of real momentum. Gameplay is fast and
furious and there's always a fresh surprise wait
ing for you around the corner. Sound is excellent
too, with some very clear samples that leave
you in no doubt when you've hit something or if
you're under attack. At eight quid this game rep
resents ravishing value for money. Check it out.

STF Rating -91%

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
Mastertronic - £7.99

Nope, not a game of acrobats, lion tamers,
clowns and outrageous prices, but a motor rac
ing game. Apparently it should have been called
Continental Circuit but the title was mistrans

lated. Continental Circus is all about qualifying in
races - along with 100 other aspiring drivers in order to win a Formula One racing car.
Your car is capable of travelling at about
400kph - something not even a Formula One
car can do. The idea is to compete on eight dif

ferent circuits and on each one you must beat a
qualifying position in order to proceed onto the

next. Complete all eight and you get your very
own scrummy Formula One death-mobile.

You have four credits (or lives), so if you
blow up a car you can start the race from the
• All right, Lenny, I know I'm ranked 99th, but hey, I thought we were going to the Con
tinental Circus. I blame these tyres. I told you not to nick them from the Brazilians...
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beginning. If the crash isn't too serious you
have the opportunity to nip into the pits and get
issue 22-MAY-91

LEISURE extra

your crew to do a quick refit. While you're in the
pits the clock doesn't count down, but you do
lose time because you have to accelerate up to
top speed again if you're to catch up.
Graphically, Continental Circus is reminis
cent of Super Monaco GP, although the game
play is more like that of Outrun. The scrolling is

• Sorry, madam, I
don't care if you
are Elvira, the
over-endowed

vampette. I'm
still going to have
to tear up your

smooth but the animation is simplistic. Don't

Transylvanian,
Express card

expect a realistic simulation in this one - the

(member since

emphasis here is on over-the-top action. Aurally
there are some nice touches, though - the

1307)

other cars make a nice vroooom sound as they
scream past you, for instance.
Continental Circus is twee. It's remarkably

you're in search of.
The game is entirely

like Outrun in terms of joystick skills, so if you
like that game you're going to enjoy this. If you
want a simulation, though, buy something else.
Ifyou want cheese, go to a cheese shop.

pick up or drop some
thing you simply pull

STF Rating - 60%
ELVIRA
Accolade - £29.99

Fantasy adventures - what would we do without
them? Play shoot-'em-ups, I suppose. Elvira is an
adventurous romp through a medieval land. You
are a hapless chap hired by Elvira to open a
chest for her and defeat 999 creatures from

somewhere called the Seventh Dimension (must

be somewhere near Slough).
The game starts with Elvira hiring you, ATeam style, to do the job. She then gives you
some potions and a teeny-weeny dagger and off
you trot in search of, well, in search of whatever

[ PAUSE I
I SflUE ]

icon

controlled.

To

[RESTORE!

hi mj.MmwzM*

it out of the screen

into your inventory
display. Fortunately,
you can
examine
items both on screen and in your inventory.
The graphics in Elvira are excellent. Consid
erable time has been spent getting the right
gloomy look to the castle and the surrounding
countryside. When you snuff it, a suitably grim
picture appears with your eyes or head missing
- depending on the way you died. A great deal
of use is also made of Elvira's large cleavage,
which appears at every possible moment,
wobbling about like so much blancmange.
The fight sequences are a case of either
blocking, parrying, thrusting or hacking. Make
the wrong choice and an unhealthy spurt of
blood comes out of your midriff (as in Alien).
The main problem is finding ways of fighting the

i
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various nasty creatures which people Castle
Imelda. If you want to avoid dying too often, use
the handy save game option.
Elvira is a giggle. Even so, be warned that
some of the graphics are distinctly gory - not
really suitable for a younger audience. Another
problem is the length of time the game requires
for disk accessing - even on a hard drive it
takes a good few seconds to update the
screen. This makes swift movement impossible.
Overall, then, Elvira is an excellent adventure

marred by some annoying glitches.

STF Rating - 80%

THE ANCIENT SPORT OF ST GAMING
Oxford Softworks - £24.95 Each

BACKGAMMON ROY ALE
Backgammon is one of those games that you
only see around your grandparents' house, sat
on top of the radiogram and cunningly placed
next to the Punch annual of 1934. Its secrets

remain impenetrable to most of us, but some
one somewhere keeps saying Backgammon is
terribly good fun.
The idea of the game is to get all 15 of your
pieces into the inner table on your side of the

board (he said, reading the manual). You can
play either a human opponent or one of the ST-

generated characters. Obviously the further
you get, the harder it becomes to beat your
machine's blackgammoning entourage.
To move one of your pieces, you simply
drag it to a new position. The ST or your oppo
nent then makes a move. If you find yourself in
a losing position, you can swap sides or take a
move back. There is also a save game option.
You can even modify dice values - and this
comes in very handy for betting.
There are some nice touches in Backgam
mon Royale. The stills of the computer oppo
nents are drawn effectively and there is a
commentary above these that adds a human
touch to the gameplay. While this game isn't
likely to leap up the charts, it could prove to be
fun if you're into something a bit more thought
ful than alien-clobbering.

STF Rating - 70%
GO
• "Backgammon Royale? Humbug,
looks like tiddlywinks to me" Ah well,
at least you could stick it on to impress
the grandparents who don't understand
all this newfangled technology - like
traffic lights, electricity and so on...

Phew, here's a really old game. Go is thought
to have originated over 4,000 years ago, so it's
about time it came out on the ST (as Confucius,
the well known Go addict, might have said).
The board is made up of a grid with 361
intersections. The idea is to capture as much of
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• Hmm... is someone pulling a fast one
on me here? This ancient game of Go
looks a hell of a lot like Solitaire - or am

I confusing it with Mouse Trap?
the board as possible by enclosing sections
with your counters. If you surround your oppo
nent's pieces they change to your colour. The

game is over when both players agree they
can't expand their territory any more. Points
are scored depending on the number of points
enclosed and prisoners captured.
All the elements of the real game are

included - liberties, illegal suicides, eyes, false
eyes (no, really) and live groups are all there.

You can also save games and load them up
later, give hints and swap sides. The program
can even play against itself. Go is surprisingly
good fun. It's a very simple format, but then
chess doesn't look massively complicated to

WHERE DID IT COME FROM, THEN?

the untrained eye. Gameplay is fast and the

People have been playing Backgammon for thousands of years - the evidence suggests that
the Egyptians, the Greeks and the Romans all enjoyed the game. It originated in the Orient,
where it was called Pachisi, and was at its most popular during the 17th century, but it under
went a revival in the 1930s. In Scotland it was known as Gammon, in France as Tric-trac, in
Germany as Puff (hmmm..) and in Italy as Tarola Reale. Honestly!

control method is easy. Not everyone's cup of
tea, but a lot more fun than Backgammon or

issue 22-MAY-91

sawing your leg off with a lettuce.

STF Rating - 75%
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LEISURE extra

AXEL'S MAGIC HAMMER

fect positioning. The graphics in Axel are cutesy

Kixx - £7.99

and animation is good, although the joystick
control is sluggish at times. The puzzles aren't

Basically there's this chap called Axel (no, not
Foley), he's got this hammer, and he's on a
mission to save his sweetheart Lucy who's held
captive in a castle (stop me if you've heard it

in Axel but it could offer some entertainment

before). Axel has to hammer his way through

for younger ST game-players.

insurmountable either.

There's nothing particularly new or original

eight mystical lands with the ultimate aim of

defeating the thoroughly nasty dragon Nilmerg.
Axel's Magic Hammer is a platform game.
The hammer is Axel's main weapon and you can

WARLOCK THE

use it to either obliterate nasties or hit rocks to

reveal coins and power-ups. The best power-up
is a flying hammer which you can throw across
the screen for longer-range hammering.
Hazards include
and penguins. The
quite a few hits until
it's easy to lose your

vipers, bats, skulls, wasps
tougher creatures require
they give up the ghost, so
valuable energy.

There's a multitude of hidden caverns and

bonuses littered around the levels. These are

usually encountered by accident - when you try
to backtrack on yourself, for example. The
higher bonuses are usually found at the end of
nasty jumps and these often require pixel per

AVENGER
Millennium - £19.99

Long ago, even before ST FORMAT, there was
an innocuous little game called Druid. Millennium
obviously liked it very much because they've

taken the eight original levels of the game,
designed another eight and put all 16 out as
Warlock the Avenger.
Every set of levels represents a tower. You
begin at the top and work your way down, even
tually destroying the demons that inhabit the last
four levels. In between, there is plenty of mon
ster-bashing, chest-opening (not in the Alien

Warlock,
opening a chest

gives you a choice of various spells and
charms. Take the key! No - take the spell!
No - open the box! Such excitement...

sense) and wandering about for you to do. In
the chests, you can sometimes find helpful
spells - water, fire and so on. If you're lucky,
you can also find a rather useful Golem who aids

ocbosoo

II ©aRem£33^*0

you in your quest.
You don't need keys for the chests but try
ing to get through a gate without one is a waste
of time. Pentagrams here and there enable you
to refuel with energy. And, er, that's about it.
There's little to distinguish this from the 8-bit
versions of the game. Graphics are extremely
mediocre - the sprites aren't particularly well
animated and they move across bland back
grounds. The chest screen is nicely drawn,
though. Sound? Just the odd spot effect.
At a budget price, you might be less miffed
about buying it. As it stands, it's fine for a five
minute blast but no good for serious gameplay.
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TEN DEAD GOOD
REASONS FOR

I Axef - sporting Trainers, a Spear and Jackson sledgehammer - discovers the hard
way that attempting to straddle large metal objects can bring more than a large grin
to your face. Only one question, though: Where's this magic hammer, then?

BUYING THE LATEST

FORMAT RATINGS THIS MONTH

and won a prize trip to Bognor Regis the week
end that a blue whale fell through your bed

BLOCKBUSTER
1. You completed the last game in two days

How did they rate this issue? Here are all the games FORMAT reviewed this month

room ceiling

The Killing Cloud

page 74

93%

Gods

page 68

92%

Cybercon 3

page 58

91%

j Driller

page 84

91%

Brat

page 72

86%

The Duel: Test Drive 2

page 81

81%

Elvira

page 85

80%
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Crystals of Arborea

page 65

78%

Swiv

page 77

78%

Betrayal

page 72

76%

GO

page 85

75%

Battlebound

page 78

72%

Backgammon Royale
Axel's Magic Hammer

page 85

70%

page 86

68%

Continental Circus

page 84

60%

Warlock the Avenger

page 86

43%

ST FORMAT

~, You really fancy the sales-person in the
computer shop and hear that he/she is a big
fan of the game
3. You've just discovered a 30 quid gift
voucher in an old pile of Christmas cards
given to you by a hated relation
4. There's a packet of Jelly Tots being given
away with each copy of the game
5. You're collecting a complete set of ST game
barcodes, 1985-1995

6. ST Abuser gave it 15%

7. ST FORMAT gave it 93%
8. You wrote it and you aren't getting enough
royalties back from the software house
9. It runs on an STE

10. A small pink rabbit called Zolton who lives
on your left shoulder told you to buy it. You
might like to nip into the doctor's surgery on
the way home from the computer shop as well

issue 22-MAY-91
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COMES COMPLETE
WITH OCP ART STUDIO

SgniScari

A powerful partner for
Desk Top Publishing.

•

v

Package includes

GS4500 scanner, interface and
ScanEdit software.

•
With Geniscan you have
the ability to easily scan

images, text and graphics into

READPIC OCR

the ST.

•
Save images in suitable
format for leading packages

SOFTWARE
•

including DEGAS,
NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET,
etc.

•
Unmatched range of
edit/capture facilities not
offered by other scanners at
• An easy to handle Handy
Scanner featuring 105 mm

ONLY
£149.99

this unbeatable price.

scanning width and 400 dpi

• Adjustable switches for
brightness and contrast.

resolution enables you to

•

reproduce graphics and text on

for Cut and Paste Editing of
images etc.

your computer screen.

FOR THE NEW
LOWER PRICE OF

COMPLETE WITH
OCP ART STUDIO

Powerful software allows

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE
UPGRADE

& All

Hardware/Software

At last - a top quality OCR

program at a fraction of the price
you would expect to pay.
•
Intelligent routines to analyse
text images and convert them into
text files suitable for your Word
Processor program.

•
No more tedious typing simply scan in a page of text and
READPIC will do the rest!!

ONLY £49.99

REPLACEMENT MOUSE
• High
quality direct
replacement for
mouse on the
Atari.

•

Teflon glides

for smoother
movement.

•

Rubber coated

ball for minimum

slip.
• Optical
system counting
- 500/mm.

• Replace internal 500K drive with a full 1
Meg unit. • Top quality drive unit.
»

Full fitting instructions.

•

Easily fitted - no special skills required.

•
Direct plug
in replacement.

SPECIAL OFFER!!

•
512K of FASTRAM to bring your
520 STFM up to a full 1040K!!
•
Fitting easily achieved by anyone
who has a little soldering experience.

FREE MOUSE MAT + MOUSE HOUSE (WORTH

ONLY £49.99

£7.99)

ONLY £24.99 complete

ONLY £69.99

N.B. will not fit some ST models - check

with our Tech. Dept. before ordering.

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER rAS"T...
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) •IT/1 '¥ZTOTO • CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE WILLDESPATCH YOURORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLEYOUTO STARTRECEIVING THE BENEFITSOF YOURPURCHASEWITHIN DAYS, NOTWEEKS.

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs.ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. UK ORDERS POST FREE/EUROPE ADD £1/OVERSEAS ADD £3. PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OFPRESSAND SUBJECT
TO CHANGEWITHOUT NOTICE. CALLERSWELCOME- Please reserve goods by telephone prior 10 visit.

ALLCHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

DATEL ELECTROfllCS- LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707

FAX 0782 744292

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

A NEW WORLD OF POWER
RiSSS ••.-•

i&mx
FOR ONLY
vSZzii «^SpfPff

£34.99
THE

ilmrl*
SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!!

Syncro Express requires a second drive &works by controlling it as a slave device &ignoring the ST or Amiga
disk drive controller chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track - up to 80 tracks. 1 side, 2 sides.

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

'

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

•

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc.
No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

E LATEST CUSTOM LSI CHIP TECHNOLOt
By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transfer an
MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and
without any user knowledge. One external disl< drive is required*.

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH THE ST AND

SYSTEMS

PLEASE STATE WHICH REQU
WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING
DatelElectronics Ltd., neithercondones norauthorisesthe use ofit'sproductsforthe reproduction of
copyright material.

The backup facilitiesof this product are designed to reproduce only software such as Public Domain

material, theusersown programs orsoftware where permission to make backups has beenclearly given. I
Itis illegal to makecopies,even foryourownuse, ofcopyright material, without the express
permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA)
INLY £119.99 (ST

how to get your

S"r/?C#JO EXPHES'Sr

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs)

0782 744707

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WEWILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY &EFFICIENTLY TOENABLE YOU TOSTART RECIEVING THE BENEFITS OFYOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS.
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHEDWITHIN48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLETO...

s

DATEL EL^TTROplcr LTD.,

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
•

ART attack

The Kandy Koloured
tangerine flake streamlined

Picture Show
What a night! Kandy got completely pixellated,
joined an Anti-Alias demonstration, and ended
up seeing sprites! All is made clear when
EdRicketts asks, "yes, but is it Art?"

STRAP DOWN AND
PREPARE FOR

TAKE-OFF
Rod Kennedy from
Glasgow is a lucky

beggar this

Another month rolls by and once again

tration, the triumph... everything! You're going

we display your artistic efforts for the
whole world to look at, gasp at and say
"Blimey! Someone did that with just an ST, some
patience and lots of enthusiasm? Quick, Where's

to help other new ST artists and even give the
seasoned pros something to think about. Oh,

my Degas gone?"
Yes, it's true. You don't need to be a Rem
brandt or Constable to send in piccies to

KANDY - although if you are, we want all your
pictures now! You - yes, you there, picking your
nose - you could be featured on these very

pages. Any old art program will do, as long as it
enables you to draw. Any old subject too, just as
long as it fires your imagination. Send it in!
We want details of what package you used,

how you drew it, the stages you went through in
creating your masterpiece, the tears, the frus-

and there's always the chance of winning £25,
of course. That's the prize we award every
month for a good piccy.
Make sure you include plenty of tips on how

you went about making your piccy and send in
your work as an ASCII file on disk (preferably
with a printout). Don't forget to include plenty of
intermediate stages. The only teensy-weensy
little bad thing is that we can't return any of your
disks, even when they are properly labelled with
your name and address. C'est la vie.
Send your masterpieces to GALLERY,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW - and do it now! stf
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month -

he's won our £25 prize

for his rendering of a
scene from The Empire Strikes Back. Rod
drew it freehand from a film still, placing

shapes by trial and error and avoiding
airbrushing because he feels it gives "an
amateur, random appearance." Flair Paint is
Rod's chosen package and this is how he
made his picture.

"The picture makes extensive use of anti
aliasing - the technique of using many simi
lar shades to soften the edges between
different colours. This is most effective on a
normal TV rather than on a monitor which is

too precise to fool the eye.
"The first picture sets the basic shape

and palette. The palette contains all eight
available grey shades for every metallic sur
face in the picture. In addition, a range of
browns, oranges and pinks is defined for the
face, goggles and flight-suit, as well as two
reds for the helmet. Next the eyes are drawn
with some reflection on the goggles. The
oval design on the helmet is redrawn to the
right size, rotated to the correct angle and
then smoothed with the Magnify option.
Shadows from the goggles are added along
with some metal detail.

"In the third picture the palette has
changed very slightly. There's now a bright
orange used for the main shade of the flightsuit. This means one shade of red has had

to go, so the darker red is now shown as a
brown colour. Some marks are added to

oval design placed in the same way as the
first. After this, more detail is drawn on the
right shoulder.
"Picture

four

shows

the

windows

smoothed off and more detail put onto the

cockpit. The left side and then the centre of

First on the Gallery menu this evening is an
excellent piccy of the notorious Garfield and his
cohorts, courtesy of Darren Savage from
Bristol. After reading ST FORMAT'S exemplary
review of Canvas way back in issue 9, Darren
decided to invest in the package - and now,

four "serious" drawings later, this is what he's
come up with. Tell 'em how you did it, Darren...
90

ST FORMAT

the helmet also become more detailed.

"First I sketch the basic outline using the K-Line
option and freehand drawing, touching up the
edges with the Zoom function. Next I add some
basic colour, followed by shading, again using

"In the final picture the remaining win
dows are smoothed off and detailed, with

some final touches put in. And that's it.

the Zoom. The only thing remaining is to add the

background and the picture is finished."

•

Flair Paint C24.95 Database Soft

ware -s- 0625 878888

• Canvas £14.95 Microdeal ~ 0726 68020.
See the demo on issue 9's Cover Disk

issue 22-MAY-91

ART attack
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Cars are always a popular theme for conven

tional as well as computer art. Kevin Dempsey
from Bolton says he drew this Lambourghini,
using Degas Elite, from a car stereo ad!

"I chose some suitable colours in the normal
way. The first thing was to draw the basic out
line using Draw, then touch it up somewhat with
Zoom before saving. The outline was then filled

with the most common colour and a few slight
alterations were made. Shading was next - on

the car body and also the wheels, to give the
piccy more depth. It just remained to alter a few
details, put on the finishing touches and add my
logo. The picture took roughly six hours to com

• This slick racer was created in Electronic

plete and Iregard it as my best yet!"

Arts' Degas Elite, £24.95 [= 0753 49442)

IT'S THE ROVERS' RETURN
Computer artwork is%ten inspired by other

and basic distant building shapes drawn with

existing art. Such is the case with the drawing

the Zoom function.

by Mark Thistlethwaite of Sheffield. It's

"In the third picture, foreground details

based on a painting called Sea City by Derek
Marks, but it's not just a straight copy - Mark

are added. First I lay out guide lines for the

windows, doors, walls and so on, using Zoom
to correct any overdrawing that might other

has altered it somewhat to conform with the
limitations of the ST's screen. He uses the

wise occur. I also use Zoom to add the smaller

popular package Canvas.

details and with brightly-lit areas, always
remembering that lights become duller as they

I start off with a line drawing of the basic
shapes, using a vanishing point to ensure that
the perspective is correct. In the next picture

fade into the distance.

more distant background colours have been

the distance, but the Zoom still comes in

"Lastly, I added more detail to the nearer
buildings. You can afford to be less accurate in

added, bearing in mind that all colours develop
a blue tinge with distance. The sky should

handy. I changed the darker colours in the sea

wall and the sea itself before deciding that
these areas looked better as the darkest parts

grow lighter nearer the horizon but at this
stage, it doesn't matter too much. Clouds are
then added freehand, with some wooded areas

of the picture. The final thing is to add the

street-lights - these really catchthe eye."
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Public Domain, Licenseware, Shareware
•M20 - DSD. Soundtracker player and Soundtracker modules
•B14 - Goldrush mulli level platform game.
converted from the Amiga, also documentation and some source
•B16 - Word puzzle generator.
•B17 - Make a break trivia quizz where you play snooker by code in 68000 and gfa basic on soundtracker formats and
different frequencies.
answering the questions.
•B18 - Parabellum brilliant platform game.
•B19 - Tri Heli a mega must have faste game.
•B22 - Bandit the one armed bandit.

•B23 - Space Blob excellent platform game.
•B24 - Slippery Sid great maze game.
•B27 - Psicotic if it moves shoot it! Mega space game.

•B30 - A quest for galaxia a master implementation of Galaxians.
•B34 - Safe as houses monoploy game.
•B35 - Hostile reception Xenon type shoot 'em up.

•B40 - Dizzy Lizzy across between Pacman and boulderdash.
•B41 - Exodus superb graphics arcade game.
•B48 - XWPuzzle.

•B50 - Space Invaders and Detonator.

•B52 - 1MB. Douglas Rockmoor the greatest ever impletation of
Boulderdash ever! Brilliant!.

•M21 - DSD. Noizetracker.

•M22 - DSD. Quartet samples disk 1.
•M23 - DSD. Quartet samples disk 2.

[

GRAPHICS

Clip It! Volume 1. £12.50!

WORD PROCESSING UTILS

|

•W1 - CSR. Type It!The brilliant touch type tutor.
•W4 - Proff v1.0 very powerful! text formattor.
•W9 - Newsletter maker - allows you to make a GEM disk
magazine.
♦W11 - Postscript disk. PS prints 1ST Word document in postscript
format. 1stw2ps as above but including 1st word plus graphics
very flexible, snapshot - outputs hires screen to ps printer, choice
of size, angle etc. and examples of postscript
source code and utilities to control printer.

Hundreds of clip art images on 5 disks all in Degas format
suitable for all graphic and desktop publishing packages.
Subjects covered: sports, flags, animals, cartoons, humorous.
Xmas. Jewish, borders. Halloween. Valentines, horses, eyes,
alphabets, hands. 1930's trademarks, zodiac, cars & more.
Here are some examples:
imHnmunnitunnnuunniuuminu

DEMO DISKS

•B53 - MMR. From Little Acorns.

•B56 - Super League Soccer.

Clip Art
The following 4 packs of clip art are disks that are filed with
black and white images that would be suitable with aFi graphic
and desktop publishing packages.
The Images are complete and copyright free.

Alldemos require a colour screen.
•D122 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. The Union demo!

•D123 - DSD. CSR. 1MB. The Amazing Snowman demo.

•MP4 - Graphics Pack 1: DSD. CSR. ANI ST the excellent •D125 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. The Carebears Cuddly demos.

Clip It! Volume 2. £12.50!

animation package, fully working allows you to create your own •D128 - DSD. CSR. The Wattaheck demo.
Hundreds of clip art images on 5 disks all in IMG format
animations!.Pearle the ray tracing package with full examples. Mini •D129 - DSD. CSR. The Swedish demo including sync and the
suitable for most graphic and desktop publishing packages.
Paint the excellent fullyfeatured painting package. NEOchrome
carebears.
Subjects covered: men, women, illuminated
the excellent painting program, and picture converters. A 3 disk •D149 & »D150 - CSR. DSD. 1MB. NOTSTE. Delerious demo from
A to Z, arrows, stars, explosions, humorous, cartoons,
pack for £7.50!
the alliance.
pointing hands, food & tots more.
•MPS - Graphics Pack 2. DSD.CSR. Master Painter the excellent •BD1 - CSR. DSD. Mind Bomb the latest mega mega must have
Here are some examples:
fully featured paint package that includes multipy screens. Colour demo.
Burst II the 800/3200 shades on screen at once paint package. •D158. -D159, «D160 - CSR. DSD. NOTSTE. Batman the movie
Fine Line the drawing program. Fractal Zoom the most
demo. Excellent 3 disk full colour digitised demo of the film.
comprehensive fractal generator on the ST, the Atari IMage •D162 - CSR. DSD. The lord of the disks Dragons lair' demo

Processor (1MB). MegaBlit the paint package. Studio and VanGogo

2 excellent paint packages. A 3 disk pack for £7.50!
•GR1 - CSR. NEOchrome Master v2.1 excellent graphic package.

excellent!

•D176 - CSR. DSD. The Care Bears 'So what demo', excellent!
•D191 - CSR. DSD. 'Mini Run'.

•GR6 - Degas disk - 155 fills. 10 brushes. 7 fonts, printer driver •D197 - CSR. DSD. Space Ace by Don Bluth. Amazing graphic
files.

animation demo of the game.
•GR7 - DSD 1MB. AIM v2.31 of the Atari IMage processor gem •D202 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. Predator demo by The Islander.

based,
•GR14 - MMR. Public Painter vO.1.

•GR15 - DSD. 1MB. MMR, JIL2D CAD drafting program.

Excellent images from the whole of the film'the predator'.
•D207 - CSR. Snowman demo the 1/2MB RAM version. Excellent!
•D210 - CSR. 1MB. DSD. The Star Wars Walker I demo excellent.
•D213 - CSR. 1MB. DSD. The Star Wars Walker IIdemo.

•GR17 - Picture Convertors. print master/ degas convertor. neo/
degas/tiny/iff /spec512 to neo/degas/iff convertor. img/aim •D221 & »D222 - DSD. CSR. NOTSTE. 1MB. Dragons Lair demo
convertor img/aim to postscript, mac gif stripper, spectrum 512 by IRS animated scenes from the game Dragons Lair.
spc/spu to gifconvertor and spectrum 512spc. sps and spu
•D236 - DSD. CSR. Inner Circle Decade demo.
slide show.
•D237 - DSD. CSR. Stealth bomber animation and preview of
•GR18 - MMR.Eplan an electrical circuit cad program.
Vertial Reality 3d.
•GR19 - DSD. Fractal Zoom v3.1 the most comprehensive fractal •D240 - DSD. CSR. Star Trek The Enterprises leaves dry dock
generation program available.
demo, also 2 excellent animations of the Reliant flying through
•GR20 - .IMG utilities. 1. convert2img v0.9 converts any degas space.

format, tiny, neochrome. macpaint. spectrum compressed and •D243 - CSR. Trans Beauce party demo.
uncompressed to a monochrome .img format. 2. img quick viean •D244 - CSR. DSD. Phalanx overdrive demo.

jmg file viewer. 3. the .img slide shovl.1.
•GR21 - ANIST the fullyfeatured animation package.
•GR24 - CSR. Pearle the 3-D ray tracing package.

f PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

•D247 - CSR. The Lost Boys Life's a Bitch demo.
•D249 - CSR. DSD. Animations: the juggling clown, lock on fighter.

Ocassions, Vegetables, Kitchen Utencils.Cups and Glasses,

•L1 - 68000 Assembler, Xlisp,STLogo. Tiny basic.
Advsys adventure writer language.
Forth83 programming language.
PDC v2.0 compiler.
Toy Prolog.

•L7 - Xlisp v1.7.
•L8 - Forth from bradley firmware.
•L9 - ST Icon v6.3, based on Snobol4.

Art Deco and Breakfasts.

STE DEMOS

•L2 - STBasic.

•L3 •L4 •L5 •L6 -

Here are some examples:

These demos willonly work on an Atari STE
•D144 - CSR. The Official Atari France demo!
•D214 - CSR. Sound OFF
•D228 - CSR. 1MB. AN COOL from The Care Bears demo.
•D229 - CSR. 1MB. The Jungle demo!

•L12 - C make. This is so like the unix make that you should read

•D230 - CSR. Movie shows off the stereo sound and the blitter
chip.
•D231 - CSR. 1MB. BOING a bouncing ball with colours scrolling
through it and the sounds of Axel-F

•L10 - Little Smalltalk.

Clip It! Volume 3. £12.50!

Hundreds of clip art images on 5 disks all in IMGformat
•D250 - CSR. DSD. 1MB. Animations: the barbers shop, walking suitable for most graphic and desktop publishing packages.
Subjects covered: Fruit, Herbs, Meat, Arrows, Special
foreman, channel 4 logo and unicycle.

marilyn monroe talking, micrmag. sunglasses and trukking,

the unix documentation.

•D232 - CSR. 1MB. Fantasia, sounds of The Cure and excellent

•L13 and »L14 Modula-2 development system v1.0.
•L15 - DSD. Sozobon c compiler.

•D233 - CSR. 1MB, 3D Scroller, sounds of The Cure and very

•L17 - DSD AGT V1.19 the adventure writer.

colourful scrolling message, actually scrolls from the bottom of

graphics, press the HELPkey for instructions.

•M9 - Music Writer lets you create music on screen.

the screen to the middle then straight up and out of the top! With
bouncing bobs and all!
•D234 - CSR. 1MB. Psychedelik House II By The Overlander.

•M15- The Accompanist MID116 voice sequencer by Henry Cosh.

Aciiiid!

MUSIC DISKS

•M18 - DSD. Soundtracker player and Soundtracker modules •D251 - The Black Cats STE demo excellent!
converted from the Amiga.

•D252 - The 2nd French STE demo brilliant!

•M19 - DSD. Soundtracker player and Soundtracker modules
converted from the Amiga.

To order, simply quote the disk code number.

Our DiskCat has

Disk prices:

indepth details of all
800 disks only £1 or

all disks are priced equally depending
on how many you buy.

Send an A5 stamped
SAEfora

FREE!

FREE

with any 5 disks!

copy of our printed

1 to 5 are £3.00 each,
6 to 10 are £2.75 each
11 or more are £2.50 each
Allprices are fully inclusive.
Please send a cheque or postal order
payable to Public Dominator ATARI
P O Box 801, Bishop's Stortford, Herts,
England, CM23 3TZ.
Foreign Orders: All foreign orders must add

catalogue. Shows
concise details of the

_i

top 400 disks.
V

Free with all orders.

MasterCard.

Credit
Card Hotline

10% (minimum E1.00). Non EEC countries &

0279 757 692

Spain, Greece, Portugal, Eire & Italy MUST

Mon-Sat 9am-5pm

also add £1.75 for registered post.

Clip It! Volume 4. £12.50!
Hundreds of clip art images on 5 disks all in IMG format
suitable for most graphic and desktop publishing packages.
Subjects covered: More Art Deco. Babies. Boys and Girls.
Lots of humourous, Illuminated A to Z. Scrolls. More Speck
ocassions and Calligraphic Ornaments.
Here are some examples:
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Public Dominator, Atari ST/STe software
What is Public Domain?

MedRES STE a fix to the medium res bub on STEs. Turbo ST

NEW ST/STE USERS

Public Domain software is simply software that is allowed to be •MP1: Starter Utility Pack: this pack was compiled with the new
copied freely, since the authors have decided to share their ST user in mind, to enable you to get just about all the utilities you
programs with all users, for this reason software can be grouped may ever need, plus a wordprocessor. 2 databases and a graphic
together on disks which are sold at an equal price depending on package. The pack includes: NEOMaster the excellent
how many you buy. when you buy any of the disks on this page graphic package. STWriter Elite the brilliant wordprocessor,
you may copy and give them to anyone! each disk has a code Firstbase and Datahandler the 2 databases plus the following
number which is denoted with this symbol - • - what follows the utilities: ARC and ARCShell the brilliant file compresser, Private
code number is a brief discription of what is on the disk, all the Eye the system info utility. IntaSect RAM disk. Printer
programs are fully working and most come with documenation on Spooler, BIG colour emulator for monochrome monitor owners and
the disk. We willalso give as much support as is reasonable.
Monochrome emulator for colour screen users. Virus Killer 2,
picture converters, extended formatters to get more space on

I

Abbreviations Used

1your floppy disks, time and date setters, clocks, RAM free, auto

speeds up your ST.

•A186 - DocDisp the best document displayer on the ST includes
the feature to load picture file and a non case sensitive search
facility. FCopy 3.
•A190 - Datastore v1.0 an excellent database. Toxic Formatter
v2.0. Batch the CLI.

•A191 - Video Manager v4.0 allows you to catalogue your videos.

GAMES
ALL games require a colour screen. We have got hundreds of
excellent games disks which are detailed fully on our diskcat only
£1.00!

GEM for STFM owners who want to autoload GEM applications •MP2 - Games Pack 1: DSD. Monopoly, Fruit Machine, Cribbage.
and loads of other utilities. All this is available only from Public Poker, Solitaire, Tunnel Vision, Reflex. Checkers, Devils Tomb.
Death Star, Battle Ships, Zyphur and others. 3 disks for £7.50!
Dominator for the special pack price of only C7.50!

CSR - Colour Screen Required. MMR - Monochrome Monitor.
1MB - 1MB RAM required. DSD - Double Sided Disk.

I

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

11

I

APPLICATION

I

•MP3 - Games Pack 2: DSD. Star Trek, Tennis, Patience, Fire

UTILITY DISKS

I Storm,

Laser Chess, Mile Stone, Azarian. Barn Yard, Space
Invaders, Space War. Lunar Lander. Bridge It!, Race Cars.
•A85 - Infinity BBS this is the disk if you want to start your own •A15 - STSWitcher willsplit an STs memory into 2 seperate parts Monkeys and Balloons, Spectral Sorcery and Give Us A Break. A
Bulletin Board System.
allowing you to use 2 programmes at once, autocopy - copies files 3 disk pack for £7.50!
•A48 - Uniterm v2.0c. Its many features include: Xmodem. into RAMdisk.
•G85 - Skate tribe. A very good skate board game.
Ymodem, Kermit, VT100, VT102. VT200 and much much more. •A31 - 1ST Word printer driver files.
•G86 - DSD. Tennis excellent full graphics tennis game, also on
Includes a full manual on the disk.
•A40 - Hard Disk 1: directory counter, GEMsoft a 40 folder fix. disk are card games: patience and poker.
•A166 - Vanterm v3.71, It many features include: Xmodem. hard auto, sbackup, turtle backup v3.01 and unturtle restore v1.1.
•G93 - Jitterbug you move around a large area picking up things
Ymodem, CompuServe B, auto dial, fully configurable etc.
•A52 - Hard Disk 2: folderxxx. an excellent directory lister, hard and killing things.
•A176 - StarTerm V1.11 its many features include: VT52/100/102 disk install, hard disk autoboot and other hd utilities,
•G95 - Chance a good shoot 'em up.
terminal emulations, Viewdata, Xmodem etc. Includes manual on •A172 - Hard Disk 3: the vault excellent hard disk backup program.
•G96 - Mutant platform game.
disk.
•A41 - Monochrome Emulator v5. CMFonts converts MAC fonts to •G97 - DSD. 1MB. The Star Trek game.
•A119 - Flying Start vt.04 1200/75 comms program for Prestel,
ST GDOS format, deformattor.
•G98 - Tracker shoot 'em up.
•A8 & -A118 & -A105 - Packet HAM radio software,
*A59 - Spell v2.3 spelling checker, Magic Shadow archiver - store. •G99 - Haunted Monastry platform game.
♦A93 - Txt v2.0a teletext program.
backup and create other disk formats including Atari ST. MSDOS •G100 - Escape from the Tomb of RA platform game.
and CPM.
•G101 - Overlander good shot 'em up.
•A88 - DCFormat v3.03 THE ST disk formatter features •G102 - Key to Atlantis good shoot 'em up
extended
formatting,
MSDOS
boot
sector,
and
much
more.
Meg
a
•MP7 - Home Business Pack: DSD. Datahandler and First Base 2
•G103 - DSD,Pop Eyed a 60's music trivia strip quiz.
databases, STSheet and Sheet 2 excellent spreadsheets that Minute Elite v2.1, 1MB a minute HD backup, Megamatic v1.195 - •G104 - Rorkes Drift zulus and the british army, nova an excellent
galaxians type shoot 'em up.
include graphics and Lotus 123 compatiblity, STWriter Elite the boot utility.
excellent word processor and Double Sentry the accounts •A90 - Superboot v6.0 THE ST boot program. Screendump24 •G105 - Tile Games v2.0.

v2.0 Alt/Help screen dump to Epson L0800 or compatible.
•A91 - File Selector v6.0 replacement GEM file selector. Virus
•A159 - Databases: Address book v1.21. Database. First base and Killer v2.01. Filespy v1.0 file displayer.
•A97 - MMR. Sticker III. THE disk label program.
Datahandler.
•STW 41 - FSelect V3/1989 by Martin Patzell the excellent
•A49 - STSheet spreadsheet.
alternative file selector. ICone allows you to design icons and
•A72 - Personal finance .
assign them to a file, so that each file can have its own icon
•BPR01 - CSR. Electronic Bank Statement accounts.
•A94 - Data handler v1.0 database. Context text editor. Magic picture, Acache willspeed up file access.
Shadow archiver. Word Perfect Epson LQ800/850/1050/1500 •A109 - Quick Disk. Quickfind v1.5, Quickmdex v1.5, QuickST v1.2.
Quickview v1.3, Quickinf v1.3, Quicklabel v1.1, Quickprint.
printer driver.
•A111 - Headstart v1.1 GEM auto booter. JCIock8d, Manual maker
•A96 - DSD. Sheet v2.0. spreadsheet.
v2.0
requires GDOS, Print it! and View it! Printmaster utils.
•A108 - DSD. 1MB. B/Stat, sophisticated graph, stats analysis.
•A120 - Copiers: copy beef, super copy, copy v2, copy track, disk
•A121 - Pools - Expert Results Predictor v2.5.
copy,
tnibbler and others, accent.
•W2 - STWriter Elite v3.6 word processor.
•A128 - Recover. Bootinfo allows you to put any text on screen at
•W5 - Micro-emacs V3.925 text editor.
•MP21 - DSD. MMR. TeX the document processor and typesetting boot up. FSCK v1.1 the file system checker and repairer. Dvorak
keyboard changer. GEMIabel v3,0, RateHD a hard disk
system. A 6 disk pack for E15.00
performance checker. Undelete will undelete file that have been
•A125 - DSD. 1MB. Opus V2.10 spreadsheet.
deleted.
•A138 - Double Sentry vO.OOaccounts.
•A134 - Boot Drive Select allows you to select a drive to boot
•A165 - Network a simple network system.
from when you reset your st. the formattor v1.21, graf tool, chart
maker, bootb a drive b booter. GOACC allows you to select
package.
Allfully working and fully featured. A 3 disk pack for £7.50!

I

FONT DISKS

I

desktop acessories.

• MP8 - GDOS GEM Font Pack contains well over 100 fonts, the •A136 - The British Telecom Inland Call Calculator v1,02.
GEM Font Master font editor and a PD version of GDOS.
•A157 - Custom Formattor. Boot Sector Storage.
This is a special 3 disk pack for C7.50!
•A158 - CSR. The Complete Amateur Astronomy Guide.

• MP9 - Calamus Font Pack 1 contains 30 fully working
fonts on 3 disks for only C7.50!
• MP10 - Calamus Font Pack 2 contains 31 fully working
fonts on 3 disks for only C7.50!
• MP12 - Signum Font Pack 1 contains 60 fonts for
Signum. This is a special 3 disk pack for E7.50! DSD.
• MP13 - Signum Font Pack 2 contains 58 fonts for
Signum. This is a special 3 disk pack for C7.50!

Calamus •A163 - Gemini desktop replacement. Excellent all English version
of a replacement desktop similar to NEOdesk. Includes the PD
Calamus version of GDOS.
•A167 - BIG Colour Emulator very good colour emulator for
use with monochrome screens.
♦A168 - ARCGSH v2.1 a really good shell for any program.
use with •BPR08 - Music Cassette Label Printer.

•A173 - ARC v6.02. ARC shell v1,98. LHarc v0.5b and v1.13,
• MP14 - Publishing Partner Font Pack contains 19 fonts for use Turboarc. ARCit auto arcs and unarcs entire disks. Also unarc,
with Publishing Partner. A special 3 disk pack for C7.50!
unarcit and unzip,
•A25 - MMR. Font Master excellent document processor.
•A174 - Dcopy v3.12, Bigscreen allows you to use GEM windows

•A60 - Fonts for Font Master on A25.

•A45 - Star ML10/LC10 font designer v1,1,

•A63 & «A64 - FontKit v3.31 an Epson, ST screen and Degas
font editor.

•G117 - Flight Simulator.

•G118 - England Team Manager football game.
•G119 - NOTSTE, Bunny hunt.
•G120 - DSD. League Soccer football game.
•G121 - Top of the Pops record company simulation.
•G122 - NOTSTE, Heads and Hammers.

•G123 - Fuzzball and Bounce out 2 platform games.
•G124 - Motor cycle a good arcade type motocycle game.
•G129 - Snakes and Ladders the game.
•G130 - MMR. DSD. Strabble an excellent version of the board
game scrabble.
•G131 - Anagrams, you enter a word and it will show all the
possible anagrams.
•G132 - DSD. Ditch Day Drifter a text adventure.

•G133 - MMR.Risky Construction Set v1.5.you create a fictious
'world' and have wars etc,

I

BUDGIE UK GAMES

These games are licenseware. for each one sold Public Dominator
gives 50p to the author and there is no more to pay. Allthese
games work on all ST/STEs and require a colour screen.
•B1 - Damonoid a good space game.
•B2 - Football 88 league simulation.
•B3 - Blitz III action shoot 'em up.
•B4 - Othello reversi board game.

•B7 - Ball Zone the breakout game.
•B10 - Moneyspinner the slot machine.
•B11 - Maelstrom vertical scroll shoot 'em up..
•B12 - Ace invaders a master implementation of Space Invaders.
•B13 - Zenith arcade space battle.

Why Public
Dominator for your
PD software supply?

1. We have been trading in this field for 5 years so
(unlike the majority of PD libraries) we know what's
what when it comes to PD, this is proven with regular
orders from every corner of the globe.
2. Huge selection from over 800 disks!

a picture of a 19th century murder in Scotland.
•A73 - DSD. Flashcards 1 + 2 spelling,
•A132 - KIDcolor, KIDshape and Dot to Dot. For 4-5 year olds
these colourful programs will delight your child when they see that
they too can use the computer to create graphics.

4. Alldisks copied with verify flag on.
5. Order by telephone or post with same day dispatch.
6. Pay by Visa, Mastercard, Cheque, PO or Cash.

•A177 - CSR. KIDshapes, KIDpuzzle. For 4 -5 year olds more
excellent educational programs.
• A188 - NOTSTE CSR. Chemstry for all V2.0.
•A178 - CSR. NOTSTE. Can you spell.

•G111 - Stocks and Bonds a stock market simulation,

•G112 - Upstart a shoot the cherries up arcade game, excellent!
•G113 - Spaceballer an platform excellent game.
•G114 - The Rush is an excellent platform game.
•G115 - Bumper Jacky a great platform game.
•G116 - Zoltar a massive shoot 'em up.

•A180 - MMR, DSD. Electrics disk contains lots of programs •B6 - DR Boris defuse the TNT bombs before they destroy you!

•A101 - CSR. KIDsong, Numerical go round. Number maze.
Suitable for 7-8 year olds these maths programs are excellent at
teaching arithmetic with different stages.
•G47 - CSR, The History File, for the 12 years plus age group, this
program is set in a historical adventure setting. You are a
detective using data from the past and present you must build up

•G76 - DSD. Treasure search.

•G109 - Stumped the cricket game,
•G110 - Yahzee the dice game.

larger than the actual screen. Deckey how to plug in a dec
•B5 - Pro Darts 501 down.
keyboard. Filespy v1.2 file browser.

written in fast basic for students doing the bsc electronics course
at Keele University.
EDUCATION
•A181 - Interprint2 the ultimate printer controller. Printplus v1.1
•BPRO10 - CSR. Classroom Maths for students age 7 to 12.
prints 1ST Word documents.
•G35 - MMR. Hypervoc and ST Die 2 vocabulary trainers. Quiz •A182 - Expander expands a single sided disk to a double sided
simple mulptiple choice program, pauk very good quiz database.
•A47 - CSR, KIDsgraph. KIDsgrid2, KIDsmusic. KIDspiano,
KIDsnotes. Suitable for 4-5 year olds these programs are full of
colour and sounds to get the child interested and learning very
naturally,
•AtOO - CSR. KIDpotatoe, KIDabc. KIDsketch. KIDstory. Suitable
for 4-5 year olds these are an excellent suite of educational
programs.

•G106 - The Name Game.

•G107 - Patience an excellent card playing game includes golf,
little spider, calculation, siege, raglans and elevens.
•G108 - First Serve a tennis game.

3. All disks Virus free!

7. Government orders welcome.

8. Expert advice. Got a question about our software?
Telephone and ask for the Technical department.

For a reliable, fast and friendly

expert service try us!

The Seal of Reliability
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LEISURE cheating

Gamebusters
p Confused by all this talk of cheat modes, pokes and typing
jawbreakers such as ERGSKILL into high score tables
(whatever they are)? Better not read the next bit then.

Welcome to the FORMAT Homefor Old andCompletely Awful Jokes...
ATOMIC ROBOKID
Activision

You can't kid Jamie Rogers from Cheshire
who sent this wee hintette. On the title screen

type in TUESDAY 14TH (with the space), then
press Fire and you're presented with a cheat
menu screen.

DAMOCLES
Novagen

Oh go on! Just one more tip! Please! Once again
Simon Cantrill comes up with the goods on
how to solve the Midas puzzle...
On the moon of Acheron, there are two

B.A.T.

they're trying to sell you the stolen item. If so,
you can try to steal it back and escape when

UBI Soft

they attack you, or ifyou're no good at picking
pockets buy it back. Unless the item is very

Make a mound of dosh with this gem of a tip
from Jonathan Lumb of Staffs. Sell some

important, a fire fight isn't recommended.

thing to a cop, then steal it back again. If he
tells you to give it back let him have it, then

8. To change the person you're talking to dur

attempt to steal it again. Repeat this operation

highlighted, move the cursor over the desired

until you eventually get it back. Don't try this
with the same cop twice, though - he'll try and
kill you! Once you've made a fortune, try these

9. A technician's permit costs about 3,000

hints from Paul Kelly of Northumberland.

ing Interpellation, make sure no options are
picture and click on the left mouse button.

Krells. Buy important items like this because a
pair of characters is deadly.

10. Use the "Question" option in the speech
bubble - it often provides useful information.
Don't be afraid to pay for it.

Sphinxes. Each has three doors, one through
the front and two into a separate room through

11. Don't bother with the small weaponry. Get
a Moz or Nova. You need the fire power when

the front of each rear foot (the nook in the side
of the building). On the wall inside there is an

you have to fight. Get a force field. There is a

eight-figure reference for a pyramid on Midas:

shop but there is also one lying around near

68 09 20 33. This pyramid is found at planet

the start of the game.

reference 577-341.

12. Punctuality is important. Carry food and
drink so you don't get hungry or thirsty at a
• Recreation areas are available in

which to relax and enjoy yourself. Oi!

You two at the left! Stop that enjoying!

1. 50 Krells seems enough to loosen most
tongues. Anyone who needs to be bribed tells

you "Don't give your cash to just anyone" (or
words to that effect).
ERIS

-uBOOOHOOa

2. The exchange rate is two credits to one
mttmmm • DP ••••••

• Something missing from your Damocles
gameplay? Something like a cheese sand
wich, perhaps? Well, that's lucky, 'cos I

just happen to have this magic crystal...

Krell, not vice versa as in the instructions.
Prices in the manual are in credits - halve 'em.

3. Look in all locations initially - there may be
some interesting items lying around.
4. You can buy a membership card for around

• Entirely adequate garage facilities are
provided to house even the largest of

family cars. (At least I think it's a car...)

175 Krells -just keep asking.

crucial moment. Sushi is good - it quenches
thirst as well as giving limited calories.

In this pyramid there is a Magic Crystal you

5. Finding your way around should be your

can use to grant one wish. In order to use it,
you have to buy the book from the trader at 1315, Capital City, Eris. Read it as normal. If the

first priority. After that, play Bizzy. You need a

13. Three or four items are probably all you

minimum of 4,000 Krells (8,000 credits) for

can eat in one go before you throw up. This

expenses on the first day.

Magic Crystal is in your possession when you

also happens if you go above 3,000 calories.
Similarly, you can handle only one alcoholic

read a wish it is granted. Here is a list of the
wishes and (some of)the responses:

6. To beat Bizzy draw the first three shapes.
When you've remembered them, just add the
last shape you see after that. Get to shape 21

drink at a time, so keep it slow but regular.

1.1 WISH I HAD A CHEESE SANDWICH

and you gain about 12,000 credits.

there's a 50 Krells entrance fee and no bar

2. I WISH I COULD RECEIVE 1,000,000

7. If you hear a bleep, it probably means

CREDITS

you've had your pocket picked. Find out what
you've lost, then look around the screen with
the mouse for people to "interpellate." See if

gaining. You have to wait a while and maybe
leave and return, but eventually she asks you

3. I WISH I COULD SAVE ERIS FROM DAMO
CLES - no response

14. You can find Lydia in the Dance Hall -

for a dance and if you impress her she sticks
by you. Mind you, dunno what use she is yet...

4.1 WISH I HAD MORE TIME

5. I WISH I COULD SAVE BOTH ERIS AND

DAMOCLES - no response
6. I WISH THE UNIVERSE WAS MORE COLOUR

FUL - try it and see
7.

I WISH TO KNOW HOW TO USE THE

AUTHOR'S COMPUTER

8. I WISH I HAD MERCENARY 3 NOW - with this
one too, try it and see!
issue 22-MAY-91

DRAKKHEN
Infogrames

Stop Drakkhen' yourfeet (ho, ho, ho). Get on up
(and down) with this sexy little notette from

and press <Return> again. Finally type in the
character's name.

When you play, you find that all the statistics

Christopher McCormick from Ross-Shire.

of that character are raised. Press F10 and hit
points are restored and characters are reincar

When generating a character you're asked for a
name. When this happens, type in 31415927
and press <Return>. Then type in SUPERVISOR

grammer's menu and then you can do whatever
you want! (Cue ghoulish laughter...)

nated. Pressing <Control> accesses the pro

ST FORMAT 95
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... you don't know Amiga games.
• Reviews of every Amiga game released - 30 or 40 each month. • Massive in-depth reviews
- four, even five pages long. • Full colour throughout - not a black and white page in sight.
• Complete games with first two issues. (First one: the brutally addictive Bombuzal.)
• Extensive guides to older games. Get more from games you already have. • More pages of
tips, playing guides and cheats than any other 16-bit magazine.

Issue one on sale Thursday April 25th.

Amiga games will never seem quite the same again.
AMIGA FORMAT • AMSTRAD ACTIO

ORMAT • YOUR SINCLAIR • SEGA POWER
NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS
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LEISURE cheating

MURDERS IN SPACE
Infogrames
When it comes to completing games, John Sweeney of
Nottingham is the biz. Not content with thrashing
Cadaver (see page 101), he's also sleuthed his way
ST*

through this puzzler. It's easy - all you do is...

problems yet. He is the "murderer" and doesn't
die if you have managed to save everyone.
Connoly: Get the First Aid Kit from the Trap
door in the Control Module. When you find him
choking at 7:00 you must not ask yourself what
you can do - you must think about a
tracheotomy!
Amiot: Analyse in CLISS at 01:00 - code
07006000 -> 34 - see Schmidt.

Now click on the Blue key on the numeric key
pad. The screen should say that the internal sta
tus is wake-up. Click on eight to leave CLISS.
She
wakes
up
at
01:00
the
following morning! (Numbers refer to the dia
gram in the Log Book.)

SECRETS
Higgins: You need to know Alvisi's secret
already and then at 6:00 ask him twice about
the camera in his locker - he should admit it

Boronova: Analyse in CLISS at 01:00 - code

are together. Meet him at 10:00 and chat to

Soup Packet - questionnaire asks about code.

90000076 -> 134 - see Schmidt.

Not really relevant except that it also happens

Schmidt: Analyse in CLISS at 17:00 —>
ARDM/2 detected 7560. Analysis is performed

him and Alvisi alternately to get the full story.
Alvisi: At 03:00, search her newly opened
locker. Think about the plastic box and open it

ITEMS IN CLUE PACKAGE
Insect - irrelevant

Seeds - irrelevant

Threads - you need colours for Boronova's
password

Drip Bottle - helps answer a question in the
questionnaire - not really relevant

to be Boronova's password!
Plastic Card - overlay on Amiot's notebook
page to highlight the password

Plastic Ring - the number may be Mahrubi's
password - but I don't know 'cos I didn't get
one!Not needed to complete the game

by selecting EXTERNAL/PROGRAM with switch

pairs three and four; click on ten to analyse.
Click on 11 to Transmit. Then use COPS, ID:

was to film Alvisi. He tells you more when they

to find a Video 8 cassette - ask her about it.
Boronova: Talk to Mahrubi about her at 24:00
and again at 04:00. While still with Mahrubi

CONTROL, PASSWORD: SYSTEM and SEND the

at 04:00, think about her being a telepath. Read

data for SCHMIDT.

her mail on COPS: "meet me at 04:00 with

You receive a reply at 19:30. Use COPS
again to read it. It says that 756 —> 354.
These are the chemicals you must mix with the

Yakoto Arm. Note the Checksum - it is made up
entirely of zeros. This means that you must
match each number detected with one which
when added to it makes ten (do an addition to

get an answer of zero.) You need to apply this
rule to work out the antidotes for the others
later on in the game.
• "Blimey, that Old Deviant's Guaranteed

Impure Real Ale is good stuff, innit?" You
can say that again! "Blimey, that Old..."

PASSWORDS

Higgins: CLARA - when he is wearing his
loincloth search his locker, then think about
searching his overalls - photo of daughter.
Alvisi: 985566 - she tells you at 3am.
Boronova: 16544 - gives clue at 18:00 - the
tapestry pattern (Log Book) gives a colour code
for the threads.

Mix the antidote

1. Start up the arm - the code is Up Down Left
Right - Schmidttells you this at 17:00.
2. Get the syringe.
3. Use the syringe to pump in each chemical
and pump it out into the test tube - for Schmidt
you need three, five, and four.

4. Putthe syringe away and pick up the tube.
5.Open the interior door, drop the tube (it
should disappear), close the interior door, open

outside. Press Fl twice to track ECH03 and use
the cursor keys to get to it.
Use F3 to pick up the container and the cur
sor keys to return to a place near the hatch.

7. Attach Schmidt to the CLISS and inject him.

Mahrubi: Don't know. You discover a numbered

Press R to re-enter the station.

ring on him at 9am, but you don't need it to fin

Wake Schmidt and search the container in
front of him. At 07:00 read his mail and ask him

ish the game.

Connoly: ALBIREO - gives clue at 3am about
the double-star between Vega, Altair and Deneb

about the coded message. Tell him you have
cracked it (though you don't actually need to do

- doesn't appear to be in the documentation

so) and he meets you at 08:00 and tells you

anywhere.

everything.

Amiot: 498842PA - in his notebook (Log
Book).

75000400 -> 356 - see Schmidt.

near the dock. Use the F2 key to make an auto
matic and safe docking. You must arrive before
15:00.

Use CLISS and then set switch pairs three

Kamakura: Not easy! You have to "search dis
cretely" once he is asleep at 24:00. If you do a
normal examination of him you aren't given this
option. Eventually, you find some documents.

• Bored? Lonely? Join the Interstellar
Chat Line! Scintillating talk 24 hours a
day, covering topics such as airlocks.

Wake him up and ask him about them - he
agrees to tell you everything at 9:00.

Unmissable - and only 44p a nanosecond

Mahrubi: Provided that you have saved every

Kamakura: At 05:00 search Connoly - you get
a fuse. Ask Higgins about it and replace it in the
orbiter, go to the Space Plane and click under

the console until you find the fuse box. Open it
and insertthe fuse. Kamakura does not die any

and four to show INTERNAL/PROGRAM. Click on

more when the cabin is depressurised.

12 to set the wake alarm. Click on "01" on the

Mahrubi: If he dies it is just a way to keep you

numeric keypad (nothing else does the trick).

guessing because you have not solved all the

issue 22-MAY-91

alarm. At 18:00, ask Schmidt if he has used

6. Check your inventory - you should have the

port (Log Book).

Alvisi: At the start of the game, you can
use the Fl key for Manual control. Use the joy
stick to pilot the Space Plane to a place very

VOLDIA." Wake her at 04:00 by thinking,
"I must wake her" and then saying VOLODIA.
Take her to CLISS and think that you know she
is lying - she should admit to being a telepath.
Schmidt: At 16:00, ask Higgins about the

Science Airlock. At 22:00, use the MMU to go

test tube.

HOW TO SAVE PEOPLE
Higgins: Analyse in CLISS at 01:00 - code

Wobbly? All you need is no gravity...

the exterior door and turn off.

Schmidt: 170855 - his birthday is in his pass
Kamakura: TSUNAMI - tells you at 20:00.

• Meet Mr Wobbly and Mr l-Can-Fly. Aren't
they sweet, children? Can you be a Mr

body up to now, at 10:00 you should demand
that he discuss the six attempted murders with
you. He refuses. Think about how to force him
and then take him to the CLISS. Think about

how to make him talk and thenthreaten to inject
an air bubble. He goes on to explain the com
plete murder plot.

continued on page 98 '^p»-
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LEISURE cheating
^~ MURDERS IN SPACE continued

Connoly: You get the point for "discovering his
secret" just by changing his bandage at 09:00.
Amiot: At 21:00, observe him at the safe in the

MURDERS IN SPACE
QUESTIONNAIRE
ANSWERS
1. YES (yes, really - you get a point for that!)

Stock Module. At 22:00 open the safe. The

2. A5AS/300605 - from Schmidt's mail.

code is on his notepad page - it is in hexadeci

3. TOILET
4. 07:00

mal: X'COFFEE' (base 16) which is 12648430 in
decimal. Enter this on the numeric keypad and
ask him about the contents. He lies. Read his
mail and ask him about it. At 10:00 you can
then ask him if the wine is for Maxine.

OTHER THINGS TO DO
Use the Laser

DRAGON'S LAIR 2
Readysoft

Choices, choices, choices. Up, down, left or

right - or maybe even Fire? Easy - to get
through this game just follow these simple
directions from Jem Timbrell of Essex:

it doesn't appear to be relevant to

5. BLUE

the game!
6.
7.
8.
9.

LASER
PHOTO
14:59
CAMBRIDGE

read Connoly's mail and ask

him about it

10. KAMAKURA -

deduction. Examine his

locker

After 22:00, use the laser to unfreeze the exter
nal antennae (to be found at the bottom left of
the Space Station).

11.02:00
12. 00:00

• Run! Dolores the middle-aged sex

how to set colours. At 07:00, use the tele

13.10:00
14. 04:00
15. 07:00
16. 09:00
17. JOHN WESTMACOTT - Amiot talks about

scope. Turn the power on and use the big blue

him at 15:00.

button to scan. Use the second button from left

18. CALIFORNIA - Connoly at 03:00.
19. 98-55-96 - you must use the hyphens!

Use the Solar Telescope

Talk to Connoly at 02:00 to get instructions on

in the row of five at the bottom to select colour

two and click on any of the RGB buttons to

change the colour. The same goes with the third

kitten is waiting! Where's the dragon?
1.

3. Fire, Right

Alvisi - 03:00.

20. 16544 - the spaces between the thin bars
count (including the trailing one). A space is a

21. Down, Right, Up

Left

2. Down, Right

22. Right, Up
23. Down, Up

Down, Left

24. Down, Left

Left, Up

25. Up, Up

Up

26. Left, Down, Up,

Down, Down

Right

8.

Fire, Up

27. Fire, Fire, Fire

binary zero, a filled-in area (making a thick bar)
is a binary one. Double-thick bars are 11. The
soup code is 0100000010100000 = 16544.

9.

Fire

10. Up, Right

28. Right, Up, Up
29. Down, Right

11. Left, Fire, Left

30. Fire

21. MUTATAN

12. Down, Fire

31. Fire

22. CONTROL
23. SCHMIDT
24. BOTTLES

13. Fire, Left, Left, Fire
14. Fire, Right, Fire,

16. Up, Fire

35. Up, Fire

Track the Blue Tablets

26. G- Mahrubi's mail- Rg5 should be Rb5.
27. MICKEY (a joke? Mickey Mouse?)
28. 00:43 - 100 to 10 is 90. They are ml —>

15. Up, Fire, Fire

32. Up, Fire
33. Up, Left, Down,
Right
34. Up, Right, Fire, Left

17. Fire, Up

36. Down

Schmidt starts with some blue tablets in his

90,000 cubic mm, 10 x 18 cubic mm —> 500

37. Down, Fire

pocket - they disappear eventually and poison
him. Mahrubi places one in the leftvent in Home

minutes = 8 hrs 20 mins.
29. SUBLIMATION

18. Right
19. Down, Fire, Down,

Module 1 at 17:00. This then poisons Amiot,
Higgins and Boronova.

30. OF

button to change colour three.

Now you should see a flare erupting much
more like the picture at the bottom left in the
Log Book - item 11. Press the big blue button
again to halt the scan. Activate COPY to pro
duce a printout, turn the power off and check
your inventory - you should have the printout.
Show the printout to Higgins at 08:00 and he
turns on the protection systems.

F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER

Down

25. ARDM/2

HARD DRIVIN' 2
Domark

If too much aggro from the enemyis gettingyou

Designing tracks is fun, but you're limited to
being able to save just one on the master disk.
This little suggestion enables you to save five

Notts. When the air is full of missiles, try land

not. Then taxi to the edge of the runway (to

tracks on another disk. On a blank disk, create
a folder called FILES. Then load up the editor

avoid being landed upon) and shut down the
engines. If you remain there for five minutes or
so, the opposition loses interest and drifts away.

with the FILES folder under any track A to E.
When the main game is loaded, use this disk to

ing at the nearest airfield, whether it's friendly or

Whisper it softly!

GOLDEN AXE
Virgin

When the game has loaded, don't just "Press
any key" - press T for infinite lives. Short but
sweet, just like Danny Barratt of Cheshire (or
maybe not - who knows?)

38. Down, Left, Up
39. Down, Fire, Fire
40. Fire, Fire

20. Down

Microprose

down, get down with this tip from Mike Peat of

Fire

and design yourtrack. Save it onto the new disk

load your track. Simple, innit? Slightly easier
driving from Steve Coombs of South Wales.

m
335^

n.

• Hah! Call that Hard Drivin'? You should

try driving up the M5 in heavy snow in the

OPERATION
THUNDERBOLT

middle of the night (mumble mumble)

Ocean

Get 50,000 points then type your name on the
high score as WIGAN NINJA for infinite lives.
When playing, press F7 to advance a level.
Wisdom from Nik Tozer from not-very-far-awayat all Somerset.

ROBOCOP 2
Ocean

On the menu screen press F3 for the high score
• "It's about that Golden Axe brand diet

food you sold me..." (har de har de har)
98 ST FORMAT

table. Type in BAMBOOZULEM, then press Help.
Flowers, effulgences of gratitude (and so on) to
Kevin Stebbings of Norfolk.
]•

• Erm, excuse me - can somebody help
me take this blessed helmet off, please?
I can't see a damned thing...
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POWER COMPUTING
SERIES

900

POWER

100MB

SPECIAL

HARD

OFFER

DRIVE

PACKS

NOW THE 100MB SERIES 900 IS EVEN BETTER VALUE
SPECIFICATIONS

•
•
•
•

High quality NEC mechanism
Auto booting as standard
32MB partitionson STE
Thru'portforexternaldevices

• Fast20msdrive

• ICD utilities included

• Powersupply included
• 1 yearguarantee

OTHERSIZESAVAILABLE

PACK1

PACK2

PACK3

• 100MBSERIES900

• 100MBSERIES900

• 100MB SERIES 900

• Powersupply

• Powersupply

• Powersupply

• Powermouse

• Powermouse

• PC720Power

• Anytwo piecesof

• Lattice C v5
• Powermouse

floppydrive

softwarefrom: Hisoft

Devpac v2, Hisoft C,
HisoftProflight,

£549

£549

Neodeskv3, PC-Ditto
£549
VISA

THE PRICES ARE ONLY FOR THE PACKS DESCRIBED AND CANNOT BE SPLIT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Power Computing Ltd

Unit 8 Rallton Road
Kempston

Bedford

Telephone 0234 843388
POWER COMPUTING FRANCE 63flueVictor Hugj W701Maison AltonPARIS FRANCE

ATARI|1)43789434« AMIGA(1)43787682» FAX|1|437870«

POWER COMPUTINGSRL ITALYVia Delle Baleart. 90 00121 Oslia Lido ROMA

2 Lines{06)5646310• FAX5646301

Woburn Road
MK4 2 7PN

Fax 0234 840234

Industrial Estate

WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE
106A Chilwell Road, Beeston,

W©RLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE

106A Chilwell Road, Beeston,
Nottingham, NG9 1ES

Nottingham, NG91ES

Q> FREE Catalogue Disk (Plus latest demos when available) with every order over £10.00

9> All orders despatched by 1st class post

^ Quality products at keenest prices

w 7 day 24 hour ordering

9> Credit card accounts debited only on despatch ofgoods

Ob Complete customer satisfaction is our aim
Order by Telephone:

Credit card order telephone lines
0602 252113

by Fax:

0602 225368

Fax your order with credit card details
0602 430477

by Mail:
Send payment with order
Please give your name, address, telephone no., software title, mag advertised and computer type.
Worldwide Pack 2

Worldwide Pack 3

ST Second Drive

ST Second Drive

+ Any three software titles with our
advertised price of £17.95 or less
ONLY £114.99

+ Any two software titles with our
advertised price of £17.95 or less

ST Second Drive + 30 Blank Disks
+ ST Protective Dust Cover

Worldwide Pack 1

5.95

4D Sport Boxing

17.95

9 Lives
Action Stations

17.95
22.95

Advanced Tactical Fighter2
Alpha Waves

17.95
17.95

Ancient Battles
Armour Geddon
Atomic Robokid
AWESOME
A.D.S
Back to Future 3

17.95
17.95
17.95
28.95
17.95
17.95

Backgammon Royale

22.95

Badlands Pete
Batman the Movie
Battle Command

14.95
14.95
17.95

BattlescapeTwin Pack

22.95

Battlestorm
BAT

17.95
28.95

Betrayal
Billy the Kid

22.95
17.95

Blade Warrior
Blue Max
Brat
Cadaver
Canvas

17.95
26.95
17.95
17.95
1 1.20

Captive
Carthage
Car-Vup
Challengers Compilation
Champion of the Raj
Championship Run

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95
17.95

Chaos Strikes Back Editor
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ 2

11.99
17.95
17.95

Chips Challenge
Chronicles of Omega

17.95
14.95

Codename Iceman
Cohort

28.95
17.95

Conquestsof Camelof
Corporation

28.95
17.95

Crime Wave

17.95

Cruise for a Corpse
Crystalsof Arborea

22.95
22.95

Curse of Ra
Curse of the Azure Bonds
De Luxe Scrabble
Defender 2
Demoniak
Deuteros

17.95
22.95
14.95
14.95
22.95
17.95

DonaldsAlphabet Chase
Dragon Breed
Dragons Breath
Dragons Lair 2

17.95
17.95
22.95
34.95

Duck Tales

17.95

Dungeon Master

17.95

ECO Phantoms
Ed The Duck
Elite
Elvira Mistress of the Dark

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Emlyn HughesArcade Quiz

17.95

Emlyn Huqhes Soccer

17.95

DungeonMaster Editor

Epic

7.99

17.95

ESWAT
Exterminator

17.95
17.95

F15 Strike Eagle 2

28.95

Feudal Lords
Final Battle
Final Command
Final Conflict
Finest Hour Battle of Britain

22.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Fire Brigade
Fists of FuryCompilation

22.95
17.95

Manchester United
Manix
Master Blaster
Master Sound 2
Matrix Marauders
Mean Streets

17.95
17.95
17.95
32.95
14.95
17.95

17.95
17.95
17.95

14.95
17.95

Sim City

22.95

Simulcra

17.95

Gettysburgh

22.95

Gods
Gold of the Aztecs
Golden Axe

24.95
17.95
17.95

Goofys Railway Express

17.95

Go...

17.95

Gremlins 2

14.95

Gunship

17.95

Greg Normans Ultimate Golf....17.95
Hard Drivin 2
Heller Skelter

17.95
17.95

Heroes Compilation
HitMachine Compilation
Hollywood Collection

22.95
22.95
22.95

Horror Zombies
Hunt For Red October
Hunter

17.95
17.95
17.95

Imperium

17.95

Indy Jones + ZakMcKracken ....22.95

Insects In Space
17.95
InternationalSoccer Challenge.. 17.95
It Came From the Desert

17.95

Jack Nicklaus Golf

17.95

James Pond Underwater Agent.. 17.95

Joystick Extendor
5.95
Joystick Lightning Compilation...17.95
Jupiters Masterarive

17.95

Kick Off 2 Final Whistle
KickOff2

9.99
14.95

Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show
Knights of Legend

17.95
17.95
22.95

7.99
7.99

3.99

Planetfall

22.95

Postman Pat

Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

17.95
17.95
22.95

Pre School Kids
Road Blasters

9.99
7.99
3.99
7.99

Rocket Ranger

9.99

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

19.95

Test Drive 2
The Final Conflict

17.95
17.95

17.95

17.95
17.95
17.95

Ninia Remix
Nitro
No Exit
Obitus
Off Road Racer

17.95
17.95
14.95
26.95
17.95

Things to do with Words(5-12 yrs) 14.95
Three Bears (5-10 years)
17.95
TNTCompilation
22.95

Omnicon Conspiracy
Operation Stealth

17.95
17.95

Their Finest Hour Battle Britain...22.95

Toki

„

17.95

Torvak the Warrior
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

17.95
17.95
14.95

Oriental Games

1 7.95

Pang
Panza KickBoxing

17.95
17.95

Toyota Celica GT Rally

17.95

Trivial Pursuit

Paradroid 90
Personal Finance Plus
Pirates

17.95
32.95
17.95

Turrican 2

Platinum Compilation

22.95

Ultima5
U.M.S. 2
Vaxine
Viz

14.95
17.95
22.95
22.95
17.95
17.95

Voodoo Nightmare
Warlock the Avenger
Wheels of FireCompilation
Wings of Death

17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95

Winning Tactics
Wolfpack

6.99
22.95

Wonderland

22.95

Powermonger

22.95

Predator 2
Prince of Persia
Pro Tennis Tour 2

17.95
17.95
17.95

World Championship Soccer ....14.95

Proflight

29.99

Z-Out

17.95
14.95
22.95

Leisuresuit Larry 1
Leisuresuit Larry 2
Leisuresuit Larry3
Lemmings

28.95
34.95
29.99
17.95

Red Storm Rising
Return to Europe
RickDangerous 2

17.95
9.99
17.95

Riders of Rohan

17.95

Line of Fire
Links
Loom
Lost Patrol
Lost Soul

17.95
17.95
22.95
17.95
14.95

17.95

Robocop 2

17.95

Robozone

17.95

Rodyand Mastico

14.95

Roque Trooper

17.95

F16 Combat Pilot
F16 Falcon Mission Disk 2

17.95
14.95

22.95

Lotus Espirit Turbo Challenge

17.95

F29 Retaliator
Ferrari Formula 1

17.95
7.99

Ml Tank Platoon

22.95

Sega Master Mix

17.95

Magnetic ScrollsCollection

22.95

Shadow of the Beast

17.95

Rotox

14.95

Secret of MonkeyIsland

22.95

Wrath of the Demon

22.95

Xiphos

17.95
14.95

Rotor
Silkworm

7.99
7.99

Speedball

9.99

Strike Force Harrier

9.99

Super Hang On
Super Ski Challenge

7.99
4.99

S.D.I

7.99

Techni Chess
The Grail
Thunderblade

3.99
3.99
7.99

Tracksuit Manager
Treasure Island Dizzy
Trivia Challenge
Vigilante
Vvishbringer

7.99
4.99
3.99
7.99
9.99

World Class Leaderboard Golf....7.99
Xenon
7.99

Yoqis Great Escape

6.99

ZoFk

9.99
CITIZEN PRINTERS

Citizen 120DPIus
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24

Advanced Fruit Machine Sim
Afterburner

6.99
7.99

Axels Magic Hammer

7.99

A.B.Zoo
Barbarian2

3.99
7.99

139.99
230.00
320.00

(includes free connectingcable)
MANNESMAN TALLY PRINTERS

MT81 (130/26 cps 80 col.)...159.00
MT1 30/9 (300/75 cps
399.99
9 pin 80 column)
MT1 30/24 (300/150 cps
24 pin 80 column)
499.99
(includesfree connecting cable)
JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 1 25 Plus

BUDGET SOFTWARE

Competition Pro Clear
Competition Pro Extra

7.49

13.95
14.95

Competition ProGlo (Green) ....17.49
Competition Pro (Pink)
17.49
Competition Pro
12.95
Cruiser (Black, Blueor Multicol) ...8.99

Batman Caped Crusader
Blinkys Scary School

7.99
7.99

Colorado
Continental Circus
Defender of the Crown

7.99
7.99
9.99

Quickshot 3 Turbo

Double Dragon

7.99

Speedking Autofire

Drum Studio

4.99

Euro Soccer Challenge

4.99

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE
All prices include postage and packing in the UK.
Not all titles released at time of going to press. Titles and prices subject to change
FAX NO: 0602 430477

4.99
3.99

Kenny Dalglish Soccer Manager .7.99
Last Ninia^2
7.99

Pinball Factory

17.95

The Immortal (1 Meg)

17.95
22.95

7.99

17.95
17.95

The Keep
The LastStarship
The Light Corridor

Legend of Billy Boulder
Legend of Faerghail

Hostages
Italia 1990
Karate Kid 2

9.99

17.95
17.95
17.95

7.99

7.99
6.99
7.99
9.99

6.99

Navy Seals
Night Breed
Nightshirt

Powerdrome

4.99

7.99

Gauntlet 2
GFL Baseball
Gridrunner
Hitchhikers Guide

Leather Goddesses

17.95
28.95
17.95
17.95

14.95

Formula One Grand Prix

Gary Linekers Hot Shots

Moonwalker
Outrun

M.U.D.S
Nam
Narco Police
NARC

17.95
22.95
7.99
17.95
17.95

7.99
6.99

6.99

Mig 29

17.95

Player Manager

Fast Food Dizzy

22.95

14.95

Plotting
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg)
Populous New Worlds
Populous
PowerPackCompilation

Fallen Angel
FantasyWorld Dizzy

22.95

Murder

Puzznic
Rainbow Islands
Realms

Last Ninia 3

17.95
17.95
34.95
22.95
32.95
17.95
17.95
22.95
22.95
17.95
17.95

Mystical

Fl 9 Stealth Fighter

Europe (other than UK)
shipping costs are:
£1.50 per disc for normal airmail
£2.50 per disc for express airmail

Shadow Warriors
Silent Service

Sly Spy Secret Agent
Soccer Mania Compilation
Megatraveller Zhodian Conspiracy.24.95 Space Ace
17.95 Space Rogue
Flight ofthe Intruder
22.95 Meglomania
17.95 Space Shuttle Simulator
FliqhtSim 2 Hawaii Scenery
11.99 Merchant Colony
17.95 Speedball2
Flight Sim2
28.95 Metal Masters
17.95 Spindizzy Worlds
Flippitand Maqnose
17.95 Mickeys CrosswordMaker
17.95 Spiritof Excalibur (1 Meg)
Flood
17.95 Mickeys Runaway Zoo
17.95 Sporting Gold
Fools Errand
17.95 Midnight Resistance
22.95 Spy Who Loved Me
Football Simulation
17.95 Midwinter 2
St Dragon
22.95
Frontline
17.95 Midwinter
28.95 Star Command
Full Blast Compilation
22.95 Mig 29 Fulcrum
17.95 Storm Across Europe
FunSchool 2 under 6 years) ....14.95 Mighty Bombjack
17.95 Strider 2
Fun School 2 6-8 years]
14.95 Mindgames Strategy Comp
17.95 Super Monaco Grand Prix
Fun School 2 over 8 years)
14.95 MontyPython Flying Circus
14.95 Supercars 2
FunSchool 3 under 5 years) ....17.95 Mortville Manor
FunSchool3 5-7 years)
17.95 Multi PlayerSoccer Manager.... 17.95 Supremacy
17.95 SWIV
Fun School 3 over 7 years)
17.95 Murders in Space

Future Basketball
Gauntlet 3
Gazzos Soccer 2

BUDGET SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

4 PlayerAdaptor

+ 100 Disk Storage Box
ONLY £99.99

ONLY £104.99

Euromax Professional 9000
13.95
Euromax Professional 9000 DeLuxe28.95
9.95
Euromax Arcade Turbo
19.95

10.99

Euromax Racemaker Yoke (Zoomer)32.95

Zip Stick Aulofire

14.95

Outside Europe shipping costs are:
£2.00 per disc for normal airmail
£3.00 per disc for express airmail

LEISURE cheating
the Royal Court. Go N, insert the Handle in the
lever slot and pull the lever to unlock the door
to the E. Go E, E, walk onto the red circles —>
Teleport to the candles, but now there is a

CADAVER
Mirrorsoft
FORMAT proudly presents the final instalment of our Cadaver solution,
courtesy of the indefatigable John Sweeney from Nottingham

If a direction is ambiguous then it is followed
by another direction in brackets to make it pre
cise. For example, W(N) Door means the Nothernmost door on the West wall. M in brackets

means Middle. K stands for Key. Keys are
marked **Kn** to highlight their locations.
LEVEL THREE

Font —> Peace Key
QUEST 5: SPELL - Cast the Enchanted Liquid
on the Font —> Guard's Key

QUEST 6: CHALICE - Drop the Chalice in the
Font. Give the Chaliceto Wulf and he gives you
the Spider Key. Use the Spider Key to go W
from the Spider's Lair and up the Secret Stair

QUEST 3: NODOS

W - much later.

QUEST 1: CROWN

Side Chamber: Either jump at the lever or
throw stones at it depending on which way you
want to go, then nip through the bars before
they close again.
Gaoler's Stair: Stone Bag under stairs.

Gaol: Use Kl to unlock this side of the door.

Go back to the High Court, Drop it down the pit
and you can leave, provided you have already
unlocked the other side with the same key.

Visitor's Gaol: Shirikan, key for South Door in

QUEST 2: HERBS

Court Hall. The lever opens the bars.
Court Hall: You need to pull a lever in the
Guard's area to go W later on. Key for South

->E.

High Court: Lever —> pit —> down to the
Royal Gaol, Dispel Trap Spell and Stamina
Potion are here.

Royal Court: Candle, **K1**. Touch Wulf
and you receive a quest. When you fulfil each
quest return here and you get a new key and a
new quest.

QUEST 1: CROWN - Give the Crown to Wulf

—> Serpent Key
QUEST 2: HERBS - Drop Herbs in the Font
—> Boar Key
QUEST 3: NODOS - Drop Nodos in the Font
—> Royal Seal Key
QUEST 4: POWDER • Drop the Powder in the

Guest's Hall: Walk down middle. Serpent Key

Royal Maze: E from Ante Room, E, dodge
balls, E, W(S), get Handle, E, N, Stamina
Potion, W, N, W, S(E); activate the lever —>
gold. If you pull this lever at a different times
you suffer a Shuriken Attack which you can

Go S(W), step on the large floor slab to raise
the block. Drink the alcohol to get **K3**
(don't worry, it wears off). Get the candle, N,

Store) onto the other barrel and then jump onto
the Kindling. Now jump to the top of the bars
and drop down to kill the spider. Get

open the chest (use K3) —> two candles.
Go S(E), E, put four candles in the four red

• That's all for now - more as soon as we

circles - three from the Royal Maze, one from

can crack the game ourselves!

Raw Meat. Cook the Raw Meat in the Great

**K6**, eat the Boar's Head... and wait!

Lee Groom of Dorset. Get a high score and
type in DIZZY to gain nine lives instead of three.

TREASURE ISLAND
DIZZY

THE TIME MACHINE

Codemasters

Activision

Speaking of Dizzy, Paul Rhys-Thompson of
Lancashire advises: when the game starts,
type I CAN FLY and guess what? You can fly.
(I can fly, y'know. No, really...)

HERO TURTLES

screen, type 8859 then 1506 before the real
code. Cowa - oh, shut up.

retrieve the GEMS!

Kitchen before eating it or you lose 100
Stamina points. Eat the Meat —> **K5**.
Push the barrels together by bars and climb
onto one. Drop some kindling (from the Wood

one hour - count the pixels on-screen meantime

A handy little tip from Daniel Higgins of
Aberdeen for infinite energy. On the code

Royal Hall (W): Stand at the right end and
throw large objects (the GEMS for example)
onto the ramp. You suffer some damage
because the ball bumps the button each time.
Two or three objects are enough to make the
ball fall down the hole. The spikes now disap
pear. Activate the lever —> W. Remember to

and unlocks a couple of doors.
Go E, WIS), open chest, get **K2**, S,
E, E, insert K2, N, W, W(N), N, pull western
lever twice. It first unlocks this door (S(W)), and
then activates the floor pad in the next room.

and eventually "Cheat Mode Active" appears,
and you have infinite ammo. Don't forget
Douglas Benevento of Cambs when you win.

Mirrorsoft

pump the wall meter back up and prevent dam
age.

turn off with a button somewhere. It also locks

SHINOBI

TEENAGE MUTANT

Main passage: Take the Boar Key—>W.
Royal Hall (E): Get all the coins —> two
GEMS. Keep standing on the central tile to

Great Kitchen: Eat the Round Loaf for gold.
Meat Store: Rock (Cannonball), Boar's Head,

Virgin Mastertronic

Pause the game, then type LARSXVIII for infinite
credits. Thanks, Stephen Lee of Essex.

Cast the Dispel Trap Spell, open the chest
-> gold and Ring. Go W(N), N, E, W(S) and
press the Right Button. Go S, E, press the But
ton —> GEM (as long as you pressed only the
Right Button in the previous room.) The Casket
opens if you have the Ring —> **K4**. Go
N, S, take the HERBS and use K4 to go S.
Then go N, W (N), N, S(W), S, W.

to LEVEL FOUR!

Main Passage: You need the Boar Key to go

Door is in the Visitor's Gaol.

Chest in the room.

Overleaf there's a complete solution to this timetravelling arcade adventure-type game - but if
that sounds like too much work, try this tip from

WE WANT YOUR TIPS & CHEATS
Look, I don't want to have to say this again, understand? We want it, that's all
there is to it. If you've got a tip, a cheat, an infinite lives poke, a short cut, an

undocumented feature, a bug, a password - anything at all you've found that |
helps you get more from your ST game-playing - we want to hear about it!
That way you can share your information with well over 55,000 fellow ST I

enthusiasts and possiblywin FORMAT'S monthly prize of £50. Or, if you're stuck at a particular point
in a game or find a problem with a piece of software, you could get the answer to your problem!
Jljiii.n|ii.^Tijim-ii I I 1I |)l:ifi A

I JiiiuJUUmf

Name

Address

• Well, it may be fun being a Turtle, but
isn't it embarrassing when you completely
forget to wear any clothes, like Mussolini
(or whatever his name is) here?

Daytime phone

My tip is: Games J

Desktop

Music

1 Graphics

Cover Disk

Other

Brief description of tip

TOTAL RECALL
Ocean

Now what's this cheat again? (More gales of
laughter.) Leave the game in pause mode for
issue 22-MAY-91

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to: Gamebusters,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.
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LEISURE cheating

THE TIME MACHINE
Activision
If you find yourself without the time to work through this game, try this neat
little solution from Nicky Dennehy of Beds.
The Prehistoric Age - Level 1

Start on screen 1.3 (the geyser screen). Trans
port the mammals from screen 1.2 to 1.5 by
placing a pod at 1.2, then shoot the eggs so
that the pterodactyl takes you to the cave
screen. Drop another pod here and warp back
to 1.2. Stun an animal with your beamer, and
when it appears in the top left window take it to
the other teleporter pod. Repeat this several
times (you can take up to 16 animals) and then
head back for screen 1.3 to block the geysers
with the rocks. Zone two is now accessible.

The Ice Age - Level 2

It's pretty nippy on this level and although you're
immune to the cold, the evolving cavemen
aren't. You must create a fire to keep the freez
ing cavemen warm. Place a pod by the cave in
2.5 and then walk to 2.2 and find the wood.

Wait until it is in the top left window and beam
over to 2.5 again. The wood is now there, so go
back to 2.1 and stand on a solid piece of land
before transporting yourself back to the Prehis
toric Zone. Using the same technique as the
apes, transport the fire to screen 2.5 and this
ignites the wood. If it goes out, just repeat the
process.

All that remains now is to take the boulders

off the geysers to warm up the planet. For prim
itive man to develop, he must be able to eat, so

teach him to grow crops. Plant a pod by the
river, next to the existing plants, and transport
apples from 1.2. Repeat this for both river
banks. Then warp to level three!
The Stone Age - Level 3

To influence man's technology, you must ensure
that cavemen see the wheel in action. If you
planted seeds in 2.4 there are now trees in 3.4.

fourth. Take the barrel to 4.4 and drop it just on
the right side of the bridge - the closer the bet
ter. Place a pod near the barrel and wait for
Goliath to get near the right-hand side of the
bridge. Quickly warp back to 1.1 - where the
flame is - and transport the flame so that it
ignites the barrel, killing Goliath as it explodes.
After that, take another barrel from 4.5 and
drop it in 4.1 next to the moving rock. Hidden
beneath the rock is an oil source, so place a
pod next to the barrel. Follow the same method
as before and ignite it. This dislodges the rock
revealing the oil beneath. Now prepare to enter
the fifth and final zone.

You must break off the branches and make a

Time Machine Repairing - Level 5

bridge across the water - you're going to need
this bridge in later zones. Use the pterodactyl in
the first era to cross the water, and change
time zone when you think you're in line with the
trees - this makes you drop from the Sky onto

To repair the Machine, you must retrieve the
crystal - you may have noticed it in 1.1. To get
it, you need a bomb. To get a bomb, kill a few
terrorists in 5.5 and wait for one. Transport it to
1.1 and it explodes, freeing the crystal. Unfortu
nately, it falls into the deep swamp, but it can
be found in 1.2 if you search. Head back to
the Time Machine and place a pod in it, then
return to the crystal and warp it back to the
waiting Machine.
To activate the machine, you need to use
the switch above the Vid Oil sign on the roof.
Return to the first era and use the pterodactyl to
land on the building. Use your weapon to switch
the power ON and OFF.
Return to the Machine and place the crystal
into it, ensuring it is OFF, and with the crystal in
place return to power up the device with the

the branches, snapping them off. Repeat this
for the other side and trundle the wheel across

the bridge.
Another method: carry the wheel from 3.4
to 3.3 and enter the hut there. You then reap
pear in the hut in screen 3.5, so walk up to the
square wheel and drop the round wheel next to

it. This gives the cavemen a push in the right
direction. The fourth zone is now active.

The Middle Ages - Level 4

Your aim here is to destroy the giant, Goliath.
Get the powder barrel from 4.5 and avoid the
cannonball by standing in the middle of the
screen in the third zone and warping into the

switch. All that remains to do now is enter the

Time Machine and do a pick up! stf

LIVE IN LEEDS? WE HAVE MOVED!

Our regular customers know we offer unbeatable advice, service and deals on all things Amiga. NOW in our new citycentre superstore, we offer even more! If you thought all computer stores were the same, then visit us we know you'll be impressed!
HARDWARE SUPER DEALS

SOFTWARE

IF IT'S GOOD, WE STOCK IT! HERE'S A

STE, MEGA STE, TT AND STACY
PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES AND NE .WS

SELECTION
Fleet Street 3

call

AT Speed
£199.00
AT Once
£189.00
48 Meg/H/D
£459 00
External Drives
£69.00
Internal Drives
£59.00
Philips 8833 MKII .£249.00
SM 124
£109.00

Page Stream 1.8...

...£43.00
Optical Mouse
Quality Mouse
...£20.00
Forget Me Clock
£24 00
STE 1/2 Meg Simms. £39.00
STE 2 Meg Simms ... £119.00
£79.00
Extra-ram
Samplers from
£39.00

PRINTERS

Time Works
Thats Write
Write On
First Word Plus....
Word Perfect
Delux Paint

£159.00 Canon BJ 10E

Star LC200
StarLC24-10
Star LC24-200
Star LC24 200 Colour
Citizen 1200 +
Citizen Swift 24

Citizen Swift 9
Colour upgrade

£329.00

£219.00 Hewlet Packard Desk
....£219.00 Jet 500
£499.00
£259.00
£299.00
LIMITED OFFE
£144.00
£289.00 Amstrad LQ 3500 24 3in
£189.00 printers only
.£189.00

I

" 1
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£49.95

Sage

In Stock

£59.95

Cashbook Controller....£44.95

System 3

£39.95

Home Accounts

£24.95

Cyber Paint
Cyber Studio

£49.95
£49.95

Super Base 2
Mega Paint 2

£79.00
£89.00

EZ Draw 2

£44.95

GFA Draft Plus...

£89.00

MUSIC

We are one of the U.K.'s top computer music
dealers and stock not only midi software but
keyboards too! Choose from Yamaha, Ensoniq,
Evolution, Roland Computer Music Products,
Alesis, Philip Rees & more. Call in for advice or to
arrange a demo - we cater for beginners to pros.

54, The Balconey, Merrion Centre, Leeds LS2
Tel (0532) 446520
ACCESS AND VISA WELCOME

£119.00
£69.00
£49.95
£35 00

£49.95

£34.00

MIDITECH

Lattice C V5
Hi-Soft Basic
Dev Pack
Neo Desk 3

£179.00

j

ALL PRINTERS ARE UK SPEC AND INCLUDE CABLE

Star LC10

£179.00
£149.00
£74.00
89 00

Best Deals Guaranteed!!

All prices correct at time of press. All prices inc VAT.
Delivery free on software & small items. For

Hardware add £8 next day courier. Local delivery
service available at £6.

We are open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Fri. 9.00-5.30 Sat.
Est 1988
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OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304
Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304IZ
ATARI ST SELLERS
3D Pool
A.T.F. 2
Afterburner
Ancient Battles

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
16.99
7.99
16.99

Arkanoid - Revenge of Don

7.99

Atomic Robokid
AT.

16.99
24.99

Batman the Caped Crusader

7.99

Battle Command
Battlemaster

16.99
19.99

Betrayal

19.99

Blasteroids

7.99

Blinkys Scary School
BlitzkriegMay 1940
Boxing Manager
Bridge Master
Bridge Tutor

6.99
16.99
13.99
NEW 16.99
NEW 16.99

Cadaver
Captive
Car-Vup

16.99
16.99
16.99

Centrefold Squares

9.99

Chaos Editor
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase H.Q. 2

9.99
16.99
16.99

Chips Challenge
ChuckieEgg

NEW 16.99
13.99

Codename Iceman

NEW 24.99

Colonels Bequest

NEW 27.99

Colorado

Conqueror

7.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

Continental Circus

7.99

Corporation + Mission Disk
Corporation Mission Disk
Crazy Cars
Cricket Captain

16.99
9.99
7.99
16.99

Crime Wave
Curse of Azure Bonds

NEW 16.99
NEW 19.99

DailyDouble Horse Racing

9.99

Damocles
Defenders of the Earth

16.99
7.99

Degas Elite

16.99

Deluxe Strip Poker

9.99

Dizzy Dice
Donalds Alphabet Chase
Dragon Breed
Dragons Lair2
Drakkhen
Driller

4.99
16.99
16.99
29.99
19.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

16.99
6.99

Kick Off
Kick Off 2

ST COMPILATIONS

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
13.99

Last Ninja 2

7.99

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

6.99

Legend of Faerghail
Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit LarryLook for Love
Leisuresuit Larry3

19.99
24.99
29.99
29.99

Loom

19.99

19.99
24.99

WHEELS OF FIRE

Monty Python

13.99

Moonwalker

7.99

Murder
N.A.R.C
Never Mind

16.99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 4.99

Night Shift
Ninja Remix
Operation Stealth
Oriental Games
Outrun

16.99

NEW 16.99
16.99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
7.99

Pang
Panza KickBoxing

16.99
NEW 16.99

Planetfall

6.99

Player Manager
Populous
Populous New Worlds

13.99
16.99
6.99

Postman Pat

7.99

Powermonger
Proflight

19.99
27.99

Pub Trivia

4.99

Question of Sport
R-Type
Rainbow Island
Red Storm Rising
Renaissance

6.99
7.99
13.99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

RickDangerous 2
Roadblasters

7.99

Robocop 2
Rock Star Ate My Hamster

16.99
4.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Sherman M4

16.99
16.99
13.99

16.99
21.99

F29 Retaliator

16.99

Sim City
Speedball 2
Spy Who Loved Me

19.99
16.99
13.99

Falcon Mission Disk 1 or 2

13.99

Steve Davis Snooker

9.99

First Contact
Flood
Football Director 2

SPECIALOFFER 6.99
16.99
13.99

Football Manager 2 + Exp Kit

13.99

Formula One Grand Prix

4.99

Fun School 3 (Under 5)
Fun School 3 (5-7)
Fun School 3 (7+)
Fruit Machine

16.99
16.99
16.99
6.99

Gauntlet 2

7.99

Gemini Wing
Ghosts and Goblins
Golden Axe

7.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99

Goofy's Railway Express
Gunship
Hammerfist
Hard Drivin1 2

16.99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99

Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy
Hostages
Imperium
Infestation
Jack Nicklaus Golf
James Pond
Jaws

Jockey Wilson's Darts

6.99
7.99
16.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
16.99
16.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

6.99

Shoot 'Em Up Construction Kit

19.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

Hard Drivin', Chase HQ,

£19.99
3.5 40 piece disk box
3.5 80 piece disk box

PLATINUM

6.99
7.99

3.5 inch Double Sided, Double
Density with Labels

Strider, Black Tiger, Forgotten Worlds &
Ghouls and Ghosts. £19.99

1
0.59

SEGA MASTER MIX

10
5.50

25
12.50

Superwonderboy, Dynamite Dux,
Iraclcdown, Turbo Outrun & Enduro
Racer. £19.99

Mouse Mats

2.99

ST & AG Extension Leads

5.99

ST Drive + KickOff 2 +Corporation
ST Mouse + Captive

FIST OF FURY

Double Dragon 2, Ninja Warriors,
Shinobi & Dynamite Dux. £19.99
FINALE

Paperboy, Ghosts and Goblins,
Overlander & Space Harrier. £16.99
CHALLENGES

Fighter Bomber, Super Ski, Kick Off, Pro
Tennis Tour & Stunt Car £19.99

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES

Cribbage Crazy S's, Gin Rummy, Old
Maid, Hearts & Klondike Solitaire. £19.99

THRILLTIME PLATINUM VOL 2

Buggy Boy, Bombjack, SpaceHarrier, Live

AncTLet Die, Thundercats, Beyond the Ice
Palace & Battleships. £16.99

79.99
34.99

HINT BOOKS
Bards Tale 1 or 2 or 3

5.00

Champions of Krynn

7.99

Codename Iceman

8.99

Colonels Bequest
Conquest of Camelot

8.99
8.99

Curse of Azure Bonds

7.99

Dragons of Flame
Dungeon Master

4.00
9.99

Heroes of the Lance
Heroes Quest

4.00
8.99

Hillsfar
Indiana Jones the Adventure

7.99

Kings Quest 1 or 2 or 3 or 4
Leisuresuit Larry1 or 2 or 3

4.99
8.99
8.99

Manhunter In San Francisco

8.99

Might and Magic 2

5.99

Police Quest 2
Poof of Radiance
Secret of the Silver Blades
Space Quest 1 or 2 or 3

8.99
7.99
7.99
8.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION

Allorders send FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the
coupon and send it to:- Software City
Unit 4, BDC, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN.

ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)
Name.
Address.

Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

Postcode

Thunderblade
Tournament Golf

16.99
19.99
16.99
7.99
13.99

Toyota Celica GT Rally
Treasure Island Dizzy

16.99
4.99

Trivial Pursuit
Turrican

13.99
13.99

Tel No

Name of game

Computer

Value

NEW 16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

U.M.S. 2 (1 Meg only)

NEW 19.99

Ultima 5

19.99

Ultimate Golf (Greg Norman)

16.99

Verminator

Operation Wolf & Batman the
Caped Crusader

HIGH ENERGY

Hostages, North and South, Tin Tin,
Teenage Queen & Fire and Forget. £19.99

12.99
7.99
16.99
4.99

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

Afterburner, Double Dragon,

Turbo Outrun & Powerdrift. £19.99

Super Cars + 10 disks...SPECIAL OFFER
Super Hang-On
Super Off Road Racer
Targhan

Turrican 2
Tusker

MAGNUM FOUR

16.99

F16 Combat Pilot
F19 Stealth Fighter

19.99

Fortunes.
£16.99

Midwinter
MIG 29

Silent Service

Fire Brigade

POWER PACK
Xenon 2, XV Sports American Football,
Bloodwych & Lombard RAC Rally.
£19.99

16.99
19.99

7.99
6.99

Daily Double Horse Racing, Steve Davis
Snooker & Brian Clough's Football

9.99
16.99

Multi Player Soccer Manager

SPORTING WINNERS

£19.99

Mercenary Compendium
Midnight Resistance

16.99

6.99

£19.99

16.99

9.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

Rick Dangerous, P-47 Thunderbolt,
Highway Patrol & Chicago 90

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

21.99
13.99

Mr Do Run Run
MrHeli

FULL BLAST

Ferrari Formula One, Carrier Command,

Robocop, Ghostbusters 2, Batman The
Movie & Indiana Jones Last Crusade

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

E.S.W.A.T.
Elvira

FantasyWorld Dizzy

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer,
Football Manager World Cup Edition &
Gazza's Super Soccer. 1,16.99

M1 Tank Platoon
Manchester Unt

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

Federation of Free Traders
Ferrari Formula One

SOCCER MANIA

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

Vigilante
Warlock the Avenger
Wishbringer
Wizball

World Championship Soccer
World Class Leaderboard
Wrath of Demon
Xenon

7.99
NEW 16.99
6.99
7.99

Postage
TOTAL
POSTAGERATES- Please add 50p for post and packaging on all orders under £5. EEC countries add £1 per item.
Non EEC Countries add £2.50 per item

Paying By Cheque - Cheques payable to Software City

13.99
7.99
NEW 19.99
7.99

Zany Golf

6.99

Zork

6.99

CARD TYPE

EXPIRY DATE

STF5

CREDIT CARD No.
EUROPEAN

SIGNATURE

DATE.

ORDERS
ACCEPTED
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• Trackman 2's basic display resembles a
modern studio's mixing desk with each
track of the song laid out vertically and
the volume sliders below. You can access

all the program's functions from here

• You can alter each note's pitch, timing,
velocity and length and hear it instantly

with the screen editor, as well as change
and create using the keyboard indicator
(left) and drum/note indicator (top right)

I HRflit I

Cancel I

• You can copy data across tracks in a
similar way to a GEM filecopy routine. You
can filter, reroute and extract all kinds of

MIDI data, so that you can rework things
without damaging your existing tracks

On the right track
^7 12 A Ifmusic really is thefood oflove, why is MIDI so difficult to

^ swallow? A thirsty Neil Jackson takes a detailed lookat a
MIDI sequencer that really makes your mouth water
Trackman 2
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £179

FROM: HOLLIS RESEARCH LTD
CONTACT: 0481 28286

W h y is it that most MIDI sequencers
tend to look like a 747 flight deck?
Surely it's more effective to organise
the controls in a manner which musicians can

recognise. Trackman 2 looks no further than the
mixing desk for its inspiration and manages to
banish technophobia at a stroke. It doesn't take
forever to learn either.

Creating music with Trackman 2 is easy.
Many MIDI sequencers take an age to set up
correctly, especially if you move around. Track
man 2 is aware of the many "MIDIosyncrasies"
which occur when you change your kit or move
it around, so it has menu options to help you get
up and running quickly.
Once you're set up, Trackman 2 continues
to be helpful. You can give songs auto-load sta
tus, so they're ready to play by the time the pro
gram's loaded. Neat if you're just rushing on

stage with seconds to spare! You can also
configure Trackman 2's supplied footswitch to
initiate playback or recording - and other func
tions. You can get things running with a tap of
the foot and concentrate on creating the music.
Each vertical bar on Trackman 2's display
represents a track - there are 32 in all, dis
played 16 at a time. Each track can contain
MIDI data for just one MIDI channel or all 32
(using the supplied channel-doubler in the
modem port) - it's entirely up to you.
You can tie each track to one specific MIDI
channel, so that you can route data on it to a
specific instrument. You can pipe this anywhere,
at any time, simply by clicking on the up or
down arrows to change the MIDI channel num
ber. You can record or play back from each
track separately, together, or in any combination

you choose. You can even play back on some
104
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channels while recording on others - just as if
you were using a real mixing desk.
Trackman 2 has a simple but powerful
screen editor which enables you to examine
MIDI data on any track. You can modify note
pitch, velocity, MIDI channel number and timing
while your song is playing, so you can see the
results of any change instantly.
The layout of the screen editor makes life
easy - the keyboard on the left of the display
carries a clear mark, indicating the current note.
A second display (top right) shows the actual
note pitch and song-time in written form.
You can record in step-time, using the
screen editor, or in real-time. To help you in this,
Trackman 2 has a comprehensive quantisation
function. This can line up notes to the nearest
beat, half-beat, quarter-beat, eighth, sixteenth
and thirtysecond beat. It can even do triplet
time for any of these. You can quantise while

recording, so notes are instantly "tightened-up,"
or after you've created the song. You can even
deliberately shuffle and rotate tracks by any
amount to give off-beat or syncopated rhythms.
For creating drumtracks, you can create,
save and load a special drumkit layout. You can
tailor these drumkits to fit with any drum
machine or synth's drumkit in less than ten min
utes, and even create special kits to convert

between drumkit layouts. This means you can
change your kit and still play a song you've writ
ten for a different one.

Trackman 2 also scores highly on its block
copying functions. You can copy and merge
each 32 track sequence, or attach them to any
other sequence - there are 99 available. You
can transfer notes within a certain range using
the Bounce Track and Extract Notes functions.

FORMAT RATINGS

In this way, you can construct a whole song
using small scratch-pad sequences to create the
individual parts and then knit them together. As
well as notes, you can treat all MIDI data. You
can even save the mix level using the sliders at

TRACKMAN 2/E179

the bottom of each track. These can be altered

Hollis Research Ltd/0481 28286

during playback but recorded onto a separate
track, so that volume levels rise and fall, just as
they do on tape.
Trackman 2 is an amazing piece of soft
ware. Not only does it offer loads of advanced
features which make it an extremely powerful
and professional sequencer, but it runs happily
on a bog-standard 520 ST, in colour or mono,
and can save, load and even format a disk while
still playing a song. At a mere £179 it beats
most of the competition into a cocked hat.
Ifyou want to make music quickly, whatever

Features

95%

Extensive MIDI facilities - excellent editing and
copying methods. Full 32 MIDI channel control

Speed

96%

Swift in all areas. Fast multi-tasking disk functions
Ease of Use

98%

Dead easy to get good results. A simple layout
reflects existing studio gear
Results

97%

Perfect. Faster than other sequencers and enables
you to concentrate on the music for once!
FORMAT VALUE

97%

A professional sequencer at a ridiculous price

The Competition
Notator (£499) and C-Lab Creator (£299) from

Sound Technology (« 0462 480000), or Steinberg's
Cubase (£550) and Pro-24 (£199.99) from
Evenlode Soundworks (« 0993 89 8484)

your setup, Trackman 2 is ideal. It also comes
with stunningly simple manuals and helpful easyto-follow tutorials. Why waste your money on
anything short of the best? Trackman 2 is music
power without the price, stf
• Impressed by Trackman 2? Then turn to
page 140 and find out how you can save
yourself an amazing £79 and pick up this
FORMAT Gold winner for only £99.99!
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TDK are proud to exhibit their tested and

purchase, the more prizes you can collect.

certified 100% error-free floppy disk.

And with blank video cassettes, pre-recorded

And with JBk it the chance to take part

tapes, I

Nicam VCR's, large-screen TV's

collector's
in another special TDK

'Collector's' promotion.
Last year's promotion

and satellite equipment up

item.

for grabs, the sky really is
the limit.

turned discerning floppy

(Not that you're limited

disk purchasers, into avid

to the number of prizes

TDK collectors.

you can claim.)

This year's should prove
even more rewarding.

For details, see your

nearest promotional pack

Because we're putting
prize point tokens on an even wider range of
3'/2" and 5W floppy disks

Needless to say, the more disks you

of TDK

floppy

disks. (You'll find several

'prize points' on the enclosed leaflet.)

So start collecting.

y^cr
^TDK

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASECONTACT: KATH LONGFORD, TDK UK LTD, TDK HOUSE, 5-7 QUEENSWAY, REDHILL, SURREY RHl 1YB.TEL: 0737 773773. OFFER CLOSES 31.5.91.

MUSIC making
eil Palmer - former keyboard player

slow slushy number has to have a very strong

with "Halo James," session musician

melody line. But for a middle-of-the-road, wellstructured song, this step-by-step method

for Kylie Minogue and former member
of "Pride," from which Sade rose to stardom makes his living by writing hit songs at home.
His music setup is built around an Atari 1040ST,

a Yamaha DX7 keyboard and various other
peripherals - see the diagram, page 109.
The whole kit is worth almost £25,000 - but
as we showed you last month, you can achieve
the same results on your own music setup. All
you need is your ST, a keyboard (costing as little
as £100) and some PD sequencer software (a
mere three quid or so - see FORMAT'S PD library

directory, page 123). Oh, and a chart-topping
song - but you have to provide that part yourself.
To give you some idea how it's done, let's
examine how a professional puts an ST through
its paces. Neil Palmer presents his own step-bystep guide explaining how "Groovethang" was
created. You can hear the results yourself by
loading the MIDI files on this month's Cover Disk
into your MIDI setup. For more information, turn
to the Cover Disk pages, beginning page 43.

**For 'Groovethang' we decided on a dreamy,
'Enigma' style of sound. This dictated the type
of voices used, but the process of laying it all
down is a standard method that I find works for

most types of song. Of course, there are excep
tions - dance tracks rely solely on rhythm, and a

should provide you with a basic model you can
then tailor to your own preferences and style.
No two people will have the same ways of work
ing. If something works well for you, then stick
to it - develop your own way of doing things
until you find a method that you feel happy with.
"Personally, my whole process hangs around
my DX7's link as

the mother key
board to the ST. I

get the framework of
the song in place, then
re-record all the tracks one

by one to get the final results.

"^B

This way, you never lose track of
what's going on - you can hear
roughly how the rest of the tracks
sound in relation to the one you're work
ing on in detail at any particular time.

1. Drum pattern
"This must always be done first. Not
only will the bass-line have to be laid
down in 'harmony' with the drum pat
tern, but because I record in real

time, without using any of the
quantize features, it's vital to have
a

standard frame

on

which to

Six steps to a
Ever heard Neil Palmer's

iiGroovethang?i

>>y

You have now -

thafs the title of
the piece ofmusic Neil wrote
exclusivelyfor ST FORMAT.
Ifs on this issue's Cover Disk,
complete with all the MIDIfiles
necessary to play it back on your
own equipment. In the second
part ofFORMAT'S exclusive
interview, Neil Palmer

explains the six steps in

the writing ofa hit
issue 22-MAY-91

MUSIC making
hang the rest of the tracks. Using an eight-beat
loop, we return to the golden rule of getting a
rough pattern up and running, then tailoring
each element in turn. The 'pianola'-scoring fea
ture of Cubase enables editing to be done

quickly and easily - everything you play is dis
played on-screen using an orchestral-style

3. 'Pad' chords

the finished article should follow. The bass-line

"Again, these don't form part of the melody -

is the final piece of the jigsawthat makes up the
background and middle of the song, so don't
underestimate its importance or its potential -

in fact, these chords don't even add to the

rhythm of the song. They are here purely to
create atmosphere and set the mood for the
rest of the song.

"Although I set out with a song 'style' and

a few ideas in my head, sometimes the best
score. You can then alter the music just like text
way to write a song is proba
in a word processor.
to allow it to write itself "Once everything is suit
"The best way to write tobly be
self-generating. It's a
ably 'tightened up,' leave the
drum pattern and move on. a song is to allow it to very individual system - I'm
Remember another golden rule
sure that everyone has his
write itself. Get
own set way of doing things.
- nothing is final, everything
can be changed later on.
It's the rhythm and these
something up and
There's no point wasting time
'mood' pads that dictate the
running and you can shape and direction of the
at the start getting anything
'just right' the first time around.
rest of the song. It is for this
finalise it later"
In the context of the final song
reason that I stress the
with all the other tracks playing
importance of getting some
simultaneously you may find you have to go
thing up and running. You can always finalise
back to square one. Settle for a working-rough, later and you never quite know how something
then come back and finalise it later.
will sound (or indeed, if it will work at all) until
"(Drum note assignments: cl bass drum; c#l
you've tried it. In the course of writing a song,
rim shot; dl snare; f#l high-hat closed; g#l
the actual finished product may have mutated to
high-hat medium; a#l high-hat open; d3 triangle
a form unrecognisable from the original idea
open; e3 triangle closed.)
you started off with.
"Remember, though, especially at this stage
2. Rhythm-padding
- leave room for the melody! It is all too easy to
"Rhythm as opposed to melody is the important
over-fill the 'middle' of the song, leaving no room
thing here. This is basically the keyboard equiva- for anything else.

it's much more than just a thud-thud-thud to add
deeper notes to the final song. If you want to
hear a bass-sound programmed to perfection,
then my advice would be to listen to a Scritti
Politti album. Listen and take notes!

5. Melody line & Samples
"Normally, this melody line
would be geared to sup
port and complement a
vocal line. Depending on
how strong the singer is,

this accompaniment can be '
strong or weak, foreground
or background. In this
case, because of the
nature of the song
itself, the qual
ity of the
finished

i*<i°V\^*v*tW,

7

top chart hit £S
lent of the rhythm guitar. Some people use it all
the time, some people only a little. If you listen
to a Stock Aitken and Waterman track, this sort
of rhythmic chord pattern is what provides prac

tically all the meat to the song - there's very
little else. When used to good effect, it can add
tremendously to a song's beat, yet still fill out
the melody as well - a very useful tool. In this
case, I've just used another eight-beat loop, to
accompany the drum pattern.
"This was played in real-time, then 'tightened'

using the 'pianola' edit - and once again, as with
the drum pattern, a working-rough was created,
to be finalised only after all the other tracks had
been laid down.

4. Bass line

"For this I used the DX7, but any good bass
sound will do. It's become a cliche that Yamaha

make crap bass sounds, with no real oomph.

This isn't true, it's just the presets on the Mkll
that tended to be a bit below par. Experiment
with the sounds and you soon find that a
Yamaha bass is as good as anyone else's.
"It's very important to have your bass-line
fully complementing the drum pattern. The two
must combine to provide the rhythm and 'feel' of

the song. All the tracks laid down so far must
not be viewed as individual elements but as a

whole, combining to provide a coherent rhythm.
In this case, by now we can hear the style that

product depends more on mood and structure
than on a catchy, up-front melody line. Instead,
the use of samples is more appropriate to pro
vide the 'icing on the cake.' The ST isn't the best
tool for handling samples professionally there's simply not enough memory. However,
there are plenty of sampling packages for the
ST, offering fantastic value for money.

"In this case, I used some of my own
samples that I've accumulated over the years.
The list of sources for samples is endless. They
can be bought in mini-libraries (similar to the
BBC sound-effects records), recorded in real life
or just nicked off CDs. It has become so easy
that seemingly nothing is sacred. The guitar

WRITTEN YOUR CHART-TOPPER? WHAT'S THE NEXT STEP?
So you've written your masterpiece. Next stop

you need to have written a whole album's

Top of the Pops? Not quite. Actually creating a
(potentially) chart-topping song is only the first

worth of material. So get writing!

step - and often not even the most important.

Sell the song to a publisher

The big question is, what do you do with it?
You have two options open to you. First, you

"This method of earning from your music is

can decide to record the song yourself. Or you
can try to sell the song to a publisher, who is
then likely to find someone else to perform it.

Record the song yourself
•"This is a very expensive operation and really
requires heavy financial backing. The best way
to get this is to obtain a recording contract

with a record company. However, no-one's
likely to sign you on the basis of one song -

issue 22-MAY-91

much less bother. This way, someone else has
to do all the legwork of recording and pro
moting the bloody thing."
If a publisher likes your work, you might
then find yourself approached for specific
jobs. For example, Neil Palmer was recently
approached to write some new material for
Shirley Bassey. "Not James Bond themes,"
was the brief, but there are definite ways of

pitching the song at her... If you're writing a
song for one person/group in particular, Neil

Palmer's advice is that you should bear the
following points in mind:
1. "Find out the vocalist's range, then make
sure the song is in a key that enables the
singer to reach all the notes.
2. "Make sure your prospective song is at least
consistent with their own work in terms of

pace and length.
3. "Make a point of using the same instruments
while recording the song as they traditionally
use on their own.

4. "Listen to their previous output. Make sure
your song is similar in style. Don't try tempting
Des O'Connor with 'I'm just a Mother-MMMMing chainsaw-sucking mutant from outta'
hell.' It won't work."
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The first Stereo Sample adaptor for the ATARI ST, STF & STFM
WHAT IS PLAYBACK?

PLAYBACK is a neat hardware cartridge which plugs into the ROM port of any 16 BIT ATARI computer
and provides 2 channel (Stereo) sample output from its twin RCA style phono connectors. These signals
can then be fed into any standard LINE or AUX input of a HI-FI amplifier for truly stunning stereo output
when running programs compatible with this cartridge. The cartridge avoids using the much slower
printer port and subsequent lower sound quality, the cartridge port places no practical limit on the top
band width of sound quality.

PLAYBACK enables the owner of a standard ST, STF or STFM computer to take advantage of the new
breed of Stereo software which is starting to appear for the ATARI 16 BIT computers. It remains a
commitment of MICRODEAL to maintain compatibility across their range of musical products wherever
possible. To this end, PLAYBACK offers a superb, low cost enhancement to QUARTET version 1.5, the
worlds first and best professional multi voice sample sequencer for the ST. PLAYBACK provides QUARTET
version 1.5 owners with the ultimate in high quality STEREO music for the first time. Obviously owners
of MONO samplers such as MASTER SOUND II, REPLAY 8 and REPLAY PROFESSIONAL can take advantage
of the two channel outputs to create even more stunning effects in their own programs or with
DRUMBEAT STEREO included with this package.
As well as the PLAYBACK cartridge, this package contains the following:

DRUMBEAT STEREO
PLAYBACK provides a sophisticated 2 channel DRUM sequencer which allows up to 15 samples to be
loaded into the KIT. DRUMBEAT provides up to 50 patterns in memory at once. The patterns may be
assembled into a list of up to 99 ordered entries to compose a SONG and up to 10 songs may be
held in memory at once. The TEMPO can be varied from 40 to 239 beats per minute either internally
or externally via an external MIDI system master control. Timing can be set at 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 with
or without triplets.

QUARTET STEREO DEMO DRIVER
One of QUARTETS top mono music demo's has been adapted to give full STEREO output with two left-

channels and two right channels. The graphics display is easily adaptable using a paint program to

customise your own graphics and the Scrolling message can be changed by simply editing the file using
an editor or word processor, The STEREO Quartet music played with the demo is one of our latest mixes
and if you have your own Quartet music you can replace our music very easily with your own.

INCORPORATE STEREO OUTPUT IN YOUR OWN PROGRAMS
We've thought of everything for the home programmer and have included sample STEREO routines for
Hi-Soft Basic, GFA Basic and machine code, and before long we are sure many commercial products

will support this high Quality STEREO cartridge which brings a regular ST owner STEREO output similar to
the STE.

FULL QUARTET VERSION 1.5 SUPPORT
If you are thinking of upgrading to Quartet version 1.5 or already have a copy then STEREO PLAYBACK
is fully supported with 2 channel output through each speaker and playback as clear as your regular
hi-fi output!

COPYRIGHT MICRODEAL
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

DRUMBEAT STEREO

ATARI ST

QUARTET DEMO DRIVER

PLAYBACK ORDER FORM

Please send me PLAYBACK the best stereo output cartridge for the Atari ST

Playback is £29.95 post & packaging £1 (all prices inc V.A.T.)
BY POST:with Cheque Postal Order or Credit Card

BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARDS

Name
Address

(0726)68020
<»»

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date.

Number

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Send to: Microdeal PO Box 68 St Austell Cornwall England PL25 4YB

MUSIC making
effects used are samples of the Gibson SG.
Using the pitch bend, my Oberheim Xpanda for
effect and Cubase for echo, it's possible to get
a very realistic guitar effect. Obviously, this
won't be possible for you to do unless you have
the same equipment at home, but listen to the
charts - you're probably hearing the same sort
of setup being put to work.

NEIL PALMER'S SETUP - THE FULL STORY
SMPTE code

(Cubase v2.0)

Foster El 6

Atari ST

r~
in

out

thru

DX7 II FD

lar structure. There are loads of little 'tricks'

to increase

timelock SMPTE

out

6. Structure & length
"This is the most important factor if you're think
ing of releasing a single for the charts. Most of
the chart-orientated stuff follows a basic, regu
geared

Steinberg

"1

FM synth

a record's catchiness,

—i

appeal and popularity (see last issue tor some
of Neil's tips) but basically a song should have
chorus sequences, verse sequences, a 'bridge'
sequence to link the two and an instrumental
break to provide a bit of light relief and variation

i

merge/out

in

r

thru

Oberheim
in

thru

6 voice Analogue synth

TfcfErn

in the middle.
"In this instance I've conformed to a basic

Piano Module

in

thru

Atari 5-1000

structure of 'breaks' interrupting the bulk of the

8 meg

track. I've also used the common trick of shift

in

thru

16-bit stereo sampler

ing the whole song up a pitch or two into a new
key towards the end of the song. This provides
a nice variation to the recurring themes and is
quite pleasing to the ear. This is another feature
to be found, almost without fail, on the Stock
Aitken and Waterman tracks - usually in

Roland D-50
PCM/Analogue synth

"1

SPX 90 n
FX unit

between choruses at the end of the song."

thru

SPX 90 n

8-bit mono sampler

FX unit

So there we have it, the whole process from
start to finish. If you do achieve international
pop-superstardom, remember FORMAT. Oh yes,
and give us a wave on Top Of The Pops... stf

All audio outs go to a Studiomaster 16:8:16 mixing desk
I Neil Palmer's music setup: £24,000 worth of equipment, all linked by MIDI to his ST

HI-TECH SEQUENCING SERVICES
+ HI-TECH PD LIBRARY

The UKs ONLY PD library dedicated to music
production on the Atari ST

We can sequence and • Comprehensive range of
arrange any musical score to
sequencers - operational &
replay via midi to your
demo's
synth/expander module
• Editor - librarians for most
e.g. Notator, Cubase or Midi
leading synths
file standard 0 or 1
•
Huge range of voices for all
I've just completed the whole
leading
synths
of Handels Messiah

Selection of popular & classical pieces in existing library
Blank disks
Sony bulk guaranteed 100% error free prices include,
individually wrapped, label VAT and P&P
April price up to 25 disks 55p each, over 25 disks 50p each
£7.99

240 capacity posso

M

o t r\*

NEW Korg Ml Data Disk - 500+ voices WITH software
that lets you transmit & receive ALL DATA from your Ml to disk only £30.
ALSO Kawai Kl/r/m Data Disk - as above for £30.

The ST Matrix issues 1-11 are available now. Among the data are the
following - Issue 3-MT-32 Editor Issue 4 FB-01 Editor Issue 5 100 new Ml
Progs Issue 6 128 New voices for D5/10/20 Issue 7 Complete 16 track
sequencer Issue 8 Kawai Kl/r/m Editor Issue 9 D10 Editor etc. All issues
have sequences in MFS format and MDI Basic Tutorials with Source Code.
The Matrix is available for the ST & AMIGA for £10 per issue.
Or you may buy ANY FOUR ISSUES for £35.
Prices include P&P costs WORLDWIDE Please specify computer when ordering.
Music Matrix 14 Main Street East Wemyss SCOTLAND KYI 4RU

PHONE (24hrs) 0592 714887 ACCESS

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

Disk boxes
80 capacity lockable

Afu*'

The Matrix is a source of data for the computer musician. Musicians can access text,
score, coloured graphics, musical performance and NEW INSTRUMENTS for their SYNTH
from their computer. We currently support the following instruments - KORG M1, KAWAI
K1/r/m, Roland 'D' Series, Yamaha FB-01, PSS Series, Casio CZ & CT and supply new
voices, editors & librarians for many others. Our catalogues are on disk, for £2.00.

VISA

Blank disks & labels available

40 capacity lockable ....£5.99

See us at the
Midi Music Show

£14.!

Quality Sequences invited for inclusion in our library. We
exchange on a 2 for 1 basis.

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

COURIER

512K-E40

SERVICE

2 Meg-£175

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY

Two tier membership available: for £7.50 per annum. Help with all

512K-E40

your MIDI queries and 25% discount on all software prices.
Send S.A.E. for catalogue or £2.00 for disk catalogue to:

2 Meg-£175

• REPAIRS - Phone for details

AVAILABLE
PLEASE
PHONE

HTSS, 20 South Lane, Shelf,
Halifax, W. Yorks, HX3 7PN

TERMS: Please specifyexact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly paymentwith order.
All products fitted byus guaranteedfor3 months againstdefective parts or workmanship.

Tel: 0274 606205

49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE20 7LJ
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All cheques payable to BREVCO thank you.

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
M* 081-659 2851
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MIDI hints and tips

MIDI helpfile sa
Vic Lennard comes up with the answers to your MIDI queries
• Play it again, again
I use an Atari ST with Notator sequencer
and an Ensoniq SQ80. On playback I am
getting each note playing twice, the second
being a short echo of the first, and am los

ing half of the polyphony. I am absolutely
certain that I am in the Ensoniq equivalent
of Local Off and that the MIDI Thru page of

Notator is correctly set up. Help!

I'VE BEEN CUT OFF!
• I use a Kawai K1 keyboard as my master
and run various modules from it, one of which
is a Yamaha EMT-10. When I use the sustain

pedal and release it, the notes cut off even

though my hands are still holding them down.
This Is a classic. Some keyboards send out an
All Notes Off command (MIDI Controller #123)
each time you release all keys from a key

It sounds like you have a MIDI loop. The most

board. This is to ensure that no notes are acci

obvious way this can happen is if your SQ80 is
both playing its internal sounds and transmitting
the MIDI note information to the sequencer

dentally left sustaining on an external sound

which is then re-channelling to the receive chan
nel of the SQ80, playing the notes again. The
SQ80 doesn't use Local on/off but has its own
"MIDI Mode," where you set whether the internal
sounds are played by the keyboard, over MIDI
or by both - the same system as Kawai's. This
doesn't show up on the MIDI Implementation
chart under Local on/off but achieves the same
result. You can check whether this is the prob

lem by using the "Auto-Off Channel" facility on
Notator, which is designed for keyboards with
no Local off facility. IfMIDI data on output is on
the same MIDI channel as it came in on,,it is

module. However, some manufacturers have

implemented this particular command to occur
after a sustain pedal off.
At first sight this seems crazy, but MIDI

the envelope's sustain level" and that "a Hold
2 switch has been defined as controller #69 as

a means of implementing all other hold func
tions" - but it goes on to say, "All Notes Off

should force voices to go to the release stage

off the MIDI Thru on Notator and see if the

hand, any keyboard which uses an All Notes

SQ80 plays from its keyboard. If it does, you
have fallen foul of the "Atari MIDI Out" syn

Off message after a sustain pedal off to shut
off voices seems to be contravening the MIDI
spec, while on the other you could say the
onus is on the receiving device to ensure that
it correctly deals with All Notes Off messages.
It's unreasonable to expect a keyboard
player to change his style of playing lust

little black boxes. Some manufacturers of MIDI

because you wish to call controller #64 "hold"

cables simply blob solder between pins 1 and 4,
and 3 and 5, so if you use one of these on the
MIDI Out of the ST the result is a permanent
MIDI Thru which cannot be stopped. For our DIY

- and, at the least, manufacturers should give
the option of turning off All Notes Off If it's

solution to the problem, see FORMAT 19.

• I have to hit it, maestro
My Roland MKB-200 master keyboard
seems to be suffering from uneven velocity
response. One of the notes only triggers
when pressed extremely hard but not at all
otherwise. Can you help?

used in this manner.

Anyone with a sequencer probably has it
defaulted to filtering out this MIDI controller on
input and may be unaware of the problem.
Yamaha have ended up in an unfortunate situ
ation, not of their making, by deciding to
implement reception of ANO on the EMT-10.
However, they do have a £34.50 upgrade which
solves the problem. They're on * 0908 371771.

metal top of the MKB-200, giving you access to
the block with the keys. This is bolted to the
base by eight large screws. Remove these and

are contact-based and contacts do not appreci

the key block should be free to move.

ate dirt. Repairs should usually be referred to a
qualified engineer, especially if the unit is still
under warranty. However, if you wish to carry
out the repairsyourself, this is whatyou do.

The keys are held in place first by small
springs at the rear of the keys and then by a
plastic strip underneath. Depending on which
key is damaged, you mayhave to remove a key
either side - this is certainly true with the black
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pressed air - Servisol Aero Duster 100 is a

good bet. Replace the damaged key, put the
spring back on and test it, making certain the
electrical side is safe. To put it all back
togetherjust reverse the above steps. Ifyou are

in the least unsure of your ability to carry out
such a task, contact Roland service and book

if you make a mess of it!

• Steps behind the screen
Has anyone ever noticed that changing
screens and altering values on many
synths causes glitches in any MIDI notes
being received at that time? Why is this?

Atthe heart of any MIDI equipment is an operat
ing system, usually in ROM, passing instructions
to a microprocessor which then carries out the

various tasks. This deals with incoming MIDI
information and assigns it to the voice module,
but it also handles the general housekeeping
such as refreshing the display and scanning the
front panel buttons to check for any alterations,
so there's a delay between data entering a
synth and appearing as audible sound.
This delay is usually negligible - but the
higher the load on the processor, the more
likelihood of hearing delays. In multi-timbral units
where, perhaps, nine MIDI channels of informa

tion are being received and dealt with, chances
are that the processor is hard pushed to keep
up with the amountof data - you may even hear
problems occurring when the MIDI flow rate is

very high. If you then start to push buttons on
the front panel to move screens and change
values, the strain on the processor is again
increased, leading to an audible glitch.
You can help the situation by ensuring that
only necessary information is sent to a module

Problems of this nature are invariably down to
dust. No matter what keyboard you use, keys

Working on a clean surface, disconnect the
mains lead and turn the keyboard over. On the
back edge of the base is a row of five screws
with largish washers. Remove these and turn
the keyboard back up. Now undo the five
screws holding on each of the plastic side
pieces. This enables you to flip over the main

DON'T USE SWITCH CLEANER! You could

damage the coating on the contacts. Use com

the keyboard in. It costs less to have the key

MIDI spec and claim to be In the right. On one

disconnected but Atari wired them up to provide
a MIDI Thru for anyone who was into building

until you reach the relevant key.

repaired than to have the entire keyboard fixed

set up correctly, there is one more test. Turn

drome. As you probably know, only pins 4, 2

one of these strips, the job is relatively easy.
Otherwise, you have to lift up the strip carefully

"hold."A sustain pedal should keep the sound
at the sustain part of its envelope while a hold
pedal holds the notes only until the pedal is
released, Irrespective of fingers on keys. The
MIDI spec states quite clearly that "proper
implementation of the hold pedal will maintain

If both Notator and the SQ80 are indeed

and 5 are used for MIDI. Pins 1 and 3 should be

rubber strips and you can access the contacts
by lifting up this strip. Ifthe note is at the end of

Controller #64 is called both "sustain" and

of the envelope and not terminate the sound of
the notes abruptly."
This means that both sides can look at the

suppressed.

strip. The contacts are encased in a series of

notes. Undo the springs for the notes to be

removed and gently pull the plastic strip away
for just these notes which can then be removed.
A small fibre strip covers the rubber contacts

and prevents them being chafed by the bottom
of the note so be careful not to damage this

- filter out aftertouch if you don't need it and
reduce the amount of pitch bend data if possi
ble. The bottom line is: ifyou need the best pos
sible timing, don't alter anything on the front
panel while MIDI data is being received, stf

BANISH MIDI BLUES
Vic Lennard runs the UK MIDI Association

(•b 081 368 3667). For a membership fee of
£34.50 you get UKMA's monthly newsletter
MIDI Monitor, plus free on-line support and

advice. Alternatively, you can take advantage
of Vic's expertise by writing to MIDI Heipfile,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1
2BW. Remember to enclose full details of

your MIDIsetup, including a diagram.
issue 22-MAY-91

PD FOR FREE
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To claim your FREE PD disc
simply purchase our PD list
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Then when you order from us you get
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ONE DISC FOR FREE
ib A £1.00 credit note will be issued to you
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0898 313 586

TC7

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising
we can offer you high quality European manufactured
'* Vs at these extremely low prices

DSDD Q1nINCVAT
DISKS 0 I U +LABELS
250 +@29p each; 500+@ 28p each; 1000 +§ 27p each

10 CHANDLERS COURT,
EATON, NORWICH,
NR4 6EY
COMPUTER
SPECIALISTS LTD

Telephone: (0603) 503382

ProShare-ST
The critically acclaimed Stock Market analysis program
for your Atari-ST, with an ST Format rating of 91%.
ProShare-ST uses powerful techniques previously only
available to technical analysts, to bring the highly
profitable world of Stocks and Shares to anyone with
an Atari-ST computer.

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

SONY
3
5"
38d
Sr*J£,JU..r.!w
wwr *»=3
5.25-dshd....36p
DSDD BULK
'
100 Capacity Disc Box ....3.75

50 Capacity Disk Box

Mouse Pockets

1.50

Mouse Mat

Printer Stand

3.75

Amiga Dust Cover....

PossoBox

15.00

ProShare-ST's many features include a massive
transactions database, extensive chart production

including stock, hi-lo, point & figure moving and
average charts. ProShare-ST is completely suitable for
the home investor, with no previous city experience
required. Anyone can use ProShare-ST.
ProShare-ST fully supports the Microtext teletext
adaptor, enabling you to automatically download share
prices from Oracle or Ceefax saving you the job of
entering prices from the newspaper!

Atari Dust Cover

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

ITHIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS C/l HI
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x100 CAP BOXES 04. Mu

Write or 'phone for a free information sheet to: TC

Developments, PO Box 15, Wetherby, West Yorkshire,

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES

ProShare-ST is available for £49.95 inc. VAT and P&P.

LS22 4ZE

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,

TELESALES HOTLINE I

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

0782 21297015

•kDemo tape or disk £5
(refundable on purchase)

on Carry on Sequencing

*Custom, 3, and 10 song pacs

•kProgrammed by professionals in the States

many hardware sequencers

-kAll tastes of
music

catered for

Joill The Clllb *Get the best from your equipment

•kMidiPacs ready to go with MT-32, CM-64 etc

•For ST.IBM.MAC, AMIGA and

Telephone 0937 581145

-kJoin the Club and receive discounts

introducing

^Largest multi-format library

Midi Sequences

•The more you buy the
cheaper they get

Why take the trouble to program up your own sequences when you can choose from over 1000 different titles, from the latest hits to standards, in midi file format. Programmed by
professionals, these midi sequencesare the best, Theyare ideal for pro's/semi pros and hobbyist musiciansas we support many formats includingATARI, IBM, MAC, and AMIGA plus many
hardware sequencers from Roland etc. Songs are available in 3 and 10 Midipacs ready to go or our custom library can be configured to suit your equipment. All sequences come with
complete midi maps and voicing details etc. There is just too much to tell here, so to find out how our midi sequences will help get the best out of your equipment, write or call for a
catalogue and details on our unique club membership scheme which entitles you to a discount on all midi sequences. Nowyou don't have to carry on sequencing.

Zone Distribution: 5 Abbeville Rd London SW4 or ring 081 766 6564 for information
ST FORMAT HI

HOW TO ORDER

AMAZING OFFERS ON
3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

^l

BY PHONE

BY FAX

0782 281506

10.95
20.95
30.95
35.95

BY POST

MEDIA DIRECT
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
UNIT 3

RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE
SHELTON NEW ROAD
STOKE ON TRENT

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

ST4 7SH.

>

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS

5.25" DSDD DISKS

5.25" DSHD DISKS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

10

9.95

30

8.95

30

17.95

25

23.75

50

12.95

50

20.95

9.00 NEXT DAY

50

39.95

100

23.95

100

35.95

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

100

57.95

200

45.95

200

67.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES LABELS)

r DISK STORAGE BOXES"\
3.5" 100 CAPACITY

5.95

3.5" 60 CAPACITY
5.45
3.5" 50 CAPACITY
495
3 5'40 CAPACITY
4.45
5.25" 100CAPAC1TY...5.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENV/LABELS)

INCLUDES ENV./LABELS)

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES
25

12.45

200

79.95

50

22.95

500

179.95

100

41.95

1000

339.95

(ALLDISKS 100% ERROR FREE ANDARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS)

2.95 P & P PER ORDER

REMEMBER !!!

J

WE ONLYSELL HIGH QUALITY
DISKETTES.OUR 3.5" DISKETTES
ARE MADE BY K.A.0 AND OUR
5.25" DISKETTES ARE MADE BY
ATHANA.WE DO NOT S&L SUB
STANDARD DISKETTES FROM
THE FAR EAST.

5.25" 50 CAPACITY ...4.95

ft *ft OFFER -An
DEDUCT El .00 FROM THE
ABOVE BOX PRICES tF
PURCHASING A QUANTITY
OF DISKS BEtOW 75 AND

£2.00 FOR AQUANTITY
ABOVE rs

5.25" OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES
5 FOR 4.50
10

FOR 7.50

DISKS

3.5" DSDD DISKS

5.25" DSDD DISKS

25 DSDD

13.75

25 DSDD

50 DSDD

26.45

50 DSDD

18.95

100 DSDD

44.95

100 DSDD

34.95

200 DSDD

84.95

10.45

200 DSDD

67.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WfTH ENV /LABELS)

ft ft OFFER 1 ft ft
200 DSDD +

2 100 CAP BOXES

r

L

RAINBOW

(RED,GREEN,YELLOW,ORANGE,BLACK,WHITE COLORS AND QTYS OF YOUR CHOICE)

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
QUALITY MOUSE MAT.
MOUSE POCKETS
3.5" CLEANING KIT.
5.25" CLEANING KIT.

2.50
1.50
1.95
1.95

;Z9r95

ATARI DUST COVER
AMIGA DUST COVER
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND
MONITOR STAND

3.95
3.95
5.95
12.95

64.95

ftft OFFER 2 ft ft
NAKSHA MOUSE+
MAT AND POCKET

.34-3$

22.95

RIBBONS
WE STOCK A

ft ft OFFER 4 ft ft

LARGE RANGE FOR

ATARI EXT.DRIVE

AMSTRAD
BROTHER

PLUS

CITIZEN
EPSON

SYNCRO EXPRESS II

J94&0

NEC

89.95

OLtvem
MANNESMAN TALLY

SEIKOSHA

ft ft OFFER 5 ft ft

PANASONIC

BANX BOX

STAR

ACCESORY PACK

AND MANY MORE

MOUSE MAT

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS
CAN BE STACKED

MOUSE POCKET

SWITCHES AND CABLES

DISK CLEANING KIT

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

1...

.8.00

3+.

.7.50

5+.

.7.00

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE
OF DATA SWITCHES AND
CABLES

POSSO BOX
HOLDS 150 3 5" OR 70 5.25" DISKS

DUST COVER

-#90

7.99

CAN BE STACKED
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

ONLY 15.95

TRADE GOVERMENT LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

WORD PROCESSORS roundup

War of the words
Wordprocessing onyour ST? Peter Crush puts 20 WP packages under
the microscope, from the cheapies to the high priced top guns
T h e ST, with its friendly GEM-based user
interface, is ideal for word processing.

There have always been excellent ST
WP programs - like First Word, for example but today there is a daunting range of WP soft
ware to choose from. To help you decide which
is the best for you, ST FORMAT takes a close
look at all the word processors available for
your ST, from the inexpensive Public Domain
programs to top professional packages.
There are two types of WP: the straight
forward, traditional programs that simply handle

D

text to produce letters, reports and so on;
and the newer packages capable of handling

graphics and multiple fonts as well - some of
these approaching the power of desktop pub

lishing (DTP) software. There isn't always a clear
distinction between these types of WP, and
many have a mixture of features from both.
For simply writing the odd letter or two you
might not need any more than a Public Domain
WP - some of them are very good indeed. For
serious work you may need extra facilities like a
spelling checker and the ability to use different
fonts, and programs incorporating these can

cost anything from £50 to £100. For a top-ofthe-range professional WP package, you're look
ing at £150 or more - but unless you are
seriously into writing, these may contain more
features than you're ever going to need. What's
more, some of the feature-packed WPs can be
complicated to use for a beginner. Using a multi
font, heavyweight program for writing occasional
letters is overkill.

Which one is for you? Decide what features
you're likely to need and how much you want to
spend, then check our survey. Why splash out
on a Rolls-Royce when all you need is a Metro?

W R S B U D G E T P R I C E D W P S BUOGi

F o r a reasonably priced WP with more
facilities than the PD software, you can
expect to spend up to about £50. As well
as the program disks, you get a printed manual,
often including a tutorial, and a degree of sup
port for any technical problems you may meet.
All the programs in this price range are very
competent. All have mail-merge, as well as all
the usual insert, overwrite and reformat text
operations. You can have more than one docu
ment open at a time and define blocks of text,

which you can then copy between documents.
They all run on a 520 ST with only a single-sided
drive - ideal if you're on a tight budget!

First Word Plus is a logical upgrade from the

driven menu options are also available as key
board shortcuts, making for speedier operation
once you get to know them.
Files are completely compatible with First
Word, and there is a very good manual supplied.
This is a reliable piece of software, ideal for
many applications. The official price is £80 but
A l«ri Edit Black Layout Style Spelling Graphics Help\STFDftHBTNBUBBLJET.DOC

ks
ice their inages and text by the inpact of
irs onto a fabric or filn ribbon, nuchthe
their forerunner the typenriter. These are
md have to be built big and heavy enough to
ised by the constant bannering, By contrast,
nark by squirting out little blobs of ink
nunber of ttny nozzle or jets, This nay
'Oduce print, in fact the nethod works
perfected to a high degree, One big
of this process, it is possible to usethe

printer at hone or in the office without annoying everybody else In
the roon! The printing head of the Canon Bubblcjct has 64 jets, this
aliens it to produce very fine dots Indeed, in fact it's resolution of

PD First Word program (see below). It is almost
identical, but has a number of important extra
features. You can load graphics into a docu
ment, and print them out together with the text
if you have an Epson compatible printer. A

• The clear, uncluttered screen of First
Word Plus has a row of Function keys at

spelling checker with a 60,000 word dictionary
is built in, and you can add new words to a sup
plementary dictionary. Nearly all the mouse-

the bottom for quick operation - simply
click on them. Most of the pull-down
menus have keyboard equivalents too

360 dots per loch (dpi) is better than that of a laser printer which
gives 38B dpi, Laser printers are still reckoned to give the best

17 ™ ™

you should be able to get it for as little as £50
if you shop around.
FIRST WORD PLUS/E79.95

GST Software/0480 496789
Features

87%

Speed

85%

Ease of Use

90%

Results

88%

FORMAT VALUE

89%

Write ON is the newest WP in the

budget price category, with many
features not found in earlier pro
grams. It utilises multiple fonts,

™ *-' ™ which means you can see your
words in a large range of styles, sizes and fonts
on-screen, not just in the ST system font - and
when you come to print out your document, you
get text exactly as it appears on-screen, not just
in the style your printer normally produces.
Several different fonts come with Write ON,
and you can use these in various sizes and

PUBLIC DOMAIN WORD PROCESSORS
First Word was bundled with the ST when

ST Writer Elite is the "other" famous PD WP.

it first came out. This old favourite is many
people's first introduction to word processing.
Fully GEM driven, it is very easy to use. What's
more, you can now get it for free - well, for no
more than E3 - from any PD library.
In fact First Word is a good starting point
from which to compare the other WPs. It set
such a standard that all subsequent WPs worth

This started life as another free program called
ST Writer, but the latest version now runs on
the TT. Originally it was not GEM driven, but
the new version has drop-down menus and
mouse control in addition to the old keyboard
commands. It is faster than First Word, and
with its white text on a black background looks
thoroughly business-like.
Just like First Word, it can save text in

their salt can load in First Word files. The

screen display is WYSIWYG - What You See Is
What You Get. In other words, italic text

appears slanted, bold text appears heavy on
screen, and so on. To get the best results from

a WP, it should include a printer driver to suit
your particular make of printer, and First Word
now includes just about the lot.
Unfortunately, there is no spelling checker,
and the scrolling speed is a bit slow, but when
you're new to word processing so is your
typing. Get this one to start with - it may well
be all you need.

issue 22-MAY-91

ASCII, the international standard for file com-

patability between different programs. Because
of this and its speed, it's not a bad choice for
the preparation of straight text for, say, journal
istic use or preparing ReadMe files on disk.

disks and even the contents of your ST's RAM
if you know what you are doing!
What's more, it comes as a Desk Acces
sory, which means you can have it available at
all times even when you are inside another
GEM program. It is good for showing ReadMe
files for convenient reading too. You can scroll
back and forth through the text very easily,
which is impossible if you just show text from
the Desktop. It is fast, very capable and a
terrific bargain. You can even buy a better
Shareware version from the author in the USA.

WORD400 is another interesting PD program,
also a Desk Accessory WP. It would be nice if
there were a few commercial WPs offered as

EdHak is a little different from other WPs,

being one of a number of programs handling
both word processing and text editing. This
involves handling program listings and code,
among other things. EdHak can process text
and programs, and can edit the data on your

Desk Accessories - it's a good way of access
ing a WP. (Harlekin from HiSoft is a DA which
has a WP as one of its many features.)
• Where to get them? See FORMAT'S
comprehensive PD directory! page 123

ST FORMAT 113

WORD PROCESSORS roundup
styles - outline, bold, italic and so on. You can

another paragraph style. You can even save

also edit and convert GEM and Signum fonts for
use in the program with a utility provided. It
doesn't even need GDOS, the Atari font-handling

outliner (a function that enables you to set out

these to disk for future use. Big brother That's

the form and structure of a piece before getting
down to actually writing it - great for long and
complex pieces). These are usually only to be
found in the more expensive WPs, and not all of

Write at £99 contains even more refinements.

system. You can have up to 20 fonts in one doc

WRITE ON/E49.95

ument, ifyou really wantsomething that garish!
Printing such bitmapped fonts can be very

Compo Software/0480 891819

slow though, so you get the option to print out a
draft of your document in the printer's resident
font. This is much faster. You can mix the pro
gram's alternative fonts with your printer's fonts
within the same document - useful if you want a
large headline with ordinary print underneath.
Write ON's graphics capability is quite ad
vanced for such a low priced program. You can
import an IMG picture onto your page and resize
it (by dragging a corner) or move it around.
This near-DTP power makes Write ON a
good choice for all round use - and what's
more, it's the only WP in this budget class to
have Macros. These enable you to store long

Features

9<

Speed

8!

Ease of Use
Results
FORMAT VALUE

9(
8!
91

Jh File Block Type Style layout Edit Options•ite-on.dpc ., PI fll; I „.

|

Pane

2' 1-lne

25 Cnlurtn

mm-

Picture Power

Another interesting feature of Wrile ON is it's ability lo load in
HC inages. These can be loaded in al the position of the cursor, and
re then displayed on screen. Unlike say first Word Plus which can
itporl Degas pics, trie inage can then be resized using the nouse

ointer todrag the corners to the desired size. This really is quite
m amazing feature in a nere humble nordprocessing program, you are
almost talking DTP power here, and its very easy to use!

fully GEM-based, so it's easy to use, and it is
compatible with all the other Kuma programs,
so you can transfer data between it and the

looked because of the popularity
of First Word Plus. It is very simi

KDara database program, for instance. This is
handy if you want to take your database list of

lar in many ways - in both appear

names and addresses and insert these into a

ance and use - but as well as

™ *" ™ most of the features of First

standard letter with KWord's mailmerge feature.
The spell checker, KSpell, is a separate pro

Word Plus, it also includes a thesaurus and an

gram; to use it you have to exit the main WP.

ST WORD WRITER/E49.95
GST Software/0480 496789

K WORD 2/E39.95

Kuma Software/0734 844335

Features

!

Features

8

Speed

I

Speed

8

Ease of Use

<

Ease of Use

8

Results

!

Results

8

FORMAT VALUE

!

FORMAT VALUE

8

Desk
1

K Word 2 is one of the cheapest commercial
WPs, but probably the lightest on features and
less slick than others in its class. However, it is

ST Word Writer was rather over

chunks of text or a series of commands as a

single keystroke for easy insertion into a docu
ment. You can "tag" paragraphs and store para
graph styles - including attributes such as type
of justification (left, right or centred), text style,
and font size - as Macros, then change whole
chunks of text very easily by just clicking on

them have both.

File

Options

Block

Print

Text HATEl Outliner

HELP

Desk inn Edit Search Kegs Print Options I INSERT

jr..

Continuous SpellchecK
Spcllcheck on Key /n. U
lnpressed with U0RD-4D0 (see later) and Spelkheck Document
.H:\SIFDRMAP

,,1,,,,!,,

.T,. .T,,,,T,,

if not better. Sane Public Donain Dfls
this one. The PD version Is considered

|J«

I

-fcxd Load,.,
K HDRu insert,,.

Add to Personal Hards

.It IsJ

it if you intend to use it!

'

t—
—
pe Kuna Software people, they have a whole range

of bus
Word '.: save
fine f save As...

release, and you are Invited to send
or pounds to the author to receive th

I

Pa°c i of HD mK

us applications like databases and spreadsheets, K
• least conplicated of their prograns, which is
W° do not Hant a heavg going UP, Fully GDI based,

lar in appearance and features to the to the other

iprogra Give...
|lon. Price wise, it is the cheapest connerciel UP
at tlSfJO^SHHaWu ,hc lightest on Tcmirrs. However, It fits in

MACHINE GUN Mill relieve the tension of pouring over your ST for

and Is--

n-- p all the other Kuna prograns. and gou can

too long, Click on this Oil and thenouse pointer becones a

jtransfL (Jolt

gunsight with which you can blast away at the screenwith. Fill it
with lead, and enjoy the sound effects, Uhen sanity returns just
press ttie right hand noouse button and all Is as it should be
again,

^instance, nan nerging, which Is offered bg all the Sodget UPs reviewed
'Shere, is osefol if you want to send out a letter to nang different

petween sag It and the K Data database progran for

people. The nail nerge featore will take a database list of sag nanes
and addresses and insert then into a the standard letter In the places

specified when you print the letters out, Handg for Clubs or for doing
itallshots if gourun a business,

MHCDPY isone of those awfully, useful Gernan Etilities that helps
you to copy files fron place to place very easily, Just open the

K Word Z
£11 Kuna Software

I" irilni I' uL*Ji*^aJLmJ&BibM*Li^^&
• Write ON has a WYSIWYG display and
the best graphics capabilities of the bud
get WPs - but you need plenty of memory
to load several fonts, and you can't expect
full DTP results from this or any other WP

• Word Writer's display is very similar to
that of First Word Plus, including the help
ful Function keys, and the inclusion of a
thesaurus even beats programs costing
£150 or more - excellent value for money

•

The menu contents in K Word 2 are a

bit sparse. The program lacks the wealth
of features becoming standard now, but
it's easy to use and fuss-free - and fully
compatible with other Kuma software

MID P R I C E W R S
etween the budget WPs and the profes
sional packages, there's a handful of
mid-price programs, in the £50 to £100
bracket. You might expect these to offer more
and work much better than the cheap WPs,

but this is not always the case. Sometimes any
additional features are at the expense of the
directness and simplicity of budget programs.
All of these offer proportional fonts, in which a
w is wider than an /', but apart from this you may
be paying more but getting less.

but the scrolling and cursor control is a bit slug
gish and has a delayed action feel - a common
problem when you're using bitmapped screen
fonts. There is no spell checker either - a real
lack in a program of this price - but for typo
graphical control and font accessibility, Script
scores well. With some improvement in the
speed and range of features, maybe a new
version would represent better value.
SCRIPT/E89.95

Signa Publishing/0252 341600

Script is a WP from Germany, distributed by
Signa, the Calamus people, and fully translated
into English. It comes on one disk with a 150
page manual, but runs only on a 1MByte ST with
a mono monitor. The program uses a row of
icons at the top of the screen to control certain
features like justification, line spacing and so on.
Like Write ON, Script uses its own fonts on
screen rather than the usual ST font. These are

actually Signum fonts available both commer
cially and in the Public Domain. They're very use
ful if you need to produce documents in foreign
languages, or documents containing unusual
characters. The program is quite easy to use,
114
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Features

87%

Speed

80%

Ease of Use

90%

Results

88%

FORMAT VALUE

85%

That's Write is the upmarket ver
sion of Write ON, with a number of
additional features. The display
and method of operation are vir-

• Script has an elegant appearance on
screen. It's a bit light on features - there's
no spelling checker, for instance - but all
operations are very straightforward

tionary is supplied, and others available as extras
include German, Swiss, French, Dutch, Swedish,
Spanish, Italian and even American English.
That's Write comes with a range of fonts
and can import and use Signumfonts too. It fully
supports proportional spacing, on-screen as well

™ *" ™ tually identical, but That's Write

as when printing out - unlike some other pro
grams in this category, which unhelpfully display

has a huge spelling dictionary which also deals
with hyphenation and capitalisation. A UK dic-

speed is faster than Script's. Other features

all characters the same width on-screen. Cursor

issue 22-MAY-91

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,

Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ
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Upgrades Available Uplo A Realistic A Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in

upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If

you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff
will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you

Ease Of Use-Good"

decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective
simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte. 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a

520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we
have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners

we have an expansion board to take your
machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug
in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good "

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all
auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . £39.99

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Socketed MMU Chip. . . .£79.99

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone
support.

Software
All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied
with a ram checker which checks every chip on

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram

disk, print spooler arid several other useful

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Surface Mount MMU. . . £94.99

520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoard. . . £249.99
1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering . . . .£169.99
1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4MB. . £169.99

1040ST-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £249.99

under the RFI shielding so that you get no
interferance on your screen.

For more information on any of Third Coast's

products please return the form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
Name;
Address:

Mega1-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board . . £249.99
Mega2-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £169.99

public domain utilities.

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes 4 256'4 Drams)

For those Atari owners who have a machine

4MB Board Unpopulated(16or 32 megabitDrams). . £59.99
520STE-1040STEPlug In Simms
£39.99

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit

520ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4MB . .£169.99

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

RFI Interference

Pbstcode:

£29.99

520STE-2.5MB Plug In Simms

£129.99

520STE-4MBPlug In Simms

£229.99

Tel:

Interests:

Please Make Cheques/Postal Orders Paybable To
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE AMIGA
AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION
FULL REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE FREE ESTIMATES

UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST,

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN AND AMSTRAD

ARMLEY, LEEDS, LSI 2 2AE
' L, :•...,
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FIRST CHOICE
PACK
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TURBO PACK

NEW 520 STE

DISCOVERY PACK

Everything you'll need in one Pack comprises of the Atari STE
First Basic Language Disk,
superb value package. Fully
microswitched Cruiser joystick, Neochrome Graphics Package,
S.T.O.S The best selling games
10 Sony disks, disk box,
creator, ST Tour - Tutorial Disk,
mousemat, Atari cover plus
Mouse and Manuals.
three extra games of your
Plus 4 great games titles
choice.

ONLY £30,00,

with any Man pack

THE ENHANCED
ATARI 520 STE
Crusade, Impossible Mission 2,
Human Killing Machine, Super Cycle,
Outrun, Dragon's Breath, Anarchy,
Blood Money, First Basic, Music
Maker, Hyperpaint and S.T.O.S the
games creator plus all leads, mouse
and manuals.

ONLY £279.00

STAR PRINTERS

I THE MEGA SERIES

1040 STE

Mega 1 with 1 meg of RAM

The Extended RAM (1 meg) version

£509.00
Mega 4 with 4 meg of Ram
£759.99

of the Atari STE. This machine is

Now with Indiana Jones and the Last

Outrun, Carrier Command,
Space Harrier and Bombjack.

PRINTERS

EXTRA PACK

capable of runnning complex busi
ness and utility software,. The pack
includes ST Word - word processor,
ST Base - Database, ST Calc spreadsheet, ST Graph, S.T.A.C,
Adventure Creator, HyperPaint,
Prince - strategy game and
Metacomco ST Basic language disk
with full manuals, plus mouse.

ONLY

ONLY

£319.99

£399.00

The Mega ST has long been the pro
fessionals' choice for DTP, CAD and

other memory intensive applications
plus all the usual business utilities.

Atari SM124 high res mono
monitor when bought with a
Mega ST or 1040
ONLY £99.99

ALL OUR PRINTERS INCLUDE A STD CENTRONICS CABLE FREE!

EPSON EPL-7100 *A4 Pagelaser

Inc. FREE cable

LC 10 Mono 9 Pin 144/36cps
£159.00
LC 200 Colour 9 Pin 225/45cps
£209.99
LC 24-200 Mono 24 Pin 222/67cps ....£249.99
LC 24-200 Colour 24 Pin 222/67cps...£299.99
XB 24-10 with free colour kit

£399.99

* REGISTERED STAR
& CITIZEN DEALERS *

printer * Multiple built in fonts * 512K memory *
expandable to 6Mb * 300*300 DPI graphics * 6
pages per minute * Small footprint

£899.99
CANON BJ 10E BUBBLE
JET PRINTER
Innovative portable bubble jet printing technol
ogy * Smaller * Cheaper * Quieter * Quicker

INCLUDING ALL LEADS

PHILIPS CM8833 MKII

E69.00

mouse mat and holder

MEGAFILE 44MEG ..£799.99
Removeable cardridge drive

ONLY £19.99

MEGAFILE 60MEG ..£589.99

2 year warranty

As 30Meg but twice the capacity

Atari Mouse

£24.99

Data Sharer (2 way)
Data Sharer (3 way)

£17.99
£20.99

BULK DISKS

FORGET-ME-CLOCK II

Qty

£

10
25
50
100
200
300
400
500
1000

£189.99
£42.99

£149.99
£229.99
£359.99

£5.99
£12.99
£22.99
£39.99
£74.99
£109.99
£135.99
£159.99
£309.99

PC EMULATORS

AT SPEED

£199.99

Disk labels

PC SPEED

£99.00

Disk labels

500

£7.99

1000..£13.99

REMEMBER WE OFFER
•

•
•

FAST Mail order service

FREE postage UK mainland
FREE 2-3 day delivery
(next day delivery only £3)

VORTEX 40MEG

£519.99

ICD 40MEG

£489.99

Real time clock for the ST plugs
into the cartridge port

ACCESSORIES

ONLY £24.99

LIFETIME GUARANTEE THE
SAME QUALITY AS THE MOST
EXPENSIVE BRANDED DISKS

MODEMS

TEL: 0532 637988
FAX: 0532 637689

MEGAFILE 30MEG ..£439.99
Daisey chainable inc. utilitiesand cables

lAmiga Scart Leads

SONY/MITSUBISHI

OTHER PERIPHERALS

• FIRST CHOICE •

HARD DRIVES

The superior hi-res mouse inc.

100% ERROR FREE, 135TPI,

ORDER BY TELEPHONE QUOTING YOUR
CREDIT CARD NUMBER. IF PAYING BY
CHEQUE PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO

2 year guarantee

EXTERNAL DRIVE ONLY

3.5" QUALITY

109.99

MAIL ORDER

Swift 24 while stocks last

CUMANA CSA 354 3.5"

ATARI SM124
High resolution mono (600*400). This monitor
has a superb clear, stable image. Ideal if you are
using drawing or wordprocessing
applications.

LINNET
LINNET 1200
LINNET 2400

Free colour kitwithany Swift 9 or

NAKSHA UPGRADE
MOUSE

£72.99

£239.99

£139.99
£199.99
£179.99
£269.99
£34.99

PERIPHERALS
DRIVES

Colour display, stereo sound, 600 * 286 resolu
tion, green screen facility, 1 yr on-site warranty

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND
SCANNER
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL
MOUSE

120 DMono 9 Pin 120/5cps
124 DMono 24 Pin 120/40cps
Swift 9 Mono 9 Pin 192/40cps
Swift 24 Mono 24 Pin 192/64cps
Swift 9 or24Colour Upgrade

£299.99

MONITORS

PHILIPS AV7300 TV TUNER

CITIZEN PRINTERS Inc. FREE cable

£9.99
...£9.99
Midi cables 2M
...£3.99
Midi cables 3M
...£4.99
Midi cables 5M
...£5.99
Printer cables 18 wire. ...£5.99
Printer cables 25 wire. ...£8.99
520/1040 cover
...£4.99
LC10 cover
...£4.99
LC24/10 cover
...£6.99
LC200 cover
...£5.99
LC24/200 cover
...£5.99
Swift 9/24 cover
...£6.99
12" monitor cover
...£5.99
14" monitor cover
...£6.99
14" tilt and swivel
Monitor stand
£13.99
Universal printer stand ...£9.99
Mouse mats 8MM

lAmiga RGB Leads
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
Neodesk 3 Desktop

£34.99

Protext Word Processor
First Word Plus V3
Wordwriterll
Timeworks DTP
Home Accounts

£74.99
£58.99
£39.99
£74.99
£20.99

System 3 Accounts

£39.99

Mini Office Pro

£19.99

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5....E39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
£24.99
Prodata Database

£59.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor....£24.99
Quartet

£47.99

Prodigy Sequencer
Sequencer One
Replay Professional

£99.99
£76.99
£99.99

Mastersound

£34.99

Canvas Paint Package

£13.99

Deluxe Paint ST

£46.99

Cyber Paint V2.0
£39.99
Replay Eight sound digitiser ..£66.99
Flexidump Colour
£35.99
Vidi ST

£89.99

High quality anti static
£4.99
100 capacity lockable 3.5"
disk box

50 capacity as above
Banx Boxes
Posso Boxes

* GOODS TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH
'CALL INTO OUR SHOWROOM
* SPACIOUS FREE PARKING
' FULL REPAIR SERVICE - FREE ESTIMATES

'SUNDAY OPENING

11.00AM-4.00PM

* IT COSTS LESS AT FIRST CHOICE!'

'THURSDAY NIGHT

LATE TIL 8.00PM

' OPEN MON-SAT

9.00AM - 5.30PM

£7.99
£5.99
£11.99
.£18.99

WORD PROCESSORS roundup
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file to
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of Fselect but go much
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further in terma ol ease of use, smoothness
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rnents. These and other changes can be made at any time and take instant
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•default setting.
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•

ting

• deleting Folders, U1S Z

line them too,

That's Write has loaded this DOC file

originally written on First Word Plus, and
by selecting a block of text you can alter
fonts and typestyles using the Style menu

include newspaper-style multi-columns of text,
and the ability to generate an Index and a Table

of Contents if required - useful if you're writing
a long document.

Wordflair is a new program from the US, with
an unusual range of features. It incorporates a
simple database which enables you to set up
1,000 records. You can import information from Solly! Hhat can lsay
this into a document, providing a powerful mail- Jasn tyoung Gazza wonderful? The boy done gooc
merge facility. The program can also deal with trade, ii bit sad really that it should end like
statistical calculations in variable length fields, Dl' Blighty looking so good against the Gernans
such as SQRT, AVD and Standard Deviation. You lhat ref was a hit of a barst, really wasn't he
can incorporate charts, including bar and pie that unforseen yellow bit of cardboard, for a f
charts and line graphs, into a document and I
input values for them, or automatically calculate IM'sumgh football,.Ml
them from embedded statistics.

Wordflair has the usual multi-font support,
and printing is via GDOS, which is supplied on
additional disks with the program. However, the
installation process for all this isn't easy, es
pecially for the novice. The other drawback is
that you don't get a spelling checker. Even so,
you do get some other unique features which
could be interesting for the small business.

THAT'S WRITE/E99.95
Compo Software/0480 891819

WORDFLAIR/E79.95
HiSoft/0525 718181

Features

92%

Features

90%

Speed

89%

Speed

86%

Ease of Use

90%

Ease of Use

85%

Results

90%

Results

88%

FORMAT VALUE

90%

FORMAT VALUE

87%

• Protext v4.3 contains many of the best

features of version 5, including the ability
to merge in a textfile. Just add it into your
current document at the cursor position

Protext 4.3 is a new "cut down" version of the

fully featured Protext 5 (see below), with many
of its most important features. Its drop-down
menus add a degree of mouse control to earlier
versions' keystroke controls. It has no propor
tional fonts, only two files openable at once, a
smaller dictionary for the spell checker, no
indexing or contents generation, no auto-time
saving, no endnotes, paragraph numbering or
multi-columns, and no indent or centre tabs. If

you can live with these sacrifices and want an
excellent text-only workhorse, this is an afford
able option - see Special Offers, page 140.

TOP OF THE RANGE WRS
A s the complexity and features increase,
so does the price. The top three pro
grams all cost between £140 and
£190, a lot of lolly whichever way you look at it.
Are they worth it? For business or professional

use, probably. They can handle any task - but in

font editing program is also included, so you
can design or modify fonts, or you can get addi
tional Signum fonts from various sources includ

ing the Public Domain. Graphics can be im
ported into your file and then cropped, re-sized,
moved, overlapped or overwritten with text. The

some respects they are equalled by some midprice packages like That's Write. Bear in mind
too that these heavyweights require an ST with
1MByte of memory and a double-sided drive.

on-screen display is WYSIWYG, and you can
space and place characters exactly where you
want, to an accuracy of a ninetieth of an inch.

Signum 2 runs only on a mono monitor and

Signum Publishing/0252 341600

Desk

File

Edit

Find laTill Fornat

Insert

Tags

Hiscs

Idea

Bo* Art

lQpt 2fl

12pt 11
14
24pt 44

and 18 poinl

then 24

Italic
Superscript
vllold
Subscript
Underline vNo Script

48

| Strikeout

®mHD0m@cil ttaft

SIGNUM 2/E184

comes with an indexed 200 page manual. It is
usually called a document processor rather than
a word processor and comes into its own when
used to produce complicated technical docu
ments. Until now, it was impossible to cope with
involved mathematical formulae and symbols
without Signum 2, but Calligrapher and That's
Write now challenge it.
A wealth of particularly good fonts is
available for Signum 2, including even complex
foreign language characters like Hebrew or Rus
sian. You can use up to seven fonts within one
document, compared to 20 in That's Write. A
Desk File Page Uork Fcrnat Functions |iU,,H{^|
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Features

88

Speed

85

• The impressively-featured Calligrapher
is supplied with fonts for Maths Symbols,
Ornaments and Unitype - in addition to

Ease of Use

85

the Swiss and Dutch fonts shown here.

Results

90

Selecting them from the menu is easy

FORMAT VALUE

85

Calligrapher Professional is a Swiss WP pro
gram recently re-released with a new distributor,
Working Title. It claims to be the document pro

tures. Contact the distributor for an excellent

and French, German and Spanish dictionaries

demo disk and an eight page brochure.
Calligrapher Professional runs in medium or
high resolution, and comes with an indexed 380

are available at £25 each. A thesaurus is also

BDHD

page manual. Its uniquefeature is its use of out

ii ii m i

line fonts. All the other WPs on review here use
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either just your printer's fonts or GEM-based
bitmapped fonts. These look okay until you blow

mill

IIII11

Font WEEK .

OH

ol II

1
1 B_*J
1HRMai Ster1 r:.:r!:;i:i 1 W:.:'. "iJ Js-Hmr;:: ,!
• Signum 2 shows you the characters
available on each key of the keyboard for
each of the fonts. There are hundreds

available, many in the Public Domain, but
you can use only seven in one document
issue 22-MAY-91

mapped display.

A 160,000 word dictionary for spell check
ing is included with Calligrapher Professional,

tlulli EpPiUZll JBoOini1. El

HKIIHIIIILIIinnH

use the vector fonts to draw the screen display.

This gives a true WYSIWYG rather than bit

word processor, but with a variety of DTP fea

cessor for the ST. It has all the features of a

iiMNiiiinniiiiiiiiii
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this way. If you are lucky enough to have
2MByte or more of memory, then you can also

them up to larger sizes, but then they start to
look jagged around the edges. They also con
sume lots of memory. Outline fonts are the
latest thing to avoid these problems, and are
used in DTP programs like Fleet Street 3, PageStream and Calamus, but never before in a WP.
The vectors of the outline fonts describe

mathematically how to draw the characters. You
can produce type from 6 points to 128 points in

available. With 18,000 headwords and 200,000

synonyms, this represents very good value for
money at £25. Other impressive specifications
include: graphics importing, on-screen multicolumns, an Outliner and statistical facilities like
those in Signum.
CALLIGRAPHER PROFESSIONAL/E139

Working Title/0865 883592
Features

90%

Speed

85%

Ease of Use
Results

87%
90%

FORMAT VALUE

89%
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WORD PROCESSORS roundup
for loading files. Unfortunately, when saving files
or using the text converting utility programs pro
vided, you are forced to type in the full file
names and directory paths - tiresome if you are

Protext is a completely British

WP, becoming very popular with
professionals. It is a joy to use,
and much faster in all its opera-

_ tions than any other WP pro

OTHER CONTENDERS
In addition to the leading WPs reviewed,
there are a handful of others in the wings to
look out for - or perhaps avoid!

used to the convenience of GEM selectors.

Protext's auto-save, however, is anything
but tiresome. This very useful feature automati

gram. Although it is packed with
complex features, it's as easy to use as the
simplest Public DomainWP program.
In many ways Protext is a rather old fash
ioned WP. It has only recently with version 5

Le Redacteur is a major French program

and has a cult following among a group of ST
writers, even though it's all foreign! A trans
lation into English is in progress and should
be very powerful. This could be a serious
challenger to other ST WPs.

cally saves your file at intervals you can define.
Protext does not cater for GEM fonts or any
graphics though. This is no problem for straight
word processing, but if you want more presen
tational features you need another program.
However, there's a very good selection of
printer drivers, including drivers for the latest
inkjet printers - the DeskJet 500 (£689, Hewlett
Packard ^ 0344 369369) and Canon Bubblejet
(£399, Canon •& 081 773 3173), and technical
support looks good. An excellent spell checker
is built in, and French, German and Swedish dic

introduced some GEM facilities. You get a hybrid
result with this - GEM windows and scroll bars

are out, but drop-down menus and Desk Acces

sories are in. You get the best of both worlds
and cutting out GEM makes the scrolling and
cursor movements really fast.
You can use the mouse for selecting blocks
of text and menu items, and the GEM file selec
tor (or your favourite replacement file selector)

Tempus 2 from HiSoft is considered to be

the text editor. While not really suitable for
WP use, text editors are useful for program
mers. Work is under way on translating Tempus Word (a WP version already on the
German market) into English as well.
Calligrapher Junior is a cut-down version

tionaries are available for £34.50. It doesn't
Slock Ko»e Line

Sundry Print

Spell

Style UHHnieTn

have an Outliner or a thesaurus at the moment,
but a thesaurus may be included in the next

} nenu

yet, but when it does appear at about £79, it
could upset the mid price WPs a bit with its
high specification.

major upgrade. This would make it an almost
perfect serious writing tool. If you can't afford
the full version, consider the slightly cut-down

y fieto Refomat
V Uord Urap
Right Justify
OverHritc Hodc

Typing check
/ Page Mode

Word Perfect is reportedly the world's most
popular WP. The ST version costs well over
£200, and while packed with features is
difficult to use and contains too many bugs.

version Protext 4.3 - details above.

Box node

I

of Calligrapher Professional, with the advan
tage of running on a 520 ST. It's not available

l—l

document of nam] pages in your ST's nc
advantages mth a UP- like the abilltu
icrge in text frnn another file on dis

PROTEXT v5/E 149.95
lit configuration
lad neii configuration

Arnor/0733 68909

istore default configuration

• Protext is a remarkably powerful WP,
faster than any other package available
for the ST. Its dazzling range of features is
now available either through keystroke
commands or GEM-like drop-down menus

Features

95%

Microsoft Write was at one time bundled

Speed

94%

Ease of Use

95%

Results

96%

with the ST in the Business Pack of software,
but found few friends and was generally con
sidered to be a bit of a dog, but that's unfair

FORMAT VALUE

95%

to our canine friends!

WORD PROCESSORS COMPARISON CHART
Program

K Word 2

Word Writer

V2.25

v~

£39.95

£49.95

First Word Plus

Write ON

Script

That's Write

Wordflair

Signum 2

Calligrapher

Protext 5

£79.95

£49.95

£89.95

£99.95

£79.95

£184

£139

£149

X

X

X

X

X

X

H

M/H

M/H

H

M/H

L/M/H
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Price

Runs on

520 ST

/

/

M/H

M/H

/

/

Screen

Resolution

M/H

M/H

Loads First
Word files

X

/

/

•

X

/

X

X

/

/

Loads ASCII

•

•

/

•

S

•

/

•

/

/

Supports
replacement
File Select

X

/

/

X

/

X

/

•

/ •

Spell Check

/

/

/

X

X

/

X

X

•

/

Thesaurus

Word Counter

/

Graphics
Save Block
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Cambridge
Business
Software

USE YOUR VOICE
TO QUTDRAW THE
GUNFIGHTER

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS

CASH PRIZES

0898 31 35 97

INFODiAL POBox 36 LSI 4TN Cal charges 33p Per Min Cheap 44p Per Min All Other Times

Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra

£69.95
£99.00

Cashbook Controller

£39.95

Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£24.95
£59.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended
Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£39.95
£59.95
£79.95
£89.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£29.95

Base Two

£49.95

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)
Super Base Professional (v3.02)
Digita DGBase

178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ
DUTL 23 ZX81, BBC BASIC CPM emulators DART 05 ANI ST
plus other soodies like the ZX81 comes Great animation package formerly sold at
with 35 listings to load and run, and more. £80.00 now PD, VAN GOUGH Paint
DAST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best package with animated sprites. 4
PD Astronomy program. SKYMAP another LANDSCAPE Generators including
great Astronomy program plus aSTronomer. GENASISand a CAD Package.

DARC 13 FUZZBALL TENNIS, PICK MUS 18 NOISE TRACKER Super music

Prodata

£29.95
£69.95
£175.00
£39.95
£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks DTP

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack
Pagestream

£19.95
£124.95

Fleet Street Publisher v3

£159.00

POCKET, ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER CHESS A program like the AMIGA sound TRACKER
superb collection of ARCADE GAMES.
with music modules and player program.
DARC 10 BLASTER, JOUST, ASTRO PANIC, (DS DISK)

Calamus

£250.00

MEGAROIDS, MOTOR CYCLE and more!
DMUS
Another great collection of ARCADE ACTION

DynaCADD
PC Board Designer

03

SEQUENCER

The

ACCOMPANIST

From

H.

COSH.

DARC 17 ZOG, TROUPER 2000, ROBOTS WADDINGTON, 32 TRACK SEQUENCER
3 Great Multi level shoot-em-ups.

DLX PIANO Turn your ST into a synth.

DBRD 01 MONOPOLY, LAZERCHESS,

JUKEBOX and POP MINIS DESKTOP MUSIC.

OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF
DWPR 06 ST WRITER V 3.8 and
FORTUNE, SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND-and
FIRSTWORD, The 2 best word processors
more a superb collection of BOARD GAMES.
for the ST(E) plus a spell checker, print
ART 18 NEOCHROME V207 COLOURBURST spooler and a selection of ready to use
2. Final version is now P.D. FINE LINE 3

letters.

superb art programs with powerful features.

DEM

ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK Over

123 FISH AND CHIPS, from 300K of text interviews and biographies

Sewersoft. Superb demo, this is a must get.

from the original STARTREK and NEXT
DEM 125 BARTMAN sample demo runs GENERATION plus loads of pictures from

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

B'eckerCAD

£99.00

Megapaint II

£79.95
£59.95

GFA Draft Plus v3.13

£79.95

CAD3DV1.0

£18.95

CAD 3D v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95
£17.00
£39.95
£59.95

MUSIC
C-LAB Creator v3

DADV 01 DDST, DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, DEM 113/4 EUROPEAN DEMOS Loadsof
Role playing adventure. PARANOIA, screens of "great graphics and music" on
ENCHANTED REALM and ELBOZO CITY 3 this 2 DS Disk set. 512K and 1 Drive OK
more good adventures also on this disk.
£3.50.

£747.50
£135.00

GFA Draft Plusv1.5

both series. A must for all TREKKIESI!

on all STS.

;

C-LAB Notator v3

£275.00
£459.00

Creator/Notator Upgrade
C-LAB Notator Alpha

£239.00
£179.95

C-LAB Aura

£89.00

C-LAB Midia

£59.95

C-LAB v.3 upgrade

£37.95

Cubeat

£239.00
£459.00

Cubase

FM Melody Maker

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug
Prospero C

£42.00
£75.00

Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

Hisoft LatticeCv5

£115.00

Hisoft High Speed Pascal
Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisott Devpac V2.22

£79.95
£39.95
£45.00

Hisoft Power Basic

£39.95

Hisott Basic

DATABASES

WIZARD P.D.

Mark Williams C v3

£57.95

£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£42.00

FTL Modula2

£52.00

FTL Modula2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

WERCS plus GDOS
GFA Basic Interpreter v3
GFA Basic Compiler v3
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£39.95
£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minix

£99.00

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T
Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LDW Power Spreadsheet
Digicalc

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00
£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Thats Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus v3.15
Protext v5
Protext V4.2

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00
£69.95

WordPerfect v4.1

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwrfler
Wordflair

£39.95
£65.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Neodesk v3 (UK)

£34.95

G + Plus
Multidesk
Deluxe Paint

£29.95
£29.95
£49.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw
Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£24.90

Knife ST
Harlekin
Turbo ST V1.8
Mailshot Plus

£24.90
£39.95
£29.95
£34.95

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

No surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles in stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

NEW RELEASES
Write On

£45.00

That's Write

£85.00

Hisoft High Speed Pascal

£79.95

Adimens

£99.00

SPECIAL OFFERS
3.5 DISKS inc LABELS
These disks are 100% error free and fully guaranteed

with a 2 for 1 replacement. We're sure you will order from us in future.
P&P: 50 disks & over is free. Under50 disksonly £1.50
All prices include VAT. Send Cheques or Postal Ordersto

KYC Disks

£29.95
£44.00

Timeworks DTP + DTP Clip Art Pack

£85.00

24-HOUR ORDER LINE (0763) 263127
^r

SHOP NOW OPEN: 9 Barmouth Road, Wandsworth, London

MAIL ORDER ONLY 51 Barmouth Road, Wandsworth, London, SW18 2DT.

Telephone 081-870 0469

Neodesk v3 UK
ProshareST

Open 6 days a week from 10am-6pm

All prices include VAT & delivery. Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

MelboumScience Park, Cambridge Road, Melboum,Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ

MHBHB] IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability) HHB
Wi. IB
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. &TVEI
VISA
'

•

•

HOW TO ORDER:

Wmm

TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932
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TRuST P.D.
Quality Public Domain for the ST
Demo's

_ Utilities

Games

Educational

Art

Clip Art
Programming

Music
Word Pro
STE. Demo's

RIVERDENE PDL
30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN.
Tel: (0734) 452416

Slide Shows

DEMOS

GAMES

LANGUAGES

AF5I8NEVERWHERE

AF104PACMAN87

AF15 68000ASSEM

AF524 UP-FRONT

AF378 PARANOID
AF512TETRIX
AF579 DRIP

AF577 CINE FX

AF587 DEPECHE MODE

Disk Mags

NEW Commissionware label

Plus over 80 Budgie U.K. games etc.
For free catalogue on disk send a S^A.E. and blank
disk or £1.00 cheque/PO to: TRuST P.D., 18 The Park,
Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606.

Fax:(0734)451239

AF112 PCQ PASCAL
AF380 AM. BASIC SOURCE

AF605 BIONIX II

AF385 C 8< 68K SOURCE

AF614 DIGITAL CONCERT 6

AF625 AUTOBAHN 3001

AF545 AMOS LISTINGS 1

AF615SPREADPOINT

AF626 TRAIN SET

AF560 AMOS LISTINGS 2

MUSIC

AF564AMOSV1.21 UPDATE

AF617 FRAXXION HORROR

AF686 SLEEPING BAG

AF284 SOUNDTRACKER

AF690 TOTAL DEST.

UTILITIES

AF285 SAMPLES

AF696 BUDBRAINS II

AF384 BANK N

AF610SYNTHIA2

AF437 RED DEVIL 4

AF607 BEATLES MUSIC

ART
AF20 C-LIGHT
AF42 STAR WARS
AF218 NASA

AF612 BAGPIPE MUSiC
AF623 SOUNDTRACKER V4

AF459 DOPE INTRO MAKER

AF699 STUDIO RIPPERS
AF700 IPEC'S DISCO

AF578 SKUNK'S UTILITIES
AF618 RIM DATABASE

AF401 FRACTALS

PUBLIC DOMAIN

AF619VISICALC

512K RAM

AF629 STEALTHY II (1 MEG)

AF620 D-COPY

UPGRADE+

AF630 M-CAD
AF631 FAST CARS

5 X 1 MEG

Word Processors -

Clip Art -

Astronomy —' Music Databases -

Communications

Languages— Picture Disks

Virus Killers -

Reliable Service -

AF701 FILE CRUNCHERS

AF698 TOTAL RECALL

DEMOS

AF702 FILLET THE FISH

ONLY £49.99

AF703 INVADER'S RIPPER'S
AF704 P-COPY III

WE ALSO STOCK THECOMPLETE AMOS PD LIBRARY & LICENCEWARE DISKS

Educational etc.

Return Post First Class

AF621 ESA UTILITIES 1

AF632 GENEALOGY (1MEG)

AF697 ROBOCOP II

Full range of Demos - Games- Utilities - Art

AF534 SCOOPEX UTILITIES

CHOOSE ANY 3 DISKS FOR ONLY £5.50
ALL PRICES INCLUDE FIRST CLASS POSTAGE & PACKING

Full Disks - Single Sided Average Over 300K
All Disks are Verify Copied and Immunised

FREE CATALOGUE ON DISK WITHALL ORDERS

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK

* Doubled-up Disks at no extra charge •

SOLENT SOFTWARE

(please state Atari ST or Amiga)
when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL
ACCESS AND VISA welcome

53 Rufus Gardens, Totton, Hants. S043TA

WHY NOT VISIT OUR SHOP?

Send Large SAE for Free Catalogue to:-

&

IHlKI
^

L.A.P.D M
Quality P.D. for the Atari ST.

80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

^^r

Tel: 0773 761944/605010
• Alldisks only £1.50, S/S or D/S •
• Same day service • quality virus free disks •
P&P 50p on orders under £5.00. Free on orders over that
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue:
LAD141.

THE IMMORTALS DISK. Some excellent utilities. This disk has just been updated to

LAD195.

EUROPEAN DEMOS. (2 disks £3.00). Brilliant compilation from Europe's best
writers. Too many demos to list here. D/S.
DELTA FORCE. Excellent multi screen demo with two highly addictive
games. (Bad language on the scroller). D/S

LAS8.
LAD40.
LAM5.

Get your PD from THE PD Library
A Small selection from our extensive catalogue.
Uti 78
Uti 83

Uti 74

own teletext receiver.

LAM28.
LAM26.
LAU14.
LAM19.
LAM35.

LAM38.

LIFE'S A BITCH. Excellent demo from the Lost Boys. D/S

LAG74.

MEGA GAME DISK. 25 Games (1.43mb of data) archived onto a D/S disk.
Only £1.50 + a donation of at least £1.00 for the Gulf Trust Fund. Please
send donation with order, give generously. Games inc, Fruit machine sim,

the popular (?) TV gameshow.
Uti 71

Uniform 2.0E. Get into communications

the economical way with Uniterm, the
commercial quality PD communications
software

Erw, Fynydd, Carmel, Llanelli. SA14 7SG

PICTURES FROM SPACE. Updated version. Pics of earth taken by satellites.

LAD140

deck accessories.

Gam 62 Wheel of Fortune, the ST version of

Sphinx Software (DeptsTF),

2nd MANUAL FOR THE ST. Here's most of the info that the 'official' manual left

and new. D/S

ST Writer v9 Elite, the essential PD

word processor.

ST Public Domain & Shareware.

NOISETRACKER with modules, sounds amazing. D/S.

DRAGONS LAIRDEMO. 1/2 meg D/S version with amazing graphics and speech.

now includes receiving software. D/S
CHILDRENS EDUCATIONAL DISK. 4 childrens games to help them learn
as they play, Alphabet, Maths Test, Etc. S/S
GENEALOGY. Two excellent programs for family tree research. S/S
COATES UTILITIES. A handy disk full of good utilities. D/S
AIR WARRIOR. Flight simulator with World War IIaircraft. S/S
VIDEO MANAGER. Excellent video oriented database program. Also CD
BASE. Computerise your CD collection. S/S
THE WORLD OF STAR TREK. Digi pics and biographies on crew members, old

generator.
'ShipWreck', Educational Adventure.

WP 10

Ace 1 to Ace 8 9 disks fullof the very best

All disks £1.75 each. All cheques made payable to Sphinx Software
Send a large S.A.E. for your 40 plus page guide to the exciting world of Atari

out. S/S
LAM14.

Gemini, the full desktop replacement.
Fastcopy 3 & utilities, the very best
copier available for the ST.
A complete guide to constructing your

Mac 16 Audio Sculpture by Sync ASM. The
very best soundtracker clone, 'SAVE'
option disabled.
P/Art 17 Fractal Chaos, simply stunning fractal
Edu 9

include Bootsector Customiser. D/S.

LAD189.

Don't be a clown!

Atari ST PD & Shareware

sr Cauedon/a PDL. STE
250 Oldtown Rd, Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT

( NEW TITLES NOW IN STOCK ")

Wheel of Fortune, ST Poker etc.
LAG75.

NETHACK. New text adventure styled on the Unix game. Also comtains
COLOSSAL CAVE Adventure. S/S

ADULT SLIDESHOWS for OVER 18'S ONLY;
LAX8.

Calendar Girls,

LAX9.

LAX10.

Madonna

LAX11.

Centrefolds
Maria Whittaker

LAX3. Sam Fox
LAX4. Sam Fox II

NOW AVAILABLE; 2nd Disk Drive for the ST, external power supply
and with voucher for £15.00 of our P.D. only £69.99

Ring for info on latest demos
Utilities
AU-52-C64 EMULATOR/ORIC EMULATOR/SPUFILE.
AU-53-CPM DISK 1 (EMULATOR)
AU-54-CPM DISK 2 (DATA DISK)

AU-55-USA/CANADA PROGS II (EXCELLENT UTILS)

Art
Send £1.00 for a copy of our latest disk catalogue which includes a couple of free games
(adventure & arcade). Or send a blank disk and SAE and we'll send you the catalogue by return.
(Please quote STF5). Don't be put off by other disk based catalogues you may have seen, ours is
user friendly.

Note.... Our catalogue disk also includes the Universal Picture Demo! (Rated 87% in ST FORMAT

| All orders sent 1st class/same ctay]

AG-15-NEOCHROME VER.2.2 (LATEST VERSION)
AG-17-THE ARTIST (DIGITAL INSANITY) - MONO
AG-18-ART-PRO (SHAREWARE) INC LOGO! - MONO

Feb 91)

Catalogue can nowbe downloaded from SherwoodForest BBSon 0602 397113
JOIN OUR GROWING BAND OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS. TRY US TODAY!

120 ST FORMAT

Many more titles added. £1 or blank disk for catalogue.
Disks cost £2 up to 9/£l .50 for 10 or more. Tel: 0463 225736 for info.

PD reviews

Public sector
Skrarg knew there were only nanominutes until the sub-etherpower
plantette said uGoodbye sector 3-zero-9" and blew its quantum cap. It
wanted one thing, cheap software - and there was only one being weird
enough to help: Andy Hutchinson, the well-known donkey ventriloquist
[MOS DEMOS DEMOS DEMOS I EMOS
XTC

JMP DEMOS

C. Hacks - Disk CH075/D

The Alliance

bounce

back with

their

Riverdene PDL

The way people learn to program usually
involves dissecting other people's code. JMP
have recognised this and made life a bit easier
for the aspiring demo writer. They've put a load
of graphic routines on one disk in bit-sized

latest

megademo. All the usual crews are in here:
Newline, BMT, Purple Pig, Alien Cracking Forma
tion and TRT. What can I say, guys? It's boring.
Nothing new, funny or technically difficult has
been attempted. The best bits are in the loading
and depacking screens. If there is a highlight
then it has to be BMT's screens, but even these
aren't brilliant.

STF Rating - 60%

ELECTRA

chunks. This covers most standard themes,

•

Feel the XTC and see the new Atari

from parallax scrolling to wriggly balls. There
are also some quick fractal graphics routines.
STF Rating - 82%

external drive, complete with acid house
graphics to brighten up the computer
room. Still looks pretty awful though

Riverdene PDL

Sweden seems to produce about half the
decent demo writers working on the ST at the
moment. This is a very slick demo. The intra
screen is a humorous wind up of another
Swedish demo crew and they've written what
could well be the worst demo screen ever. Hit

the reset button and you enter the demo proper.

Highlights include a grey scaled star map and a
wicked dot-mapped globe. Sound isn't too hot,
but then they're using up some serious pro
cessor time. Ravishing.
STF Rating - 85%

• I don't know how to tell you this, Marty,
but these awful glasses have become
inexplicably welded to my head. Back to

S-EXTENSION

The Future 2 - sort of...

BACK TO THE
FUTURE 2
South West Software Library

The digitising crews fight back against squirly
balls with this pastiche of the Zemeckis film
starring Fox and co. Parts are animated; others
are just quickly sequenced stills. The whole
• The Swedes show how it's done, with
this mega smooth sine wave screen
scroller (try saying that fast...)

• The JMP Demo enables you to play with
your balls in real time. You can move them
around, shake them from side to side and
send a sine wave through them. All
sounds a bit painful to me...

demo is in black and white, but the grabs are
well digitised. A clear sample plays throughout.
STF Rating - 70%

Riverdene PDL

Another STOS coded effort, hot on the heels of

the Big Demo. The standard of the coding is
high but the IQ of the writers is questionable.
They keep waffling on about naked women as if
they're praying for puberty to hit them. Things
don't change as you get further into it - more
asinine comments and bland themes pepper
what could have been an innovative demo. Don't

bother unless you're into this kind of "humour."
STF Rating-51%

MICROMIX 3
C.Hacks PD - Disk CH008/D

The Micromix boys are back with another
sample compilation, designed to show off the
Microdeal sampler range. This time it's Prince's
Batdance which gets the cut and paste treat
ment. As usual you can monkey around with the
samples, reversing them, speeding them up and
putting them in your own order.
The song has been sampled at a clear rate,
so it's painless listening, although some of the
cut points are questionable. Plug in the hi-fi and
pump up the volume.

Prince demonstrates his new stammering

STF Rating-81%
issue 22-MAY-91

• "Stop the press, who's that? Vicky Vale,
Ver, Ver, Vicky Vale? She's beautiful."
sampler in the Micromix 3 demo

• STOS, the game-programming package,
gets used for yet another non-games
application. This time, Amazon women get
the pixel treatment in S-Extension

ST FORMAT 121

PD

DEMOS
HOLY GRAIL AND THE
YOUNG ONES
C.Hacks PD - Disk CH031/D

Not much to this one - choose a sample and sit

back and watch. They're both very clear though
and certain to draw an audience. The Young
Ones sample is the theme tune to the show,

complete with lyric sheet. The Monty Python
sample refers to the knights of the round table
who dance whenever they are able.
STF Rating - 66%

RIVERDENE PDL'S TOP TEN DEMOS
o

Every month we ask a Public Domain library boss to nominate his top ten. This month Riverdene
PDL list their ten top selling programs - and oddly enough, they all seem to be demos...
Life's A Bitch - DEM782

6.

Delirious 3 -STE829

Sync Tracker- DEM826

7.

DefCon 1 - DEM745

Syntax Terror- DEM836

8.
9.

When Harry Met Sally- DEM 654
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles - DEM746

Mindbomb - DEM685

10. Delirious 2 -DEM772

Decade Demo - DEM827

GAMES GAs
»••••••••••••&, HHC

THE ULTIMATE
COLLECTION
GUNNING PDL
J Nice idea, this. To save you
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YOUR PD REVIEW
'♦,

/

/~>/j

This
month's
guest
reviewer - and the lucky

-fJ_^~\ " winner of our £25 prize

Ii_J <? - is Lee Bohan from
sff'

Notts. If you think

you're capable of doing a good review of a
piece of PD software and wouldn't mind
having your name in print, then send your
review to PD Reviews, ST FORMAT, 30 Mon
mouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

• Oh dear. It appears that reducing the
team to pairs of eyes has upset Larry - he
has a very angry expression on his face.
Pacmen have feelings too, you know

HAC-MAN
Riverdene PDL

It's funny how old games continue to get re

cycled again and again. Hac-Man is a tweaked
Pacman brought competently into the light of
16-bit computing. There's a splash of humour

the hassle of collecting vast
numbers of disks Just to get

v<**5>l hold

of essential PD software,

it's all been put in one collec
tion for you - and quite a collection it is too.
Four disks come in the pack. Disk one
includes Opus v2.2. DB-One and Super Virus
Killer (all of which have been on previous ST
FORMAT Cover Disks, but they're still nifty
programs to have). Disk two contains Your
Second Manual, First Word, ST Page, PicSwitch v0.7, Fastcopy 3, Inlay and Mono
Emulator v5. Again, many of these have been
on our Cover Disk, but Your Second Manual
is well worth checking out.
Disk three contains Gemini, XBios Music
and Vanterm. Gemini is a Desktop replace
ment; Vanterm a comms program, and XBios

Music a sound-chip music and sound effects
generator. Disk four contains Neochrome
Master and Audio Sculpture. Both of these

are superb value for money. Check out
Neochrome Master-a fully revised version of
the popular drawing package.
If you're new to the ST scene and your
shiny new disk box is looking a bit sparse

Ho hum, here are the things we'd like
you to remember though. Your review must

added, with the monsters each having some
peculiar characteristics - they might be mad,

then check these disks out. At £5.99 they

not be more than 200 words, and we need it
on disk as an ASCII file without hard carriage
returns at the end of each line. Don't forget to

angry or drunk, for instance. Ifyou enjoy wallow
ing in a bit of nostalgia then check it out, it's
very playable. For 1MByte owners only though.
STF Rating - 73%

STF Rating - 93%

name the PD library you got the software
from and always include a printout of your
review, along with a copy of the program
you're reviewing. Don't leave out your name
and address either! Sorry, but we're unable to
return any contributions.

COOLTETRIS

BERT THE SQUIRT
Caledonia PDL - Disk BU58

The Budgie boys strike again. Bert is an Andy
Capp lookalike and he has to jump his way

• Fastcopy 3 is just one of more than a
dozen essential utilities contained in
the Ultimate Collection from Gunning

sion of the game on the ST. It comes second
only to the arcade version. For anyone who
loves Tetris and wants the best, this is the

one to get. It beats the hell out of any of the
• Harry the Hedgehog is so shocked at
Bert's appalling dress sense that he nips
into Next to get him a gift voucher

ST FORMAT
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shock when you play Cooltetris. This is much better than any other ver
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Read Disk Config,
Multiple Cops

South West Software Library
If you've ever played a PD
game and said to yourself,
"yeah, it's okay for PD, I sup
pose," then you're in for a

commercial versions despite the lack of
sound and the occasional bug.
STF Rating -91%

represent exemplary value for money.

around a series of platforms collecting pieces of
fruit while avoiding the wildlife - hedgehogs,
caterpillars, Pacmen and the like. The action is
fast, the animation is excellent and the chal
lenge isn't easy. The game is well up to Budgie's
high standard.
STF Rating - 82%
issue 22-MAY-9I

PD

GAMES

The FORMAT
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hit them in the right order. Mazes of bricks and
cunning traps mean you need a lot of practice
to complete this game. Absolutely stunning.
STF Rating - 93%

SPACE BLOB
The Page 6 Library

Colourful graphics are the first thing that strike
you about this game. Space Blob is a cutesy
character who has to work his way around a
series of platforms collecting objects while
avoiding the spikes, plants and Pacmen. The
concept is dated and the gameplay is simplistic,
but it's addictive and funny.
STF Rating - 79%

PD directory
Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,
W Yorks HX3 5JZ

Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham
GLS3 7HJ ? 0242 224340

MICHAEL'S BIG
ADVENTURE
This one's an interactive adventure aimed at

children. The idea is that you wander around a

Akore Shareware, 7 Fishergate Point, Lower Parlia
ment Street, Nottingham NG1 1GD " 0800 252221
Awesomedemos, 3 Mason Road, Seaford,
East Sussex BN25 3EE

B-Soft, 33 Corsham Road, Calcot, Reading, Berks.
RG3 5ZH.T 0734 416492

Budgie UK, 5 Minster Close, Raylelgh, Essex SS6 8SF
Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness,
IV2 4PT « 0463 225736
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Score: 00030

• Bat, bricks, walls and falls. The title
may be Bolo but you know the rest

IL

44-

SS154RD" 0268 416888

Demo Club, 23 Alma Place, Spilsby, Lines PE23 5LB
» 0790 53741

DMS Atari PD, 66 Abbey Road, Strood, Kent ME2 3QB
Elmsoft, PO Box 17, Loughton, Essex IG10 2EE
EM PDL, 54 Watnall Road, Hucknall, Nottingham
NG15 7LE. = 0602 630071

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington, Cheltenham,
Glos. GL52 4EW

• Michael's Big Adventure is challenging,
but this is no time to go to pieces

Farmic Enterprises, 75 Chestnut Grove, Coleshill,
Birmingham B46 1AD
Floppyshop ST, 45 Provost Graham Avenue,
Hazelhead, Aberdeen AB1 8HB n 0224 312756

Freaks PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent, Oownend,

BOLO

fantasy land helping people out and defeating

Gemini Shareware - Disk ST151

monsters. The program has been written with
the Talespin creator and is entirely mouse

Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick Avenue, Slough,

author has revised the Breakout

driven. The graphics may be fairly simplistically

Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, MeirHay Estate,

theme and created a very slick
and massively playable game. You

drawn but they're bright and colourful, so the
game is bound to appeal to kids (well, it
appealed to me anyway). This is definitely some
thing to keep them happy on a rainy Sunday
afternoon. If you'd like a copy send £3 and an

Gunning PDL, 47 Auchingane, The Tryst, Edinburgh

Bolo is Arkanoid for the '90s. The

can run Bolo in all screen resolu

tions, although it stays in mono. You can move
the bat anywhere on screen, making the ball far
more manoeuvrable. There are 50 screens to

SAE to: Tom Zunder, 23 Rosedale Way, Bram-

complete, arranged into some mindboggling
puzzles. Bricks explode or disappear when you

ley, Rotherham, S66 OLE.

STF Rating - 86%

Bristol BS16 6TQ = 0272 570122
Berks. SL2 1DX * 0753 28183

Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW.» 0782 335650
EH10 7HX = 031 441 7852

High Tec Sequencing Services PDL, 20 South
Lane, Shelf, Halifax, W. Yorks. HX3 7PN = 0274 606205

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys. DE7 7HN
Lavery Computer Services Ltd, 46/47 Pall Mall,
London SW1Y 5JG. = 071 930 0697

Metropolis PD, 38 Howlck Park Drive, Penwortham,
Preston PR1 OLU = 0772 727528, 748422
MPH, 10 Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich NR4 6EX

MT Software, Greensward House, The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W P039 OBX » 0983 756056

NBS, Dept F,132 Gunville Road, Newport, Isle of Wight

UTILITIES

PO30 5LH. * 0983 821983

Page 6 Publishing, PO Box 54, Stafford ST16 1DR
it 0785 213928

ASTROLOGY
Caledonia PDL - Disk AST 0002

Woo, spooky! This disk is crammed full of just
about every kind of prediction and astrological
soothsaying known to man, plus a few that are
totally unheard of by man. I Ching, Burmese,
Numerology, Horoscopes, Star tutorials - it's all
here. Whether it means anything to you is
another matter entirely. Apparently my love num
bers are 2 and 11, so I might just as well fall in
love with a bus on the way home. Groovy, if you
enjoy this kind of nonsense.

STF Rating - 75%

work out pi to six million decimal points, but ask
them to be objective and they blow a circuit.

Expert systems attempt to bridge the gap
between a straight decision and an approximate

decision. Expert Shell enables you to build up a
database of questions to which there can be
more than one outcome.

As a result, your ST can make relatively
informed decisions based on "expert" data. This
shell is well featured, enabling you to load, save,
analyse and question the expert database from
a GEM front end. A well-programmed utility, suit

Caledonia PDL - Disk AU_0043

VDOS is a virtual GEM replacement. It enables
you to access regularly-used programs quickly
and with the minimum of fuss. You simply set up

Public Dominator PD Atari, PO Box 801, Bishops
Stortford, Herts CM23 3TZ. * 0279 757692
PDQ, PO Box 38, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5WR

Riverdene PDL, 30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading,
Berks RG3 5AN * 0734 452416

Senlac, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road, St Leonards
On Sea, E.Sussex TN37 7HB = 0424 753070

Softville PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue,
Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN. » 0705 266509

Solent Software, 53 Rufus Gardens, Totton, Hants.
S04 3TA » 0703 868882

able for a learner.

STF Rating - 82%

VDOS & ZAP CARD

Paradise Computers, 9 Westfield Crescent, Brighton
BN1 8JB

PD Essentials, 22 Fern Avenue, Mltcham,
Surrey CR41LS
Persistence of Vision, 4 Wroxton Close, Whiteholme,
Blackpool, Lanes. FY5 3EY. = 0253 867826

South West Software Library, PO Box 562,
Wlmborne, Dorset BH21 2YD

Sphinx Software, Erw Fynydd, Carmel, Llanelli

MULTITASKER
Sphinx Software - Disk UTI94

SA14 7SG

ST Club, 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney St, Nottingham
NG1 1LX." 0602 410241

STOS/Amos PDL, Sandra Sharkey, 25 Park Road,

the menus and show VDOS where to find the

Here's a program which doesn't do things by
halves. It throws out TOS and enables you to
multi-task programs. This means you can run

programs on your drive. Then you can auto-run
it and avoid accessing GEM at all.

two programs at the same time. This is an early
version of what the author hopes will turn into a

West London PD, 8 Berkeley Road, Hilllngdon, Mdx.

Zap Card is a fully featured database. Pass
words, searches, global deletes and configura

powerful TOS replacement. It's very well docu

Wizard PD, 178 Waverley Road, Reading, Berks,

tions are all possible. These are both useful
programs for the serious user.
STF Rating - 76%

mented, although still of use only to technically
minded ST owners. You configure Multitasker
and then kickstart the first program. Then it's
simply a case of running the second program

Sphinx Software - Disk UTI91

and switching between the main and back
ground task with the flick of a key. You can also
trace the program's route through memory at
three different levels - very useful if you're a

Making informed decisions is something com
puters aren't exactly brilliant at. Sure, they can

programmer or trying to become one.
STF Rating - 77%

EXPERT SHELL

issue 22-MAY-91

Wigan, Lanes WN6 7AA. * 0942 495261
NG1 1LX

TRuST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY
= 0422 341606
UB10 9DU. -0895 53521

RG3 2PZ. » 0734 574685

WoolleySoft, Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramolye,
Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland FK15 0BA
BUYER BEWARE: Inclusion in this directory does not
imply that ST FORMAT endorses or recommends any
individual PD Library in any way.
Our aim is to make this directory as complete as possible.
Ifyou run a PD library not listed here and would like to be
included, or if you are already listed and want to amend any
details, then send fulldetails and a copy of your latest
catalogue to: PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath BA1 2BW
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AMIGA

latest

incarnation

better!"

"Easy",

is

even

"Fast",

"Reliable", "Great Value".
New Atari User Feb 1991

£29.95
Master Time
:©

value at just 117.95

.-.-.. 1 .-1

a?

fib

"It is very difficult to find any
criticisms at all".
r.

lay

Also Available

Achieve real value for your money!

Look through our extensive easy to read catalogue which states
the amount of k/b each program takes up on a disk then choose

as many as you can that will fit onto the available 500k/b.
Amiga/PC owners-twice the value! We compress your programs -

Please state computer make/model.

nJleigJ

EEBEIaf

ciry i

hous •

Includes Super Card,
Master Time, B.Spell,
Maths, and Play Spell
D/S-Only £1.49

B.Spell Age 5-8

£14.95

+ Construction Set

£19.95

Play Spell Age 7+
Play Spell Plus
Maths Age 5-8

£14.95
£19.95 2 x S/S - £2.99
£14.95 B.Ware Software, B.Bytes

Super Card Index

£19.95

PARADISE COMPUTERS PDL
Introducing
THE PARADISE CLUB
High value Public Domain for the ST/E, beginners welcome and
catered for! Midi Specialists. Latest hottest titles include:
Neochrome master v2.0

European demo
Batman demo

Computer Systems, 19
Southfield Road, Hinckley,

£9.95

Opus v2.2

Leics. LE10 1UA.

Tel (0455) 613377 9-5 Mon-Sat.

Game Compendium Penguin + Jump Jack

1+ Billy Bounce

Why settle for one program on your disk? One program
doesn't necessarily take up all that space!
Choose several prgrams and fill up a full 500k/b per disk!

Demo Disk

- Yet to be published review -

B.Base2

22. Fern Avenue. Mitcham. Surrey. CR4 1LS

P&PWe have the most comprehensive pd library in the UK. You can
become a member by sending a cheque or postal order for £1
(refunded on 1st order). All disks are £2.50 each plus 50p p&p.

.istortine

L 1<><_

ilk.

•

.£14.95 Cheques payable to B.Bytes Comp SysJ

TCOS

Send large 34p SAE for catalogue or blank disk or 50p for
disk catalogue to: Paradise Computers (Global) PDL, 9
Westfield Crescent, Brighton, BN1 8JB.

SOUTH WEST PD
SWDl

Back To The Future

SWD2

Kylie, Locomotion

SWD3

Miami Vice + Dr Who

SWD4

The Cuddly Demo

SWD5

Ghostbusters Demo

SWD6
SWD7

Snowman (1/2 Meg)
Dragons Lair

SWD8

Turtles Slideshow

SWD9

Tufty Humanoid Mix

SWD10 Michael Jackson
+ Lost Boys

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS ONLY £1.50
OR ALL 10 FOR ONLY £10.00
Hundreds of PD disks from only 41.00 each
FREE CATALOGUE WITH FIRST ORDER

B-SOFT
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
FOR ALL MODELS OF ATARI ST
H01

ST WRITER ELITE. The standard word

H02

SPELL CHECKER, WORD
COUNTER, VIRUS KILLER, and
other programmes to aid word
processing.
DATABASE, TYPING TUTOR &

processor for the ST with full documentation.

H03

SPREADSHEET. All with lull
documentation.

H04
H06

PROGRAMMABLE DATABASE. Very high
quality database.
SUPERB QUALITY SPREADSHEET.
Double sided disk with full manual on disk.

or send send blank disk or 50p

H08

SWPD, 50 Coombe Lane, Torquay,
Devon, TQ2 8EA

H09

FIRST WORD, Fully gemed word processor,
with instructions. Also spellchecker + word
counter. Double sided only.
GRAPH PROGRAMME. Input numbers
to create Pie, Bar and Line graphs. Print
direct to desktop or insert in other

generator.
AT3

included.
AT4

BG1

CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,
CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, YAHTZEE,

BB1
DE1
DE2

GG4

GG5
GG6

READ THIS....
PD DISKS £1.50
4 for £5

% tV 10 for £10 3r J
... ,;';

GAMES

GL005: ST VEGAS '
GL015: BUNNY HUNT
GL024: FLIGHT SIM

GL034: TENNIS SIM

• .:•.

J: . .

ADVENTURES

GL040: UNDER BERKWOOD
GL082: ELVEN CRYSTALS
GL096 WIZARDS TOWER
GL1 35: DARKNESS IS FOREVER

GL052: EMPIRE BUILDER, JUMPSTER,
GL056: ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER

GL151 : TOMBS OF DEATH

Gil 19: LEAGUE SOCCER

GL049: FAST COPY III

SEND BLANK DISK OR 50p
FOR OUR DISK BASED CATALOGUE
CHEQUES PAYABLE
TO:
PD.ST

124 ST FORMAT

UTILITIES

GL099: FOOTBALL POOLS PREDICTOR
GL1 52: ST WRITER ELITE
P.O.V. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

Send to: PD.ST, 95 ELTON ROAD,
SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CWl l 9NF.

AC3

HAUNTED HOUSE, PAC MAN TYPE,
GAMES BRIDGIT, SLOT MACHINE.
Another suite of great arcade games.
VEGAS. Visit a casino, gamble your money
on POKER, ROULETTE, BLACKJACK &
SLOT MACHINES. Great graphics.
PINBALL, DRAWPOKER & WALL
STREET. A stocks & shares trading game.
FLOYD THE DROID. The best of all arcade

KI1

FRUIT MACHINE AND PAC MAN TYPE

KI2

GAMES Very impressive implementations.
KID GRAPH, KID GRID, KDI MUSIC, KID
NOTES & KID PIANO.

KI3

KID SKETCH, KID ABC, KID POTATO,
KID STORY.

FOUR DISK COPIERS, Inc F COPY 3,

ALL PRG Versions, FORMATTERS,
SPEAKIT, (speech synth) VIRUS KILLER,
and many others.

THE AMAZING UNION DEMO. Very

action. BLASTER, great sideways scrolling
arade action. Superb disk.

DESKPACK, all in one desktop accessory

includes diary, telephone book,
programmable calculator and much more.
Also REPAIR DISK programme and others.

LANGUAGE TO RUN THEM.
MARBLES & EXCEPTIONS demo of

impressive sound and graphics. Not STE.
GG2

DRAUGHTS, HANGMAN, SOLITAIRE,
DALEKS.

AC1

BASIC PROGRAMMES & BASIC

superb graphics and sound.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE.

BG3

ANI-ST, previously sold as AEGIS
ANIMATOR FOR E80.00. An art animating

programme with full instructions. A
bargain at £2.00

programmes.

BG2

PALLETTE MASTER Possibly the best

art programme on P.D. Full instructions

LASERCHESS.

POST

PC

and supply the de-compressor FREE on your disk!
New starter pack 2 full disks of useful utilities only £5 plus 50p

nastertine.

New for 91 - Five superb
programs in one - great

C64

Pd Essentials

Super Card Two
"The Original Super Card was
an Excellent program, but this

ATARI ST

KI4

KID SONG and working demo's of
NUMBERGO & NUMBERMAZE.

excellent maths programmes.

KID PUBLISHER, childrens desktop
publisher. Also working demo's of

AD1

HACK, role playing type adventure classic.

AD2

COLOSSAL CAVE. Simply massive
superb text adventure. Best on P.D.
WIZARDS LAIR, great text and graphics

action, & LINE UP 4, CONNECT 4 type

adventure.

game.

AD3
AD5
AT1

UNDER BERKWOOD, massive

MAJOR MOTION & FUZZBALL arcade

KI6

KID REBUS WRITER. Make phrases

graphics/arcade adventure. Excellent.

using

NEOCHROME ART PROGRAMME AND

FUNFACE working demo.
ACCOMPANIST, Superb midi sequencer,

PICTURES. Superb art disk with
instructions, and a slide block puzzle

SM3

letter and pictures. Also

Henri Kosh latest version.

ALL DISKS £2.00 EACH, INC P&P. S/S & D/S.
OVERSEAS ADD £1.50 TO TOTAL. SEND PAYMENT TO:

B-SOFT, 33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT,
READING, BERKS. RG3 5ZH

TEL: (0734) 416492 CREDIT CARD HOTLINE+ ENQUIRIES
"3
SAE FOR FULL DETAILS (STATE MACHINE)
f
SAME DAY DESPATCH GUARANTEED
U

GFA BASIC tutorial

Readin' and writin'
with GFA Basic
In thefinal part ofour GFA Basic series, James Beswick tells you
all about readingfiles and improving the speed ofyour GFA Demo
L a s t month, we finished our brief look at
animating sprites with GFA Basic and

your disks. Each character written to a file uses
one byte of disk space, and creating a file auto
matically uses 1,024 bytes (or IK). Even so,
you must still remember to close the file after

quickly went on to tackle a new topic filing. Remember that all the topics discussed in
this tutorial are covered in the special GFA

you've finished with it. If you're still a bit con

Basic files included on this month's Cover Disk

fused, don't panic! Have a look at the demon

(turn to page 43). So far, then, you know how to
open a file, read the contents, and then close it
again afterwards. But there are plenty of other
important functions you need to know about.
We can also, for example, write information to
files. For instance, the line:
Open "0",

#1,

"Filename"

is an instruction to open a new file, making it

stration files included on the Cover Disk. These

give you an inkling of what you, your ST and
GFA Basic can get up to.

old GEM...

previous file with the same name! If you want to
write data to the file, you need to use the PRINT

that it isn't as helpful as it makes out.

command. The line:

writes the DATA$ to the file. It's all fairly straight

Maintaining windows, dialogue boxes and
menu systems requires hundreds of lines of pro
gramming - imagine trying to find a bug in that

forward to use - the only restriction on the
length of your file is the storage capacity of

little lot! The easiest operation in GEM uses only
one line of programming, and it's used to create

check that the filename you specify does not
exist already, or you'll erase the contents of the

Print #1,

Data$

THE FORMAT GFA BASIC DICTIONARY
ADD - ADD VAR, VAL - This is a quick way to
increase a variable by a specified amount

Alert Symbol, Messages, High
light, Buttons$, Return_value

Symbol is an integer value ranging from zero to
three - zero equals no symbol, one equals an
exclamation mark, two equals a question mark

and three represents the stop sign. Message$
is a character string that contains the alert mes
sage. This can be up to four lines long, with 30

It's a funny
GEM stands for Graphics Environment Manager,
which is part of the ST's operating system (TOS)
- and without it, you'd be in a mess. For the pro
grammer, though, GEM can cause problems.
The first thing you must remember with GEM is

possible to write data to it. But make sure to

GEM's alert boxes. You need the following line
to produce an alert box:

your ST manual if you want more information
on fileselect boxes

Written by Janes Beswick.

By using fileselect boxes, we can ask the user for a
to use any conplex filing techniques.
Fornat:

Fileselect

search path,default filenane,retu

deselect MA:\*.PRG", "GFft.PRG", FileS
[f FileS=""

_ Mes$="Cancel was selected! "
:ise

If Fil«$="Ai\."
Mes$="H file was not
Else

selected!

"

Mes$="The file selected was: |"+File$
_ Endif
;ndif

ilert 3,Mes$,l,"Exit",Uoid

• Improve your disk accessing with this
fileselect demo included on the Cover Disk

characters in each line. The lines are separated
by the "I" symbol obtained by pressing <Shift>
and the backslash key <\> simultaneously. As a
result, you can create an alert message like,
"Are you sure that you want STOP to erase this

file?" by entering the following line.
ALERT - Alert Symbol, Messages. Highlight,

FULLW - Fullwtt window- Opens a GEM win

Alert 3,"Are you sure that you

Buttons - Creates a GEM alert box. Symbol is
an integer from 0 to 3: 0 = nothing, 1 = excla
mation mark, 2 = question mark, 3 = stop sign.
Messages is the text (up to 4 lines long), each
line having 30 characters, separated by the "|"
symbol. Highlight enables you to select a

dow to its maximum size

want

default button for the <Return> key, and But

tons represents the button messages. You can
use up to 3 buttons, each 8 characters long
BINARY - System of computer storage, using
the numbers 0 and 1 only (either off or on)
BLOAD - Bload FILENAMES, ADDR_STARTLoads graphical binary data into memory,
starting at the memory address ADDR_START,
usually Xbios(2), which is the screen address

Its

GRAPHMODE - Graphmode Mode - Deter
mines the way graphics are drawn over each

other. Normally (in mode 1), new graphics
replace the existing one. Other modes are: 2 Transparent, 3 - X or, 4 - reverse transparent
INP - lnp{#channel) - or - Inp(peripheral) Reads a byte (one character) of data from a
peripheral or a file. The peripheral you need at
the moment is the keyboard (no 2); the line:
Void lnp(2) waits for a key press. INP reads a
disk file, character by character, giving you
more control than the INPUT command does

PRINTS- Print itch, DataS - Writes DataS to the

file open in channel ch. Unlike WRITE, PRINT
CHANNEL - Techie term for "flow of infor
mation." There are four channels allocated to
files and four channels to sound

doesn't enclose the data in inverted commas

SGET - Sget Scr$ - This is a quick way to

I to erase this file?

I contents will also be

I

destroyed."

Alert boxes present you with a number of

options, although sometimes there may only be
one option to select - "Exit" for instance. You
can have a maximum of three of these Buttons

operating at any one time, with each up to eight
characters long. Following on from our previous
line, you can now incorporate the Buttons
options into the program.
Alert 3, M$, Highlight," OK
Cancel

I Exit "

This still leaves one element which we haven't

explained. Highlight highlights a Button so you
can select it automatically simply by hitting
<Retum>. If you decided that "Cancel" is the
default option, for example, Highlight would
have the value of two.

pick up an entire screen and is the same as

EDIT - Halts your program and returns you to
the editor without displaying any alert boxes

GET 0, 0, 319,199, ScrS but marginally faster

END - Halts the program and returns you to

using the SGET command and then use SPUT
to put it down again

SPUT - Sput ScrS - Pick up the screen by
the editor via a "Program end" alert box

File selection

The easiest and tidiest way of asking the user
for a filename is by using GEM's fileselect
boxes. These are detailed in your ST Manual.
Fileselect Path$,

FILESELECT -

Fileselect PathS, Defaults,

FileS - Creates a GEM fileseiect box. Consult

SWAP - Swap Var1, Var2 - or - Swap Var1$,
Var2$- Swaps the values of two variables

Defaults,

Filename$

The filename selected is returned in the variable

filenanie$. However, if you've selected "Cancel"
issue 22-MAY-91
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FILE SELECTOR

Directory:
A:\*.PRG

*ri
K

-a at

""-v *.prg-:
GFft_PART

0

4

•67
0

coordinates (0,0) are now moved to the top left

The routine in the latest version of our Demo

of the window. The FULLW command automati

works like this:

cally opens the windowto its maximum size.
GEM's a huge topic, and it goes way beyond
the scope of this tutorial to cover everything in
detail. If you're interested in finding out more
about GEM, then take a look at the GFA soft
ware development books which can provide you

•
•
•
•

with a lot more detailed information.

Cancel"

GFA Demo: The Work

• The fileselector box looks different

Loop start
Check for keyboard input
Animate scroller by one character
Animate sphere

• Read mouse coordinates

• Animate GFA sprites
• Loop end

Languages like BASIC can't maintain interrupts,
so the program slows down whenever you add
more to the workload. This is happening in our
demo. To speed it up, we must work out more

depending on the version of TOS you have

Continues...

as the default, no filename is returned. If you

press <Enter> when no file has been selected,

The demo is progressing quite swiftly now and
is nearly completed - you can quite clearly see

the filenames just returns the search path.

that there are some major differences between

Windows

the last version and the three successive ver
sions on this month's Cover Disk.

efficient ways of achieving the same effects.
Some commands have a faster equivalent.
For instance, ADD VAR, VAL is much faster than
VAR=VAR+VAL, and DO...LOOP is faster than a
FOR...NEXT or REPEAT..UNTIL loop. Get your
hands on the GFA Compiler and you can use it
to compile your code in a PRG file. You can then
double-click on it straight from the Desktop.
Compiled GFA programs are usually much
faster, so this is an alternative to finding new
commands to do the same thing. However, a

Windows are probably the most well known of
GEM's features and GFA Basic gives you the
chance to create and manipulate them. This is

At the moment, the demo is not as fast as it
could be and needs speeding up quite consider

not easy, though, because GEM just draws the
frame - it's up to you to control the window's

use interrupt vectors, which enable you to do
several tasks at any one time. In GFA Basic,

functions or contents, and whether it has slider

these aren't available, so instead you must

bars or move bars and so on.

the use of windows without GFA Basic 3, which

employ a technique called "time-sharing." This
essentially divides the processor time between
various different jobs. A time-sharing routine

has all the necessary commands. You can

may act likethis:

create a window in two different ways:

problems, simply send them to: GFA Basic
Surgery, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,

Or, Openw Window_number, X, Y

• Loop start
• Animate mouse pointer
• Check for keyboard input

You can open up to four windows at a time, and

• Check clock time

each has a number from one to four. The vari

• Get mouse coordinates

ables X and Y represent the coordinates for the
bottom right corner of the window. The screen

• Toggle drive light
• Loop end.

m You thought GFA Basic 2 was good? You ain't
seen nuffin' yet. If you want to get the latest and
the best, see page 140 and find out how you can

Moreover, it's extremely difficult to explore

Fullw Window_number

ably. In languages like assembly and C, you can

good programmer always tries to come up with
the most efficient code possible.

Well, that about wraps up the GFA Basic
series. But don't panic! If you have any GFA

Bath BA1 2BW. stf

get hold of the most up-to-date GFA Basic 3

45 Provost Graham Avenue

Hazlehead. Aberdeen.

AB1 8HB Tel (0224) 312756

Presents

l rofessional Virus rviller
vs

This is the long awaited followup to
the highly successful PD program,
Super Virus Killer. It is being mar
keted exclusively by Floppyshop and
is the essential purchase for all dedi
cated ST users. This program will
eradicate any boot sector virus and
i Hi Bflikr-^^^^^s!&*. KPN recognises 477 legitimate game and
demo boot sectors. PVK is being
fc^W^DlE, VIRUS SCUMl^^fc launched at an introductory price of
^
J PROFESSIONAL ^%
only £4.95 but be warned, we
•-^^f
VtRUS KILLER
f
...
I
IS HERE •
KM
©FLQPPVSHOP/BIKE BEE mi
/ cannot maintain this silly price for

' tlhillfc jJHff'i'^v7)1

long. Get PVK now, you've simply

We have over 2200 disks in our extensive „0 protection without it!

disk catalogue of PD software. This costs
80p but is free if you supply the disk. Order

a copy of PVK today and we'll include a

A

(MiMtefCart,

free copy of the catalogue disk.

zopm
30p each
70p each

Mitsubishi Disks, pin no.
3.5" in 25's
3.5" in 50's
3.5" in 100's

39p each
38p each
36p each

Branded disks, DSDD
3.5" Sony
68p each
3.5" 3M

73p each

JEL

..AND OTHER
AMAZING
OFFERS!

POOLS PREDICTER V2.5. Latest PDversion of this popular disk.
BUSINESS DISK. 100 business letters all ready to print out.
PLANETARIUM. Brilliant astronomy disk.

HOME ACCOUNTS. Keeps track of all regular outgoings and income.
NOT STE.

,„

£3.50
£4.30
£4.95

Accessories
Mouse Mats

£1.95

3.5" Disk cleaning kit

£1.80

HAUNTED HOUSE. Great platform game.
ST. VEGAS. Acomplete casino on a disk. NOT STE.

ST. COLOURING BOOK. Great colouring program for the youngsters.
AIR WARRIORS. An excellent flight simulator.
TURTLES DEMO. A must for all the Turtles fans.

THE RUN. ST conversion of Tobias Richter's great animation. 1 Meg.
REFLEX DEMO. A several screen demo to rivalthe "Cuddly Demo".
DELIRIOUS II. Another great demo with several screens.
MC HAMMER. "You cant touch this" 1 Meg. demo.

IRON MAIDEN. A3min sampled demo by the "Barf Bunch". NOT STE.

SUZANNE VEGA. Tom's Diner. Another very good sampled demo.
WIZARD DEMO. Theme from 'Top of the pops'.
VISION FACTORY. ST soundtracker containing 5 tracks of Amiga
___

STE. FIXDISK. Runs some of the demos you couldn't run on the STE.
All our disks are virus free and despatched by first class post

on day of receipt at the inclusive price of £2.00 per disk.
Send now for our disk based catalogue giving details of over
1000 disks. Stating clearly the make of computer.

£1.50/100

ri

All disks complete with labels
All guaranteed 100% error free

|

E.M.P.D.L.

J

54 WATNALL ROAD,

3.5" Disk labels

Please add £2.80 for P&P

,

FILOFACT. Complete with Calendar, Diary, Notepad and Databank.

music.

3.5" 40 capacity, lock
3.5" 80 capacity, lock
3.5" 100 capacity, lock

Cheque/POs to; Redlaw Resources, STF Offer
74 Durban Road, Patchway, Bristol BS12 5HQ.
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business user in mind. Includes Inventory, Double Sentry Etc.
SOZOBON "C" COMPILER. The very best in the public domain.
"C" TUTOR. Complete witha large text file to print out.
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION SET. Constructs a personalised

CHEAT. A disk full of hints, tips and cheats for loads of games.

Disk Storage Boxes

Bulk Disks

3.5" DSDD in grey
3.5" High Density

ST/Amiga P.D. Library. Open 7 Days 9am - 9pm
EMPDL STARTER PACK. A 4 disk collection of the most useful utilities
includes Word Processor, D-Copy, Database, Spreadsheet, Etc.
EMPDL BUSINESS PACK. A 5 disk collection of utilities with the small

Cheques & P.O.'s payable to:
VISA

HUCKNALL, NOTTINGHAM, NG15 7LE.
0602 630071

Tel:{0272) 760600
issue 22-MAY-91

a^^^ N.B.S. PublU Domain Library
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/PO PAYABLE TO NBS AND SEND TO:
NBS (DEPT F), ATARI PD, 132 GUNVILLE ROAD,
NEWPORT, ISLE OF WIGHT PO30 SLH.
TELEPHONE (0983) 821983 FAX (0983) 821599
Disks from £1.25 each. Note:

ST UTILITIES ~^^^"

Some Titles are 2 Disksormore. Please add50pp/pper order

(All are single sided and 1/2 meg unless otherwise stated)

SU 038 Neochrome Master

The updated version of the acclaimed PD art program

SU 042 LOFT Comms Disk

Acomplete comms package with over 50K of hints and tips

SU 521 Opus Spread Sheet
SU 522 ST Writer Version 3

Acommercial quality spreadsheet easy to use (D/S)
Latest version of the best PD word processor (D/S)

5U 041 BBool Disk

SU 044 Mono Emulator

Boot from your second drive

Run those mono only programs with this emulator

ST DEMOS (All are Double sided and 1/2 meg unless otherwise stated)

SD 528 Overborn Delirious Demo I
SD 529 Skid Row Megademo Disk l

The Overlanders do it again. Amazing!
Very original menu idea, and the demos aren't

SD 530 Skid Row Megademo Disk 2

bad either! (I MEG ONLY)

SD531 Syntax Terror Megademo

The first I've seen from this group, impressive

SM 024 V8 Music System II

250 (Yes! 250) musix from games and demos! (S/S)

SD 541 Dark Side of the Spoon
SM 535 Thalion Sound Demo
SD 018 Universal Pictures Demo

Unbelievable demo from ULM. Stunning GFX &Sound
Similar to the V8 music but some are digitized
Fast solid 3D graphics from the Amiga (S/S)

SD 521 StarWars Demo

Great sound andanimation from thefilm

SD539/540 Rohocop Demo
2Disk set. Good anim aad sound from the film. (I MEG)
SN 511 Scanners
5Seconds the pain starts, 10 you can't breathe (1 MEG)
SN 513 Star Trek 'To boldly go'
Enterprise animation from the series (1 MEG)
SN515 Cyber Sculpt Disk Animation ....Brilliant story of a disk (1 MEG)
STEONLY DEMOS (All are Double sided and 1/2meg unless otherwisestated)

ED 008 STE Samples

High quality samples with mixing desk type controls (lMeg)

ED 011 Fanlasi STE

Simply the best solid 3D demo on the STE (1 MEG)

ED012 Fingerbobs Tracker Player
Lois of high qualify STE only soundtracks
ED013 AXXEPT Sequencer
Crisp &Clear sampled tune using STE's DMA sound (1 MEG)
ST GAMES (All are single sided and 1/2 meg unless otherwise stated)

SG 031 Robotz

One of the best ever PD games with digitized sound and good GFX

SG042 Who Maimed Roger Rabbit &Ayatollah Invaders
Gel those bunnies!!
We now also stock aset of 10 instrument disks for Noisetrocker, the latest POV compilation disks, amassive selection

of doubled up disks (2 disks on l double sided disk). The latest Budgie quality games, and many other titles not listed
here! See the "NEW* ST update for descriptions of all these disks and many more. Also available: for just £l .00 we

will send you our new Catalogue disk which is being constantly updated with reviews of all the latest titles.
NEED WORE DETAILS? THENBSATARI
PD UPDATE IS NOW AVAILABLE! To obtain

your FREE copy, please send a slumped self
addressed envelope (min size 9" x6") toNBS
(Atari Catalogue) 132,Gunville Road,
Newport, Isle ol Wight, PO30 SLH

Ifyou have a Credit card you can phone or (ax your order to us.
Please rememberto include 50ptowardspostage and packing to
total order. All orders (up to 2kg) dispatched by firstclass post,
please add 30p forrecordeddelivery. All used postage stamps
donated to 'Guide Dogs for the Blind'

Public Domain Prices all POV Disks £1.49 All Doubled Up Disks £149
All Budgie Licenceware Titles £2.95 All Other PD Disks £1.25

AU PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND DEUVERY TO YOUR DOORI

This Months Software Specials

Select any 3titles valued at £7,99 or less for only £20!

. L F ool

9.99

/Jibjrne Ranger
Anarchy

Kid Gloves

8.99

Last Ninja 2

7.99

9.99

Balance of Power

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

7.99

7.99

Mr. Hell

7.99

Black Tiger

9.99

Carrier Command

9.99

Chambers of Shaolln
Colossus Chess a

9.99

Pacmanla
Planer/all
Postman Pat

7.99

7.99

Conqueror

Powerdrome

7.99

7.99

Crossbow

7.99

Pub Trivia
Roadblasters

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon
Dragons Breath
Dragorwcape

7M
7.99
12.99
4.99

6.99

Fast Food

6.80

Star Wars Trilogy

9.99

4.99

Fiendish Freddy

Steve Davis Snooker
Sword and the Ro6e

6.99

9.99

Fighter Bomber

Targhan

4.99

12.99

FootballManager WorldCup

ThunderWade

7.99

12.99

Tower of Babel

7.99

Fusion

4.99

Gauntlet 2

Triad
Turrican

Hammerflst
Hard Drivin'

14.99

7.99
7.99

Hong Kong Phooey

7.99

Vigilante
Wiehbrlnger
World Cup Soccer

12.99

6.99

Hostages

X-Out

7.99

Xenon

Horn.' of \\* Shadow

7.99

7.99

Yogi's Great Escape

6.D9

Zany Golf

7.99

Zork

7.99

Hitchhikers Guide to tho Galaxy

12.99

CUMANA CSA354 3V External Drive
Data Lead, Enable/Disable Switch
One Year Warranty £64.95

Credit Card Orders: (9am - 10pm 7 days)

9 2 0

Cheques Payable to:

1Mb External Drive
1Mb Internal Dnvt

0 3 0 4

7.89

79

109
239

209
299
199
299

Replacement inouso fron
Anita 500Screen 6am 512k
Anita 500Screen Gems 1Mb
Anita 500 Basic Pack
Anita 500 +10 Games

in Japanese ease)

359

369
319
339

119

68
129

We also stock software for:

AMIGA, Atari iynx,$ega
MajadnVe,Gameboy &
IBM PC &Compatibles.

Min.Crder £5.00 Overseas Software Postage £2.00 Extra
All Cheques &Postal Orders made payable to:
POST HASTE, 12 St. Lawrence Rd, Canterbury, Kent CT1 3EY
iWt

l^

Telephone Hotl.ne 0227 764204

'

9.30am-7.00pm Access/Visa welcome

Access/Visa &P/Orders despatched same day I
Cheque orders despatched immediatley afterclearance I

Paul Street

LONDON EC2A 4JJ

Callers welcome

14.99

Atari Lynx
Ganeboy
Seta Metadriva (English machine

DataGEM Limited
1

7.99

and other game titles not listed here!

59

Philips CM8833-nk£ Colour Monitor
Star LC200 colour Printer kid. Load
Star LC24-200 colour aid. Load
&torJrift 9 colour tod. Lad
CflirenSrfft 24colour tod. Lead

7.99

Hie RRP of all the latest game$-released

OFF

SM 124 Mono Him Monitor

Boxes are supplied with dividers and 2 keys.

0 7 1

m

POA
POA

45
£15.95
50
£17.25
£5.80
80
£27.60
£6.30
100
£33.95
£6.75
Fullno quibble replacement guarantee

•

6.99

9.99

Keel the Thief

MetaSft
STACY1*

£4.80

4.99

7.99
6.99

549

£14.25

Treasure Island Dizzy

7.99

Guardian Angel

1040 STE + Hires r4ono Monitor

40

6.99

7.99

449

£0.94

7.99
14.99

Fast Lane

355

Boxes

9.99

Ferrari Formula One

265

£4.24
£7.75
£9.95
£11.25
£12.95

7.99

Silkworm

520 ST Oitoovery Pack

DS / DD

9.99

Silent Service

Speedball 2
Spellfire the Sorceror

520 STTurbo Pack
1040 STE Pack

10
20
25
30
35

Shlnobl

8.99

ERROR

Quantity

799
6.99

7.99

FREE

LABELS

4.99

Ruff W Ready
Shadowgate

E=llle

100%

WITH

7.99

E-Mctlon

Jjan of arc

II

7.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

.•Jt ffe*i

ALL Prices Include Postage & V.A.T.

7.99

(Mon-Fri 10-6)
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WEST LONDON PD
8 Berkeley Road, Hillingdon, Middlesex,

|

1-9 DISKS £2.00

BLANK DISKS: 1
10-4965p EACH 1

10+DISKS £1.75

50+60pEACH 1

UB10 9DU

PRICES:

All orders are despatched same day and are sent first!

class. All cheques and postal orders should be made out|

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD iTelephone 24hrs
ANALOGBO 152 Latchmere Road
i7 days a week
ANALOGIC Kingston-upon-Thames
'081 -546-9575
ANALOGIC Surrey KT2 5TU
|081-541 -4671

X

COMPUTERS

1. 520 STFM Discovery Pack (512K RAM)

259.00

(I MB RAM)

299.00
349.00
379.00

2. 520 STE Turbo Pack

to WEST LONDON PD.

429.00
429.00

3. 1040 STE Extra Pack

SLIDESHOWS:

DEMO'S:

519.00

DEM 001 Union Demo

SSP 025

DEM 004 The Cuddly Demo

SSP027

Page 3 Spec 512 pics

DEM 014 The Definative Demo

SSP 024

Animals

DEM 182 Union Intro Compilation
DEM 314 Shadow Digi Demo

SSP 060

Pin-Up Girls

SSP 076
SSP 109

Madonna SI ideshow
Fractal Slideshow

SSP 106

Paradise Fantasy Pics

1.Philips 15" TV/Monitor
(Model 2530)
2.PhilipsCM8833MKII
(Stereo Sound)
3. Atari SM124 Monochrome High Resolution

31/2" External Disk Drive with built-in PSU

DEM 245 Delirious Demo 2
DEM 326 The Run

J.M. Jarre Album Covers

MONITORS

249.00
229-00
99.00

DEM 335 Syntax Terror
DEM 262 An Cool's STE Demo

UTILITIES

DEM 266 Automation Intro Comp

UTI 010
UTI 050

15 Disk Copiers
FileCompacters

UTI 022
UTI 023

ZX81 Emulator
Star Chart

DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM

323
308
325
333
334
340

Galtan 6
Preditor Demo
Overdrive
Walker Demo 2
Decade Demo
The Zuul Demo

ART:
ART 008 E. Plan
ART 010 Colour Burst 2
ART 009 Fractal Zoom V0.7
ART 003 Ani ST
ART 001 Neochrome V1.0
ART 020 Neochrome Version 2

DISK DRIVE

UTI 025

Sozobon lC Compiler

UTI 027

ZX81 Emulator Files

ST MEMORY UPGRADES
1.520 ST/STFM to 1MB

GAMES:

2.520 ST/STFM to 2.5MB

GAM 024 Quiz Whiz

3.520 STE to 1MB (DIY Kit)

GAM 021 Floyd the Droid
GAM 028 Dungeon Master Help

4.520 STE to 2MB (DIY Kit)
5.520 STE to 4MB (DIY Kit)

GAM 029 Arka (Mono)
GAM 031 Give Us A Break

* WE SPECIALISE IN SURFACE MOUNT CHIPS

CLIP ART:

GAM 032
GAM 038
GAM 041
GAM 045

Spectral Sorcery
Monopoly V2
Super Breakout (Mono)
Bunny Hunt

CIA 001 Collection 1
CLA002 Collection 2
CLA003 Collection3
CLA 008 Faces & Cartoon Chars.

GAM
GAM
GAM
GAM

Hack
Fruit Machine
Solo
Krabat Chess

004
035
042
006

59.95

REPAIRS without Diagnostic Fees
520/1040 (STFM and STE) - laMa.»«:Mi>ag^>.|TOTiii;iaVMiiliiil..59.05
POWER SUPPLIES

THE FULL CATALOGUE WILL BE SENT FREE ON REQUEST

STFM/STE Power supplies ( Service Exchange)

45.00

* All prices include VAT and Delivery
* Please call for price quotes on other Atari products.

TEL: 0895 53521

RUTLAND COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
OFFICE HOURS

30 Buckminster Close,

Melton Mowbray,
Leics, LEI3 1ET.

9.00am to 7pm Monday to Friday

All prices include VAT
Post and Packing ..£3.50
3 Day Courier .......£6.00
Overnight
£7.50

10.00am to 12 noon Saturdays

PHONE & FAX NO 0664 500878

Any orders over £ 100 are sent
* LASER PRODUCTS *
AVAILABLE

within 24 hours

subject to stock availability

Published Pritos Only

TOP QUALITY UNBRANDED DISKS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
3.5 DSDD Disks int labels
39p each 5.25 DSDD Disks
3.5 DSDD Coloured Disks inc labels...45p each 5.25 DSDD Coloured Disks
3.5 DSHD Disks inc labels
J9p each 5.25 DSHD Disks
All Disks are Guaranteed 100% Error Free

25p each
39p each
49p each

4.49 50 Capacity
4.95 110 Capacity
5.95 120 Capacity
6.95 Cables
IBM PC Cables 1.8m Long

4.49
4.95
5.95

5.95

WE CAN SUPPLY CABLES MADE TO ORDER PLEASE RING FOR A QUOTE
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Listing Paper ll"x9.5"60gsm 2000 sheets
ll"x9.5"80gsm 2000 sheets
A4
70gsm 2000 sheets

1+

3+

..2741 FN..

315

.2.99

9512

..2746FN..

8512

..2741 FN..

GP

MAKE

AMSTRAD.. ...8256

16.00
19.00
18.00

MAKE

785 ..2.70

LQ2500

2795DN

4.30....3.85

315 ..2.99

LQ2550

28770N

4.35 ....3.90

P2200I+)

2844FN

4.10....3.85

315 ..2.95

2254FN
2469DN

2455FN

DMP2000/3000

...2482FM.. 780 ..2.55

BROTHER.. ...Ml 009

...2412FN..

Ml 509

...2479FN..

5 20

...2223FN..

310

...248BFN..

290 ..2.75

...2774FN..

3 75 ..3.05

EPSON

1+3+

3.80....3.40

..2741FN.. 3 80 ..3.55 NEC

CANON

GP

LQ1000/1050.2478DN

LQ3500....

2843FN

4.25 ....4.00
5.10....4.60
4.35 ....3.90
3.70....3.50

DM105

2863FN

5.25....4.90

KXP110

2228FN

3.35....3.00

FX800/LX800.2273FN.. 7 45 ..2.30

KXP1124

2904FN

4.50 ....4.30

315 ..2.95

KXP1081

2228FN

3.35 ....3.00

....1156

CITIZEN.... ....120

Centronics To Centronics Cablel .8m
8.95
4.95
9.95 2Meter Joystick Extension Cable
Banx Boxes to h 80 3.5 disks
Posso Boxes to I 1150 3.5 disks... 14.95 RS232 Male •Mole, Female -Female, Male •Female7.95
3.95
Posso Boxes to I 170 5.25 disks... 14.95 Joystick/Mouse Extension Cable

Computer Stationary

RIBBONS

Packed withsleeves, Labels + W/P Tabs

STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE, ANTISTATIC WITH DIVIDERS AND KEYS
3.5"BOXES
_£
5.25" BOXES
£_
40 Capacity
80 Capacity
100 Capacity
120 Capacity

All orders are despatched

by courier for just £3.50 !

....EX800
MX100

...2320FN..

P1,P2,P6
P5.P5XLP9
..4.70 OKI 182,192,320/1
DM1/200
..2.80 OLIVETTI
PANASONIC

LX80/LX86.. ...2454FN.. 710 ..2.00 STARLCIO
...2477FN..

son ..2.80

LC10 COLOUR

MX80/FX80 ...2273FN..

245 ..2.30

LC24-10

LQ800

2861FN

3.80....3.55
5.50....5.00

2868FN

4.30 ....4.00

THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF RIBBONS
IF YOUR PRINTER IS NOT LISTED - PLEASE RING FOR A PRICE

TECHNICAL advice

Desktop
Trauma on the technicalfront? Then look no
• It may sound like a racket, but you can
never have enough protection against

further. Neil Jackson wades through
your ST troubles, lookingfor clues

virus infection. Detect and survive!

VIRUS QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

ATTACK THE MAC!

1. Can a disk with a virus on it do any
damage if I switch off as soon as I put

There are oodles of interesting drawings,
pictures and clip-art available for the Apple
Macintosh. So what, you say? So this: you
can use them all in your own ST publishing.
Macs are used a great deal in professional
publishing, so there's all kinds of stuff
available. If this issue's special feature on
desktop publishing (beginning on page 22)

has given you the itch to do it yourself, you

• Don't just

it in the drive?

stand around

• No, not if you make sure you leave your ST

looking bored

off for about a minute.

- get yourself

2. Can it hide out somewhere and pop up

animated

\

1 Tf'7TT~)\ wi*h RGB'i

s

•pkAf'J'/jj/i ibrand new
•yy •
«*

new

Humans

fV

again later if I switch back on with a
"clean" disk in the drive?

•

No. Providing the disk is clean, your ST

should be free of viruses.

disks

can find Mac art on some bulletin-boards

3. Can today's virus detectors detect all

(but you need a modem to get it) or from PD

viruses?

• Probably not. Some knobhead is almost cer

libraries which cater for Mac owners too.

Try your local PD library from our compre
hensive directory on page 123.

HUMANE MOTION
RGB studios, the people that brought the Real

Because the Mac has a different set of

Things Animation suites to the ST, are expanding

screen resolutions, everything needs con
verting to be used on your ST - but this is

their range of animation clip art, sequences and

as easy as running a copy of PicSwitch and

disk package includes some excellent human life
drawings which can be made to run, walk, turn
and jump with very little effort. If you were

pressing the S key! If you need a copy of
PicSwitch, you can get it from Gunning PD
library (^ 031 441 7952) for just a few quid.

tips with a new release called Humans. This three

attracted to animation by last issue's special
issue, you'd be well-advised to give this a look. It
could save you hours of time and effort, and you
may even discover more about human movement

than you thought possible. RGB Studios are on
» 082581 2666 and Humans costs £31.

CHANGE YOUR TUNE
Do you have trouble with interference? David

tainly working on an annoying, destructive
virus program, somewhere! Obviously virus
detectors need re-writing or expanding as
soon as a new virus is discovered.

We use an upgraded version of CRL's fan
tastic AVK program, now on v3.9. This has an

excellent detection rate and is easy to use.
(CRL«081 533 2918)
4. Are previously affected disks reuseable when the virus is killed?

• Yes, to some extent. You can safely use
them as storage disks, for any normal data,
just like new disks. But if the disk was origi
nally a commercially-produced game disk, it
probably won't load any more. Bad luck! Con
tact the software publisher.
5. Can viruses damage a hard drive?
• Yes. They could cost you all your files. The
hard drive would still work, but it could be as
empty as the day you bought it. CRL's virus

Southworth from Merseyside did, until he dis

killer

covered the cause, and the solution. He uses a

which ST FORMATis glad never to have seen.

TV set in place of a monitor,

and sadly, TVs are prone

rather

than

several

hard-drive

viruses

100% safe?

'JM

direct "

of

6. Are hard drives with virus-protection

sy

to interference because

they
use
radio-fre
quency (RF) signals

knows

sr(

• Never. The protection needs to be updated
regularly. Some hard drives may be 100% safe
now, but they won't be very long. It's up to you
to keep them up to date by improving your
protection, whenever you can.

video connections. The ST's standard RF fre

quency is UHF channel 36, an internationally
• Maddy on the Mac, scanned using a
400dpi scanner - colour scans and

pictures are ripe for the ST, too

agreed TV channel set aside for videos, com

puters and other home gizmos. However, this

frequency is not entirely clear of other signals,
as you'd expect. The most common interfer

ence emanates from airport radar, which oper
ates (and has done for many years) on a nearby
frequency, right in the middle of the TV band.
Radio astronomers can also use the same band

of frequencies, especially at Cambridge and
INSIDE: .EUROPEAN CONCERT REVIEWS
•THE INTERNATIONAL FAN CLUB SCENE
. l a t e s t Mannwm s f c o r d a n f a s f s

• With just a bit of effort, you can get
Mac images into your ST DTP pro
gram and then onto your own pages

Jodrell Bank. A bit crowded, huh?
David's problem was an airport, all of 20
miles away, which caused flecks of white dots
to appear on dark backgrounds. It's not as if he

could ask them to stop transmitting, so David
decided to re-tune his ST's RF output to another
frequency, less exposed to interference. To do

this, he removed the ST's casing and ^issue 22-MAY-9I

7. Do PD libraries make an effort to

check the disks they sell?
• We hope so, yes. They all know it's in their

best interests, but they may not all have the
same facilities, so accidents can happen. The
final responsibility, as always, lies with you.
You must stop viruses yourself.
8. If virus detectors are so widely avail
able, how come viruses still spread?

• See answer 3! Viruses are written by talen
ted but warped programmers who want to
annoy other people. They make and spread
viruses for free. Virus killers tend to be written

by much kinder sorts of people, but they need
encouragement (usually cash) to keep their
"killer" alive and kicking.
9. Isn't the situation stupid and pointless?
• Er, Yes.
10. Who am I?

• Roberto Hernandez, and you live in Malaga.
ST FORMAT 129

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FROM MJC SUPPLIES
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

SPECIALS

DISKS
UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD DISKS
10

6.95

20

13.00

SONY BRAND MF 2DD 3.5 " DISKS
10

9.95

20

18.95

GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

Timeworks Desktop Publisher ..59.95
Timeworks DTP Tutor

24.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Mini Office Graphs

36.95
59.95
15.95

Deluxe Paint

44.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 5

PRODATA

NEW

Still a very fast, non-GEM wp package,
but now benefits from pull-down menus
and better mouse control (although all
current key press commands are still
available), holds up to 36 documents in
memory, newspaper style columns, new
Collins dictionary, new file selector. Still
the best wp for using your printers fonts
and effects, rather than waiting for
'graphic font' print outs.
1Mb required

Arnor's database has excellent data

DISNEY SOFTWARE

RRP £149.95

layout facilities, including a wide range
of printereffects, 10 indexes per data
file, and uses many of Protext's editing
commands.

RRP £79.95

our price £55.95

MJC PRO-PACKS!!

Protext v5 & Prodata

£149.95

Protext v4.3 & Prodata

£114.95

our price £99.95

Canvas

10.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 4.3

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512
CyberStudio
Cyber Paint

19.95
21.95
39.95
39.95

For 512k machines, now benefits from

the pull-down menus and some other
features of version 5.

still only £64.95

DEMO DISKS

NEW

£5 each

(cost deductable on purchase of
appropriate program)

WITH FIRST WORD PLUS

Naksha Upgrade Mouse

VIDI-ST

full versions of both programs for only
£99.95

280 dpi replacement mouse

The best value video digitiser available
for the ST. Grabs mono images in 16
shades from any domestic VCR with a
composite video output can be saved
as NEO or Degas files for use with
other graphic or D.T.P. software

PROGRAMMING

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL

Tempus 2-Programmers Editor

29.95

SPREADSHEET

Hisoft Power Basic

34.95

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter

58.95
14.95
39.95

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

Prospero C Compiler

74.95

Lattice C v5

99.95

Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler
Prospero Pascal
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

39.95
74.95
33.95

Hisoft Wercs

21.95

Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

33.95

RRP £99.95

COMMUNICATIONS

Mini Office Spreadsheet

15.95

Personal Finance Mgr Plus
MJC Price £29.95

OUR PRICE £75.00

Colour software upgrade for VIDI. Uses
STOS - THE GAME CREATOR

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

12.95
12.95

STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro

29.95
15.95

video camera and Bed, Green and Blue

filters (supplied), to digitise in 512
colours on STFM or 4096 on an STE.
RRP £19.95

OUR PRICE £15.95

18.95
55.95
29.95
11.95

Super Card 2 by B.Ware

24.95

WORD PROCESSING

Protext

see "Specials"

First Word Plus
Word Writer ST
Wordflair

49.95
35.95
57.95

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

NEODESK 3
£28.95

Letters for you

15.95

Numbers Count

15.95

Fun School by Database Educational

Fun School 2 has 8 Programs per disk.
Fun School 2 for 2-6 years
12.95
Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2 for 8-12's

12.95
12.95

13.95
52.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

NEW!! ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

Splits a composite colour video signal
into separate Red, Green and Blue for

CUMANA CSA 354

use with Vidi-Chrome.

Second Disk Drive

MJC PRICE £59.95

INCLUDING PSU AND CABLE
£69.95

Fun School 3 for 2-5's
Fun School 3 for 5-7's
Fun School 3 for 7-12's

15.95
15.95
15.95

Kosmos Educational Software

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)

Factfile Spelling (6-11)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)

9.95

STOS Games Galore
STOS Maestro Plus

Double sided disk drive,

Mailshot (label printing)
Prodata see "Specials"
Data Manager Professional
B.Base 2 by B. Ware

Books
Encourage children to use the mouse
by colouring in the characters from the

Fun School 3 has 6 Programs per disk.
NEW!! VIDI-CHROME

quality external second 3.5"
DATABASES

Sesame Street Colouring

TV show

£15.95 EACH
2 FOR £30.00

STOS Sprites 600
SPREADSHEETS / FINANCIAL

a new range of educational software
featuring your favourite characters
For 2-5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express
19.95
(Learn about colours and shapes)
Donald's Alphabet Chase
19.95
(Learn about the alphabet)
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
19.95
(Find and count the runaway animals)

For Protext V5, V4 or Prodata

TIMEWORK'S DTP PROGRAM

includes mat & mouse house
MJC Price £21.95

From the World's best animators comes

Power Supply for Splitter
Splitter to ST adaptor

£4.95
£4.95

SPECIAL OFFERS !,
CUMANA CSA354 DISK DRIVE
PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM
PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM

(DOES NOT INCLUDE FIRST MAIL)

(DOES NOT INCLUDE FIRST MAIL)

OUR PRICE £119.95

OUR PRICE £125.00

ROMBO S VIDI-ST

PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

13.95
13.95
7.95
7.95

lactates are data tor Quiz only. 10 other topics available

Language Tutors

French Mistress (12-adult)
German Master (12-adult)
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
Italian Tutor (12-adult)

14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

Learn to Read with Prof., by Prisma

builds a complete reading course for 4
to 9 year olds. Assumes no initial
reading ability.
19.95
1. Prof Plays a New Game
includes audio tape, and 5 booklets
2. Prof Looks at Words

19.95

3. Prof Makes Sentences

19.95

Other Educational Titles

SOUND & SAMPLERS

Quartet V1.5 - Stereo 4 voice music synth incs over 100 sounds
Mastersound 2 - Sampler cartridge + editing software

35.95
29.95

59.95
99.95
15.95

Harlekin
Hisoft Knife ST

34.95
19.95

ST Replay 8 - Cartridge + editing software + effects
Replay Professional - As Replay 8 + Midi control software
STOS Maestro (software) - Music editing software for STOS

Flexidump (9 pin Mono only)
Flexidump Plus

17.95
31.95

STOS Maestro Plus - As Stos Maestro + sound sampling cartridge

52.95

TCB Tracker - 4 track sequencer. STEREO sound on STE

39.95

Forget-Me-Clock 2 cartridge

24.95

Playback - Cartridge which gives STEREO sound on STFM

24.95

B.Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (over 5's)
Play-Spell (7 and over)

10.95
10.95
10.95

Master Time (3-11)
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)

12.95
17.95

Primary Maths Course (3-12)

19.95

Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
Let's Spell at Shops (4-9)

19.95
14.95
14.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK.

Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.
Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations

All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE.
CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 DAYS)

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (SF)

2,The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG61UJ
Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 48.11.66 (6 lines)
Fax:(0462)670301

__

EUROCARD

Prop M. J. Cooper

TECHNICAL advice

located the UHF modulator, which is directly
behind the ST's TV output socket (where the

lead to the TV goes in). With the casing off, you
can access a tiny adjusting knob on the modula
tor, which when turned with a small, non-metallic

blade changes the output frequency.
Why a non-metallic blade? First, putting
metal near the modulator intereferes with the

signal (like metal near a TV aerial) and the
tuning changes when you move it away.
Second, if you carry out this adjustment with
the ST's power on (recommended only if you
know exactly where the ST's nasty high voltage
bits are), it's still wise to avoid metal (or skin!)

anywhere near the power supply.
If you do attempt this, it's preferable to do it
with the power off, re-assembling the ST before
switching back on. You may need several
attempts before finding a clean channel, and in
any event you also need to retune the TV itself
to find the newly-positioned ST signal. It's also
worth noting that this tip can not cure inter

ference from next-door's crappy old Ford with
the knackered ignition or from Mum's skilfully
wielded vacuum-cleaner.

TV TITLES TROUBLE
News is reaching us from the STE-owning popu
lation that (frustratingly) the TV Titles program
on Cover Disk 20 refuses to work. Er, sorry!
There is now an STE-compatible demo of
the program in the Public Domain and you can
get it from Caledonia PD Library (a 0463
225736). They can also supply the complete,
faster working version of TV Titles for £25, and
this works on STs and STEs alike.

I The complete (and correct) diagram to wire your ST up to a SCART socket. Whoops!

ALTERNATIVE
PRINTING HELP
Robin Wood from Chorley has discovered a
quick tip to help all those of you with Epsoncompatible printers (and that's most of us) and

the STOS Basic games creator language. To
dump a screen to your printer, type these lines
into STOS and then save the program out with a
.PRG file extension.

1

TRAP 14,33,4

2

STOP

Put the saved program into an AUTO folder and
you can now dump the screen out to your
Epson by pressing (and holding down) <Alternate> and <Help> together.

wiring diagram. A small, tiny, almost in
significant error, but one which would prevent
the lead from working properly at all. We're very
sorry. We were just getting over a rough patch,
then the Ed's dog broke its leg, there was a
mystery outbreak of cholera which killed all the
writers, and the artists suffered terminal blind

ness from being too close to their VDUs. It

won't happen again, we promise. All the guilty
parties have been summarily executed, and
here's that diagram in full, above.

SERIAL KILLERS
News reaches ST FORMAT from reader Peter

Langford of Andorra, who had one of the

faulty DMA chips in his STE, making it potentially

WHOOPS!
Apologies to readers who tried (in vain) to make
• TV Titles from Cover Disk 20 - were you
one of the unlucky readers to get caught
out? STE owners fear not. There is a way

head or tail of the SCART lead diagram way
back in issue 20. Thanks are due to Philip
Mack from London and Mick Coope from

to get titles on your videos after all

Sheffield who both noticed an error on our

incompatible with many hard drives (see News
issue 16, and DESKTOP issue 19). His serial
number is Al 0 1 3021929.

If only the last three digits are different in
your serial number it may be worth getting your
STE checked, if you intend to use a hard drive.

GFA BASIC PROGRAMMER'S SURGERY PART I
GFA programmer Barry
Capel, from the GFA User
Magazine, helps sort out
all your GFA Basic queries
WHAT LOSS OF MEMORY?

A common question asked is "How much mem
ory is lost when programming with GFA Basic in

number of colours. In low resolution mode you
have 16 colours and a screen size of 320 pixels
by 200. In medium res you have more pixels
(640 x 200) but only four colours. High resolu
tion (on a mono monitor only) has the most pix
els (640 x 400) but sadly only two colours.
You can test this yourself by loading GFA
Basic in any resolution, pressing the <Esc> key
to switch to direct mode and typing print
fre (0). This tells you the free memory.

The answer is none. The ST uses the same

'.22-MAY-91

form. This format is recognisable only by GFA

Basic v2 or the Run-Only version, and can only
be loaded back in with LOAD (Fl).

Another option when saving is to click on
SAVE.A or press Shift-F2. This stands for SAVE
ASCII, which saves a 1ST file in un-tokenised

Another point of confusion with GFA Basic is the

form. LST files are usually longer and can only
be loaded into GFA Basic v2 with MERGE or by
pressing F2, but these have the advantage of
being readable by other programs such as a

difference between .BAS and 1ST files. When

word

you've typed in your program and you want to

processor files and ASCII data can be merged

medium resolution?"

amount of memory to store a screen - 32,000
bytes (32K) - regardless of the resolution used.
Naturally, something has to give, and that's the

save it to disk, the normal method is to click on
SAVE or hits Shift-Fl. The file is saved in a .BAS
format which is a shortened or "tokenised"

SAVE YOURSELF

processors.

Likewise,

ASCII

word
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TECHNICAL advice
into the GFA V2 editor. This method is used to

LEFTS and RIGHTS at your disposal if want to

transfer files written in GFA v2 up to v3 because
the tokens used in GFA 3 code are different, so
the files aren't directly compatible.
If you want to save only part of your pro
gram, such as a procedure for merging into
another BASIC program, use the "Block" com
mands to highlight the procedure then WRITE

pick out areas starting at either the beginning or
end of your of the string.
GOING THE WHOLE PROG

the block to disk with a suitable filename. When

GFA Basic each time.

this is done, load in the other BASIC program
and place the cursor at the point where you
want the procedure to be loaded. Select
MERGE, then load the previously saved pro

BAS. Save the Desktop, and from now on click
ing on any .BAS file in a desktop window auto
matically loads the run-only module first, then
the BASIC program into it, and finally runs it.
The other, superior option is to buy yourself
the full GFA Basic System 2, which comes com
plete with a manual, and a program called a
Compiler, which loads in your BASIC file and
converts it to a stand-alone PRG file you can
load by double-clicking on it from the Desktop.

Some of you want to know how to turn your
finished BASIC programs into files you can run
from the Desktop without having to load into
With GFA v2 there are two methods. The

first is to put the GFA v2 run-only program on

• If you have a query about using GFA
Basic version 2, write to this address:
GFA Programmer's Surgery, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

the same disk as the .BAS files and Install the

run-only from the Desktop (as per the ST user
manual), setting the application filename as

cedure. GFA Basic does the rest.
STRINGS AND OLD SPECTRUMS

Many ST owners made the intelligent choice and
upgraded from Sinclair Spectrums to STs - and
are now struggling with string arrays.
The first thing to remember is that GFA
Basic doesn't give a fig about how long strings
are, as long as they don't exceed 32K in length.
On the Speccy, dim a$(12,30) creates 13

LET'S HAVE THOSE DESKTOP TIPS!
It's not so simple, is it? It's not just a matter of plugging in your ST and booting
up, not by a long chalk. So if you've got a tip, a short cut, an undocumented
feature, a bug, a password - in short, anything at all you've found helps you
get more from your ST - we want to hear about it! That way you can share
your information with well over 55,000 fellow ST enthusiasts and possibly win
up to £50. Or, if you have any kind of technical problem or query, we want to hear about that, too •

(including element 0) subscripts of A$, each 30

'cos if we don't know the answer, chances are that someone out of those thousands probably does!

characters long. All that is needed in GFA is dim
a$(12). What dim a$(12,30) does in GFA

Name
Address

is to create a two dimensional array which

would

contain

A$(0,0),

A$(0,1),

Daytime phone.

A$(0,2),

A$(0,3)...uptoA$(12,30).
On the Speccy, A$(4,6) means all charac
ters of the 4th element starting from the 6th

My tip is: Games

Desktop

Music

Graphics

Cover Disk

Other

Brief description of tip

character, whereas in GFA it means the con
tents of element A$(4,6), which can be up to

32K long. To get all characters of the 4th

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to: DESKTOP,

element starting from the 6th character in GFA

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

you would use MID$(A$(4),6). You've also got

Feed Your ST!

Do Yourself A Favour

MEMORY UPGRADES

Join the Matrix
THE MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB
NO RISKS

No need to risk buying titles and being disappointed - review from the Matrix library first. (Atari ST.
Amiga &IBM/PC [3 1/2" discs] systems) no obligation • nocontracts - noagreements tobuy.
SAVE £££'s

Our "Special Purchase Sales" otler massive discounts on recommended prices compares tothebest.
£1000 FREE PRIZE DRAW
From January to June we are giving away £1000 worth of prizes. February winner, Scott Armour of

Ayrshire chose a JVC portable CD. Draw entry is completely FREE to everyone replying to this

STE
512Kto1024K

£28.75

2 Megabyte STEUpgrade
4 Megabyte STE Upgrade

£97.75
£178.25

These upgrades are available inboth sipand simm typesto suitallSTEs. Trade-in is given
for your existing memory when you upgrade to2 or4 Megabyte. £10 lor512K.
£20 for 1024K. Very clear instructions included + free multitasking software.

STF(M)

512K to 1024K plug in board
1MB boardexpands to 2.5MB
2.5 Megabyte Plugin upgrade
4 Megabyte Plug in upgrade
COMPUTERS

To And outmore about the fabulous prizes on offer this month, how towin them and the benefits Matrix hastooffer

Telephone the Matrix "Prizeline", 0836 403807* now
(a pen & paper may be useful)

orsimply sendfor Matrix membership information enclosing LARGE S.A.E. and stating your machine to:Matrix LeisureServices, DeptSTF5, Unit 10, Mill Studio Business Centre,Crane Mead,
Ware, Herts, SG12 9PY Tel: 0920 444224.

* Prizeline callscost33p/mln, cheap, 44p/min othertimes (obtain permission ofthe phone owner).

MATRIX - WORKING FOR MEMBERS

£55.00
£80.00
£163.50
£248.25

All 520 STE Turbo Packs

TT2 Megabyte RAM 40Meg HD 32Mhz 68030 32bit processor excluding monitor...£1839.00
TT Monitor

£459.99

512KSTE

£315

SM124Monochrome monitor suppliedwith computer

£95.00

1 Megabyte STE
2 Megabyte STE
4 Megabyte STE

£340
£375
£45°

EMULATORS
PC SPEED

Hardware PC Emulator works 4 times taster than original XT.

Supports Hard disk. Mouse, RS232 Printer. CGA.Hercules and Olivetti graphics.
Fitted....
£135.00

Supplied andfitted w/computer
Supplied only

IF AN

£120.00
£115.00

ATSPEED As PC Speed but 7 times faster than XT
Price as for PC Speed + £100.00

/ ADVERT IS WRONG,

H ^ WHO PUTS IT RIGHT?
We do. The Advertising Standards Authority ensures
ing Practice.
advertisements meel with the strict Code of Advertising
Practice
So ir yon question an advertiser, they have to
answer to us.

To find out more about the ASA. please write lo

Advertising Standards Authority.
Department X, Brook House.

Torringlon Place, London WC1E 7HN.

81
AM

This spai r Is donated In the Interests of high standards In advertisements.
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SPECTRE GCR Super Mac Emulator forthe ST Supplied only

ECall

CHIPS Etc.

16 x 1 Megabit DRAM Chips
For upgrading Fontier. TCTand some Mega ST series boards by 2
Megabytes 16x256Kx 1 DRAM Chips
Fitting kit forupgrading STFM to 1MB using above chips

£110.00

£36.80
£3.45

ST Mouse Switches

£°-35

VariousSTE spares available. Please call for assistance
HOW TO ORDER
Prices include VAT.
Add £1.50 P&P to
orders under £5.

Telephoneorders and enquiries welcome on: 081-777 0751
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to

sending

HCS 35 Hartland Way, Shirley, Croydon, CR0 8RJ
Goods normally despatched within 2days ofreceipt QSB

your computer

Trade-inpaid as a refund

Please call before

issue 22-MAY-9I

itt

COMPUTERWISE
BRIGHTON

PHONE: (0273) 674626

ATARI ST SPECIALISTS
We have 100's of software titles many are now
discounted, books and peripherals in stock at all
times. Up to £1,000 instant credit with Lombard
Tricity. Finance subject to acceptance.
Full written details upon request
tj>w*y;

Open 10 am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday

44 George Street, Kemptown, Brighton
Opposite the American Express building.

OUR PRICES ARE MAGIC
AMIGA 500 ONLY £379.00 INC BATMAN PACK
ATARI 520 STE POWERPACK

ATARIS & ACCESSORIES

£359.99
Lynx
Discovery Pack

1TI HAM UPQrM©^S
520 STE 2 1 MEG £30
{only while stocks last)
1 MEG 3.5" DISK DRIVES ST AND AMIGA
ATARI STFM 1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE UPGRADE

STAR LC 10 COLOUR PRINTER
STAR LC10 MONO PRINTER

Add£3.50 P&P,odd £4.00 for 3 day delivery,add £7.50 2 day,£9 next day (from despatch).
Cheques allowfor clearance

£75.00
£69.99

£215.00
£169.99

1040 STE
Cumana Drive
100 Labels
Dust Cover
Printer Stand

£118 Monitor Stand
£259 Joystick ext Lead
£420
£68
£7.50
£5
£9

Printer Lead
Turbo Pack

£18

£5
£5
£350

Cheetah 125+
Mouse Mat
Mouse House
Mouse Bracket

£7.50
£2.50
£7.50
£2.80

Zipstick
Jetfighter

£11
£12

4 Play Games
Adaptor

£5

Cheetah Star Pro

£10

Port Ext Lead

£5

Call or Send cheques/Postal Orders to
BCS LTD, 349 Ditching Road, Brighton E.Sussex BNl 6JJ
Tel 0273 506269 or 0831 279084

•

Trade/government/education orders welcome

STAR LC10 COLOUR HEAT TRANSFER

RIBBONS - IDEAL FOR PRINTING YOUR OWN
T-SHIRTS ETC
£17.99

M

®3i5Ki> AT

10 3.5" DS/DD life time guaranteed

£6 99

10 5.25" DS (per 10)

£3.50

Bulk buyers please phone for bulk prices
WE STOCK MANY ITEMS NOT LISTED HERE. PLEASE PHONE

Bought an expensive Paint package? Fed up with using all the
gimmicky 'Tools'? Want to be able to produce good Artwork?

FOR ANY ITEMS NOT LISTED.

All prices include VAT and P&P

PLEASE NOTE ATARI 8-BIT OWNERS - WE SUPPORT YOU
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS

MERLIN COMPUTERS
62 Chester Road East, Shotton,
Deeside, Clwyd CH5 1QB
Tel: 0244 822597
Then LEARN TO DRAW with ART TUTOR.
SEE REVIEW IN APRIL ISSUE ST FORMAT!

Supra Modems tor the Atari

Young or old, beginner or amateur, there is something in ART
TUTOR for everyone! Covers such subjects as:
Anatomy, Animals, Design, Cartoons, Colour, Fantasy,
Landscape, Perspective, Plants, Vehicles, Face, etc.
On-screen demonstrations with stage-by-stage explanations.

Modems from £55

3 disc Tutorial, plus 3 picture libraries, plus comprehensive
manual. Over 1 Meg of Tuition! Only £19.95 inc P&P

Supra 2400 (V22bis) £125
Supra Plus (9600 baud) £220

CASTLESOFT, 53 Ewart Grove, Bo'ness,
West Lothian, Scotland. Tel: 0506 823769

Used Modems at bargain prices.
All modems are auto-dial auto answer Hayes Compatible.
All Supra modems are guaranteed for four years.

Open till 8pm 081 -566-3639 Open till 8pm

Please send me Art Tutor at £19.95
Name

Address

SUPPLY SOLUTIONS PO BOX 2136 LONDON W13 8QJ
187 Uxbridge Road, London. W13 9AA

Postcode
ST FORMAT 133

ISSUE 9

ISSUE 10

ISSUE 11

ISSUE 12

Disk: Conqueror,
Pipemaniaand

Disk: Wipe Out
playabledemo; plus

Disk: Resolution 101

Canvas- three fully
playabledemos! Plus

full version of GFA

Raytracei

playabledemo;
mouse tools; plus
great comms

Disk: Mega music
special, MIDI
sequencer, Starblade
space-trading demo

Turbo ST!

Inside: 30 ST classic

software!

Inside: Mad about

Inside: guideto ST
scanners; cheap ST

games; education
round-up; complete
survey ot ST art
packages

Inside: piracy
special;howto "do"
comms; howyourST
can spy on satellites

Music; Harlekin;

networking; secrets
of game creation

SORRY! ISSUES 1-8 SOLD OUT

ISSUE 13
Disk: Batt/emaster

playabledemo; GFA
Draft useable demo;
reset proof RAM disk
Inside: 15 pages of
gamebusters and
technical tips; Magic
Fly preview; Proxima,

beginner's guideto
brilliant graphics
Plus! Freetape!

ISSUE 14

ISSUE 15

Disk:Togetherfor the
first time: fully

Disk: DPaint, Mara'x

and Daysof Thunder,

useable demos of
Yo/anda and Rick

ISSUE 16
Disk: /Atomic
Robokid and TCB

- not one but three

Tracker -two fully

fully useable demos!
Inside: Full, definitive

useable demos

Dangerous
Inside: Why do
games cost so much?
Megapainf2- an

plus tutorial on
gettingthe most from

the DTP newcomer

instant ST art classic?

the Cover Disk demo

review of DPaint 2,

Inside: Ten pages of
ideas on getting
more from your ST makingmoney or
just having fun!

Mg-SB
ifJrKTDO"'

Each issue just £3.65* (issue
18 £4.65)/Cover Disk and

full postage included.
*UK price only. Please add to the price
of each issue:

Europe £2.20, Rest of World £4.25.

ISSUE 17

ISSUE 18

ISSUE 19

ISSUE 20

ISSUE 21

- 220 pages!
Disk: Fully useable
demo of Captive, the

- 220 pages!
Two Disks: Complete
£30 game and fully

Disk: Champion of
the Raj; full versionof

Disk: 31 programs,
including Turrican 2,

Disk: Huge animation
package plus massive

GFA Basic 2 a

Mastersound 2 and

FORMATGold winner!

useable demos of

complete database

demos of Gods and
Moonshine Racers

Pius five more

Puzznic. Golden Axe

and more besides!

13 AUTO programs.
Inside: Complete

complete utilities
Inside: 50 games on
review; hard drive
and printer round-ups

and more besides!

guidete plug-ins; DIY
your ST;the STF gold hardware projects;
awards 1990; classic Sim Earth preview;
14 pages of top tips
games and software

Inside: 50 top games
of 1990; report on
the future for Atari

Inside: Get to know

Inside: 21 pages of
animationfacts, tips

&guides; music tips
from Neil Palmer;

programs inassembly

"You don't know

what you're missing!
That's because you
missed it. So get it!"
To order your back issues use this subscriptions order form. Jean Paul Sartre (det'd)

BACK ISSUES

YES! PLEASE ENTER/RENEW MY SUBSCRIPTION TO ST FORMAT
12 ISSUES

UK £39.95
EUROPE £66.45
REST OF WORLD £91.20
6 ISSUES
UK ONLY £19.95
To ensure you receive your magazine and disk quickly and undamaged, alloverseas subscriptions aresentAir Mail

MY CHOICE OF FREE SOFTWARE IS (apples only to12 issues -tick one only)
PLEASE ALSO SEND ME THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES
TOTAL PAYMENT

9

10

£

11

12

GODS
13

14

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
15

16

17

18

19

20

CFADRAFT2
21

STOS

(PLEASE CIRCLE)

Name

MY METHOD OF PAYMENT IS (TICK YOUR CHOICE)

VISA

(TICK AS APPROPRIATE)

Address

ACCESS

CARD NO

EXPIRY DATE

CHEQUE (MAKE PAYABLE TO FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD)

Post code

Enclose this coupon (together with your cheque ifapplicable) in an

envelope and send to this address (no stamp required.'): ST FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, FRECPOST, SOMERTON, TAl 1 7BR

Telephone,
ST/SP/0591

FREE SOFTWARE!
WHETHER YOU'RE IN BUSINESS OR A

GAME-PLAYER, SUBSCRIBE TO
ST FORMAT M\D RECEIVE ONE OF
THESE TOP TITLES FREE
Guarantee yourself
a copy every

month of Britain's

leading magazine
for the ST -

delivered right to
your door! Every
issue is absolutely
jam-packed with
all the information

you need to get
the most out of

your ST.

GODS The brand-new eight-way-scrolling platform and puzzle
game from the Bitmap Brothers - featuring intelligent aliens,
reactive difficulty levels and awesome graphics
STOS Enables you to
create games using a

simple BASIC-\\h

Subscribe now and

make sure you get
the ST FORMAT

Cover Disk every
month - bursting
with exciting
programs, utilities
and playable
demos.

YOUR NO-RISK
GUARANTEE

You can cancel your subscription
at any time and we will refund
you for all unmailed issues.

language to design
everything from the
sprites to the music. It's
a game-player's dream!

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

Bring your data to life with this flexible package. It's ideal for creating
graphs, charts and presentations, makes full use of GEM and comes
with a host of invaluable Desk Accessories

GFA DRAFT 2

GFA's acclaimed Computer Aided Design
package, featured in demo form on Cover

Disk 13, is the best available for your ST

GFA
Draft 2
Program for the ATARI ST

12 ISSUES OF YOUR FAVOURITE ST
MAGAZINE PLUS THE FREE COVER DISKS
PLUS YOUR FREE SOFTWARE - ALL FOR
ONLY £39.95! OR 6 ISSUES FOR JUST

£19.95 (but alas, no free software)

Educational

a •

HART MICRO
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E Programmes
E

Written by experienced

a

£0.34

I

teachers.

3.5 Bulk HD Disks

...£0.80

50 3.5 Disk Labels

..£0.95

3.5 Disk Cleaner

..£1.95

3.5 40 Cap Lockable Disk Box
3.5 80 Cap Lockable Disk Box
3.5 80 Cap Banx

..£4.50

£10.95

ST Replacement Mouse

£17.95

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for

Mouse Mat...-.

..£2.95

Mouse Pocket

..£2.45

Send SAE forinformation or disc/50p fordemos, state (SS/DS)
To:- C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon. TQ 14 9NH

4 Player Games Lead
Joy/Mouse ext Lead
Joystick ext Lead

..£4.95

..£5.50

..£4.95
..£4.95

Joystick Splitter Lead

..£4.95

Monitor Plinth

£23.95

Seal 'N' Type Thru Keyboard cover

£12.95

Dust Cover

..£3.95

Quick Shot Python

..£9.99

Quick Shot Maverick

£13.99

QuickShot Flightgrip

..£7.99

Quick Shot Starfighter Remote Control.

£32.99

79% in ST Format Jan 91

Do you want to see you r children use the computer for
something other than shoot- em-ups?
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with bei ng killed off while trying to work out
which button does what?

I

| * ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE &PACKING * |
J.vv\\\\\\\\\\\\w\\\\\\\\\\\w\\
11 Stonald Ave, Whittlesey, Peterborough,

Tel: 0626 779695
Day or evening

Sales Hotline: (0733) 350242

STAR ASSOC.
COMPUTERS

Quality ST Repairs

Plus work carried out on most

of the Atari range.

From only £23.50 inc. return P&P

rwmm* Ring Repairs Hotline

13

081 961 5366

DATAPLEX
COMPUTERS LTD.

Your Atari ST is

i
which YOU CONTROL

the only teacher

129 Bath Road,

Subjects include ...

Swindon,

SL1 3UW

Wiltshire

Hardware

Tel: 0753 35557

Tel: 0793 488448

Slough,
Berkshire,

Atari 520 STFM Discovery Pack inc. Discover
the Atari ST, Control Ace, Emulator Ace, First
Basic, Neochrome, STOS, ST Tour, Space
Harrier Outrun Carrier, Command and

£240

Atari 520 STE Turbo Pack :

History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic

New Pack please call for details

£310

Atari 1040 STE Extra Pack which

includes: ST Words, ST Calc, ST Basic, ST
Print Pack

Reviewed in

87%

^

own lesson material.

of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

WMM

HP III

£849
£750
£1295

£199

HEWLETT PACKARD

£89

Think Jet

£85

DeskJet

£379

Desk Jet 500

£399

Paint Jet (Colour)

£699

1 Meg 3.5" Internal
1 Meg 3.5" External
1 Meg 5.25" External

£49.00
£60.00
£79.00

ACCESSORIES

£249

PRINTERS/MONITORS/ACCESSORIES
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand

£13

Star LC10 Sheet Feeder

£58

Star LC2010 Sheet Feeder

£58

£3.00

Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder

£68

Unbranded 3" disks, box of 10

£6.00

Copy Holder Anglepoise

£17

Branded Sony 3.5" disks, box of 10
ST to Philips Lead

£9.00
£8.00

Mouse Pocket

£2.00

LC10 Mono

£4.40

£5.00

LC10 Colour

£6.50

LC10 2410

£6.50

Atari Mouse

£25.00

Keyboard Dust Cover

£5.00

Star LC10 Mono

£129

Star LC200 Colour

£180

Star LC24-200 (24 pin)

136 ST FORMAT

LASER PRINTERS
Hewlett Packard ZP

PRINTERS

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

£39
£199
£329
£126
£199
£260
£495

SM 124 (Atari)

ST Printer Lead

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)

Colour upgrade for Citizen Swift 24
Panasonic KXP1124 (24 pin)
Panasonic KXP1624 (136 col)
Epson LX400
Epson LQ400
Epson LQ550
Epson SQ850 InkJet

SM 1224 (Atari)

Mouse Mat

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE

£120
£189
£249

Epson GQ5000

DISK DRIVES

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational
Software designed to help you enjoy learning fromyour
computer. Ourprograms even allow you to add your

£259

Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 24

£399

MONITORS
monitor + leads

£8.00
Prices

excluding VAT

Star LC24-220 Colour (24 pin)

Graphics, Hyperpaint, STOS, 1st Basic,

Philips CM8833 Mark II high resolution colour

ST Format (August '90)

Saturday
9.30 - 4.30
MAILORDER
Consumables
£1.50

Bombjack

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English

open:
Mon - Fri
9.30 - 5.30

19 High Street

dataplex

HARDWARE

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.

SHOWROOM

£219

PRINTER RIBBONS

Citizen 120D/Swift 24

£4.40

Epson LX400
Epson MX80/SX80/RX80

£4.40
£4.40

NEC P22100

£4.40

Panasonic 1081/1124/1180

£4.40

Panasonic 1124 (original)
Panasonic 1081 (original)

£7.50
£7.50

EDUCATION software

Puzzling out
good education

t^-^e'

David Jones gets in a muddle with puzzles and discoversjust how
careful you must be when buying so-called educational software...
Puzzle Books 1 and 2

grams like someone channel-jumping on a wet

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

Sunday afternoon. Their interest was briefly

kids. We all know where we stand with labels

roused by one or two of the programs, but not

such "Maths for 7 - 11 year olds". But not here.

PRICE: £19.95 EACH

enough to stay for more than a few minutes.

FROM: SOFT STUFF SOFTWARE

We repeated the exercise with some eight
year olds. A little more concentration showed
here, but not much - interest soon waned and it

CONTACT: 0732 351234

E

ach

of

Soft

Stuff's

most

recent

releases, Puzzle Book 1 and Puzzle

Book 2, comes on two single-sided
disks and sports a 16 page manual. Both pro
grams have high quality graphics and sound.
Unfortunately, despite this, two further puzzles
need to be solved: do these attractive programs
have any true educational value, and if they do,
who are they going to benefit?
To answer these questions, FOR/MAT tried a
consumer test. When a group of six year olds
tried the software, they flitted between the pro
issue 22-MAY-91

was back to being ninja turtles in the play
ground. Children in the first two years of their
senior career showed much the same reaction.

Each group tested seemed confused by the
programs and soon became bored. None of the

to be examining British History - and so do the

Each Puzzle Book contains an

unrelated

group of six programs, and while they have
excellent graphics and sound they are of dubi
ous value educationally and are aimed at an
impossibly wide audience.
Puzzle Book 1 contains two games whose

only educational value is in helping kids recog
nise playing cards. Do you actually know of any

children felt comfortable with either Book 1 or

child who thrills to the idea of Clock Patience?

2. When you look at the packaging, you can see
why. What is the age range that Soft Stuff intend
the programs to be used by? "4 to 90 years!"
Call me an old stick-in-the-mud if you like,
but I prefer to know when kids are supposed to
be studying Maths and when they are supposed

You know the one: lay the cards out in a circle
like a clock, pick up a card - if it's a three, place
it at three o'clock, pick up another card, and so
on. If you do know such a child perhaps this pro
gram is just the job, but otherwise don't bother.
Then there's Snap. The program is actually
ST FORMAT 137
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beatvo
called Reaction Timer but it looks pretty much
like Snap - and guess what? The screen still

says Snap. You watch the ST lay down pairs of
cards and if you spot a matching pair you must

simply a case
of

idea is very similar to
Fun School's Collect, but the result is

remember

ing

one grid '

and

reproduc

mroi

ing it each time. In Word Hunt, you choose a

click on the mouse button. If you miss the pair,
your ST cries out that immortal word, "Snap!"

word and then try to find how many smaller

Again, what is the educational purpose here?
The pointless excuse is that the program is

words you can make from it. Once you have
finished, you can check your list against one the

measuring a child's reaction time.

program generates.

Two of the games could claim to teach or
test logical skills. Maze presents you with a 3D
maze from which you must escape. This is
made more difficult by piles of wooden packing
cases, which block your view. If you find you
can't cope with Hampton Court of the ST, you
can always call up a helpful plan.
In Robot Nim, there is a grid of robots. You
must remove them from three rows out of the

six, taking turns with the ST. You can remove as
many as you like in any one row but the aim of
the game is to leave yourself with the last robot.

The graphics in this are excellent. The robots in
the removal bays look extremely apprehensive
as they await their inevitable destruction!
The last two programs are a/most educa

tional. In Magic Squares, you are presented with
a three-by-three grid onto which you must place
the digits 1 to 9, until all the numbers add up to
15 in every direction. There's even a four-by-four
grid on higher levels. Because one or more
numbers are placed by the program, it's not

If the end-of-term report for Puzzle Book
1 says, "tries hard, but often misses the point,"
that for Puzzle Book 2 should read, "spends too
much time being distracted." It's the same prob-

"Beciutifully presented
programs, with excellent
graphics and sound but little educational value"
lem again - a set of six beautifully presented
programs with little educational value.
First there's another version of Patience.

The manufacturers have already reviewed this
on the packaging: "Play this standard form of
Patience and get frustrated." The program plays
well and the game can be frustrating at times,
but that's often because the sprites are far too
small. After a while even people with 20-20
vision could find it all a bit much!

Maths is allegedly well-supported in Puzzle
Book 2, with three programs which claim to help
in this area.

shape-orientation program. You flip or rotate

in most schools." That's news to me!

138
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Blow Up Buddy suggests that someone
somewhere has been watching too many car
toons. Buddy - Soft Stuff's friendly caterpillar is holding a bomb. After all, that's the sort of
thing caterpillars do all the time. A lighted fuse
is heading towards him and you must keep it
burning by answering numerical questions. Even
tually, the bomb explodes and you get to see
Buddy covered in soot.
The remaining two programs are variations
on old themes. Balloons is really Hangman with
out the gallows and Pipeline turns out to be
none other than a reincarnation of that tedious

board game, Mastermind.
Neither Puzzle Book 1 nor 2 knows where

it's going. It's virtually impossible to put together
any package of six programs claiming that they
are both "educational" and "entertaining for the
whole family." You simply cannot mix games that
might appeal to grandma with those that are
suitable for a five year old.
Despite all this, the packages are wonder
fully presented. They have excellent graphics
and make good use of digitised sound. On this
score, Soft Stuff's programming skills cannot be
faulted. It is a pity that similar care hasn't gone
into the planning and evaluating of these pro
grams. To put together six programs and claim
that they are educational does not automatically
make them so. Puzzle Books 1 and 2, sadly, fall
well short of their aims, stf

Pentaminoes is described as a

various wooden blocks to fill a pre-defined
shape. According to the literature, these simple
jigsaw puzzles are "used in maths departments

• Can you make every line add up to 15 in
every direction in Magic Squares?

nowhere near as much fun.

Numeric Anagrams presents you with a sum
in the form of an anagram and you must cor

rectly rearrange the parts using the mouse. The

GRAPHICS
SOUND
VALUE FOR MONEY

I

LONG TERM INTEREST
EDUCATIONAL VALUE

OVERALL

61%
issue 22-MAY-91

"DEAL

DIRECT

•

DEAL

AT LAST!!

SAME
DAY

DESPATC

A PREMIER TRADE SUPPLIER COMES DIRECT TO YOU - THE PUBLIC!

31/2" DISKS

STORAGE BOXES

Large or small users - we have the prices for you!
MITSUBISHI D/S D/D 135 tpi
50's
42p each
100's
41p each
400's
39p each
800's
36p each
1200's
35p each

£21.00
£41.00
£156.00
£288.00
£420.00

MITSUBISHI

50's

37p

TfT

£18.50

31/2" (10 capacity box) "Slimpak"
31/2" (10 capacity box) see through "Vision 10"
3l/2" (40 capacity box) lockable disk storage box
31/2" (50 capacity box) lockable disk storage box
31/2" (80 capacity box) lockable disk storage box
31/2" (100 capacity box) lockable disk storage box

•

100's
36p
£36.00
400's
33p
£132.00
800's
30p
£240.00
1200's
29p
£348.00
I disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality control/no quibble
guarantee. Disk labels supplied

£0 95
£1 00
£3, 50
£3, 95
£4, 30
£4. 95

each
each
each
each
each
each
£6, 50 each
..£22.95
..£15.95
....£8.95

31/2" (120 capacity box) lockable disk storage box
3l/2" (150 capacity box) lockable & stackable
31/2" 'POSSO1 stackable box (holds 150)
31/2" 'BANX' lockable/stackable (holds 90)
All disks boxes are anti-static,contains keys,

dividers and rubber feet (with the exception of 10's)

PRINTER RIBBONS

ACCESSORIES
Printer Stands (i Ocol)

£6.50
£9.95
£9.95
£4.95
£15.95
£3.95
£7.90
£2.95
£1.95
£1.95
£3.95
£1.95
£3.50
£4.95
£6.95
£9.95
£15.95
£19.95

Printer Stand wit h tray

Data Switches It -way serial or parallel)
Mouse/Joystick Extension

A4 Desk Top Ho der

s

Atari Dust Cover
Star LClODust
Roll of 1000 3 1 /2" labels
1000 Tractor fe
Mouse/Joystick Switches manual
Mouse/Joystick Switches Auto

r-

RAM EXPANSIONS

520 ST 512K Ram solderless

-i

Star LC10 Mono Printer

Star LC200 Colour Printer

4Mb expansions available
£P0A
Features include: ON/OFF memory switch,
auto-recharge battery backed clock, 4 low

power fastrams.

ATARI

.

QTY10

£2.60

£.2.20

Amstrad DMP 4000

£3.90

£3.60

Amstrad PCW 8256/8512

£3.50

£3.20

£3.00

Amstrad PCW 9512

£2.90

£2.60

£2.20

Brother HR15/20/25/35
Brother M1009/1109
Citizen 120D/LSP10
Epson MX/FX80/85/800
Epson FX100/105/1000
Epson LX80/86
Panasonic KXP 1080/81/82

£2.50
£3.90
£2.90
£2.90
£3.60
£2.90
£3.90

£2.30
£3.60
£2.70
£2.70
£3.40
£2.70
£3.70

£2.15
£3.20
£2.40
£2.40
£3.10
£2.30
£3.20

StarLCIO
Star LC10 4 colour
Star LC24 200 mono

£2.90
£5.90
£4.90

£2.70
£5.30
£4.70

£2.40
£5.00
£4.50

ATARI
OMC ATARI STFM STARTER PACK

..£269.95
..£359.95

£158.95
£259.95

Star LC24-200 Colour Printer...£279.95

Philips Colour Monitor

£249.95
(ref. CM8833)

11 x 91/2 S.P plain 70 GSM Micro per paper
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack

100
250
500
1000
2000

£2.50
£3.95
£5.95
£8.95
£16.95

..£449.95

COMPRISES:

Discovery Pack incl. usual software
1/2 Meg additional RAM upgrade (solderless)

RRP £575

3 1/2" external diskdrive with own PSU OMC PRICE
10 3 1/2" DS/DD disks
f/MAQR

1 (40 cap) lockable storage box

xhj.h.33

1 mouse mat, 1 mouse, 1 mouse bracket
1 joystick, 1 Atari dust cover

OMC ATARI STE STARTER PACK

With all items listed above

OMC Price

RRP£1000.00
£474.95
Also available with 2 or 4 Mb RAM fitted - Prices on reques

.

h

DISK DRIVES

Zh

ATAF

Hand held colour console including
California Games & Power Pack

31/2" External disk drive for Atari,
Slimline design colour co-ordinated
throughport connector. 1 year guarantee

Double sided, own power supply unit.

.Y £58.00

ONLY £99.00 inc. VAT

—j

SOUNDBLASTER
Tecno Plus

Twin stereo amplified speaker system for the Atari. Pack
includes: cables, power supply, speakers and easy fitting
instructions. Also includes two sonically sensational
games (Corporation RRP£24.99 and Jumping Jackson
RRP£19.99) and a playable demo of lemmings

Only £49.99 inc. VAT

MICE

JOYSTICKS
Quickshot II Turbo
Quickshot III Turbo
Competition Pro Colour
QuickjoyJet Fighter

£7.95
£8.95
£9.95
£12.95

Quickjoy Super Board

£14.95 I

Quickshot 128F Maverick
Quickjoy Topstar

£12.99
£23.95

Competition Pro Glo Pink/Green

£16.50

VISA

£3.20

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LARGE RANGE.
TELEPHONE 0530-813591 FOR PRICING ON OTHER RIBBONS NOT LISTED

SPECIALS

520 ST Ram upgrade with unpopulated board ..£59.95

Atari STE Turbo Pack
Atari 1040 STE Extras Pack.

QTY5

£2.90

£69.95

520 STE 1Mb Ram (2 x 256K Simms)
£39.95
520/1040 STE 2Mb Ram (2 x 1Mb Simms) £114.95

Atari Discovery Pack

QTYl
Amstrad DMP 2000/3000

TO ORDER

Atari ST mouse, two button fully
compatible replacement

£17.95

Naksha incl. 2 year warranty mouse mat and
mouse bracket
Geniscan GS4000 Scanner

CHEQUES AND P.O.'S PAYABLE TO OMC LTD AND SEND
TO ADDRESS BELOW.
CREDIT CARDS SIMPLY TELEPHONE YOUR

ORDER ON0530 813591 (8 LINES)
or 0860 922436 (mobile)

£28.95
£159.95

FAX 0530 813595 FOR OUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

THE ORIGINAL MEDIA COMPANY LTD

|O.M.C|
Ltd

DEPT ST, MEDIA HOUSE, UNIT 14, ASHBY ROAO
COALVILLE, LEICS LE6 2LA
TEL 0530 813591(8 lines) or 0860 922436 (mobile) FAX: 0530 813595

Trade a/cswelcome. All prices include VAT. Corporate, education orders welcome. Personal callers welcome

UAIIKInUL &0,9U

DEAL DIRECT «| DEAL DIRECT

TRACKMAN 2

the latestand greatest st offers

HOLUS RESEARCH

Input

CI
03

hirif

DRUH TRACK SETUP

Output

TO^P
CrashCyn
Conga 1

CI
in:

D3

Conga 1

DBl
E3

Conga 2
Conga 2
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F3
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F3
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gill' I

If you're even half-serious about

making music with

_-—_^_

MIDI, your choice
/
of sequencer
really can affect
the way you work
and the results you
produce.
Cheapy sequencers can suffer
from poor resolution, or simply

lack the editing facilities you
need. And even the full-price

packages can be complicated,
expensive and difficult to

DELUXEPAINT ST

ENCHANTED LANDS

y

master.

But now there's an
alternative...

Trackman 2 is a

GFA
BASIC
Version

comprehensive professional
quality sequencer, yet it's
remarkably simple to use. Its
controls are as familiar as those

on a drum machine, but they
offer such features as: detailed

graphic note editing while your
music plays; automated faders,
mutes and solos (just like a

mixing desk!); multi-channel and
multi-track recording; total

GFA BASIC 3

control of 32 MIDI channels; and

you can even save while your

song is still playing!
Trackman 2 runs on all STs,

in medium or high resolution,
whatever your hardware or
operating system version. Unlike
most other professional MIDI
sequencers, Trackman 2 can be
used on a standard 520 ST.

Save a massive £79 when you
order it from ST FORMAT!

Description

Price

Order No

Trackman 2

£99.99

ST370

9H

MASTERSOUND 2

HOW TO ORDER

STORMBALL

£25 OF FREE SOFTWi
1 ' '"",

the package you want to buy and
REPEAT :

B m b iis

-'»•''••

••

..I. I.I 1.MM..—

• Just make a note of the name of

10 isois.
DID

STOP

• completely free

; yourself a

convenient order form at the

JPF
fl : B

the order number. Then fill in the

3W

fl i flJJL

• Trackman 2 struts its funky stuff

Hotline on s 0458 74011

y^/Getf^

s==rx moving!

bottom of the opposite page

• If you want to order with a credit
card or if you have any queries,
ring the ST FORMAT Mail Order

IFORMAT .. JL^HLP

Turn to page 134 now for
ST FORMAT'S remarkable

subscription offer

~x

AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES!

DELUXEPAINT ST Electronic Arts
DeluxePaint sets newstandards forcreativity software - and foryour
ST art. The art package no self-respecting artistshouldbe without!
Description: DeluxePaintST

Price: £44.95

Order No:ST356

ENCHANTED LANDS Thaiion

order

The FORMAT Gold winning platform game with amazingly fluid scrolling
and animation. Easy to get into, but nigh on impossibleto put down.
Description: Enchanted Lands
Price: £17.99 Order NoST365

P.F.M. PLUS Microdeal
Based on the original PersonalFinanceManager, this new enhanced
version is designed to give you even better control over your money.
Description: PFMPlus

Price: £29.95

Order No: ST359

MiG-29 FULCRUM Domark
Take the pilot's seat in Domark's first ever flight simulator. Learn to fly
the world'sfinestfighter plane and then jointhe dangerous missions.
Description: MiG-29 Fulcrum

©

Price: £26.99

Order No: ST362

DEVPAC ST 2 HiSoft

For sheer programming speed there's onlyone real choice: program
directlyin 68000 Assembler language using HiSoft'sDevpac.
Description: Devpac ST 2

Price: £39.95

Order No: ST315

GFA BASIC 3 gfa
Whether you're an ST newcomer or a seasoned programmer, GFA

PERSONAL FINANCE

MiG-29 FULCRUM

Basic3 has everything you need to write yourown quality programs.

MANAGER PLUS

Description: GFA Basic 3

w

Price: £34.95

Order No: ST363

PROTEXT 4.3 Arnor

This extraordinarily versatile word processor has full spell-checking
facilities, mail-merging and ultra-fast text manipulation. Unbeatable.
Description: Protext 4.3

Price: £64.95

Order No: ST361

MOONSHINE RACERS Millennium
Help Ike and Billy-Joeto shake off Fat Sam the Sheriff in this
exhilarating racing game from Millennium. Demo on Cover Disk 21.
Description: Moonshine Racers
Price: £17.99 Order No:ST366

MASTERSOUND 2 Microdeal
A low cost, high quality sound sampler which enables you to record
sound from your cassette or CD player and then edit itas you wish.

PROTEXT 4.3

Description: Mastersound

MOONSHINE

Price: £29.95

Order No: ST360

RACERS

STORMBALL Millennium

®

Equip yourself withbody armour and step intothe arena for a high-speed
ball game. Try before you buy withthe demo on this month's Cover Disk.
Description: Stormball

Price: £17.99

Order No: ST369

NAKSHA MOUSE PLUS TRACEY
A high-quality280 dpi resolution mouse. Comes with a free tool (RRP
£7.95) which enables you to trace pictures with the aid of your mouse.
Description: Naksha Mouse &Tracey Price: £23.95
Order No: ST368

ST BINDER
Keep your collection of the world's top ST magazine together in this
high quality binder with STFOfflVMrprinted on the spine.
Description
Price
Order No

wt£s
NAKSHA MOUSE

ST FORMAT BINDER

ST FORMAT MAIL ORDER
Name

One Binder

£4.95

ST112

Two Binders

£9.00

ST1122

No stamp required if posted in the UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

Description

Price

Order No

• For
overseas

Address

orders call
TVevor Witt

for prices
on +44 458

Postcode

74011

Telephone

Method of payment: (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO

TOTAL ORDER

Credit Card No

Expiry date

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt,
Please make all cheques payable in pounds
sterling to Future Publishing Limited.

ST FORMAT, The Old Barn, Freepost,
Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7PY

LETTERS

Write to: Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA12BW
Piracy thriving

SHORT BUT SWEET

I agree that pirating your friends' software dam
ages the industry, but when the industry has the
audacity to think of charging around 40 quid for
a game such as Sim Earth then it deserves dam
aging. Maybe if people stopped pirating, the
price of software would drop. But who honestly
would give up copying games when you have to
pay 30 quid for them, on average? Piracy will
continue to thrive until games are brought into a
sensible price range of about ten quid. Then it's

• I shall soon be replacing the single-sided
drive in my 520 STFM with a new low-cost
double-sided replacement. However, before I
do this I am wondering if it is possible to use
the single-side drive (once it is removed) as
an external drive. Any suggestions?

worth buying originals for their instructions.

C A Penwarden, Worcester

Anon

- Back in DESKTOP, issue 10 we printed a DIY
tip to enable you to connect up your singlesided drive as a drive B (see page 134 to find
out how you can get hold of this and other
back issues). But be warned, there are as
many types of internal drives as there are
grains of sand in a large sandy area and
you'd be well-advised to consult the people
from whom you bought your ST if you're still
keen on the idea. If you go ahead with the
operation, make sure you, or the people who
are doing it for you, know exactly what is
required. Otherwise you could end up with a
mangled drive. There is another problem too:
the drive unit has no protective case once you
take it out of your ST, so you need to find a
way of enclosing it.

stf The development of an ST game is a big

project. Decent ST games aren't written by
teenagers in back bedrooms any more. They're
crafted by a team of programmers, graphic
artists, sound men and even a manual writer
before they're unleashed onto the public.
Let's look at the Sim Earth package. The

game itself has been in development for over a
year. Teams of researchers have studied the
Gala theory - a key element in the game. The
manual itself is a gigantic affair with 220 pages
and reads more like a geography reference book
than a game manual. The game was devised by
Maxis in America but the ST version is being
coded for Ocean by UK-based Probe software.
All of this is a costly process, but at the end of it
we get a decent game, if you're looking for
cheap shoot-'em-ups and platform games, there
are always the budget titles. Just remember that
you must expect to pay for quality.

Making a backup
Why should it be illegal to make a copy of a
game for your personal use? I hate reading a
manual and being told I can't lend or duplicate
the software. Surely it isn't up to the software
houses to decide what we can do with our prop

erty. If it's protected well enough we are unable
to make a copy anyway.
Don't get me wrong. I don't condone piracy
but I do think we should be able to lend out our

games to friends without asking for the permis
sion from a software house.
Neil Adams

Plymouth

stf Records, tapes, radio programmes and
television are all protected by copyright in the
same way as computer games. You can't copy
your favourite album on the off-chance that you
might scratch the record. Unless the manual
specifically says you can copy a game, you have
no rights to make even a backup.
If the disk you bought doesn't work when
you put it into your drive, you can take it back
to the shop and demand a replacement. If the
disk gets damaged afterwards though, the soft
ware house has no legal obligation to replace
142
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If you can get what you want to say

on a single postcard, just send it in

• I have just started using the GFA Basic you
gave away on the Cover Disk 19. When I save
something and try reloading it I get the
message: "Not a GFA Basic v2 program." All
the demo programs for it on your Cover Disk
work fine, so why don't mine?
Adrian Michaels, Hull
- Are you sure you're hitting SAVE and not
SAVE,A? The SAVE,A option saves your pro
grams as ASCII files and the only way to re
load these is to use the MERGE command. If

you have any problems with GFA Basic, see
our GFA Basic surgery in DESKTOP on page
131. Alternatively, write to: GFA Basic
Surgery, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
BathBA12BW.

• At the moment I am at college taking a com
puter studies course. At the end of the course
you are given a choice of learning either PAS
CAL or C. Which is the easier of the two lan

guages for me to learn and which one would
you recommend?
David Roberts, Cheshire

- It depends what you want to do when you
leave college. If you're looking to become a
programmer for British Gas or the MoD, then
COBOL is going to stand you in better stead.
PASCAL is a good language to have under
your belt if you want to get into mainframe
programming. It's also a very literal language,
near English in fact, and this makes it easy to
understand. If, on the other hand, you aspire
to write your own games, utilites or business
packages on the ST, then opt for C. It's fast,
versatile, and portable from one 16-bit
machine to another.

it. Nevertheless, most software publishers are
aware of the problem and are happy to help though they may need proof of purchase first.
The reason you aren't supposed to lend out

games is obvious. Ifyou lend Dragon's Lair 2 to
your best friend for the evening, he's going to
realise it's got stunning graphics but poor
gameplay. He won't want to buy it, and Readysoft lose out on a sale as your friend looks
around for something else to buy. Logical - but
unreasonable, and basicallyunenforceable.

Games too hard
is*

/^ ,

Why is it that computer

/%

games are so hard?

f**

£25 for agame which has

-+- J-* J % What's the point of paying

C\J—'

12 levels of

50 action-

packed screens if the game is so hard or the
control system so annoying that you can't get
past the first screen! I understand that a game
can't be made too simple or people would com
plain it hasn't got any lasting interest, but I must
be correct in my assumption because otherwise
there wouldn't be such a huge Gamebusters
section in ST FORMAT.

If programmers are hiding cheat modes in
their games, they must realise they're too hard,
so why hide them? It's come to the stage now
where I only buy a computer game if I know the
cheat mode for it.
Steve Bassett
Kent

stf Because computer games are written by
programmers who are for the most part excel
lent game-players, they don't tend to gear their
games towards less experienced players. Gen
erally, they try to make the game progressively
more difficult. Level one should be a cinch for

the pro but taxing for the newcomer. Later
levels ought to test the abilities of even the best
game-player. In this way, beginners and experts
alike can enjoy a game. Perhaps you think
games should carry a difficulty rating?
Passwords are primarily put into games for
testing purposes. They enable programmers to
go directly to a level or part of a level and
check that the game doesn't crash and that the
aliens all move properly. Some programmers
take them out - the Bitmaps deliberately took
the password out of Xenon 2 for instance.
Other programmers choose to leave them in so
that when people begin to tire of the game, they
can release the password and stir up some
more interest.

Brilliant budget buys
I must commend Codemasters for the quality of
their budget ST range, including the amazing
Dizzy series. But have you seen the rubbish they
write on the packaging? Take MiG-29 Soviet
issue 22-MAY-91

FARMIC ENTERPRISES

A MISPRINT

75 Chestnut Grove, Coleshill,

Birmingham. B46 IAD
The New Name in Public Domain

For the very bestPD software on theATARI
computer, simply send £1 or 50p
with a blank diskfor a disk catalogue and
find out how you can claim your

ONLY BY PURCHASING OVER 3 MILLION DISKS
A YEAR CAN WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING
SENSATIONAL PRICES...
Every diskette supplied by
Dial a Disc is certified and
tested 100% error free.

FREE PD.

Prices start at just £1.00 per s/s disk.

SWITCHBOARD

DISK STORAGE BOXES

3.5" 40 capacity
3.5" 80 capacity
3.5 100 capacity

75 Kirkmuir Drive, Stewarton, Ayrshire, KA3 3HP.

TEL: (0560) 85296

FAX: Voice Request

£2.95
£3.45
£3.95

only if bousht with disks
ALL prices include VAT & delivery

HEWLETT PACKARD

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

Deskjet 500

OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE

100% SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK

DIAL A DISC
203 Southborough Lane, Bromley, Kent, BR2 BAR.
081-467 0131
Allofferssubject to availability. E/OE.

£349

3 year warranty

PaintJet

£399

Colour Deskjet
1 year warranty

HP7440A Color-Pro
8-pen Plotter
£369
1 year warranty

MAKE YOUR

AST

EARN!

Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know how. Your
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant. Make the
initial effort NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS
Thismay be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". Anyone in the
country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively short period of time just
by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than playing games. The benefits
are many and varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

Prices exclude VAT

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

31, PILTON PLACE (STF 22)
KING AND QUEEN STREET,
WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

ATARI REPAIRS

FAST TURNAROUND
COMPETITIVE PRICES

• Over 10 years experience with Atari computers
• 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
• Most computers will be turned around in just 24 hours!
• Prices include full service check, overhaul and soak-test

• All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

• • Simply send your machine along with a £15 diagnostic fee • •

and we will send you a written quote for the cost of repairing your machine, typically £45.00
How to take advantage of this exceptional offer:

Simply send or hand deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed below, enclosing payment and this advert
and we will do the rest. (If possible, please include a daytime telephone number and fault description).
WTS ELECTRONICS LTD

Studio Master House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, LU4 8EZ.
VISA

Telephone (0582) 491949 (4 lines)
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Fighter for example - an average shoot-'em-up
similar in style to Space Harrier.
"Strap yourself into the fastest 3D flight sim
ulation available!" says the box. It's not a flight
simulator, nor is it particularly fast. "Realistic
take-off, in-flight and landing sequences!" it con
tinues. You must "confront stealth aircraft, tanks,
warships and ground attack vehicles!" The latest
sophisticated weapons include nuclear weapons
for a "total aerial combat experience!" And
there's more. "Superfast 3D action!" (not strictly
true) and "actual military graphics!" - and I
expected sprites of washing machines. There

SHORT BUT SWEET
• Where is the support for the STE? After
more than a year, I'm still waiting for the
amazing games with 4,096 colours and stereo
sound Why is no-one bothering? People just
won't want to buy an STE if there's no support

extra from our overseas subscribers. We could

send the magazine out via surface mail, but this
isn't much cheaper, it takes much longer and
the disks have a habit of getting damaged.

• When are programmers going to make the
fullest use of the STE? And why don't they
have both an ST and STE version of a game
on the same disk?

Incentive's forthcoming 3D Construction Kit
(watch out for the demo on next month's
Cover Disk) and our own animation package
(see page 67) both make use of the STE's
palette of 4,096 colours (as opposed to 512 on
the ST). Some games like Readysoft's

the most up-to-date game reviews in these
pages before you riskfalling for all thathype.

F.A.S.T. tactics

seems to come in the form of extra colours.

This kind of STE support is certain to
swell over the next year as more and more

their intention to push the STE in the form of
special bundles (see our news story, page 7).
Making use of the STE's superior scrolling
abilities and custom-made hardware is trickier

because essentially it's like writing for a com

cent support to F.A.S.T. My problem lies with
their advert and the way they go about things.
The idea that all pirates are market stall
holders and all teenagers extremely moral citi
zens is incredibly naive. The March STF adverts

already seeing demos in the Public Domain
which run only on an STE (see page 121). This
may start to happen with a handful of games
by next Christmas.

machine. However,

we're

• On page 66 of STF 8, in the Powersurge
section, you talk about XBIOS calls and so on.
Can you please tell me where can I find the
complete list of ST internals, including GEM

Lost subscriber
I have been thinking about taking out a subscrip
tion for your magazine for a while, mainly to cut
out having to travel miles to get it. Now I will not
be taking out a subscription after all. Why? If you
look at your subscription price for overseas
readers, you can see you are not giving value
for money. How can you justify charging the
£64.55 it costs to post your mag to Eire?
Denis Frawley

Dublin 7, Eire

stf Although you can post letters anywhere in
the EEC for the same price as it costs to send a
letter to your next door neighbour, as soon as
the letter weighs more than 20g the entire pric
ing structure changes. It's unfortunate that it
144
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• The Royal Mail confirms that it costs as
much to send a parcel to Eire as to Italy

Swear too loud
I feel that when a swear word is used as a quote
in an article, it spoils the whole feel of the maga
zine. One need only look at issue 18's "Bitmaps
go it alone" article. On page 56, in nice big, blue
letters, standing out above everything else, are
the words, "no, we're not pissed off, not at all."
Now, I realise that this quote was a necessary
part of the feature, but couldn't you have made
it a bit smaller or printed it in yellow, or even
white, so as to make it harder to read?
Lee Thompson
Oxon

DOS BIOS and XBIOS.

S M Cooper, Avon

The recent debate on vulgar language has finally

- You need to get hold of a book called "The
Concise Atari ST 68000 Programmer's Refer
ence Guide" from Glentop (ISBN 1-85181-1788). It takes its information from official Atari
documentation and covers machine code pro
gramming and details of GEM and the ST's
Operating System. It costs £17.50 and should
be available from most good book stores.

got to me. There are those who throw up their

Milton Keynes

stf No-one can disagree with F.A.S.T.'s inten
tions, but don't you think you are over-reacting
to theiradvertisement? Itmay seem a bit puerile
but if it increases overall awareness of the prob
lem, then it can't be all that bad. Whether it has
an effect or not is up to you.

30

'

STEs are sold. Atari have already declared

pletely different

Adrian Garton

•

use the extra sound channels on an STE.

piracy, and of course give my one hundred per

holder looking like something out of an 18-rated
Porridge and the pirate game named as
Bloggo's Powl The very idea of most people my
age dobbing in their friend just for a pirate game
is simply inconceivable. I think that until a sen
sible, down-to-earth and more readable advert is
published, F.A.S.T are not going to get the
number of calls or letters they deserve.
As soon as I saw it, I laughed - that can't be
right for a subject as serious as this, can it?

LStelliiSSI

4 Kirch .991
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Dragon's Lair 2 and Infogrames' Alpha Waves

I agree completely with your views on software

really are the last straw for me, with the stall

hjfr
•to

Unfortunately, some people might buy it and
think it is a flight simulator when in fact it's
nothing of the sort.

stf Itjust goes to show - you can'tbelieve any
thing you read on the boxes. In fact, the only
people you can believe are us. Watch out for

ST FORMAT is sent out to subscribers via

Air Mail. Take a look at the Post Office's price
lists and you can see that we don't make any

for it.

Steve Mangham, Melbourne, Australia
- At the moment the extent of STE support

Northumberland

the Post Office.

Martin Galloway, Edinburgh

are even "real MiG engines and sound effects."
So these aircraft go beep and bang do they?
Apart from all that tosh, the game is fine.

Philip Day

costs the same amount to send ST FORMAT to

the Republic of Ireland as it does to send it to
Italy, but that's a matter you should take up with

* Here in Oz we pay $10 (£4.16) for ST FOR
MAT. If my parents send me a copy, it costs
them £3.00 for the mag and roughly £8.70 in
postage and packing - a total of £11.70. Thus,
indirectly, we in Australia are getting your
magazine for free. Let's not have any more
Australians complaining about prices.
Mr & Mrs R Birks, Queensland, Australia
• I've recently bought an Atari STE. After con
necting my aerial and power socket, I started
the incredible battle of plugging in my joystick
and mouse. Is this really the best Atari can
do? Did Atari think before putting the two
ports under the computer?
Ian Wenham, Essex
- This must be one of the most common com

plaints about the ST when it comes to setting
up your system. Why not try and get some
joystick extenders? These plug into the
appropriate ports so that the ends hang out
from the bottom of your ST. Simply connect
them up to your mouse and joystick, and
these gizmos can save you a great deal of
hassle later on. Microdeal (* 0726 68020) have
a suitable extender for only £6.95.

hands in horror and others who say never mind.
Where is some reasonable argument?
I am a bit disappointed in reading mild
swear words from a magazine I had previously
admired. Now I hope your team, bristling with

university graduates, can cleverly find a way
around this swearing business.
I do not think it good to bring language
from, say, the office party or a visit to the pub
to the printed page. It is too bald, like a smack
in the face. Words like bugger, bloody or spike
in the bum can be okay when mixed with body
language which effectively depreciates them in a
merry social scene - quite natural. Printed they
stand alone and are slightly offensive. It seems
to me that your mild expletives are a weak and

easy option when there is otherwise room for a
fantastic play of wit. Most people swear, even
five year olds, but it is a bit like littering - a
somewhat unfortunate habit.
Paul Preston
N Yorks

stf There are a great many expressions we
wouldn't use in ST FORMAT, but we aim to talk

to our readers in a conversational style, not
bore them with excessive formality, and slang is
part of how people talk. In the case of the
Bitmaps article, we quoted the actual words
used, and the nuances of "pissed off," we think,
capture very expressively the relationship
between the two parties involved, stf
issue 22-MAY-91
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Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning
range of high quality dot
matrix printers from Citizen.
Each Citizen printer is built in
the UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability
and a very high quality of
output. Our confidence in the
quality of Citizen printers is
such that we are pleased to
offer a unique two year
guarantee with every printer.
Plus, if you purchase your
Citizen printer from us, we
will give you a Silica Printer

FREE DEUVERY
Next Day • Anywhere in the UK mainland

FREE
STARTER KIT
Worth £29.95 • With every Citizen printer trom Silica.

FREE
COLOUR KIT
Worth £39.95 - With Swift 9 and Swift 24 printers.
2

Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the printer head)
with every Citizen printer purchased from Silica.

WINDOWS
3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver - In the Silica Starter Kit.
Technical support helpline open during office hours.

Starter Kit (worth £29.95),

MADE
IN THE UK
Citizen printers are manufactured to high standards.

FREE OF CHARGE!

4QA CPS
1 *f £ DRAFT

CITIZEN 120D +
The Citizen 120D+ is one of the UK's best selling
printers, it has a stylish appearance and excellent
features and performance for such an inexpensive

CITIZEN 124D

192 DRAFT 24 PIN

SWIFT 9 - COLOUR!

SWIFT 24 - COLOUR!

budget price. The print quality of Swift 9 rivals that
of other manufacturer's 24-pin models.

The Citizen Swift 24 is one of Europe's best selling
printers and has won awards including Printer Of
The Year 1990. Its rapid print speed, quality and
black or colour options, make it a natural choice.
• 24-pin Impact Printer

or parallel interface and is an ideal first printer.

The award winning Citizen 124D brings high quali
ty 24-pin dot matrix printing within every computer
users reach. It is the ideal choice where high quali
ty printing is required at a budget price.
• 24-pin Impact Printer

• 9-pin Printhead
• Print Speed 144cps Draft

• Print Speed 144cps Dratt
• 2 LO Fonts (48cps)

• Print Speed 192cps Draft

• 30cps NLQ
• Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation

•

• 8K Buffer
V.
KIT
• Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation
• Advanced Paper Parking

printer. The 120D+ is available with either a serial

•

• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation

Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed

• Superior Graphics - 240x216dpi

• Advanced Paper Parking
• Superior Graphics - 360x360dpi

•

•

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£228.85
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
TOTAL RRP: £258.80
SAVING: £110.45
SILICA PRICE: £148.35

£129
+ VAI

=

£148.35

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

The Citizen Swift 9 is perfect for those who require
high quality dot matrix black or colour printing at a

8K Buffer

RRP
£320.85
STARTER KIT .... £29.95

TOTAL RRP: £350.80
SAVING: £144.95

• 9-pin Impact Printer

( mmmmmm "

• 3 NLQ Fonts (48cps)

COLOUR

•
•

FREE Starter Kit

£179
£74.75
£96.60
£46.00

SERIAL INTERFACES
£62.10
£34.50
£28.75

PRINTER STAND
PRA1242 1240/Swltt 9/24
£26.95

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB 3502 120D/Swift 9 Black
RIB 3924 124D7Swlft 24 Black
RIB 3936 Swift 9/24 Colour

£4.03
£5.18
£17.25

PRA1236 Swift 9/24

£39.95

All prices include VATand Free delivery.

7lTOIt HBP: £379.25
SAVING: £161.90
SILICA PRICE: £217.35

=

£259

• 3V2" Disk with Drivers for Microsoft Windows 3
• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable
• 200 Continuous Address Labels on Tractor Feed

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed

NORMAL RRP

Starter Kit, you may order one (ref: KIT 5000) for the special % ^*Cfc Ck K

Silica price of£24.95 - £5 off RRP!

• BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your PC requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy it.
Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may require additional
peripherals or software, or some technical help and advice. And, willthe company you buy from contact you with
details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. Silica Systems
is one of the UKs leading independent computer dealers and provides a quality service lo users at home, in education
and in business throughout the nation. Silica have been established for over 12 years, and have an annua! turnover

Order Lines Open:

JL*Sb 9i«79

1-4The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 11lf

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours;

SIDCUP SHOP:

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA

9.30am.6.00pm

No Late NightOpening

Fax No: 081-308 0608
Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursdayuntil6pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

LateNight: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0591-54, 1-4TheMews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX1

11 PLEASE SEND CITIZEN PRINTER INFORMATION
I

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

i
Postcode: ..

of £13 million. With our unrivalled experience and

experience the "Silica Systems Service".

TOTAL RRP: £489.65
SAVING: E191.80
SILICA PRICE: £297.85

£217.35

• 200 Sheets of High Quality Continuous Paper

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of PC technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: Wenormally match competitorson a "Same product-Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
£13m TURNOVER (with 60 staff)- Solid and reliable with maintained growth.

to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete

FREE Starter Kit
FREE Colour Kit

RRP
£419.75
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
COLOUR KIT
£39.95

Every Citizen printer from Silica, comes complete with the Silica
Printer Starter Kit, including everything you need to get up and run
ning with your new printer immediately, FREE OF CHARGE!
• 3Vz" Dual Format Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers

MAIL ORDER:

literature on the Citizen printer range and begin to

KIT

• Advanced Paper Parking

£189
+VAI

COLOUR

BK Buffer

GasEzaao;

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU

and return the coupon now, for our latest Free

•

FREE!

• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation
•
•

If you already own a printer, andwould like a Silica Printer

COLOUR KITS

expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers
requirements with an understanding which is second

• Print Speed 192cps Draft
• 4 NLQ Fonts (64cps)

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1200 120D
PRA1215 124D/Swift 9/24
PRA1228 124D/Swift 9/24
PRA1189 120D+
PRA1209 Swift 9/124D
PRA1709 Swift 24

•
•
•
•
•

FKCCS

FREE Starter Kit
FREE Colour Kit

RRP
£309.35
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
COLOUR KIT
£39.95

SILICA PRICE: £205.85

YEAR

WARRANTY

SILICA
SYSTEMS

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work): .

' Company Name (if applicable):
I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E40E - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest information.

I

END bit

TWilight zone
The burning
questionMay we have your attention, ladies
and gentlemen, for it is now time to
announce the winner of issue 19's

Flames of Freedom competition. But
first, those answers in full...
a. The name of the programming

pleasure of visiting the glorious ST
FORMAT offices. (Phew!)

Rare lesser-spotted Publishers

Pilot Bill Stealey is busy doing
his preflight checks - kicking the
tyres and stroking the lucky rabbit's

Way back in issue 19, newly-pro
moted Publisher Steve Carey asked
if anyone knew just what a Publisher
did to earn his daily crust.
We didn't receive a single reply,
so obviously no-one else knows

foot -

while the ST FORMAT crew

are desperately searching for the
Halford's puncture repair kit. You'll
be hearing from us, Graham, so
don't try moving!

either. This month, however, we dis-

covered the answer to our query.
Our new "no it is not a Burton's suit"

Publisher was spotted disappearing
into the toilet with the slop bucket
from the coffee machine. We're not

saying a thing, but the cleaners had
the fright of their lives, stf

team behind Midwinter and Flames
of Freedom is Maelstrom.

gaze out the window, muse a little and even keep an eye out for the

What more do

NEXT MONTH

ber (ooer!) is none other than Mike

you want?

Singleton, who wrote and designed
the original Midwinter.
c. The publishers of Flames of
Freedom are Microprose. (This was

Thanks to everybody who compli
mented us on the Buyer's Guide sup
plement we gave away with the last

Be prepared for something really
special in next month's issue. Have
you seen the stunning 3D visuals in
Damocles and Castle Master? Well,
now's your chance to recreate your
own!

issue of ST FORMAT. We're sad we

souls to get a useable demo of

can't individually reply to everyone
who wrote in, but we'd still love to
hear from anyone with a neat idea for
future supplements. What would you
like to see wrapped around the cover
of ST FORMAT? A DESKTOP tips
special? A game-players' guide? An
RS232 lead? A crisp £50 note? Write

Incentive's

b.

Maelstrom's best known mem

the difficult one, wasn't it?)
The first correct answer out of

the combined filing-system and
waste-disposal unit was from one
Graham Cammish from Warring
ton

in Cheshire.

Graham is the

lucky fella who gets stuffed with
food, chucked into Microprose's
Piper Cherokee aeroplane, weighed
down with software, and then cast
adrift in the Future Publishing hot-air
balloon. He even gets the dubious

and let us know at: ST FORMAT, This

We've

Amiga Power
Analogic
Atari

BSoft
BCS
Best Prices
Blenheim

get hold of it. She can sort out all of your problems in no time at all!

r Complete this form and hand it lo your newsagent
Please reserve me
copy/copies of ST FORMAT every
month, beginning with the June issue, out Thursday 9 May.

B Bytes

Address.

Phone

To the newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by Future Publishing and
is available from your local wholesaler. Send back all your Future
shop save coupons for entry in a free draw to: Kate Hodges,
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW
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ST FORMAT

116

96
128
16-17

124
124
133
56
28-29

Byte Back

55

Caledonia

120

Cambridge Computers

119

Care
Castlesoft
Commodore

64
136
21

Computer Wise
Coombe Valley
Datagem
Dataplex

133
136
127
133

Datel
Dial A Disc

88-89
143

Digicom
Digita International
Dowling

14
IBC
50-51

EMPDL
Evesham Micros

126
40-41

Farmic Enterprises
Floppy Shop

143
126

Frontier
Hart Micros
HCS
HiTec
Hisoft
Home Base

42
136
132
109
6
143

Hyper Active Development
Instamec
Kosmos
KYC Disks

Name.

Construction

But 3D isn't all we've got for
you next issue. On the games front,
we should have Midwinter 2 in for

review, and Lucasfilm's next biggy,
Secret of Monkey Island. We're also
going to put Lemmings and The
Killing Game Show through their
paces - see this month's Previews,
page 19, for a taste of what's due.
And there's still heaps more full reviews of Pandaal's new bud

get-priced A4 scanner and a 2D

drafting package, plus a step-bystep guide to getting into the world
of comms. It's on sale Thursday 9
May. Mark it in your diary!

ADVERTISERS INDEX
1st Choice

hold of ST FORMAT, so here's the FORMATguide to making certain you never
suffer those "I can't get hold of the latest issue" blues again.

ask to have it delivered to your home?
Still no luck? Then call the ever so helpful Kate Hodges on s 0225 442244
and tell her which of Future's magazines you're after and where you've tried to

3D

collective

There's also some advice from pro
grammers and examples showing
you how you can construct your
own 3D landscape - and not just
for games. You can go on to re
create your office block or bed
room and explore it at will. Walk up
the stairs, look through rooms,

We're still getting loads of calls from readers who are having difficulty getting

If your local newsagent doesn't have a copy of FORMATon the shelf, try
asking the person standing behind the counter, "excuse me, but do you have
any more copies of ST FORMAT?" Sometimes, even if they've sold out on the
shelf, they'll have more in the storeroom. If that doesn't work, check out one
of the bigger newsagents, such as your nearest WH Smith or John Menzies.
If you don't want to subscribe - and see page 135 for some good reasons
why you should - fill in the form below and hand it to your newsagent, saying,
"Mr/Ms Newsagent, I'd like you to have this." Remember, every single
newsagent in the country - from WH Smith to the corner shop - will be
delighted to reserve you a copy each month. If you're really daring, why not

new

our

Kit on next month's Cover Disk.

Is What 1Want For Nothing, 30 Mon
mouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

Still looking for us?

sold

kitchen sink.

Ladbrook Computing

38
111,119
136
119

66

LAPD

120

MailCente
Matrix Software
MD Office
Media Direct
Merlin
Merlin
Microdeal

r 53
132
82
112
18
133
108

Microprose

270-71

Microsmart

47

Miditech
Mirrorsoft

MJC Supplies
MPH Computers
MT Software

102
76,87,94

130
111
37

Music Matrix
Naksha
NBS

109
25
127

Ocean
Official Secrets

IFC, OBC.3
•.

11

Original Media

139

Paradise

124

PD Essentials
PD PDom
PDST

124
92-93
124

Penge TV + Video
PLC Computers

109
111

Poste Haste

127

Power Computing

32-33,49,99

Premier Mail Order
Protar
Ramara House
Redlaw Resources
Riverdene PDL
Rutland
Severn Disc
SGM Electronics

45
8
39
126
120
128
61
38

Silica Shop
Soft Exchange
Soft Logic

145
64
13

Soft Machine
Softville

53
64

Software City

103

Solent Software
South West PD

120
124

Special Reserve
Spinx

11
120

ST Club

39

Star Association Computers
Supply Solutions
Surface Software
Switchboard
Tarn
TDK

Third Coast
Trust PD
Turbosoft

136
133
31
143
38
105

80,115
120
62-63

Virgin

79

We Serve

38

West London PD

128

Wizard

119

Worldwide Software

100

WTS

143

Zone Distribution

111
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Distinctly Digita
Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed in the press,
Digita produces a range of powerful, low cost software for the home
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and business user.

•«aaa
MAILSHOT

FINAL ACCOUNTS

Ifyou ever nee6 to send out mailingsor print labels, you
knowhowfiddlyand time-consumingitcan be makingsure
all the labels are printed correctly. Wellnow all that's a thing
of the past. Because Mailshot actually shows you the labels

The program willtake information prepared by Cashbook
Controller and produce a complete set of accounts including:
' Trial Balance " Trading and Profit and Loss Account

on screen, you can type names and addresses in exactly the
correct place. But more than that, the labels are animated on
screen as a continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll
backwards and forwards, to search for particular keywords or

' Full Accountingratios.
Allreports may be produced at any time, with
comparative/budget figures ifrequired. The facilityto
produce these documents quickly,accurately, and regularly
is of enormous help in running any business, large or small,
since one shows the true profitabilityachieved, and the other
the exact strength of the business in terms of assets and
liabilities.
**«« «,-.

DGCALC
The fastest and most powerfulspreadsheet available in this
price bracket, with 512rows by 52 columns, givingyou up to
26624ceils. As with all Digita products, the operation of the
program is clearly thoughtout. Beingeither menu, mouse or
command driven you'll be able to start using it withinminutes
-even if you've never used a spreadsheet before. Some of
the features which make it such good value are the exporting
of ASCII files for integration withother programs, adjustable
column width and text overflow,programmable function keys
(macros),and a unique windowing facility, so that youcan
look at different parts of a sheet at the same time.- _ _ _ _

£39.95

to edit entries with the minimum of fuss. Facilities include

searching, detection of duplicate labels, sorting (even
surname!) 9 labels across, 999copies of any label. This has
to be the simplest and most effectivemethodof creating a
mailshot available.
«.— ._._

e t yp

£29.95

£24.95

e-type

^m

" Balance Sheet * Notes to the Accounts

mmmmmmmmmmm% classic invaders

Doyou ever have to print names and addresses at awkward
places on envelopes, or do you ever need to fiIIin tricky
forms or invoices where the text has to be in exactly the right
place? Usuallyyou have to do it by hand, or get your trusty
old typewriter out of the cupboard and dust it off. Well not
anymore.The EmulatedTYPEwriter transforms your
computer and printer into a fullyfledged typewriter,
supporting bold, underline, italic and other type-styles.
Because itcan display and print text INSTANTLY you can line
up your form, press Return and Space a few times to move to
the correct place, and then start typing.Alternativelyyou can
switch to line-by-linemode, which offers word-wrap,
justificationand proportional spacing, so that you can edit
each line before it's printed.
_ _ _ _„

£39.95

MAILSHOT PLUS

Escape from executive stress withthe classic space invader

fe$^ -*

game.

£14.95

Advanced version of Mailshot for the business user with the

following extra facilities:
' integration with other software (using ASCII files)
' column/tabulated summary (ideal for telephone lists, etc)
* 4 extra memo lines per label (withdefaults} ' system for
coding, dating and adding messages to each label
' different layouts available for horizontal and vertical
justification.
_ __ __

£49.95

PHARAOH III

f§^

Based on the classic gameplay of Galaxians, this original and
unique game recreates the mysticalatmosphere of ancient

Egypt and thePharaohs.

n+A nc

I

CASHBOOK COMBO
Moneysaving combinationpack featuring bothCashbook
Controller and Final Accounts -Save £10.00.
_»_

fleet*tin**

£69.96

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER
Are you absolutely sure your taxman is doing his job
correctly? Plan your own tax with ease, this menu-driven
program willcalculate your incometax liability (4tax years
included)and provide pertinentfacts about yourtax position.
Youcan perform 'what-if?' calculationto discover ways to
minimiseyour tax liability. Infact,the program willadvise
you on things such as, ifyou are a married man, whether it
would be advantageous to have your wife's income taxed
separately or not. Atthis price who knows,you willprobably
findthat PTPwillpay for itselfin tax savings the firsttime you

fs§li
waaa

use it!
" STOP PRESS "

July '89 - PTP user receives tax refund of over £2,000!!

£39.95

DAY-BY-DAY
Anexcellent way to get organised. Withit you'll be reminded
ofbirthdaysand other anniversaries,meetingsand
appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As withall
Digita products,inputting information is simplicity itselfand,
once entered, you can search for keywordsor for particular
eventssuch as birthdaysto see whenone is comingup.
Includes month/week/dayplanner, automatic reminders for
overdueappointments, monthand weeksummaryat a
glance,Forless than £30thisis the idealwayto makesure

you never miss that important occasion again!
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Available to the trade from:

'eso/

«&&£•«*.
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£19.9S

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,
HB Marketing, Lazer,

-—^_^__^

""» Final

£49.95

Leisuresoft, R &R, SDL.

&4.9S

HOW TO ORDER

DIGITA
INTERNATIONAL
'Serious software at a sensible price

rr

CREDIT
Post: Digita International Ltd
Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon

EX8 1JL England
All softwarewritten inthe UK. Prices include VAT &P &P (add£2.00for export)

Fax: 0395 268893
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POUJETi
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED • 6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS • TEL: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650

